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ABOUT PIET
Panipat Institute of Engineering & Technology (PIET) was established by the Vidyapeeth Education Trust in 

response to the acute deficiency of higher education institutes in the state of Haryana. The founders had a 

clear vision to provide world-class education and research with a view to serve the cause of society 

admirably. For the achievement of this cherished goal, PIET has covered many milestones of success till 

today.

When we look at some of the best Engineering Institutes in National Capital Region, PIET stands out as a 

clear leader. A multidisciplinary institute affiliated to Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra and approved by 

AICTE, New Delhi provides Undergraduate and Postgraduate programmes in Engineering and 

Management. PIET has consistently pushed the bar of excellence to garner a niche for itself amongst the top 

ten Engineering Institutes in Delhi/NCR, in the field of engineering education.

PIET being in the league of , attracts a large number of 

companies to its campus for placements. It has the best placements record in Haryana. Consistently rated 

amongst the top engineering colleges in Haryana year after year, the institute is a big brand to reckon-with. It 

envisions becoming one of the best engineering institutes in India.

The much sought after award of Best Engineering & Management College in Haryana-2016, was 

awarded by The Dialogue India in its (3rd India Academia Awards 2016) Ceremony at Hotel Ashoka, New 

Delhi on 28th May 2016 by the Hon'ble Minister Sh. Madan Chouhan (UP), Sh. Anuj Agarwal, Editor- in- 

Chief, Dialogue India, Sh. J. S. Rajput, NCRT Director and Mrs.Santosh Yadav (First Women Mount Everest 

Climber) and Best Placement in Delhi-NCR-2017 was bestowed upon PIET by Hon'ble Sh. Upendra 

Kushwaha, Minister of State for Human Resource Development, Government of India and Hon'ble Smt. 

Kirron Kher, Member of Parliament.

Much sought-after awards of the , North India & Best Placements 

in North India were bestowed upon PIET by Hon'able Professor (Dr.) R. S. Katheria, Union Minister of 

State, Ministry of Human Resource Development in 2015.

PIET added one more feather to its glorious cap by bagging two prestigious awards of Academic Excellence 

in NCR-2014 & Best Placement in NCR-2014 bestowed by Dr.Shashi Tharoor, Hon'ble Minister of State 

for Human Resource Development, Government of India on 14th April 2014.

The onward drive earned the Institute the coveted Best Engineering College- 2014 in Delhi NCR, and was 

awarded the certificate of proud distinction by Sh. Kapil Sibal, Hon'ble Minister of Communication & 

Information & Minister of Law & Justice, Government of India on 10th January 2014. This is the result of 

our continuous efforts of approaching excellence, which has made us the Best, among the Top Institutes in 

Haryana, Delhi/NCR.

top most engineering colleges in Delhi NCR

Best Engineering Colleges in Haryana

http://www.piet.co.in/about-us/
http://www.piet.co.in/


VISION

To be known and recognized as an institute for Science, Technology, Management and 
Research globally which has a transformative impact on the society.

 

MISSION

PIET's mission is to provide widely recognized leadership in the improvement of 
teaching, and learning, thereby, educating our students with the knowledge, skills and 

creativity to manage our nation's enterprise competently and confidently.



MESSAGE

Sh. Hari Om Tayal

Founder and Chairman, Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology

It is a moment of immense honour to announce that Panipat Institute of Engineering and 

Technology is organizing an International Conference on Intelligent Systems: Approaches, 

Technologies and Networks (ISATN-2019), sponsored by: Indian Council of Social Science 

Research, New Delhi, Ministry of Human Resource and Development, Government of India.

This International conference is a giant forum of intellectuals which aims at bringing the best of 

professionals/researchers, visionaries, scholars and technocrats to a common stage to discuss the 

latest emerging technologies.

In this era of smart sciences, it is very essential for all the professors/researchers to dive into the 
st

emerging trends of the 21  century. In fact, in the current scenario we cannot imagine a world without 

artificial intelligence, cloud computing, data sciences and mathematical computing. We are blessed 

with these technological boons to simplify our life at every single step. We hope the upcoming 

conference would prove itself to be the ultimate platform to showcase new perspectives and ideas.



MESSAGE

Sh. Suresh Tayal

Member Secretary, Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology

With a pledge to achieve a significant position in the highly competitive world of Engineering and 

Technology, Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology is organizing an International Conference 

on Intelligent Systems: Approaches, Technologies and Networks (ISATN-2019), sponsored by: Indian 

Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi,  Ministry of Human Resource and Development, 

Government of India.

In order to face various emerging challenges across different fronts of Engineering and Technology, it has 

become indispensable to explore multifarious integrated and inter-disciplinary engineering approaches. 

This conference focuses primarily on encouraging novel ideas and emerging technologies of the 

intelligent systems and as to how this shared knowledge can be leveraged to its maximum potential.

I wish our efforts to promote new ideas in Intelligent Systems by facilitating intellectuals to showcase 

their innovation and findings end up in a highly productive outcome.



MESSAGE

Sh. Rakesh Tayal

Member BOG, Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology

With a significant rise in technological advancements, Panipat Institute of Engineering and 

Technology  has taken a constructive step by organizing an International Conference on Intelligent 

Systems: Approaches, Technologies and Networks (ISATN-2019), sponsored by: Indian Council of 

Social Science Research, New Delhi, Ministry of Human Resource and Development, Government of 

India.

Our prime objective is to meet expectations of the invited delegates and create networking 

opportunities through quality discussions and deliberations. Carrying an endeavour to achieve 

excellence in this one of a kind conference, our efforts have gone into making this conference an 

enriching experience for the delegates by making it a perfect knowledge-sharing platform.

I am sure that the learning from this conference coupled with the fresh ideas, enthusiasm and vision 

of the hosts, will definitely make this conference a wonderful experience for all the attendees.



MESSAGE

Professor (Dr.) Shakti Kumar

Director, Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology

Twenty first century is the century of knowledge driven industry. A competent, confident and vast 

knowledge force is the most sought-after propeller needed for the social growth. Keeping the need of the 

hour in mind, Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology is organizing an International Conference 

on Intelligent Systems: Approaches, Technologies and Networks (ISATN-2019), sponsored by: Indian 

Council of Social Science Research, New Delhi, Ministry of Human Resource and Development, 

Government of India. 

A conference is one of the finest medium of new knowledge creation and its dissemination. In present 

scenario where the world has shrunk to a small global village, meeting its growth-needs is a set of massive 

challenges. Conferences play a vital role in meeting such challenges. 

I positively anticipate that this conference would serve as a significant platform to connect various 

academicians, researchers, and scholars through a common motive to go beyond the borders in search of 

new frontiers in the field of intelligent systems, research and development.



   Dr. Anju Bhandari Gandhi                Dr. Vijay Kaushik                  Dr. Dinesh Kumar

          Associate Professor         Professor in Mathematics    Assistant Professor

                CSE, PIET       ASH, PIET        MCA, PIET

It is our privilege to welcome all the delegates to the International Conference on Intelligent Systems: 

Approaches, Technologies and Networks, sponsored by: Indian Council of Social Science Research, New 

Delhi, Ministry of Human Resource and Development, Government of India.

The theme of the conference indeed attains importance in the millennium as it will help academicians, 

researchers and scholars to demonstrate the key issues prevalent in technological advancements 

happening worldwide in industrial and manufacturing sector.

The International Conference is inspired by the need for a platform to address various emerging issues in 

engineering. We believe this conference is essential to all researchers who will get real opportunities to 

showcase their research.

We hope this conference will result into very fruitful scientific and Engineering  outcomes; the outcomes 

which shall benefit the living beings in general and human race in particular.

MESSAGE
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An ANN based framework with RF linked real 
time remote data acquisition and processing

Ajay Singh
Department of Electrotechnik and Informatik Engineering

University of Wismar, Wismar, Germany, email: theajaysinghrana@gmail.com

Abstract—This paper proposes a frame work for remote 
data processing and control. The framework consists of two 
units, namely anANN controller and a remote data logger. 
The remote data logger acquires sensor data from a number of 
sensors and relays it as 2.4 GHz radio frequency signal using RF 
modem. The processing unit is an ANN controller embedded into 
a computer. The processing unit receives the serial data using 
RF modem through its USB port. The ANN controller processes 
the data based upon received real time inputs from the sensors. 
The processed data is transmitted to the remote unit through 
RF modem to activate the actuators. We implemented the frame 
work for a two input single output system. The framework is 
general in nature and can be extended to any number of inputs. 
We identified two input single output ANN model from the given 
training data using 3PGA based approach. The framework can 
be easily adapted as an intelligent real time control system, 
intelligent industrial control system and in body area network 
applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
We present a general purpose two input single out framework 

that is capable of receiving two inputs from a remote unitthrough 
a wireless interface into a computer. The computer processes the 
received inputs using an ANN embedded into it. The processed 
data is transmitted using wireless interface to the remote unit. The 
block diagram of the framework is shown in figure 1.

We modelled the ANN controller using a training data set and 
implemented ANN based controller as a MATLAB 
script. We used an Arduino Uno kit as remote data 
acquisition unit connected to the Laptop through 
RF modem. We tested the system using a test data 
set and found it working highly satisfactorily. The 
framework is general in nature and can be used 
with any controller for applications in body area 
network (BAN), industrial control applications 
and remote intelligent decision support systems.

2. ANN MODEL IDENTIFICATION
For our ANN model identification we 

used Three Parent Genetic Algorithm (3PGA) 
Approach. 3PGA is an unconstrained global search 
and optimization algorithm proposed by Amar et 
al. [1]. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are simple but 
powerful computerized search and optimization 
algorithms which are based upon the mechanics 
of natural genetics andnatural selection. The 

idea of GAs was introduced by Rechenberg in 1960sin his work, 
“Evolutionary Strategies”. Holland of University of Michigan 
and Goldberg [2] carried forward the work on these algorithms. 
Further,the literature on multi-parent recombination can be 
found in [3, 4, 5,6]. Muhlenbein and Voigt [3] proposed gene 
pool recombination (GPR) andapplied it to the discrete domain 
problem solutions. Eiben and Van Kemenade[4] presented the 
diagonal crossover as the generalization of uniformcrossover 
in GA for numerical optimization problems. Wu et al. [5] 
proposedmulti-parents orthogonal recombination to determine the 
identity of anunknown image contour. The crossover operators 
which were used in thoseareas show the good search ability of 
the operators but were found to be verymuch problem dependent.
This paper makes use of a new unconstrained global optimization 
approachnamely “Three-parent Genetic Algorithm (3PGA). 
The algorithm isinspired by the three parent biological process 
that has been successfully employedby the doctors to get rid of 
mitochondrial diseases which otherwise theoffspring would have 
inherited from the parents. 

3. CONCEPT OF 3-PARENT CHILD
It is an established fact that genetic faults in the mitochondria 

cause so calledMitochondrial diseases and affect body parts 
of children which use a lot ofenergy, causing problems such as 
loss of muscle coordination, heart diseases,liver related diseases, 
neurological problems etc. In order to avoid such problemsscientists 
proposed various techniques of producing 3-parent child [7,8].
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In a 3 parent child process called spindle nuclear transfer 
[7] Dr. ZangJohn Zhang and his team at the New Hope Fertility 
Center in New York Cityremoved the nucleus from one of the 
mother’s egg cell and inserted it intoa donor’s egg cell that had 
its own nucleus removed. The resulting egg cellwith nuclear DNA 
from the mother and the mitochondrial DNA from a donorwas 
then fertilized with the father’s sperm. Thus, a 3-parent baby boy 
wasborn on 6th April 2016. We adapted the 3-parent process with 
small changes as given in [1,9]. 

4. MODEL IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
 1. Start with a single neuron Architecture
 2. Train: Call P3PGA Algorithm and find the optimal set of 

weights for minimal MSE
 3. If solution acceptable then go to step 8.
 4. Add a hidden layer (upto upper bound of hidden layers) 

with minimum number of neurons.
 5. Train: Call P3PGAAlgo and find the optimal set of 

weights for minimal MSE
 6. If solution is acceptable then go to step 8
 7. Add one neuron to Hidden Layer 1 and train the net 

until upper bound is reached; thereafter continue to add 
a neuron at time to layer 2 and train the net till stopping 
criterion is achieved

 8. Display Architecture and corresponding Weight values 
and stop.

5. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The above given algorithm was implemented in MATLAB 
on a core i7 @ 2.4GHz Laptop with 8GB RAM. We were able 
to identify ANN model with an acceptable error. The MSE Vs. 
generation plot is given in figure 2.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an ANN based two input single 

output framework that has the capability of receiving two 
inputs from a remote unit through wireless modem. We used 
an Arduino Uno based system as remote unit The processing is 
done in a desktop/laptop by an ANN. The ANN controller was 

identified using 3PGA algorithm based approach. The model 
was implemented using a MATLAB script. The processed data 
is relayed back to the Arduino Uno based remote unit through 
wireless modem. The processed data can be used to control an 
actuator such as a stepper motor or a DC motor. The framework 
is an ideal application for Body Area Networks, intelligent remote 
control industrial applications, real time intelligent control system 
and as a decision support system for medical applications.
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Abstract— An accurate estimation software efforts is 
very important to a project manager as the cost and schedule 
for completing the software can be determined. Building these 
models requires developing a sound computational model as 
well as identifying the appropriate set of project features that 
accurately predict the software effort. Many data sets have 
been experimented with in building these models. These data 
sets differ in the features set used. Choosing the right set of 
features can have a strong impact on the overall predictive 
power of the model. This paper investigates the effectiveness 
of using Genetic Algorithms as a mechanism to eliminate 
not-so-significant parameters, on the accuracy of estimating 
software effort. The set of experiments conducted in this work 
on software effort estimation provides statistically significant 
results that dimensionality reduction of the publically available 
data sets improves the accuracy of predictive model built using 
the artificial neural network.

Keywords— Genetic Algorithms, Neural Network, Effort 
estimation, MMRE, Feature Selection.

Effort estimation is crucial to Software project Management 
[1]. The work utilizes back-propagation algorithm to train and test 
the artificial neural network [2], [3], which is key component to 
estimate the effort. This model is compared with another model 
which implements Genetic algorithms to select the optimal 

feature subset and then only selected features are fed to ANN. 
The comparison between the performance of these above two 
models clearly shows that dimensionality reduction [4] using GA 
is effective to improve the accuracy of ANN based predictor as in 
Figure 1. The results are statistically validated using riedman test 
[8], [12]. The stability of results is ensured with cross validation 
[7]. 

The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural networks [10], [11] 
are feed-forward neural networks used for both classification and 
regression. The MLPs model have at least 3 layers: input layer, 
one or m ore hidden layer and an output layer as shown in Figure 
2. The number of nodes in the input layer is determined by the 
number of features of the inputs patterns. As for the output layer, 
the number of nodes depends on the type of problems. Several 
studies have investigated the use of MLPs in SDEE. The use of 
MLPs required the setting of five parameters: (1) the number of 
hidden layers, (2) the number of neurons of each hidden layer, 
(3) the number of training epochs, (4) the learning rate and(5) 
the momentum. The basic idea behind the GA is the Darwinian 
principle of survival of the fittest among organisms threatened by 
predators and environmental hazards [5], [9]. The fittest members 
have a better chance of survival than others. They are more likely 
to adapt to traits and learn their skills, thus producing evolving 
conditions, and their offspring may inherit their even fitter future 
generations. The Standard GA begins with a randomly generated 
population of possible solutions (individuals). The individuals’ 

Fig. 1. MultiLayer Perceptron architecture to estimate effort
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fitness is calculated, and some of them are selected as parents 
according to their fitness values. A new population (or generation) 
of possible solutions (the children’s population) is produced 
by applying the crossover operator to the parent population 
and then applying the mutation operator to their offspring. The 
iterations involving the replacement of the original generation (old 
individual) with a new generation (children) are repeated until the 
stopping criteria are satisfied. Figure 3 illustrates the flowchart of 
the GA. 

Fig. 2. Flow Graph of GA

The major contribution of the work carried out by us is the 
assessment of impact of reducing dimensionality of dataset [6], [7] 
on the prediction power of effort estimation model. It is found that 
the GA is effective to select the most optimal feature subset. The 
model which deploys GA to select feature performs better than the 
model without any feature selection.
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Abstract:There is a prevalent appreciation to the analysis 
framework which is a mean for creating stronger and fairer 
academic institution system. In developing country like India, 
where higher education is connote to develop new resources 
for serving its people. A highly effective and fairer fuzzy based 
reliable system is required for decision making. Fuzzy logic 
bestows a significant aptitude which moves beyond two values 
zero and one. In our day to day life, we mostly deal with fuzzy 
based reasoning called f-valid reasoning. In this paper, we 
are proposing a fuzzy based educator feedback system. As we 
know, Faculty performance and feedback analysis is essential to 
facilitate educators to effectual teaching and learning in order to 
better engage students in classes. This system aimed at holding 
teacher’s liability for their performance. Proposed fuzzy based 
system is using linguistic model i.e. multiple input and single 
output (MISO) Mamdani model to categorize educators. This 
system will help the institution administrator to write confidential 
appraisal report. 

Keywords- Feedback Parameters, Fuzzy logic, Membership 
Function, Feedback Parameters

I. INTRODUCTION
As we all know feedback systems have great importance in 

teaching and learning process. Motivation behind feedback system 
is to improve teaching and learning process and to find out areas, 
where educators are lacking. This system helps the educators to better 
engage the students in the classes by discovering the undersupplied 
areas in teaching. According to Zadeh, soft computing technique 
like fuzzy logic is more forbearing in handling imprecision and 
uncertainty than traditional hard computing techniques [1].
Traditional evaluation systems are highly structured and take up 
scientific or quantitative data measures. But, it is extremely hard to 
compute performance dimensions as qualitative data [2]. Further, 
if we try to evaluate educator performance manually, then it will 
be very time consuming and tedious task. Therefore, a fuzzy based 
feedback collection and evaluation system is proposed in which, 
two systems are combined. First system is web based system 
through which student feedback is collected from a group of 
students based on sixteen parameters. For developing this system, 
PHP, JAVASCRIPT, HTML, XAMPP server and MYSQL etc are 
being used. In this system, average of each parameter is calculated 
using some arithmetic and statistical formulas and saved in 
database. Second system is fuzzy based system for analysis. 

I. REVIEW OF FUZZY METHODS IN 
EDUCATOR FEEDBACK EVALUATION

Now-a-days fuzzy logic is being used in range of applications 

from aerospace, automotive, business, defense to healthcare etc. In 
this section, we have done a survey of methods already modeled 
to evaluate and analyze feedback of educator using fuzzy based 
system. Some papers are reviewed in this section.

II. PROPOSED MODEL FOR FEEDBACK 
COLLECTION

Architecture of Proposed System
Conventional faculty evaluation methods are lacking in 

information and evolution methods. Real world information is 
not static but dynamic, which involve fuzziness. Conventional 
systems are also deficient in the ‘final results’ criterion. To conquer 
shortcomings of traditional system, fuzzy based system is proposed 
to perform the proposed method of educator feedback collection 
and analysis. It is noteworthy that the aim of the proposed method 
is not to substitute the conventional method of evaluation instead 
it will make it stronger by adding decision making. Figure1 
shows proposed method for educator performance collection and 
evaluation. In this system, data storage has been intended to use 
the MYSQL database and all the user interfaces has been designed 
using the PHP and JavaScript technologies. This system mainly 
has two parts: Educator feedback collection and feedback 
analysis. List of parameters used for data collection and analysis 
is mentioned in Table1.

Figure 1-proposed system for data collection and 
manipulation

Table 1 -Feedback Parameters used

Feedback Parameters
Primary parameters Ornamental parameters
Power of Expression Clarifications of doubt
Command over language Discussion of Examples of 

related subject
Domain knowledge Motivation/Introduction 
Secondary parameters Evaluation Fairness
Regularity Speed of course coverage
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Punctuality Use of Audio/Video Aids
Interactive Problem Solving Techniques 

used
Syllabus completion Checking of Assignments

Creativity

III. RESULT
The final surface view of proposed fuzzy based system for 

performance evaluation of educator is shown in Figure7.

Figure 2: Surface view of Fuzzy based system
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Abstract— WSN is a collection of tiny sensor nodes. 
Sensor nodes sense the physical conditions of the environment 
in which they are equipped and forward this collected data 
(in form of packets) after processing to the base station of the 
network. The data packet follows the multi-hop path to travel 
from the source sensor nodes to the destination base station. 
Due to this multi-hop fashion, almost every other packet has 
to go through the nodes which are closer to base station. As a 
result these neighboring nodes of base station drain out their 
energy (battery) soon as compared to other nodes and after a 
certain time these sensor nodes completely lose their energy 
and become inoperable creating a network partition problem. 
Various solutions are proposed to prevent network partition, 
key idea is to optimize the energy usage of the sensor nodes. 
Solutions proposed in literature differ by parameters like 
a) Number of mobile devices b) Type of mobile devices, etc.. 
This study performs a comparison analysis between different 
proposed techniques and suggests which technique is suitable 
in which application area, also predicting the node’s lifetime 
against standard environment while implementing different 
techniques. Performance simulation of different technique has 
been done using NS2.

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has become a trending 

research area because of its use in various fields such as health 
care, environment monitoring, disaster management, target 
detection, fire detection and many more [1]. WSN is a collection 
of tiny sensor nodes; sensor nodes may vary in numbers from 
100 to lakhs. Thus WSN exists in all sizes depending upon the 
requirement and application area. WSNs are categorized in three 
different categories [2], (a) Homogeneous Network; network 
in which all deployed nodes have similar capabilities, (b) 
Heterogeneous Network; in this network some devices are used 
which have extra capabilities in terms of battery power, memory, 
transmission range as compared to the sensor nodes of the 
network. Heterogeneous network is more suitable as compared to 
homogeneous networks because of the nodes of extra capabilities. 
The primary task of these nodes is to sense the physical conditions 
of the environment in which they are equipped and then process 
the collected data and then finally transmit the processed data to 
the base station. Then Base Station sends the received information 
to the user via Internet as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Wireless Sensor Network
Though WSN is used in various areas, it comes up with the 

challenge of low energy of sensor nodes also these sensor nodes 
cannot be recharged or their battery can be replaced after every 
drain because of their deployment in remote areas. Energy of 
the sensor nodes get consumed in different operations such as 
collecting the data, processing the data, data packet transmission, 
etc. Thus optimizing the energy usage of the sensor nodes is the 
biggest challenging issue. For the optimization of the energy by 
aggregating the data from the sensor nodes and reducing the number 
of the transmissions, the hierarchical protocols have been defined 
[3]. A wiser way to use the concept of hierarchical transmission 
is to form the clusters in the network. The first proposed protocol 
for the hierarchical routing is low energy adaptive clustering 
hierarchy protocol (LEACH) [4]. In the hierarchical routing, to 
reach the destination from the source nodes, the data packets use 
the single hop path or the multi-hop path depending upon the 
transmission range of the sensor nodes. In single hop, the sensor 
nodes can directly communicate with the base station while in the 
case of multi hop transmission, the sensor nodes that are closer 
to the sink have to serve a high load of data packet transmission. 
Because such nodes has to forward their own data packets along 
with the data packets received from the other sensor nodes. Due 
to which such nodes start draining out their energy. Continuous 
data transmission of data packets by the sensor nodes that are 
closer to the sink will lead to the complete exhaustion of their 
energy and as a result of which such nodes become un-operational. 
When any node of network get dead, then the data will not be 
captured and thus leads to the degradation of capabilities of sensor 
network. The complete depletion of energy of sensor node leads 
to the partition of the network and such situation is known as hot 
spot problem [5] or energy hole problem or sink hole problem [6]. 
This all leads to the decrease in the total lifetime of the network. 
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So there is a high demand to use the energy of sensor nodes in a 
more optimized way to increase the network lifetime. To achieve 
such goal, the one way is to evenly distribute the load of data 
forwarding among all the sensor nodes of the network rather than 
targeting only few nodes. This even distribution allows each node 
to retain its energy for longer period of time and thus helps to 
improve network lifetime. As a solution of the problem of network 
partition, the mobility of the nodes has been proposed; there are 
two different approaches to execute the mobility in the network. 
First is to deploying mobile devices in the network such as mobile 
sink, mobile base station or mobile data collectors with additional 
capabilities in terms of energy, etc. as compared to the sensor 
nodes of the network. Another approach for energy conservation 
is to provide the mobility to the sensor nodes which allows them to 
change their location whenever they suffer from scars of energy. 
Using the second approach for the energy conservation is not a very 
much intelligent solution because if the sensor nodes continuously 
change their locations then this may affect the data sensing and 
data gathering mechanism and leads to the loss of information. So 
the better way is to make the use of mobile devices to the network 
and relocate them whenever required instead of relocating such 
many sensor nodes. In this study, the comparisons have been done 
among the discussed different strategies of mobility on the basis of 
the parameters such as first node death, network lifetime, residual 
energies of the nodes, etc. in future work authors are planning to 
predict the node’s lifetime for different techniques when sensor 
nodes are subjected to a standard environment.
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Abstract— Code smells are indicators of poor design 
quality of a software. There are primarily 22 types of smells. 
These smells do not have equal impact on the quality of the 
software; some code smells are not at all harmful in some 
scenarios. Thus refactoring process (possible solution to smell) 
of smells should be cost and time constraints friendly. Three 
possible solutions which can be inferred to have optimal 
refactoring are a) Refactor those smells first, which have more 
impact on software design quality. b) By applying optimal 
refactoring sequence thus avoiding long refactoring chains. c) 
Refactoring smelly instances in the order of their severity after 
measuring severity level of each smelly instance. First solution 
directly relates to the concept of inter smells relations , Second 
solution is to provide an optimal sequence of refactoring and 
Third solution gives rise to the need of severity deciding factor 
for smelly instances. This study provides a clear insight to 
inter smell relation while analyzing the impact of different 
smells, and based on that suggests a refactoring sequence 
for particular scenarios and also discusses about various 
parameters (like coupling) which reflects severity of difference 
object oriented instances.

I. INTRODUCTION 
Software design quality degrades with evolvement of 

software system. Code smells [4] indicate the poor software 
design. Refactoring [1, 2] is one of the possible solutions to the 
code smells. But Refactoring [4] each smelly class is not always 
possible due to release time, cost etc. constraints of software. Fowler 
gave description of 22 code smells, but all the smells do not have 
equal impact over the software maintenance, some code smells 
are not at all harmful in some scenarios [9]. Thus to have a better 
understanding of smells, their mutual relation should be found, 
so that this inter-smell relation information can be exploited for 
making the maintenance process less cumbersome [2,3]. Recently 
various studies have focused on inter-smell relation concepts, and 
have proved the importance of inter-smell relationship in reducing 
refactoring efforts as well as in maintenance process [1-5]. Co-
located code smells (Smells present in same artifacts) exaggerate 
the problems created by individual code smells and also may result 
in unpredictable maintenance issues. For example Abbes et al. 
[12] in their study concluded that God Classes and God Methods 
do not have any prominent effect on the software, but when these 
smells came into view together they led to; increase in response 
time of output, as well as considerable decrease in correct outputs 
for concerned functionalities. 

Thus To deal with software design quality three different 
solution can be inferred from the existing literature while taking 
cost and time also into consideration. a) Refactor those smells 

first which have more impact on software design quality. b) By 
applying optimal refactoring sequences only [8] which avoid long 
refactoring chains. c) Refactoring smelly instances in the order 
of their severity after measuring severity level of each smelly 
instance [13]. 

First solution directly relates to the concept of inter smells 
relations, if we consider a smell highly severe if it inherently 
generates more smells than other smells. Different empirical 
studies [8,14] have been carried out to find out the relation 
between smells. None of the studies clearly talk about ordering 
in which smells should be removed, and also most of the studies 
are only for subsets of smells, subsets consisting of only two, 
three or maximum four smell where we know that 22 smells were 
introduced by Fowler [4]. Also these studies do not tell about 
the different aspects of smells like complexity, time consumed 
in removing a smell, impact of smell in different scenario etc. 
Collectively these all studies do not provide any clear insight of 
ordering in which these smells should be removed. This issue 
provides authors an opportunity to revise each study, carried out 
for inter smell relation, and then fill the gap existing between these 
studies. 

Second solution is to have an optimal sequence of 
refactoring. To the best knowledge of authors no study till now 
has been done which discuses that which refactoring will be best 
amongst all possible suggested refactoring and those too specific 
to different scenarios. All the proposed methodologies [3,7] only 
give various refactoring suggestions at different stages of software 
development. And the process of choosing one refactoring 
amongst the suggested refactoring is left to the developer. And for 
developer, it is difficult and time consuming too to check which 
alternative is best among the suggested ones. Also this process 
requires developer’s experience [4,5] too.

Third solution gives rise to need of severity deciding factor 
for smelly instances [13]. No study has yet given such deciding 
factor that can measure severity of smelly classes in all the 
scenarios. These all gaps in study gave an opportunity to authors to 
investigate all the smells which are widely studies in the literature 
and also the inter relationships between them. Study also provides 
a clear understanding of different smells with respect to various 
factors like impact of each individual smell, complexity etc. 

To fill the gaps, which are lagging researchers to achieve 
these solutions authors started study with categorization of smells; 
so that the nature of different smells can be known. Figure 1 shows 
the broad categorization of different smells.
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Figure 1: Categorization of smells
In the future work authors are planning to target the ooptional 

refactoring chain sequence on the basis of factors impact, 
management factors of different smells etc. 
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Parallel Computing of Matrix Multiplication  
in Open MP supported CodeBlocks

Abstract— Matrix multiplication is a very popular and 
widely used operation in linear algebra. It has a number 
of application areas such as Graph Theory, Numerical 
Algorithms, Signal Processing and Digital Control. A lot 
of researchers have implemented and analyzed parallel 
computation of matrix multiplication in a number of 
parallel computing platforms such as Messaging Passing 
Interface (MPI) in distributed memory architecture; Open 
Multiprocessing (Open MP) shared memory architecture 
and Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). In this 
paper, parallel computation of matrix multiplication in Open 
MP (OMP) has been analyzed with respect to evaluation 
parameters execution-time, speed-up, and efficiency. The 
experimental results validate the high performance gained 
with parallel processing OMP as compared to the traditional 
sequential execution of matrix multiplication.

INTRODUCTION
Though, the storage, processing speed, communication 

speed and, other computer hardware and software resources are 
technologically advanced and easily available, but, they fail to 
meet the current complex application requirement. The parallel 
computation has become the need of the day. Generally, the 
execution-time of a program is the amount of time taken to execute 
all the instruction of the program with some average instruction 
execution time.  With the advancement in technology, the 
increased processor speed has been able to improve/decrease the 
execution-time. However, there is some limitation to increasing 
the processor speed; it cannot be increased indefinitely due to 
more power required to run the processor and subsequently more 
heat generated that cannot be disposed off by the heat sink [6].  

Parallel computing is about using many processors or multi-
core CPU simultaneously to execute a program or multiple 
computational threads. A core is a part of the processor that 
performs read, execute, and write operations. One significant 
advantage of using Open MP is that the same source code can be 
used with Open MP compliant compilers and normal compilers as 
the Open MP commands and directives remain hidden to normal 
compilers.

 Open MP is typically used for exploiting loop-level 
parallelism; it can be used to establish coarse grain parallelism, 
potentially leading to less overhead.

In this paper Execution time, Speed-up and efficiency are 
considered as evaluation parameters  in parallel computation of 
a task.

Fork- Join Processing in Open MP
The Open MP operates on fork-and join model of parallel 

execution. All Open MP programs start as a single process called 
master thread. Master thread executes sequentially until a parallel 
region is encountered. At this point, the master threads forks into a 
number of parallel region threads. The instructions in the parallel 
region are then executed by this team of worker threads. Fork-and 
Join is depicted in figure 1.

Fig. 3.1 Fork-Join Processing Model in Open MP

Experimental Evaluation and Results
The parallel matrix multiplication program was run on a 

machine with processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU@ 3.20 
GHz, Memory 8GB RAM, Operating System – Windows 10,  
64-bit. This processor has 4-cores and and by-default 4-threads.  
However, we have taken up to 10 threads to analyze the execution 
time. 

Parallel vs sequential execution with varying data size
Speed-up represents the difference in execution time of 

a single-core and multi-core processors. Efficiency shows the 
performance of the system by adding more cores or processors to 
the system.

During this experimental run chunk size was varies with 
values Chunk Size (CS)= 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 keeping the number of 
threads = 4. Apart from running the program for these different CS 
values, one sequential version of the program without OMP support 
was also run. . It was observed that the parallel version in OMP 
is beneficial if the problem size is significantly large, the benefit 
of parallel processing cannot be achieved. Parallel execution with 
varying data size and number of threads

The parallel matrix multiplication program for different 
number of threads was observed in OMP for a fixed chunk size 
=10. The number of threads (nt) was kept/controlled as 1, 2, 3, 4, .., 
10 for the output matrix sizes of 25, 100, 400, 2500, 10000, 40000, 
62500, 75625.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The parallel programming in OMP is beneficial only when 

the input problem size is significantly large. For smaller size 
problems, it is better to go with sequential programming. OMP 
encourages parallel execution of the program and efficiently 
utilizes the multi-core processors in the present generation CPUs. 
The work discussed in this paper does not observe fully the pattern 
of execution times with high values of chunk sizes and number 
of threads. It is due to the unavailability of the high configuration 
machines. Similarly, Speed-up and Efficiency are computed on 
a single-processor and one multi-core processor. Speed-up and 
efficiency need to be observed for a variety of multi-processors. 
We would like to extend the analysis with various multi-processor 
machines, such as having 8-cores, 16-cores, etc. We would also 
like to test the execution times on various other complex programs 
and on different voluminous data.
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is developing at an 
exceptionally quick pace in almost every field of life; industry, 
home, resistance and medical science, e-commerce, agriculture, 
defense and space research. The working and technology of 
different devices used in these domains have exceptionally 
changed due to communication speed, data generation, selection, 
storage and processing. Utilization of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Big Data has further enhanced the potential, efficiency and 
accuracy of such devices. Role of Cloud Computing as storage, 
networking, processing and security application in the overall 
working of IoT devices cannot be ignored as these devices are 
generally too small to do all these operations on its own. The 
paper discusses the current scenario of IoT devices, future 
scope, security issues and its solutions in light of the supporting 
Cloud Computing environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is quickly entering into our life and 

created a “Third wave” after the first “web wave” and the second 
“mobile wave” in the field of communication technologies. 
It utilizes the artificial intelligent gadgets containing sensors 
that record useful information related to touch, recording of 
voice, movement, light, speech, gestures, biometrics and other 
technologies to take actions on the basis of decision making 
algorithms. These IoT gadgets can work on tremendous pace to 
generate, record, filter, process and store the sensed information. 
Cloud computing servers can be used by these IoT devices for 
easy storage, processing, network devices and security services. 
Inspite of various advantages of IoT gadgets, there are also some 
critical issues that need to be answered soon. Moreover, the non-
standardization of IoT technology has further 

worsened the situation as even formulation of certain 
regulations cannot control the methodologies used in such 
devices.Also the inherent issues related to security and privacy of 
information placed on cloud servers pose further security threats 
and misuse of the IoT devices. Researchers throughout the world 
are trying to formulate newer approaches to beat the challenges 
of security and data protection in the newer world of IoT devices. 
Such endeavors are required in the parent technology along with 
the supporting technologies of sensors, ad-hoc networks, cloud 
storage, security and privacy. This paper presents a review of the 
present situation of security, privacy and protection of data in the 
emerging world of IoT gadgets. It also shall peek into the future of 
IoT devices, threats and possible solutions that shall eventually be 
of use for further advancement of this domain.

1. Internet of Things
Internet of Things (IoT) is an arrangement of interconnected 

smart gadgets that sense the environmental factors to create some 
useful information used for decision making and take further 
action. Such devices can exchange information/data/advise with 
different gadgets over the communication channel withoutthe 
human-to-human or human-to-PC intervention. Presently, such 
devices include home appliances, mobiles, electronic gazettes, 
healthcare devices, weather sensing devices etc (see Fig. 1) that 
contain programming, sensors, actuators that utilize sensed data 
for decision making and control of other devices available over 
the same network.

Fig. 1: Present Day IoT Devices in Real life

Source: IHS Statista 2018
Fig. 2: Expected number of IoT devices worldwide upto 2025
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2. Growth of IoT Devices Worldwide
The IHS Statista 2018 survey shows the prediction that, the 

expected number of IoT enabled devices will continue to grow 
at the rate of 10% each year and reach 75.44 billion IoT devices 
upto year 2025 (refer Fig. 2). These devices will be related to 
manufacturing technologies, healthcare, agriculture, animal care, 
security, home appliances and industrial control systems. If IoT 
devices enter into other related domains also, the expected number 
can increase to twice the present expected value. The global worth 
of the IoT industry is expected to reach 6.2 trillion dollars by 
the year 2025. Further boost shall be provided by upcoming 5G 
technology in communication, higher generation of data using the 
smart devices with sensors, use of Cloud servers for storage and 
processing of huge amount of data using Data analytics for final 
action.

3. Cloud Computing
Cloud technology is a boon for IoT devices that need storage 

for large chunk of data produced by smart sensors that constantly 
generate data. This data is of the form of big data and needs high 
storage, processing, security and applications for derivation of 
useful information which is cheaply possible by use of cloud 
services in such domains. The pay-per-use model of the cloud 
servers prove cheaper as compared to the proprietary solutions 
purchased by the users, organizations and companies that use the 
power of smart devices in automating some part of the system(s). 
Automatic process of data generation, communication, storage, 
analysis, extraction and performing action can be supported by 
“as-a-service” model of the cloud computing technologies. Cloud 
architecture also has its own issues related to data sharing, storage 
safety, privacy and protection apart from job scheduling and 
resource sharing algorithms. 

4. Security& Privacy
Privacy and security of information has always been important 

since many years. Historically also we see many methods used by 
people in different civilizations that tend to refrain information 
read by people who are involved in communication. The need of 
security and privacy of information has grown manifolds in the 
present world of IoT. Security means a state when someone feels 
free from any kind of risk or danger.In the same way state of privacy 
means one is not watched by others directly or indirectly. Security 
and privacy are the expressions that term anyone to be free from 
dangers and undesirable outer impacts. In the current scenario, 
when the speed of communication is very high, storage devices 
have become much cheaper, processing power doubles every 
year, the requirement of securing data from external influences is 
almost impossible[1]. Even countries have modified their laws to 
suit the era of Information Technology. In India also, the impact 
of smart devices can be seen in the industry, homes, health affairs, 
medical science, engineering, defense, space science, weather 
forecasting, agriculture, control units, financial markets etc (see 
Fig. 1). Researchers all over the world are working on use of IoT 
devices in various other domains also. However, these automated 
solutions that generally involve artificial intelligence also should 
be tested on the grounds of security and privacy [2]. Security and 
protection concerns have already surfaced in countries like USA 
where it was alleged that use of big data analytics was done to 
influence Presidential elections, Russia and China trying to take 

control of many public networks, electric grids and defense 
servers, allegations of tampering of EVMs in India by many 
political parties, utilizing web-dataon social networking sites for 
predicting biases and influence voters, recent leaks of data from 
Sony, Google accounts, Facebook etc also point to misuse of 
customer information for commercial or non-commercial matters 
[3]. The world is still left in dark in case of IoT technologies too. 
The non-standardization of the upcoming technology and different 
vendors that are producing their own protocols and rules used in 
smart devices have made it difficult to have a easy control on the 
data generated, processed and analyzed by such devices. 

5. Current Status
Presently, the smart machines not only include mobile phones 

but televisions, refrigerators, cars, smart watches, websites, 
ATMs, cameras etc. These generate data using sensors that sense 
environment using receptors, sort useful data, communicate it to 
other devices using the network. Smart phones monitor each and 
every action user to make certain decisions, hear voice commands 
using its mic and respond to it, capture photographs to identify 
persons using the camera, record other behavioural statistics from 
the touch screen etc and report to the publishers of the applications 
and operating system to control the action performed on such 
devices through internet connectivity. Usually such permissions 
are taken from the users during installation of application on the 
devices. 

Smart Televisions are also using mic and internet connectivity 
to report sounds heard. Smart watches report data related to human 
activities, sleeping patterns that may prove a severe breach of 
privacy as many things can be predicted about our activities when 
vital statistics of heartbeat, temperature, sweat level and other 
things can be recorded. It can also use the camera or mic to record 
videos and sounds at desired times by the service providers that 
cannot be even traced as it can go on as a background event.

6. Reasons 
There can be many reasons for the difficulty faced by different 

organizations in keeping the IoT devices foolproof. Some of the 
points that lead to difficulties in securing and protection of data of 
these devices are as follows:

7.1 MORE DEVICES, MORE ISSUES
As the number of devices that are coming in the domain of 

being a smart device, there are more and more devices that are 
automatically communicating with each other. This leads to a 
situation when we need to protect data for more and more devices. 
This means earlier we were only concerned with securing the 
data on the desktops and laptops. But now we are to worry about 
securing smartphones, homes, vehicales, appliances, wearable 
computers and many more such intelligent devices. 

7.2 NON-STANDARDIZATION & NO UPDATES
Another reason why the IoT devices are posing greater 

threat to our security and privacy is that there is no particular 
standardization of protocols have been followed by these 
devices. Even if some new device is good at the time of launch, it 
becomes vulnerable to attacks as the organizations do not provide 
technological updates from time to time to keep it safe. 
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7.3 DATA STORAGE ON CLOUD
Even if data on the devices are safe, we cannot confirm about 

the safety of data placed on the remote cloud servers being used to 
store the huge information being produced by such smart devices. 
Cheaper data storage clouds may also lead to breach of security 
as hackers may attempt to access information related to many 
customers by attacking the cloud storage servers of the smart 
devices used by service organizations rather than attacking single 
smart device. 

7.4 LAZINESS OF CUSTOMERS
Most of the devices come with an option of automatic updates, 

which generally all customers do not choose due to issues related 
to smaller internet data plans or low bandwidth they subscribe to. 
They are also reluctant to check for any updates that are available 
for devices to continue keep them secure and free from bugs and 
vulnerabilities that may be used to compromise the data. 

These factors play an important role in deciding the overall 
security and privacy that is possible for such IoT devices and may 
lead to serious breaches that can cost economic or psychological 
losses to the customers. Moreover, it is hard to formulate single 
protocol for security and data protection that may bind these 
heterogeneous devices. 

7. RECENT ATTACKS ON IOT 
In the recent past, a number of researchers have successfully 

hacked the IoT devices. Instances of successfully hacking the car 
to disable brakes, turning off lights to control the car, GPS signal 
hacking to affect its navigation, home control device hubs hacking, 
hacking of smart TVs, hacking bulbs using worms attack, DDoS 
attack on networks thereby posing serious threat to other devices 
connected to the compromised network appears [3,4]. It is clear that 
traditional security approach is not successful in such a scenario. 
As the futuristic smart machines will have greater autonomy to 
take their own decisions in the domain of defense, education, 
gaming, home security, banking, business and marketing [6] due 
to high speed computing power and communication efficiency, it 
is the need of the hour to use a combination of more than one 
method of security and privacy for IoT. Some of the methods have 
been discussed in the next section of the paper. 

8. Solutions
There may be different methods of safeguarding the 

information generated at the IoT device and at the cloud server 
level. 

9.1 IOT DEVICE BASED SOLUTIONS
Switching the sensing power on/off 

The user must choose some IoT device that has some method 
that can make it switch on/off. That is when the user does not want 
the sensors to sense the environment, one can instruct the device 
not to use the sensors for recording of data. This is important to 
stop the smart devices to hear, see, sense the environment when 
not required.

9.2 IOT SUB-NETWORK
It is suggested that the smart devices must be connected to 

create a smaller network. This ensures that minimum number 

of security issues are faced in case of a hacking attack or DDoS 
attack.

9.3NO SINGLE SOLUTION
It is also good to choose different service providers with 

different platforms, architectures, protocols and service methods 
so that a single breach may not lead to greater loss of privacy and 
data. Difference in the methodologies shall pose some restriction 
over the single gate entry to the entire security system in the other 
case, which may lead to greater losses to the organization.

9.4CLOUD BASED SECURITY SOLUTION
The cloud based methods deal with securing the data that 

needs to be placed over cloud services of any kind by the IoT 
device. It is still the responsibility of the IoT service provider to 
choose at least one of the suggested solution discussed as follows:

9.4.1 Using encrypted Clouds 
IoT devices use some servers to store the information. Mostly, 

it is some kind of a cloud service. To ensure the overall security 
and privacy, data security at cloud server is also important. One 
should prefer to use the encrypted cloud services.

9.4.2 Encrypt data
Another solution may be that the data can be encrypted using 

some encryption method before being placed it over the cloud 
server. This ensures that no one other than the actual user can 
decrypt it and therefore remains secure.

9.4.3 Data Storage norms
When the data is placed using the cloud storage service, one 

should avoid sensitive information placed over the cloud. The 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) of cloud services must be read 
properly to know how actually the data will be stored on the cloud 
server, whether replica will be made to maintain availability of 
data at all times. Does the cloud server maintain a local copy of the 
data on the client side? If yes, how safe it is? It is also important to 
note any provision if someone other than the actual user including 
the service provider can directly access the data or not? 

9.4.4 Private or Public cloud 
There is also a choice between a private cloud serviceand a 

public cloud service. If money is not an issue then private cloud 
service should be used to place important data on the cloud server. 
However, if the services should also be cheaper, then a reliable 
public server has to be used to store data. Clients must therefore 
check the health of data placed over such cloud service from time 
to time to ensure data is not compromised. 

9. CONCLUSION
The war between the attackers and the security professionals 

is always on. Security professionals will try their best to secure 
the systems and the attackers shall always strive hard to find some 
vulnerability, some loophole to break into the so called secure 
systems. Therefore, the threats of security and privacy breach shall 
continue to exist in the world of IoT. One has an option to use 
security mechanisms like using switching on/off the intelligence 
mode of devices, using non-standard private key based encryption 
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of data when moved to external devices like the cloud servers, 
creating separate layer of IoT network devices for minimal damage 
in case of a network hack, removal ofvulnerabilities in devices by 
updating the firmware of such devices. 

10. FUTURE SCOPE
Standardization ofIoT devices, non-usage of unreliable 

communication channels, security of data when moved to cloud 
are still open problems to be solved for fool proof security of IoT 
devices. Efforts must also be made to develop innovative security 
techniques for data to be shared between different devices, newer 
and stronger encryption methods of informationsecurity before 
sharing with cloud servers etc for better security and privacy of 
IoT.
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Abstract—Computational Intelligence is impacting 
many areas of daily life. Health is one of them. One emerging 
technology of AI, machine learning is being utilized to diagnose 
the disease present in the patient. This area which deals with 
computational Intelligence techniques by analyzing scanned 
images of the affected body part by the suitable imaging device to 
detect the presence or absence of disease is known as Computer 
- assisted diagnosis. These scanned images are of very high 
resolution still it is difficult with just by visual examination 
for any human to conclude about the disease in the patient. 
Research is this direction is more than three decades but still not 
widely popular and acceptable among community of radiologists 
and physicians. A number of approaches have been suggested 
for Computer assisted diagnosis for different set of diseases 
and imaging modalities. CAD systems use trained datasets for 
classification. These training datasets are prepared by team of 
experts who manually annotates images. These CAD systems 
processes the images and highlights image segments where 
there is greater degree of suspicion of lesions which are further 
processed by radiologists for final conclusion. Such systems save 
a lot of time and effort of radiologists and also can increase 
their efficiency. In this paper, authors have presented systematic 
literature review of recent approaches by keeping focus on 
critical performance issues and also presented future scope of 
machine learning approaches which could be used in computer 
assisted diagnosis.

Keywords: Machine learning, Medical imaging, Computer 
assisted diagnosis

I. INTRODUCTION:
 When in many disease, doctors recommend different 

types of medical examinations of a particular organ of body part 
from various devices like X rays, CT scan, MRI, Ultra sound 
etc. A detailed description of a particular organ is converted in 
the form of digital image which is further analyzed to detect 
absence or presence of disease and related predictions. For this, 
visual inspection performed by physician is neither enough nor 
reliable. These images, data set are processed by machine learning 
techniques to produce results which could be efficiently and 
reliably interpreted by radiologists and physicians to predict and 
decide further direction of medication. This discipline which deals 
with examination of medical images presents new direction of 
medical imaging. These medical images act as training data which 
are used by machine learning systems for diagnosis. A field of 
research that targets this is known as computer assisted diagnosis. 
Computer assisted diagnosis systems produce every information 
for radiologists and physicians as well so that they can use it for 
prediction of disease. But the interpretation of results produced by 

such CAD system still depends upon, knowledge, skill, experience 
of radiologist and physicians. These system acts as second opinion 
for any disease are for their assistance for efficient and reliable 
diagnosis. Apart from experience and skill of doctors, diagnosis 
also depends upon suitable selection of modality chosen for test. 
These imaging modalities can produce much useful information 
for radiologists. For example CT scan can provide following 
diagnostic information which may lead some inference [i] Lesions 
[ii] breaks [iii] hemination [iv] abnormal growth [v] rupture. 
These modalities can also provide benefits such as [i] determining 
when surgeries are necessary [ii] minimizing the requirement 
of exploratory surgeries [iii] improving cancer diagnosis and 
treatment [iv] reducing the length of hospitalizations. Every 
type of modality provides different type of medical information 
that may be useful for diagnosis and cure. Machine learning is 
used to design systems which can make human like decisions; 
these systems can also improve their performance with increase 
in experience like human. These systems can analyze complex 
patterns and perform association. Before the medical images can 
be analyzed for prediction, they need to be preprocessed well 
in order increase performance and reliability. A simple model 
of computer assisted diagnosis can be visualized as two class 
classification problem in which tumor in the patent is classified 
into two groups, malignant or benign. Apart from classifying 
medical images into categories, CAD systems assist physicians 
and radiologists in many other ways so that they can concentrate 
on dominant features. 

Remaining paper is divided as follows: part 1 presents 
background concepts for medical Imaging and machine learning; 
part 2 presents performance issues and other challenging issues 
involved in the field of computer assisted diagnosis; part 3 
presents review of recent approaches used for disease diagnosis 
and detection using machine learning; part 4 presents future 
direction of research which will how medical science is going to 
change with the revolution in computational intelligence followed 
by conclusion.

 II. BACKGROUND 
Computer assisted diagnosis applies techniques of digital 

image processing to preprocess and enhance quality of image 
so that the same can be analyzed efficiently. The analysis part 
will apply machine learning. The process of capturing images 
of some body organ through various modalities and then input 
to systems which predicts diagnosis involves stages consisting 
of (i) preprocessing of scanned images which includes image 
registration and enhancement, normalization ,(ii) segmentation 
which divides images into similar regions and identifies regions 
where there is suspicion of lesions .Theses regions are called 
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region of interest (ROI) also called candidate for lesions (iii) 
feature extraction (iv) classification . The aim to for preprocessing 
is to remove differences in various images taken from different 
modalities .Image quality may also be required to be enhanced for 
efficient diagnosis. Segmentation algorithms extract the portion 
of the image which will be for our interest for analysis. These 
portions are called region of interest the system highlights which 
portion of images have higher degree of suspicion of lesions than 
a given threshold. Then the system is trained with given datasets 
and uses enough scalable classifier to give reliable results with 
desirable accuracy more than 90%.

A typical model of Computer assisted diagnosis in 
Medical imaging : Medical imaging is an emerging discipline 
of application of artificial intelligence techniques on medical 
images which are obtained from various medical devices and this 
discipline will offer visualization and interpretation mechanisms 
which will draw conclusions which may be overlooked by 
radiologists. Medical imaging experts work closely with physician 
so that every minute detail is taken into consideration while 
designing diagnostic systems

Fig 1: Model of Computer assisted diagnosis in medical 
imaging systems 

Steps of designing computer assisted diagnosis system: 
these systems may require interface with hardware and software 
as well.
	 •	 First concerned body organ is scanned by some modality 

which is recommended by physician, obtained images are 
in DICOM format.

Table I Approaches used in Medical imaging

Task  Commonly used techniques

Preprocessing
histogram 
transformation,
Laplace Operations

Filtering
Enhancement Linear, Non linear 

,local or global 
filter or wavelet 
based filters

Blur removal Inverse or weiner 
filters

Detection of Edge Haar transform

Segmentation Random Forest
Deep convolutional 
networks

Feature Selection D i s c r i m i n a n t 
Analysis,PCA,ICA

Classification Euclidean distance, 
Linear discriminant 
functions,Bayesian 
Linear classifier 
k-NN algorithm, 
SVM

Clustering Fischer linear 
d i s c r i m i n a n t 
parsing, k-mean

	 •	 Bugs, noise in the images are reduced. Filtering is also 
performed .It encompasses enhancement, deblurring and 
edge detection. Image quality is enhanced because if 
image quality is poor then it would affect the accuracy of 
classification of disease. Feature extraction and selection 
helps in obtaining reduced representation of required data. 
This reduction is such that there is no significant loss of 
information which may affect the prediction process. 
Redundant feature of the data is removed and only those 
features which contribute more for the required task.

  •	 Classification is also known as supervised learning and it 
works in presence of available training data(labeled data).
Classification may two class classification or multi class 
classification.CAD may classify whether the lesion is 
benign or malignant. Clustering is unsupervised learning 
and there is no labeled data available. Clustering may help 
in finding out similar patients with similar body organ 
condition which will further draw some useful inference 
and determine the direction of medication.
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Fig 2: Model of a CAD
Challenges and performance issues involved in Medical 

Imaging: The biggest challenging issue with design of CAD 
system is that it should really reach to the hospitals for actual 
usage and should not be left lying in computer laboratories. 
This happens only if it gets approval from competent authority 
like FDA in USA.FDA approval is given only if it fulfills some 
guidelines laid down by them. Such systems will be acceptable 
to radiologists only it increases their efficiency and reduces 
work load. The main problem with this field is unavailability 
of too many datasets with which experimentation can be done. 
One system can be performing well with one particular kind 
of dataset but may not perform with other dataset. So we may 
need to experiment with too many dataset of medical images. 
Creation of such training dataset is a very much time, effort and 
money consuming. But if such training datasets are available in 
sufficient numbers, it will help in designing efficient diagnostic 
system which will be really preferred by radiologists. Computer 
assisted diagnostic systems analyzes medical images and based 
on the available training data, it makes decision about the same 
whether lesion in it is benign or malignant. Overall performance 
of the system depends upon all sub tasks involved in it. The entire 
system consists of preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction 
and classification. Many techniques have been purported for each 
of them. No approach is superior to rest others in every case. So 
we may have to experiment with various techniques of each of 
them. The training data size also determines the performance of 
the systems. Larger the training dataset more will be accuracy. 
Larger training data set consumes a lot of time, effort and cost. 
Performance of CAD system depends upon number of true-
positive and false positive lesion markers. The cases which were 
earlier overlooked by radiologists are now taken care by CAD 
system. Even if some cased are misclassified by CAD systems can 
now be taken by radiologists. In a way ,CAD systems are going to 
increase efficiency and reduce workload of radiologists.

Performance Metrics of CAD Systems: Performance of 
classifier in computer assisted systems is measured by receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curve and confusion matrix. ROC 
curve plots system’s true positive cases versus false positive cases.

True positive (TP) detection rate: percentage of correctly 
diagnosed cases (presence of disease).

False positive (FP) detection rate: percentage of cases 
which were not having disease but system diagnosed them as 
positive.

True Negative (TN) detection rate: percentage of correctly 
diagnosed cases (absence of disease).

False Negative (FN) detection rate: percentage of cases 
which were having disease but system diagnosed them as negative.

False positive and false negative both indicate 
misclassification error. FP+FN is to be reduced in order to design 
an optimal CAD system.

TP rate indicates how efficient the system is in finding out 
the presence of the disease. Apart from TP,TN ,FP and FN there 
are two other parameters which determine the performance of a 
CAD system.

Sensitivity is the probability that patient will be diagnosed 
positively when he was actually suffering with disease.

Se = 

Specificity Sp is the metric which indicates that patient will be 
diagnosed negatively, whereas he actually had not disease.

Sp=

Diagnostic accuracy= 

Area under the curve (AUC) is another metric of comparing 
classifier performance. For an ideal classifier TP rate is 1 and FP 
is 0 i.e AUC 0.5.

For a system with better prediction accuracy both Sp,Se 
should be high. Training time and actual prediction time should 
be reasonably low.

Literature Review: in this section we have presented 
systematic description of most recent work carried out in this field.

In [1] , Kupinski and Giger had given a approach to 
detect breast cancer by mammography images. To train their 
classifier, they used two techniques :early stopping technique 
and regularization techniques. Regularization techniques ensures 
minimization of over training. To reduce training time and 
increased accuracy, cross validation was utilized in both the 
techniques. Using these two techniques they obtained an accuracy 
of 95% and 93% respectively for early stopping and regularization 
techniques.

In [2],the authors have investigated for detecting micro 
calcification in Mammographic images to detect breast cancer 
.They used higher order statistics parameters in classification 
other preprocessing tasks .They used 3rd and 4th order 
correlation to detect micro calcification. Mammographic images 
were preprocessed by subband decomposition filterbank. The 
partitioning of the bandpass subimage was done into coinciding 
square regions where skewness and kurtosis are estimated.Critical 
regions with micro calcification were identified on the basis of 
high skewness and kurtosis. They experimented this approach on 
Nijmegen database and obtained that no micro calcification cases 
were missed.

In [3], William E. Polakowski, Donald A. Cournoyer 
employed model-based vision (MBV) algorithm to classify 
lesions into benign or malignant MBV algorithm was proposed to 
be of five sub tasks to structurally identify critical ROI’s, remove 
false positives,and classify the remaining as benign or malignant 
. In order to find best features for classification,derivative based 
feature saliency techniques was used.. Nine features are chosen 
to define the malignant/benign models. The feature extraction 
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module obtains these features from all critical ROI’s.This system 
showed 92 % sensitivity.

In [4] , Du-Yih Tsai has given Neural network based approach 
for computer assisted techniques to detect heart disease analyzing 
ultrasound images. To train the system he used back propagation 
algorithm. Since weights chosen play crucial role so in order to get 
optimal weights he used genetic algorithm for it.

In [5], Kenji Suzuki, Junji Shiraishi, have used ANN 
based classifier for a diagnostic scheme to detect Nodules in 
Chest Radiographs.Their model consisted of four steps (i) pre-
processing based on a difference-image technique. (ii) detection of 
initial nodule candidates using a multiple gray-level thresholding 
technique, (iii)grouping of initial nodule candidates, and (iv) 
application of of rule based and linear-discriminant classifiers 
for reducing false positive results. Difference-image technique is 
a technique for enhancing lung nodules and suppressing normal 
background structures. The difference image was obtained by 
subtraction of the nodule-suppressed image from the nodule-
enhanced image. Initial nodule candidates were identified in 
the difference images through the use of a multiple graylevel 
thresholding technique.They used supervised nonlinear image-
processing techniques based on ANN and applied it for reducing 
false-positive results in computerized detection of lung nodules.
Their scheme removed 68.3% of false-positive cases and 
sensitivity of 81.3%.

In [6], Ming Li and Zhi-Hua Zhou has presented an approach 
for designing computer assisted diagnosis which used semi 
supervised learning which used both labeled and unlabeled data. 
First classifier was trained using labeled data and its performance 
by using unlabeled data. These diagnosed samples (labeled data) 
were prepared by radiologists and physicians. This was expensive 
step which consumed a lot of time and effort. The Effectiveness 
of the system was observed on a benchmark data available UCI 
repository. They investigated the system for diseases like breast 
cancer. They also investigated that the use of unlabeled data gave 
a rise of performance by 13.1%.

In [7] ,R. Bharat Rao, Jinbo Bi designed a system LungCAD 
which employed machine learning to detect lung cancer from 
chest radiographs.Their CAD system consisted of five stages 
1. lung segmentation: to identify the lung area within the chest; 
2.Candidate generation which identifies critical suspicious 
affected candidate regions of interest (ROI) from a medical image; 
3. Feature extraction that computes descriptive features for each 
candidate so that each candidate is represented by a vector x of 
features; 4. classification that differentiates candidates based on 
candidate feature vectors;5. Data visualization of CAD findings 
to the radiologist in order for him to accept or reject the CAD 
findings. Their system showed a good accuracy that is why FDA 
gave approval to their CAD system that this can be utilized by 
radiologists to detect various types of cancer.FDA gives approval 
to any CAD system for diagnosis only after rigorous clinical trials.

In [8], Adrien Depeursinge, Daniel Sage proposed a method 
that used a texture classification system that detects lung tissue 
patterns from high–resolution computed tomography (HRCT) 
images of people affected with interstitial lung diseases (ILD).It 
employed Wavelet frames and grey–level histograms & specific 
features for feature extraction and selection method followed by 
classification using k-NN method into five lung tissue patterns 
(healthy, emphysema, ground glass, fibrosis and microdules. The 
approach delivers overall multiclass accuracy reaches 92.5%.

In [9], Noah Lee, Andrew F. Laine talked about the capabilities 
of computer assisted diagnostic systems to detect disease like lung 
cancer. The purpose was to conduct lung nodule screening and 
classify into nodule tissue and abnormal lung tissue. Lung nodule 
categorization consists of two parts (a) nodule detection (b) nodule 
classification. He argued that apart from detecting cases which 
overlooked by radiologists ,CAD system should also detect any 
abnormal structure developing in some body organ at an initial 
stage so that this person could be saved.

In [10], J. Dheeba , N. Albert Singh , S. Tamil Selvi have 
suggested an approach or detection of breast lesions from 
mammographic images.In their approach,in classification 
step,they employed particle

Swarm Optimized Wavelet Neural Network (PSOWNN) 
and for feature extraction they used Laws Texture features. The 
final outcome of the system was whether tissue is normal or 
abnormal(affected with disease).They analyzed the performance 
of the system using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 
curve. They found out that area under the ROC curve of the 
proposed algorithm is 0.96853 with a sensitivity 94.167% of and 
specificity of 92.105%.

In [11], Volodymyr Ponomaryov has given an approach for 
CAD for breast cancer detection from mammographic images. 
He used K-Means method for segmentation of preprocessed 
mammogram images followed by PCA for feature selection 
method. For classification of breast lesion to benign or malignant 
he used support vector machine (SVM) and then performance was 
analyzed by ROC curve. The system obtained accuracy of 94.40%.

In [12], Hoo-Chang Shin and Holger R. Roth applied deep 
convolution neural networks to computer-assisted detection 
specially two diseases thoraco-abdominal lymph node (LN) 
detection and interstitial lung disease(ILD).They applied deep 
convolution neural network for image segmentation, training and 
classification. Their architecture used large number of parameters 
and large number of layers. They used ImageNet which is large 
dataset of images. Transfer learning was also used to train their 
system. They obtained 86% sensitivity on 3 false positives (FP) 
per patient.

In [13], Benjamin Q. Huynh, Hui Li,Maryellen L. Giger 
applied transfer learning on image features obtained from using 
CNN on images obtained mammographic digital images to detect 
early signs of breast cancer.They compared the performance by 
applying SVM on features extracted by CNN on mammographic 
images They applied ensemble classifiers to combine prediction of 
various others classifiers to produce better results. They obtained 
accuracy of AUC=.86,where AUC is the area under the ROC 
curve.

In [14], the authors have suggested a deep learning based 
method to perform segmentation on brain images obtained from 
MRI scan which can further be used by some CAD system which 
will this tumor as benign or malignant. They gave an approach 
based on CNN architecture which is different from those 
traditionally used in computer vision.  CNN utilizes both local 
features as well as more global features simultaneously. This 
network utilizes a final layer that is a convolution implementation 
of a fully connected layer which allows a 40 fold speed up. They 
have applied a two-phase training procedure that allowed handling 
problems related to the imbalance of tumor labels. Finally, cascade 
architecture was explored in which the output of a basic CNN was 
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treated as an additional source of information for a subsequent 
CNN. 

In [15],the authors suggested a model which used textual 
features which were extracted from the separated ROI’s. For 
classification they used support vector machine. This model can 
detect whether the input image contains malignant cell or not. 
Their model gave a precision of 97% for cancer identification 87% 
for prediction.

Future direction of Research: The images which will be 
used for this study will be high dimensional. Classical Neural 
network techniques will not be suitable for such data. Even if 
they are applied we do not a good level of accuracy. For high 
dimensional data we can use feature extraction techniques e.g. 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Independent Component 
analysis (ICA).For classification we can use high dimensional 
neural networks which is latest generation of neural networks. 
High dimensional neural networks can be categorized into 
complex valued neural networks (CVNN),vector valued neural 
networks(VVNN) or quaternion valued neural networks(QVNN) 
.High dimensional neural networks has several merits over 
classical multilayer perceptron networks.For the problem of same 
complexity, high dimensional neural networks requires smaller 
network topology(lesser number of learning parameters) and 
lesser training time and produces much accurate results. So high 
dimensional neuro computing can be used in computer assisted 
diagnosis to produce much better results in less amount of time.
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Abstract—During last decade, remarkable growth has 
been experienced in the area of cloud computing. Its economic 
model is based on the satisfaction of service level agreement. 
Among the different factors working towards the satisfaction 
of service level agreement, load balancing plays a vital role. 
Load balancing can be achieved through task scheduling, task 
migration and resource allocation. In this paper authors have 
reviewed the literature on task scheduling in cloud computing. 
It has been followed by simulation analysis of min-min, maxmin 
and sufferage heuristic approach for task scheduling in cloud 
computing. Simulation has been done using Cloudsim simulator 
and approaches has been analysed on the scale of response time, 
makespan and throughput parameter. 

Key Words: Cloud computing, Heuristic technique, Load 
balancing, Task Scheduling, Min-min, Max-min, Sufferage

1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is a collection of homogeneous and 

heterogeneous interconnected systems, which may work in 
parallel or distributed mode. These group of resources are 
dynamically provided to user based on their demand and service 
level agreement. Figure 1 summarizes all the information about 
cloud computing in the form of diagram [1]. 

Figure 1. Outline of Cloud computing [2] 
This service delivery model enables user to avail service any 

time anywhere as per their requirement by paying the subscription 
charges. Services can be provided in the form of application, 
environment or hardware. Based upon the service delivered, 
we can have Software as a service, platform as a service and 
infrastructure as a service cloud service delivery model. Also if 
cloud model is available to any user then it is called public cloud. 
If it is available only for employee of a company then it is called 
private cloud. If it’s some part is open for all and some part is 

hidden, then it is called hybrid cloud. Similarly if cloud services 
are available only for a community then it is called community 
cloud [3]. Figure 2 shows the model of working definition of cloud 
computing. 

Figure 2. Model of Working Definition of Cloud Computing [4] 
Structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 covers the 

details of load balancing, its importance along with the goal of 
load balancing. In section 3, author have discussed some of 
the heuristic based load balancing approaches along with the 
algorithm. Information about the simulator has been covered in 
section 4. Section 5 covers the result and analysis. It has been 
followed by conclusion in the section 6. 

2. LOAD BALANCING IN CLOUD COMPUTING 
Load balancing is define as the distribution of resources, 

simultaneous working of the schedulers, efficiency enhancement, 
and minimization of response time via a suitable matching of job 
to the available resource. Simultaneous working of the schedulers 
involves the distribution of load in equal manner among the 
processors. To restore the balance dynamic load balancing also 
known as load sharing or load migration is employed [5]. 

It is done by distributing the entire load to the individual 
processors of the complete structure for obtaining efficient resource 
mapping and concurrently removing the possibility of overloading 
or under loading of the nodes in the network. It is done to achieve 
for better ratio of user realization and resource utilization, thereby 
enhancing the throughput of the complete system. If done in 
proper manner the load management can limit the consumption of 
the available. It also helps in executing failures, making the system 
scalable, and over-burdening, minimizing response time etc. [6]. 
The main goals of the load balancing algorithms are listed below: 
 • Rate Efficiency: Load balancing support should execute 

with lesser rate in the given framework. To make certain 
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the excessive efficiency, reduced response time, and 
confine the overload. 

 • Scalability: The structure for which load balancing 
methods are executed should be capable of being altered 
in elements in later time. 

 • Elasticity: The practical requirements should be able to 
manage with circumstances; they should be elastic and 
adaptable. To compel prospect variations in the system. 

 • Priority: The resources and the tasks should be arranged 
as per priority. So higher works show signs of upgrading 
and execution. 

 • Resource utilization: To make sure that the available 
resources are being utilized in a perfect manner. 

 • Backup: In situation of failure of the structure, load 
balancing algorithms must have a backup schedule. 

 • Homogeneous nature: To treat all tasks in the system 
homogeneously irrespective of their source [7, 8]. 

3. HEURISTIC BASED LOAD BALANCING 
ALGORITHM 

In distributed computing, managing the load is essential so 
that all the virtual machines are provided with equal number of 
tasks. It supports in achieving client satisfaction and optimum 
utilization of resources by assuring an efficient and unbiased 
sharing of resources among the VMs. Main features of balancing 
the load includes the reduction in using resources and faults. It 
also allows in evading jams, etc. The underlying section deals with 
detailed analysis of some of the heuristic based task scheduling 
approaches for cloud computing environment. 

Min-Min Scheduling Approach [9, 10, 11]: This is a two 
phase scheduling approach. First of all a batch of unscheduled task 
is created. Their execution time on each machine is recorded and 
they are sorted on the basis of minimum completion time. So every 
time task having minimum completion time is selected first for 
second phase. In the second phase, task is mapped to that virtual 
machine which may complete its processing in minimum time. 
Due to involvement of two minimum criterion, it is called min-
min task scheduling approach. 

Algorithm min-min() 
{ 
S= receive the task till a batch of task is created. For each 

task t iS 
{ 
Calculate the completion time of task ti on machine mj. Cij = 

Eij + Rj

// Cij=completion time 
// Eij=execution time 
// Rj=ready time 
 } 
Sort the task of set S on the basis of their completion time. 

While (S!= Null) 
{ 
Map the task ti with machine mj for which Cij have the 

minimum value Remove the task ti from set S. 
 } 
}

Disadvantage of this approach is that it always select the 
small task first. This will result in bias task selection. 

Max-Min Scheduling Approach [12, 13, 14]: Like min-
min approach, this is also a two phase scheduling approach. In the 
first phase, this approach first make a batch of unscheduled task 
like min-min approach. Their execution time on each machine is 
recorded and they are sorted on the basis of maximum completion 
time. So every time task having maximum completion time is 
selected first for second phase. In the second phase, selected task is 
mapped to that virtual machine which may complete its processing 
in minimum time. Due to involvement of first maximum and 
second minimum selection criterion, this task scheduling approach 
is called max-min approach. 

Algorithm max-min() 
{ 
S= receive the task till a batch of task is created. For each 

task t iS 
{ 
Calculate the completion time of task ti on machine mj. Cij = 

Eij + Rj

 // Cij=completion time 
// Eij=execution time 
// Rj=ready time 
 } 
Sort the task of set S on the basis of their decreasing 

completion time. 
While (S!= Null) 
{ 
Map the task ti with machine mj for which Cij have the 

maximum value Remove the task ti from set S. 
 } 
}

Disadvantage of this approach is that it always select the task 
having highest completion time. This will also result in bias task 
selection. 

Sufferage Approach [15, 16, 17]: Like previous two 
scheduling approach, this approach is also a two phase scheduling 
approach. In this approach first we identify the completion time of 
each task on each machine. We then record the first two minimum 
completion time of each task and identify the difference among 
them. This difference is called the sufferage of that task. Now we 
sort the tasks on the basis of decreasing order of the sufferage, 
i.e. task having the highest sufferage will be available first. In the 
second phase, task having highest sufferage is mapped with that 
machine which will complete the task in the minimum time. 

Algorithm Sufferage() 
{ 
S= receive the task till a batch of task is created. For each 

task t iS 
{ 
Calculate the smallest and second smallest completion time 

of task ti on machine mj. 
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Cij(1) = Eij + Rj

Cij(2) = Eij + Rj

SV= Cij(2)- Cij(1) 
// Cij(1)=minimum completion time 
// Cij(2)=second minimum 
// completion time 
// Eij=execution time 
// Rj=ready time 
// SV=sufferage value 
 } 
Sort the task of set S on the basis of their decreasing sufferage 

value. 
While (S!= Null) 
{ 
Map the task ti with machine mj for which Cij have the highest 

sufferage value 
Remove the task ti from set S. 
 } 
}

4. CLOUDSIM SIMULATOR [18, 19] 
Cloudsim provides a simulation framework which enable 

researchers to develop cloud like environment. User will able to 
simulate data center, hosts, virtual machines, other resources and 
traffic. This is possible because of variety of classes available in 
Cloudsim. Due to its implementation in Java language, it is easy 
to simulate it on any platform having JVM. Figure 3 shows the 
relationship among different classes available in Cloudsim. 

Figure 3. Cloudsim class diagram [19] 
Following are the important components of Cloudsim 

simulator: 
 • CloudSim: This class manages event queue and execution 

of events related to simulation. 
 • Cloudlet: Functionality of this class is to simulate the 

application services which are based on cloud. 
 • CloudletScheduler: This is an abstract class which is 

extended for the implementation of different processing 
power policies.

 • Datacenter: Functionality of this class is to simulate 
different hardware services provided by cloud.

 • DatacenterBroker or Cloud Broker: 

Functionality of this class is to simulate correspondence 
between SaaS and cloud service provider.
 • Host: Functionality of this class is to simulate physical 

resources. 
 • Vm: This class provides the functionality of virtual 

machine simulation. 
 • VmmAllocationPolicy: This is an abstract class which 

implements the VM allocation policy. 
 • VmScheduler: This is also an abstract class which 

provides the functionality of scheduling between virtual 
machine and task. 

5. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
To analyze the performance of discussed approaches in 

section 3, makespan, average resource utilization and load 
balancing level has been considered. 

Makespan is an indicator of total time taken to complete a set 
of jobs. Lower the value of makespan better will be the scheduling 
approach. 

Figure 4. Comparison of heuristic approach on the basis of 
makespan 

Figure 4 shows the comparison of three heuristic approach on 
the scale of makespan. It has been found that sufferage scheduling 
approach is showing better performance relative to min-min and 
max-min approach on the scale of makespan. Resource utilization 
is another parameter used to judge the performance of scheduling 
approach. More is the value of this factor better will be scheduling 
approach in terms of response and waiting time. 

Figure 5. Comparison of heuristic approach on the basis of 
resource  utilization 
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Figure 5 shows the comparison of three heuristic approach on 
the scale of resource utilization. It has been found that sufferage 
scheduling approach is showing better performance relative to 
min-min and max-min approach on the scale of average resource 
utilization.

Even distribution of task among all resources will result in 
better response and waiting time. So higher value of this parameter 
is also desirable. 

Figure 6. Comparison of heuristic approach on the basis of 
load distribution 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of three heuristic approach 
on the scale of load distribution. It has been found that sufferage 
scheduling approach is showing better performance relative to 
min-min and max-min approach on the scale of load distribution. 

After the combined analysis of figure 4, 5 and 6, it can be 
concluded that sufferageheuristic approach is best suited for 
scheduling of load in cloud environment among min-min and 
max-min. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper authors have reviewed the literature on task 

scheduling in cloud computing. Authors have focused on heuristic 
approach. Authors have thoroughly analyzed min-min, max-min 
and sufferage approach for scheduling in cloud environment. It 
has been followed by simulation analysis of min-min, max-min 
and sufferage heuristic approach for task scheduling in cloud 
computing. Simulation has been done using Cloudsim simulator 
and approaches has been analyzed on the scale of response time, 
makespan and throughput parameter. 

Through simulation analysis, it can be concluded that 
sufferage heuristic approach is best suited for scheduling of load 
in cloud environment among min-min and max-min. 
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Abstract—Cloud computing is the internet based technique 
where the cloud users utilize the resources for computing services. 
The attacks or intrusion in the cloud service is the major issue in 
the cloud environment since it degrades the performance. Due 
to several attacks, the service gets affected caters the fraudulent 
information and increase the false rate. In this paper, we propose 
the Adaptive lion based neural network (ALNN) to detect the 
intrusion behaviour. Initially, cloud network is undergone to 
generate the clusters using WLI fuzzy clustering mechanism. 
This mechanism obtains the different number of clusters in 
which the data objects are grouped together. Then, the clustered 
data is fed into the newly designed adaptive lion based neural 
network. The proposed method is developed by the combination 
of Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm of neural network and 
adaptive Lion algorithm where female lions are used to update 
the weight adaptively using lion optimization algorithm. Then, 
the proposed method is mainly used to detect the malicious 
activity through training process. Thus, the different clustered 
data is given into the different proposed ALNN model. Once the 
data are trained, then it is need to be aggregated. Subsequently, 
the aggregated data is fed into the proposed ALNN method where 
the intrusion behaviour is detected. Finally, the simulation 
results of the proposed method and performance is analysed 
through accuracy, false positive rate and true positive rate. Thus, 
the proposed ALNN algorithm attains higher 96.46% accuracy 
ensures the better detection performance.

Keywords— Cloud computing, WLI fuzzy clustering, LM 
algorithm, Lion algorithm, Intrusion detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the cloud computing is defined as the novel 

paradigm where the services are either to be hosted or delivered 
over the Internet world, hence, it is also termed as the Internet 
computing. In other words, the term cloud computing is the 
process of computing service over the Internet world. In cloud 
computing, it poses the resource provider where the user utilizes 
the resources anywhere, anytime and also anything [1]. The 
rapid development of cloud computing is caused by the location 
independent of information processing. Furthermore, the trust or 
security is considered as the main aspect among the cloud users 
in the cloud computing services. Hence, Cloud security becomes 
the challenging task for the users utilize the cloud resources 
and also successfully exploitation of its respective services [2]. 
There are three services provided in the cloud computing, which 

are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The intrusion or malicious 
activity or attacks are the major drawbacks of the cloud services. 
Thus, require to enhancing the security and trusting management 
through intrusion detection system. Some of the common available 
attacks in the cloud computing are DNS poisoning, port scanning, 
man-in-the-middle attack, IP spoofing etc [3]. The attacks in the 
cloud computing are categorized into two ways, insider attack and 
outsider attack.

The attacker’s attacks the network from the external source 
of origin is termed as external attack. On the contrary in insider 
attacks, unauthorized internal users are involved in the cloud 
services to abuse the access privileges. In order to detect the attack 
or malicious node in the network, an Intrusion Detection System 
(IDS) is employed. This system is used to detect the intrusions 
assist by computerizing the intrusion detection scheme. In other 
words, the intrusion detection is the process of monitoring 
computers or networks to detect an unauthorized entry, file and 
activity modification [4]. The basic concept of intrusion detection 
system is to collect the network traffic, analyzes the traffic, and 
makes response or alerts the network when an intrusion detects in 
the network. Therefore, the aim of the IDS is to alert or notify the 
system if some malicious activities take place by such intruders 
[5]. Some of the key factors of intrusion detection systems are fast, 
critical to fraudulent users, ease of configuration, self-monitored, 
available without interruption, fault tolerant and free from false 
errors leads to possibility of minimum overhead. Then, the 
information system is evaluated which has the tendency to detect 
the activities of malicious node or any intruder in the network. 
Thus, the security level should be enhanced by performing the 
intrusion detection system [6].

Signature based detection and anomaly based detection are 
the two main detection method in the intrusion detection system. 
The signature based method is employed to detect known attack. 
Also, it can be used either in front-end or back-end of the cloud 
environment where we can mitigate the external and internal 
attacks. On the other hand, unknown attacks are detected by 
anomaly based detection techniques in Cloud network at different 
levels [7]. The IDS can be classified in two types depends on 
the location of deployment: i) In HIDS (Host-based intrusion 
detection system), as the name provides, the user (host) and 
application performs the action assist by the operating system 
used to evaluate the collected information and ii) Whereas, the 
information is collected from network packets are analyzed 
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by the NIDS (Network-based intrusion detection system) [8]. 
Furthermore, the machine learning method plays a vital role to 
detect the intrusions in the cloud environment. Among them, 
an artificial neural network (ANN) is used to guide the system 
to detect the malicious activities of the cloud network. Then, the 
single controller is utilized to manage the occurrence of intruder 
with the aid of knowledge based and ANN pattern matching 
techniques [6].

In this paper, the core intent is to detect the intrusion 
behaviour of the cloud environment. The cloud intrusion detection 
is performed by the WLI fuzzy clustering mechanism and 
proposed Adaptive Lion based Neural Network. The WLI fuzzy 
clustering mechanism is applied into the cloud network where the 
objects are grouped for the subsequent steps. The clustered output 
data is then undergone for the training algorithm. In addition to, 
the intruder is detected by the newly proposed Adaptive Lion 
based Neural Network (ALNN). The novel method is designed 
by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm of neural network and 
Lion algorithm. In the proposed method, firstly, the LM algorithm 
is used to determine the weight function. Secondly, the lion 
algorithm exploits the LM weight function to update the weights 
adaptively by the female lion, termed as Adaptive Lion based 
Neural Network (ALNN). Finally, the proposed ALNN model 
is used to train the clustered data which is then aggregated into 
new data format. Thus, the proposed method efficiently detects or 
classifies the normal and abnormal node. 

 Main contributions of this paper are:
	 •	 To generate the multiple numbers of clusters the WLI 

fuzzy clustering mechanism is utilized for intrusion 
detection system.

	 •	 We propose the novel Adaptive Lion based Neural 
Network (ALNN) composed of LM neural network 
and Lion algorithm. Here, the female lions are used to 
update the weight adaptively. Thus, the optimal weight is 
determined by the proposed method to detect the intruder. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the 
intrusion detection system in cloud environment. Section 3 
presents the proposed methodology and demonstrates the WLI 
fuzzy clustering mechanism and proposed training ALNN model. 
Consequently, the section 4 presents simulation results and its 
performance analysis of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the 
section 5 concludes this paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
P. Ganesh kumar and N. Pandeeswari [9] developed the 

hypervisor model to detect the malicious activities using ANFIS 
model. Due to fail in construction of model for target data, the 
ANFIS model provided the adaptation and learning proficiency of 
neural network. Thus, the hypervisor detector was designed and 
developed by the hybrid algorithm of back propagation gradient 
descent technique with the least square method. The ANFIS model 
achieved the minimum false negative rate and detection accuracy. 
But, the small number of instance led to degrade the detection 
performance. In order to enhance the accuracy of fuzzy rules, the 
type-2 fuzzy neural network was presented by Sivakami Raja and 
Saravanan Ramaiah [6]. Thus, the knowledge of fuzzy sets and 
fuzzy rules were obtained from the data to detect the malicious 
node. The cloud intrusion detection system was experimented and 

analysed using accuracy, precision, recall, MSE and scalability, 
but it had time complexity.

 N. Pandeeswari and Ganesh Kumar [10] demonstrated the 
anomaly detection at hypervisor detector. They developed the 
hybrid algorithm of Fuzzy C-Means clustering and Artificial 
Neural Network. The datasets were clustered together using 
FCM and trained by the ANN network. While using the testing 
dataset, the FCM-ANN method detected the intruder in the cloud 
environment. Prachi Deshpande et al. [2] explained the host 
based IDS system for the cloud environment. The HIDS model 
was used to alert the user against the malicious activities of the 
cloud network. Thus, the experimentation was performed which 
provided 96% intrusion detection sensitivity. Then, the Advanced 
Persistent Threat (APT) attack was detected using decision tree 
based IDS which was discussed by Daesung Moon et al. [11]. 
In general, the APT attack exploited social engineering methods 
to target the various systems for intrusion. Due to this attack, 
the security level was degraded which led to destroy the system 
and create damage. They developed the Decision tree based IDS 
system to mitigate the APT attack intellectually. Thus, the damage 
size of the cloud network was minimized using the IDS system. 

Junwon Lee et al. [12] described the approach used for 
intrusion detection where the malicious activity was collected and 
its subsequent analysis was evaluated. Thus, the effective malicious 
network application testbed was used in the detection method 
based on the cloud system. The performance of the method was 
verified by comparing the real malicious activity with the cloud-
based testbed results. But, the testbed based IDS method had the 
computational burden to detect the malicious activity. Z. Chiba 
et al. [13] described the Cooperative and hybrid based network 
IDS system (CH-NIDS) using the Back Propagation Neural 
network (BPN). They developed the BPN model based on Snort 
and Optimized method. The snort prior in the BPN was used to 
detect the unknown attacks. Due to low convergence of BPN, they 
exploited the optimization algorithm to optimize the parameters 
which enhanced the detection rate and accuracy. Also, the snort 
and optimized based BPN was also used to detect the DoS and 
DDoS attacks by sharing alerts in central log. Thus, simulation 
results were evaluated to improve the detection rate and mitigate 
the false rate.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The primary intention of this paper is to design and develop 

a system for cloud intrusion detection using the WLI fuzzy 
clustering and adaptive lion-based neural network. Here, the 
intrusion detection system is developed at the hypervisor layer 
named, Hypervisor Detector that exploits the proposed model 
for detecting the intrusion behaviour of the cloud network. At 
first, the WLI fuzzy clustering mechanism is applied to the cloud 
network to generate the different number of clusters. Then, the 
resultant clustered result is given as input to the training algorithm 
for learning process. To efficiently detect the intrusion, the novel 
Adaptive Lion-based Neural Network (ALNN) is proposed. 
The proposed method is newly devised by combining the Lion 
optimization algorithm and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm based 
neural network. The updation of weights is done through the LM 
algorithm is integrated with the Lion algorithm. Subsequently, the 
weights are updated adaptively by female lion, named Adaptive 
Lion algorithm. Thus, the adaptive lion algorithm acts as training 
algorithm for neural network. Finally, the proposed model exploits 
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the neural network trained with the adaptive lion algorithm which 
acts as an intrusion detection system to detect the intrusion 
behaviour of the cloud network.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of proposed methodology

A. Designing a novel adaptive lion-based neural network 
(ALNN)

In this paper, the new Adaptive Lion-based Neural network 
(ALNN) is proposed which acts as a hypervisor detector to detect 
the intrusions in the cloud environment. The proposed method is 
designed and developed assist by the neural network, Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm [14] (LMNN) and Lion algorithm [15]. The 
main objective behind this proposed method is that to determine the 
malicious activities of the cloud environment. Here, the datasets 
are trained by the ALNN model where the weights between the 
layers are newly generated using the LM network model and lion 
algorithm. The formulation of the proposed Adaptive Lion based 
Neural Network (ALNN) is apparently deliberated below.

i) Firstly, the neural network is defined as a three layered 
structure constitutes input layer, hidden layer and output layer. It 
is comprises of large number of neuron used to highly interconnect 
the network. The weight is considered as the major concern in the 
neural network to make the decision boundary easily. The main 
advantages of neural network are fault tolerance, adaptive, non-
linearity, noise reduction etc. The formulation of neural network 
is defined by

∑
=

=
x

z
zzy awb

1

where, wz is the weight neurons between the input and output 
layer, az and by are the input and output neurons of the neural 
network

ii) Due to lots of computational resources in the neural 
network, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [14] is utilized to 
provide better efficiency and good global convergence property. 
The LM algorithm is mainly used for the optimization algorithm 
where the advantages of steepest descent and Gaussian-Newton 
method are combined. Depends on the location of local minimum, 
the algorithm performs either in steepest descent method or 
Gaussian-Newton. The gradient behaves when the solution is far 
from the local minimum provides the slow convergence. Contrary, 
the fast convergence is obtained by the Gaussian-Newton method. 
At first, the LM neural network is employed to compute the 
Jacobian matrix which is mainly used to mitigate the training 
error. Thus, the LM algorithm is expressed by,

WWW old
LM

new ∆+=

where, 
LM

newW  represents the new weighting function of using 
LM algorithm, oldW  is the weight obtained by the neural network, 

W∆ adjusts the weights between the neurons which is defined as:

( ) eJIJJW TT λ+=∆

where, J is the Jacobian matrix and e defines the learning 
error.

iii) The limitation of LM algorithm is very sensitive to the 
initial network weights of the learning algorithm. To resolve this 
problem, we incorporate the Lion algorithm into the LM algorithm 
based neural network. Generally, the Lion algorithm is inspired 
by the lion’s unique social behaviour. And that Lion algorithm 
is used to determine the optimal solution. Initially, the solutions 
are randomly generated by the lions to search the prey through 
hunting. Here, the male and female lions are used to generate 
the new solution. Then, the pride is generated by both male and 
female lion for the fitness and fertility evaluation. In each pride, 
the female lion plays a significant role to identify the best solution 
in search space by hunting process.

Figure 2. Framework representation of hypervisor 
detection

Thus, the new solution is generated by the female lion [15] is 
represented below.

( ) [ ]femalemale
t
female

t
female XrXrXX 12

1 05.01.0 −⋅−+=+

where, r1 and r2 are the random variables, maleX  is the male 

lion and femaleX
 represents the female lion. 

iv) ALNN: The ALNN is the newly designed training 
algorithm to detect the intruder or malicious node in the 
cloud environment. The proposed method is developed by the 
aforementioned LM neural network and Lion algorithm. The LM 
is widely used in the optimization algorithm where the optimal 
solution is obtained significantly. Also, the advantage of Lion 
algorithm over other technique is that caters the better scalability 
and increase the fault detection rate. Thus, the proposed ALNN 
is sculpted by combining the advantages of both LM algorithm 
and Lion algorithm. The weight is obtained by the LM algorithm 
with regard to the local minimum of gradient. While in the Lion 
algorithm, the weights (solution) are updated adaptively by the 
female lion. Thus, the new weighting function is used to detect the 
intrusion which is evaluated by,

[ ] ( )LM
newold
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where, r1 and r2are the random variables and 
LM

newW  is the 
weight obtained by the LM algorithm. Also, the optimal weights 
are obtained iteratively while using the Lion optimization 
algorithm. Hence, in aforementioned equation, Xmax , Xmin defines 
the maximum and minimum iteration and also Xcurr is the current 
iteration. 

v) Finally, the error is computed to both LM algorithm [14] 
and Lion algorithm [15]. Based on the error value, the optimal 
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weight is determined to detect the abnormal (malicious) node. If 
the error of weight of Lion algorithm is less than the error of LM 
algorithm, then optimal weight is defined as

Lion
newW . Otherwise, 

the new weight is declared as
LM

newW . Thus, the error is calculated 
between the actual input and output data object of the neural 

network. The data is fed to train along the weight 
LM

newW  and 
Lion

newW  
. The error formulation is given below.

( )( ) ( )∑
=
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where, di is the input data object, 
∗

id  defines the actual output 
data object and L  for LM algorithm and Lion algorithm. Thus, 
the optimal weight is used in the proposed ALNN model to detect 
the intrusion behaviour in the cloud network. Depends on the 
condition of the error value, the new weight is obtained that is 
defined by,

( ) ( )
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B. Designing a hypervisor detector using proposed ALNN 
network model

The hypervisor detector or intrusion detection is widely used 
to detect the intrusions in the cloud environment. In this paper, 
the intrusion detection system is performed by the following three 
phases: i) WLI fuzzy clustering, ii) Proposed ALNN model and 
iii) Data aggregation module. Figure 3 represents the framework 
of proposed hypervisor detection.

Phase 1: WLI Fuzzy Clustering Mechanism

Figure 3. Schematic representation of WLI fuzzy clustering 
mechanism

Initially, the input data is fed into the WLI fuzzy clustering 
mechanism [16] where the data are grouped together to perform 
the hypervisor detector. In WLI fuzzy mechanism, the Cluster 
Validity Index (CVI) is primarily used for clustering mechanism. 
Thus, the Euclidean Distance is measured between the data 
objects, i.e., a pair of centroids or an object centroids are used to 
evaluate the heterogeneity and homogeneity measures within the 
clusters. Also, it exploits the fuzzy membership function belongs 
to data object and cluster centroid. 

Step 1 Initialization: Since cluster centroids are randomly 
generated, the input dataset may not contain the similar clustering 
results. The N number of clusters are randomly generated from 

the input data is NlCl ≤≤1, . To enhance the clustering 
performance, the CVI is used to estimate the index properties of 
the centroids. 

Step 2 Distance and membership matrix: The median 
distance is considered as the major aspect in the WLI fuzzy 
clustering mechanism. Then, the distance is measured between 
the data object and centroid that is used for separation of clusters. 
Thus, the fuzzy compactness is determined assist by the fuzzy 
weighting distances [16] and fuzzy cardinality of clusters. The 

fuzzy weighting distance is measured by, jiij cd −2µ
 

where, id  is the thi data object and jc represents the 
thj  

cluster and ijµ defines the membership function. Then, the fuzzy 

cardinality of cluster is given as 
∑
=

K

i
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1
µ

. 
Step 3 Fuzzy compactness: Thus, the total fuzzy compactness 

of the all the clusters ranges from Nto1 , is expresses as 
below.
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Step 4 Cluster separation: In order to separate the clusters, 
the minimum and median distance is measured between the pair 
of centroids. The distance between N centroids is evaluated by
( ) 21−NN . The minimum distance of all ( ) 21−NN distance 

is termed as ‘min’. Then, the median distance is determined by 
( )

2
21−NN

distances of all clusters. Thus, the separation measure 
of the cluster is evaluated as:
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Step 5 Cluster Validity Index: Finally, the WLI fuzzy 
clustering caters the N number of clusters where the input data 
are grouped respectively. The WLI [16] is estimated by the ratio 
of fuzzy compactness and cluster separation. The cluster validity 
index is determined by, 
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f
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WL

NWLI
×

=
2

The WLI fuzzy clustering mechanism provides the P  
number of clusters which is then fed into the proposed model. 
The figure 3 shows the schematic representation of WLI fuzzy 
clustering mechanism. The centroid is selected by the minimum 
value of WLI value in every cluster. It is formulated by,

( ){ }NWLIC
idN∈

= min

Phase 2: Training algorithm of proposed ALNN model
The proposed Adaptive Lion based Neural Network (ALNN) 

comprises of LM algorithm of neural network [14] and Lion 
algorithm [15]. Here, in order to train the data for intrusion 
detection, the weight in the network is required to update. Thus, 
the lion algorithm is utilized to update the weights by the female 
lion adaptively. The ALNN model exploits the neural network 
trained with the aid of Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to detect 
the intrusion in the cloud environment. The advantage of proposed 
ALNN over other method has high tolerance to noisy data and has 
the tendency to classify normal and abnormal (malicious) node. 
The training algorithm of proposed ALNN is apparently described 
below.

•	 The results of WLI fuzzy clustering [16] yields the P  
number of clusters where the input data are grouped together in 
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each cluster. Thus, the resultant data object is given as input to the 
proposed ALNN model for the training process. The mathematical 
formulation of proposed method is briefly described in section 

3(A). Due to P  number of clusters, we require Q  number of 
ALNN model to train the data. 

•	 In every cluster, the data are grouped in the size of 
nmP × , where P defines the total number of clusters. The 

clustered data is given as input to Q  number of clusters. Thus, 
the clustered output is expressed by,

{ }jkjjj cccC ,.....,, 21=

where, j is the number of output acquired by the WLI fuzzy 

clustering mechanism and jkc
represents the output of 

thk  
cluster. Then, the resultant data is fed as input to the proposed 
ALNN where the data is trained to detect the malicious activity in 
the cloud environment. 

•	 Normally, the training algorithm of neural network 
is mainly used to train the data to perform the classification 
process. It constitutes input layer, hidden layer and output layer. 
Thus, the proposed ALNN model is developed to determine the 
optimal weights for the intrusion detection. The ALNN model is 
formulated as:

( ) ( )
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where, P and Q  defines the total number of clusters 

and proposed ALNN model, xc  is the clustered input and ya

represents the ALNN output. Then, the important concern in the 

training algorithm is weight neww  that is the optimal weight 
achieved through LM algorithm of neural network and adaptive 

Lion algorithm. Thus, the clustered data size of nmP ×  is trained 

by ALNN which provides the 1×Pm size of trained data. 
Phase 3: Data aggregation model
Once the data are trained in the network, then the trained data 

are aggregated. The data aggregation is modelled by combining 

the trained output of Q  different ALNN network models. The 
intent of data aggregation is to reduce the detection error of the 
training algorithm. Thus, the aggregated data is fed into the new 
ALNN network. The input of new ALNN is expressed as follows

{ }qffft ,.....,, 21=

 where, t is the input of new aggregated model consists 

of trained data from Q  number of ALNN. Finally, the data size 

of 1×m is attained by the aggregation model to perform the 
intrusion detection. The figure 3 represents the flow chart of the 
proposed ALNN algorithm. On the other hand, during testing 
phase, the input data is given into the hypervisor detector where 
the proposed ALNN model is significantly detects the intrusions or 
malicious activity in the cloud network. Based on the above three 
phases, the intrusion is detected using the proposed Adaptive Lion 
based Neural network where the detection error is also reduced. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The performance is evaluated by such metrics are accuracy, 

true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR).
A. Simulation Setup
i) Dataset Description: The DARPA’s KDD cup dataset 

1999 [17] is utilized for our experimentation. The Knowledge 
Discovery Data mining (KDD) dataset is broadly used for the 
anomaly detection in cloud environment. It is then modelled by 
the data captured in DARPA’s program contains 41 features and 
either labelled as normal node or malicious node with the aid of 
intrusion detection system.

ii) Evaluation parameters: The performance of the proposed 
cloud intrusion detection system is validated by three metrics are 
accuracy, true positive rate and false positive rate. The description 
of this metrics is given below.

 True Positive Rate (TPR): It is the measure for the 
proportion of positives which are correctly identified as malicious 
node in the cloud environment. It is also termed as sensitivity. The 
TPR is expressed as:

( )FNTP
TPTPR
+

=

False Positive Rate (FPR): It is defined as the probability 
measures of falsely rejects the normal node in the cloud network. 
Thus, the FPR is derived by,

( )TNFP
FPFPR
+

=

 Accuracy: The accuracy is the statistical measure of both 
positive and negative rates. The higher accuracy value provides 
the better detection performance. It is formulated as given below

FNFPTNTP
TNTPAccuracy

+++
+

=

  where, TN and TP are true positive and 
negatives, FP and FN denotes the false positive and negative 
value. 

iii) Comparative methods:
The analysed performance is compared with exiting clustering 

algorithm like FCM, KM and WLI. The Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) 
[18] is the earliest clustering algorithm exploits the membership 
function of each data point belongs to every cluster group. The 
K-means (KM) [19] clustering algorithm generates k cluster group 
with the aid of Euclidean Distance. Then, the WLI fuzzy clustering 
(Wu-Li Index) is given in [16] exploits the cluster validity index.

B.  Performance Analysis
The performance of proposed ALNN algorithm is apparently 

deliberated in this section. We employs three evaluation parameters 
to analyse the performance are accuracy, TPR and FPR. Also, the 
performance is compared with existing algorithm such as Fuzzy 
C-Means, K-Means and WLI clustering mechanism.

a) Analysis based on cluster size
Figure 4 depicts the performance analysis based on the cluster 

size. Here, we exploit the WLI fuzzy clustering to detect the 
malicious behaviour of the cloud network where the data objects 
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are grouped together. Figure 4.a shows the performance analysis 
of true positive rate. When the cluster size is four, the existing 
ABC algorithm attains 91.15% TPR, 95.16% for KM algorithm 
and 95.64% is obtained by WLI clustering mechanism. Compared 
to the existing method, the proposed ALNN algorithm achieves 
higher 97.64% true positive rate. Similarly, the performance 
analysis of FPR is demonstrated in figure 4.b. 

(a) TPR

(b) FPR

(c) Accuracy

Figure 4. Performance analysis based on cluster size
The exiting K-means algorithm attains 21.64%, 22.12% and 

24.33% FPR depends on the various cluster size. But, the proposed 
algorithm obtains 17.1%, 21.12% and 20.18% false positive rate 
when compared to the FCM, KM and WLI clustering algorithm. 
Finally, the figure 4.c represents the accuracy performance 
analysis. Initially, the FCM algorithm acquires 91.11% accuracy 
which is gradually reduced to 90.46% value for cloud intrusion 

detection. The other WLI algorithm achieves 94.48%, 92.36% and 
91.53% for three, four and five cluster size. The proposed ALNN 
method obtains higher 95.16% accuracy value rather than the 
existing clustering algorithm. Due to the higher accuracy value, 
our proposed method yields the better detection performance.

b) Analysis based on features
The figure 5 depicts the performance analysis depends on 

the various number of features. The feature is the most significant 
aspect fed into the proposed ALNN model to assign the class label 
as normal node or malicious node in cloud environment. The 
figure 5.a shows the TPR performance of the proposed algorithm. 
While using 20 numbers of features to detect the intrusion, the 
FCM algorithm achieves 92.81%, 93.17% TPR for K-means 
clustering and 96.43% using WLI clustering mechanism. But, the 
proposed ALNN algorithm achieves 96.84% true positive rate 
when compared to the existing systems. The performance analysis 
of the false positive rate is shown in figure 5.b. 

(a) TPR

(b) FPR

(c) Accuracy

Figure 5. Performance analysis based on features 
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The FPR is used to measure the falsely rejected the normal 
node of the cloud network. Thus, the lower 22.04% false positive 
rate is obtained when compared with the Fuzzy C-means, K-means 
and WLI clustering mechanism. Due to the lower false rate of 
proposed algorithm, it exhibits the significant intrusion detection 
performance. The existing K-means algorithm acquires 24.86% 
false rate which is moderately reduced to 23.71% false value. 
Subsequently, the figure 5.c represents the performance analysis 
for accuracy metric. The 91.24%, 92.19% and 93.64% is achieved 
through the WLI clustering mechanism depends on the various 
number of features. But, the proposed Adaptive Lion Neural 
Network (ALNN) achieves initially 92.63% which is gradually 
increased to 94.23% which is demonstrated in figure 5.c.

c) Analysis based on training data
The performance analysis based on percentage of training 

data is shown in figure 6. Based on the training data samples, the 
performance is analysed through accuracy, true positive rate and 
false positive rate. The figure 6.a depicts the TPR comparative 
performance of the proposed algorithm. While using 60% of 
training data samples, the fuzzy c-means algorithm attains 92.36% 
is increased to 95.41%. It is then moderately reduced to 95.16% 
while increasing the percentage of training data samples. But, the 
proposed algorithm achieves the higher 98.48% when increasing 
the data samples from 60% to 80%. Similarly, the figure 6b 
demonstrates the performance analysis of FPR. The existing WLI 
clustering method attains 19.48%, 19.45% and 17.46% false rate 
based on 60%, 70% and 80% of training data samples. 

(a) TPR

(b) FPR

(c) Accuracy

Figure 6. Performance analysis based on percentage of 
training data

But the proposed method achieves lower 16.18% false 
rate compared to the FCM, KM and WLI clustering algorithm. 
Then, the accuracy performance analysis of the proposed method 
is deliberated in figure 6.c. The accuracy measure exhibits the 
robustness of the detection of the system. The 95.16% accuracy is 
then gradually increased to 96.46% while increasing the percentage 
of training data samples. Thus, the higher 96.46% accuracy value 
provides the better detection performance.

V. CONCLUSION
We have presented the novel algorithm of Adaptive Lion 

Neural Network and WLI fuzzy clustering mechanism for cloud 
intrusion detection. The core intent of this proposed algorithm 
was used to update the weights adaptively for the learning 
algorithm. Initially, the WLI fuzzy clustering was applied to the 
cloud network in which the data objects were grouped together 
to form multiple number of clusters. Consequently, the Adaptive 
Lion Neural Network (ALNN) was newly designed and developed 
with the aid of neural network and Lion algorithm. The data object 
in each cluster was given as input to its corresponding proposed 
ALNN network. The data were trained in this model which was 
then aggregated by the data aggregation module. Finally, the 
aggregated data was given into the ALNN network model where 
the labels were assigned as either normal node or malicious node. 
Thus, the simulation results and its performance was analysed 
using cloudsim implementation. Then, the performance was 
compared with the existing algorithm like FCM, KM and WLI 
fuzzy clustering mechanism. Thus, the performance outcome 
of the proposed algorithm achieved 96.46% accuracy for cloud 
intrusion detection.
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Abstract—As wireless sensor networks are resource 
constraints the problem encountered during recent past years was 
as the data increases for transmission between nodes it requires 
large portion of total energy consumption. So communication 
protocols have a major impact on the overall energy dissipation. 
Based on our study, the conventional protocols such as direct 
transmission, multi-hop routing etc may not be an optimal 
solution for sensor networks. The proposed data forwarding 
scheme in clustering based model evenly distributes the energy 
load among the sensors. As a result, the nodes in the network 
dies in symmetry, the proposed scheme increases the network 
lifetime when compared with alternative approaches.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, data aggregation, 
cluster heads.

I. INTRODUCTION:
A wireless sensor network is one of the multidisciplinary 

research area which leads to many new promising applications. 
These networks consist of small, light weighted thousands 
of sensor nodes but these networks are resource constraints. 
Data transmission consumes nearly 70% of the total energy for 
computation and communication. So data aggregation is used 
to minimize this consumption by removing the transmission of 
redundant data in the network [1, 2].

II. LITERATURE SURVEY:
Latif et al. [3] proposed divide-and-rule scheme for energy 

efficient routing in wireless sensor networks. This technique is 
based upon static clustering and dynamic CH selection techniques 
instead of probabilistic CH fixed number of CH’s were selected.

Authors in [4] presented a pairing based encoding scheme 
used along with light weight encryption scheme instead of using 
heavy cryptography algorithms. 

In [5] authors provided the general outline of wireless 
sensor networks which includes challenges, characteristics and 
comparison of different security models.

In [6] authors presented a data aggregation scheme which 
avoids redundant data transmission and increases the network 
lifetime. 

Bansal S et al. in [7] highlighted the comparative study of 
existing real time routing protocols with their pros and cons. They 
also presented different challenges for future direction in sensor 
networks.

III. PROPOSED MODEL:
The network is divided into track and sectors. After cluster 

formation, the CH’s are elected from each cluster. On the basis 
of Euclidean distance, the sensor node selects the nearest CH to 
transmit data. After transmitting data to CH’s, average energy 
of each track is calculated and finds the track having minimum 
energy. The CH’s of the track having minimum energy can send 
the aggregated data to the CH’s of their lower level track and 
remaining will send data directly to the base station. 

Fig.1 represents the step by step procedure how data 
aggregation & data transmission process take place in 
proposed model.

I. Comparison of proposed model with existing 
schemes:

A. Direct Communication:
During direct communication, sensor nodes send their data 

directly to base station. The nodes which are 
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Fig.1: Data Aggregation & Data Transmission Process
present in the farthest track will die earlier because it will 

require large amount of transmission power which will quickly 
drain the battery

 B. CH to CH communication: 
When nodes send their data to the CH and CH further 

forward the aggregated data to another CH in the direction of base 
station. The CH closest to the base station have to send their own 
aggregated data and also act as a “routers” for other sensors. Thus 
in this case, the CH’s which are present in the track closest to base 
station will die earlier.

C. Communication between sensor nodes and base station 
with the help of proposed model: 

When nodes send their data to the CH, the CH’s of the track 
having minimum energy can send the aggregated data to the CH’s 
of their lower level track and remaining will send data directly 
to the base station. With this method, the computational load is 
distributed and the nodes die in symmetry. 

II. Simulation Results and Discussions:
 In the simulation, 1000m×1000m network is divided into 

tracks and sectors and 1500 sensor nodes are randomly distributed 
in the network.

For fixed number of rounds, as shown in fig.2 simulation 
result shows that unlike existing model, in proposed model nodes 
die in symmetry and the network energy consumption in each 
round is less when compared with CHBS(Cluster head to base 
station ) model. Hence increases the network lifetime. 

 

Fig.2: Network energy consumption in each round

As shown in fig.3, remaining energy of the network after each 
round is more in proposed model when compared with CHBS 
model.

Fig.3: Remaining energy after each round

III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed cluster based data aggregation 

and transmission model. Experiment result shows that proposed 
model is able to evenly distribute the energy between sensor nodes 
during data transmission as the nodes dies in symmetry and hence 
prolong the network lifetime when compared with other existing 
data aggregation models.
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Abstract— In the world, running individual and skilled 
live is truly difficult, if someone does not have own vehicle for 
transportation. To make his or her existence easier, a person 
should have reliable mode of transportation and car is an 
example of easy and reliable mode of transportation. Buying a 
car is possibly the prime asset person will ever do. Thus car is not 
a car, it is like a property [1]. When a person thinks of getting a 
car, there are several factors that need to be considered. These 
factors are price of the car, maintenance, comfort and safety 
precautions etc. [2]. In this work, fuzzy expert system (FES) is 
designed and developed to help customers in selection of a car. 
The work is supported on fuzzy expert system (FES) that was 
implemented with the data bases and expertise of customers. The 
input variables taken in this fuzzy expert system are same as used 
in literature [3]. All these factors give an efficient car evaluation. 

Keywords—car, fuzzy expert system, evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Planning is always required before buying a car. Planning 

involves budget for the car, maintenance, no. of persons in the 
family, level of safety required by the person etc. [4]. These 
factors can help in selection of a right car. But still it is a difficult 
task because many options are available now days. This work 
is meant to develop an intelligent system which will help the 
customer to select the right car based on aforesaid factors. An 
expert or intelligent system is a group of programs in which 
knowledge of human expert or professional is stored. Knowledge 
base and inference engine are two main parts of intelligent system. 
Knowledge is always stored in the form of rules and these rules 
are contained in knowledge base. Inference engine derives 
conclusions from knowledge base through reasoning [5]. 

Simple rule based expert systems give output in either yes 
or no, they do not tell the probability in the form of low, medium, 
high etc. [6]. To solve this issue, the concept of fuzzy logic based 
expert system is used. This system is a combination of rules and 
membership functions. In this system, a number is given as input, 
and this number is translated into linguistic phrase (such as low, 
medium, high etc.) this step is known as fuzzification. The next 
step is the mapping of input linguistic term onto output linguistic 
term. This task is done with the help of rule. The last step is 
conversion of output linguistic term into the number and this step 
is known as defuzzification. A fuzzy knowledge base contains all 
these fuzzy rules and linguistic phrases. Fuzzy intelligent systems 
have the skill to work with inexact information [7]..

II. BACKGROUND WORK
Jayakames waraiah proposed data mining system for 

analysis of a car. They have used TkNN clustering algorithm[8]. 

They compared performance of proposed TkNN algorithm with 
existing KNN algorithm for car evaluation. Pravarti compared 
different data mining models for car evaluation and prediction. 
They compared K-NN, random forest, naïve bayes, rule induction 
and decision tree for car evaluation system and proved that the 
decision tree is best suitable for car evaluation dataset. Maximum 
accuracy is achieved in case of using decision tree for car 
evaluation system[2]. Jamilu Awwalu evaluated performance of 
different data mining algorithms for car evaluation. They have 
used decision tree, artificial neural network and naïve bayesian 
models and proved that the overall classification accuracy is better 
by using naïve bayesian model and overall clustering accuracy is 
almost same in each model[9]. 

III. METHODOLOGY
The fuzzy toolbox of MATLAB is used for the implementation 

of the proposed work. The methodology that was applied in this 
research is shown in the following stages: 

Data Source 
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Car+Evaluation 

Design and Development of FES 
Fuzzy expert system is developed for car evaluation using 

Mamdani fuzzy model. It consists of six inputs and one output. 
The six inputs are overall price, maintenance cost, number of 
doors, number of persons, luggage boot size, and safety. The 
output is evaluation of car. The membership functions for all the 
inputs and output are shown in figure 1 to 7. Structure is shown in 
figure 8.  

Fig. 1: Input membership functions for overall price 
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Fig. 2: Input membership functions for maintenance cost

Fig. 3: Input membership functions for number of doors

Fig. 4: Input membership functions for number of persons

Fig. 5: Input membership functions for luggage boot size

Fig. 6: Input membership functions for safety

 

Fig. 7: Output membership functions for car evaluation
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Fig. 8: Structure of FES
Total no. of rules = membership functions of input1 * 

membership functions of input2 * membership functions of input3 
* membership functions of input4 * membership functions of 
input5 * membership functions of input6 

Total no. of rules = 3*3*3*3*3*3 
Total no. of rules = 729.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This fuzzy expert system (FES) is successfully implemented 

and results are taken. It is applied on many customers who are 
willing to buy the car and thus performance is calculated in terms 
of accuracy. The accuracy achieved from this system is 92.5%. 
The confusion matrix is shown in table1.

Table 1. Confusion Matrix

Class Yes No

Yes 90 10

No 5 95

From the table, 
TP=90 
TN= 95 
FP=5 
FN=10 
Classification accuracy = ((TP+TN)/(TP+FP+TN+FN)) 
= (90+95)/(90+5+95+10) 
= 92.5%

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, a fuzzy expert system is developed to evaluate 

the car based on certain inputs like overall price, maintenance cost, 
number of persons, number of doors, luggage boot size and safety. 
It is very accurate, efficient and less time consuming system to 
evaluate the car. 

With the passage of time, the market will identify more 
parameters that effect on the evaluation of a car. These parameters 
can be incorporated in the fuzzy system being undertaken in this 
research. 
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Abstract— In this paper, reversible data hiding technique 
is proposed to embed multiple segments of a single message 
into a single cover image. This multiple message segment 
technique uses pixel value ordering approach to embed the 
secret message. The splitting and randomization of original 
secret message provides security to it from the attacker.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are many digital formats for data hiding like image, 

audio and video in which digital image is simplest format. Data 
hiding in image processing refers to inserting the secret message 
into digital images. Reversible Data Hiding (RDH) is a lossless 
technique, in which both embedded secret message and cover 
image is extracted by the receiver. The applications of RDH 
include medical and military imaging.

Numerous RDH techniques have been introduced [1-5] which 
are based upon lossless compression technique and histogram. 
Tian [6] introduced the Difference Expansion (DE) method, in 
which difference between surrounding pixel values is calculated 
to embed the secret message. This expansion is done sequentially 
in the cover image, which generates the high Embedding Capacity 
(EC) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) value. Alattar [7] 
extends the technique of DE by generalized integer transform. 
Wang et al. [8] improved the DE technique by taking the 
differences of correlated pairs of adjacent pixels. Kamstra and 
Heijmans

[9] introduced sorting technique that utilizes correlation 
between adjacent pixels efficiently. Histogram Shifting (HS) 
method of Ni et al. [10], in which most frequent histogram bin 
are used for expansion and used for secret data bit embedding. 
Prediction Error Expansion (PEE) based RDH is introduced for 
the first time by Thodi and Rodriguez [11] in which a pixel is 
predicted by its correlated pixel and then the histogram for these 
prediction errors is generated. Histogram splits into two parts first 
is inner and it is useful for secret bit embedding and the second is 
outer region, which is used for shifting of the remaining pixels. 
These outer region pixels provides guarantee of reversibility of 
this technique. Some other PEE techniques [12-16] also provide 
improvement and achieve high EC, PSNR value and better 
visualization of stego image. Pixel value ordering (PVO) technique 
is firstly introduced by Li. et al. [17] in which sorted order of pixel 
value of cover image is used for computing the prediction. This 
order remains invariant after the secret data bits embedding, thus 

it used efficiently for the extraction of both cover image and secret 
message thus, achieves the reversibility. Block of cover image 
can embed up to 2 bit per pixel (bpp) and ensure the PSNR value 
more than 51.14 dB. Peng et al. [18] improves the PVO technique, 
where the maximum (minimum) value pixel and second maximum 
(minimum) value pixel is equal for each block.

Wong et al. [19] introduced Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) based steganography technique in which multiple 
messages are embedded in a cover image. The Multiple Message 
Embedding (MME) technique is an extension of DCT based mod4 
technique of Wong et al. [20]. Mod4 operation is used to embed 
the secret data in cover image and its technique is blind. The upper 
limit of embedding the number of secret message successfully is 
14, which enhance the security and also upgrade the quality of the 
stego image. Alnawok et al. [21] introduced the multi-segment 
steganogrphy technique, in which a single message is divided into 
multiple segments and these segments are embedded into a single 
cover image. Before embedding these segments plain texts are 
encrypted into an encoded text by using a code table. This secret 
code table is already known to the receiver and is also embedded 
with secret message for cross checking it. All the characters of the 
secret message is converted into byte code and represented by 255 
characters format. Thus, it provides more security for the secret 
message in the digital stego image.

II . PROPOSED WORK
In this section, the new modulo technique for splitting of 

a single secret message into different equal size parts has been 
introduced and then describes the data embedding and extraction 
strategy has been described.

A. Modulo strategy for message segmentation
The secret message splits into N parts according to modulo 

strategy of message segmentation and this value of N is depended 
upon the 2m. This means:

= (Secret message Length) mod (2m) (7)

Where, mod is a mathematical term which is used to 
determine the remainder. 1 ≤ m ≤ 8 maximum value of m = 8 
because a character can attain a maximum value of 256 only. 
Thus a single message is portioned in to maximum 256 parts and 
minimum 2 parts.
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B. Data embedding and Extraction
Secret data is embedded only into smooth block (textured 

region is avoided) and they are selected by Noise Level (NL):

NL = (0.1 × bn-2) – b2 < T (8)

Where T is a threshold value, which is optimally determined 
according the value of NL and by repeating the process of 
embedding and provides a high EC. Location Map (LM) technique 
is used to restrict the value of pixels of marked image in between 
[0, 255], which helps to keep distortion low. But the size of LM 
is overhead, thus it is compressed by arithmetic coding and get 
Compressed Location Map (CLM). Fig. 2, and Fig. 3, shows the 
embedding and extraction process respectively.

Fig. 2 MMS data embedding procedure

Fig. 3 MMS extraction procedure

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method is compared with other PVO methods 

of Peng et al. [18], Li et al. [17] and PEE methods Sachnev et al. 
[13], Hong [14] and Tsai et al. [22] to evaluate the performance. 
The 9 gray-scale standard images of USC-SIPI database including 
Baboon, Lena, Airplane, Fishing Boat, Peppers, Sail-boat on 
lake, Elaine, Man and Tiffany are used for experiments [23]. 
Image of Barbara is downloaded from other source. Image of 
Man is 1024 × 1024 and all other image is having size of 512 × 
512. Performance is compared by image of Lena and Baboon of 
proposed method with other methods in Fig. 4 and shows that EC 
is increased in both images, but PSNR is increased for high EC.

For a high EC, PVO-based MMS method takes a smaller 
block size, which is 2 × 2 . The larger size block have less smooth 
region and more textured region. Thus they can achieve only 
good PSNR value but the EC for embedding the secret data is 
comparatively less in these blocks.

MMS technique is mainly focused on splitting a single 
secret message into equal size part. Thus the attacker cannot find 
the secret of complete message until intruding all the partitions 
of a single message and the security of secret message in digital 
marked image is gracefully increased.

The proposed method is compared with other PVO methods 
of Peng et al. [18], Li et al. [17] and PEE methods Sachnev et al. 
[13], Hong [14] and Tsai et al. [22] to evaluate the performance. 
The 9 gray-scale standard images of USC-SIPI database including 
Baboon, Lena, Airplane, Fishing Boat, Peppers, Sail-boat on 
lake, Elaine, Man and Tiffany are used for experiments [23]. 
Image of Barbara is downloaded from other source. Image of 
Man is 1024 × 1024 and all other image is having size of 512 × 
512. Performance is compared by image of Lena and Baboon of 
proposed method with other methods in Fig. 4 and shows that EC 
is increased in both images, but PSNR is increased for high EC.

Table 1 Comparison of PSNR (dB) betwee proposed method 
and other method of Peng et.al. [18], Li et al. [17], Sachnev et.al. 
[13], Hong [14], Tsai et al. [22]. for an EC of 10000 bits

Prop- Peng Li Sach- Hong Tsai

osed et al. et al. nev et al.

et al.

Lena 61.23 60.47 59.86 58.18 58.77 58.45

Baboon 55.27 53.55 53.50 54.15 52.90 51.97

Airplane 62.23 62.96 61.61 60.38 62.07 58.50

(F-16)

Peppers 58.8 58.98 58.55 55.55 56.04 55.34

Fishing 59.54 58.27 57.85 56.15 56.53 54.88

boat

Sailboat 59.12 58.87 58.18 56.65 57.79 55.55

on lake

Elaine 58.53 57.36 56.84 56.12 56.99 55.97

Barbara 59.89 60.54 59.98 58.15 58.34 56.16

Tiffany 61.56 60.75 60.39 58.31 57.27 56.71

Man 62.56 61.16 61.95 55.74 51.60 53.27

Average 59.87 59.29 58.87 56.94 56.83 55.68
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Table 1, Shows that proposed method enhance the PSNR by 0.58 dB for an EC of 10,000 bits on an average for 10 standard 
grayscale images as compare with Peng et al. [23] method and as compare Tsai et al. [22], Hong [14], Sachnev et al. [13] and Li et al. 
[17] are 4.19 dB, 3.04 dB, 2.93 dB and 1 dB respectively.

MMS technique is mainly focused on splitting a single secret message into equal size part. Thus the attacker cannot find the secret 
of complete message until intruding all the partitions of a single message and the security of secret message in digital marked image is 
gracefully increased.

IV. COCLUSION
In this paper, PVO- based MMS technique is presented to enhance the security of secret message, because all part are needed to 

revel the secret message. These segments of a single message not require extra encryption to encode the data, because identification of 
partition is done by modulo technique. This method enhances the EC and PSNR. Embedding the segments of a single message into cover 
image enhances the security of marked image.
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Abstract   - Plant diseases, environmental degradation, 
water scarcity and climate changes are the future threats to 
food safety and security for ever-increasing world population. 
Therefore, early disease detection in plants is an important 
criterion to improve agricultural crop productivity. Various 
diseases on plants are caused by fungi, bacteria, viruses, 
insects and nematodes. These diseases reduce the crop yield 
by 20 to 40 percent annually worldwide and therefore, these 
pathogenic microorganisms and insect pests are major threat 
to sustainable agriculture and environmental sustainability. 
Till now, plant disease diagnosis involves inspection of field 
crops by agriculture experts visually or microscopically 
for recognition and classification of disease, which is 
time consuming and laborious. Recently, the agricultural 
production and protection research has been improved by use 
of computers that involves mechanization and automation for 
taking strategic decisions. Rapid detection of plant diseases is 
being done by processing of disease affected images of leaves, 
roots and fruits of agriculture and horticultural crops through 
some automatic techniques involving image processing and 
machine vision technology. Expert systems involving computer 
vision image processing (CVIP), colour co-occurrence matrix 
(CCM), neural network classifier, AMRPALIKA, JAPIEST, 
etc. have been developed for diagnosis of diseases and disorders 
in various agriculture and horticulture crops. The techniques 
involving image segmentation, artificial intelligence and image 
processing will reduce large work of monitoring in big farms 
and detection of disease symptoms at very early stage. To 
improve disease recognition rate, artificial neural network, 
Bayes classifier, fuzzy logic and hybrid algorithms can also 
be used. Computer scientists, molecular biologists and plant 
pathologists have trained algorithms by uploading more 
than 50,000 images for identification of 26 different diseases 
in 14 different plant species, as part of PlantVillage, and this 
program is fast, efficient and compact enough to pack into a 
smartphone. Another great example of artificial intelligence 
and machine learning in farming is Plantix–mobile app, which 
is used to identify plant diseases quickly. Using these expert 
systems involving artificial intelligence and image processing, 
disease recognition rate and accuracy rate has been achieved 
upto 96.2 and 92.3 per cent, respectively. Furthermore, the 
development of novel computational and bioinformatics tools 
could help in the analysis of voluminous biological databases 
related to plant diseases and their control using pesticides. 
The image processing system can be used as agricultural robot 
to inspect the field leading to artificial intelligentization in 
detection, identification, diagnosis and classification of crop 
disease. Thus, the use of computational and bioinformatics 
tools will help in reducing the disease occurrence and severity 
on crop plants, which will prevent environmental pollution 

by minimizing the quantities of pesticides applied for disease 
control. 

 Keywords - Plant diseases, image processing, artificial 
intelligence, expert systems, disease detection, agriculture crops

I. INTRODUCTION
 Plant diseases are caused by different bacteria, fungi, virus, 

insects, nematodes, etc., on the leaves, fruits, stem/stalk, grains, 
roots, etc. (Fig. 1). These pathogenic microorganisms cause a 
large number of disease symptoms in plants. Disease-causing 
fungi are responsible for a great deal of damage in agriculture and 
horticultural crops and are characterized by wilting, scabs, moldy 
coatings, rusts, smuts, blotches and rotted tissue. Moreover, insect 
pests are also causing huge losses in agricultural productivity. The 
visual symptoms based identification and classification of fungal 
diseases in agriculture/horticulture crops has been developed to 
assist the farmers technologically. Therefore, there is need for 
design of a machine vision system that automatically recognizes, 
classifies and quantitatively detects the plant disease symptoms.

Till now, farmers and agriculture experts carry out 
inspection of disease-affected agriculture/horticulture crops by 
visual recognition and classification. This evaluation process 
is however, laborious, tedious and time consuming. Moreover, 
the decision-making capability of a human agriculture expert/
scientist also depends on his/her physical/health conditions and 
is being influenced by fatigue, eyesight, work pressure, mental 
state caused by biases and on the working conditions in the field 
such as improper lighting, moisture and climatic conditions. Thus, 
development of advanced computer vision system is necessitated 
for detection, recognition and classification of diseases affected on 
agriculture/horticulture crops. These automation techniques will 
avoid human interference and hence will lead to précised unbiased 
decisions about disease infection and its further evaluation. The 
development of an automated system will also help farmers to 
avoid consulting of agriculture experts. Thus, applications of 
computer vision and image processing techniques will certainly 
assist farmers in disease detection and other areas of agriculture/
horticulture activities.  

 
Fig. 1. Interactions of pathogenic microorganisms in the 
soil with the plants, which cause different diseases on the 
root, leaf or stem of the plants

The potentials of computer and communication technologies 
have been widely explored in science, engineering, medicine, 
commerce, agriculture and horticulture. Significant progress in the 
area of computer vision and image processing (CVIP), Artificial 
intelligence, Pattern recognition, Neural networks, etc., promise 
the required technological support to tackle the various issues in 
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computer vision. The computation of agriculture data and data 
mining techniques can be used as a tool for knowledge management 
in agriculture. Moreover, remote sensing technologies have 
advanced rapidly in recent years for site-specific management in 
crop protection and production. Recently, robots control vision 
applications are slowly making their way in the fields of agriculture 
and horticulture. The major advantage of using computers is that 
they are more accurate, precise and efficient as compared to 
human beings.

II. EXPERT SYSTEMS AND ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

 
The large amount of data related to agriculture-related 

activities has been recently stored in the organized form for 
creation of agricultural information system. Data mining 
techniques use the specific methods and algorithms to extract 
patterns, future forecasting and prediction. Expert systems or 
knowledge-based systems have been developed using computer 
programmes that utilizes artificial intelligence, which attempts to 
replicate the reasoning processes of a human expert [1, 2]. These 
expert systems can make decisions and recommendations and 
perform tasks based on user input. Expert systems utilize specific 
algorithms and data mining techniques to derive their input for 
decision making from data files stored on the computer. A few 
successful expert systems have been developed in agriculture by 
utilizing information and knowledge in agricultural activities from 
different interacting fields of science and engineering [3, 4]. 

The application of agriculture related information under 
field conditions needs specializations and technical awareness of 
human agriculture experts, who can help the farmers in decision-
making. But, these agriculture experts/scientists with agricultural 
specialization are not always available to every farmer in the 
villages or if available, their consultation may be very expensive. 
The use of data mining techniques and information technologies 
improved the knowledge base and increased the capacity to 
control the crop production practices, which in turn reduced the 
threat and uncertainty and improved the efficiency of decision 

making leading to better management policies for improving the 
agricultural production on the farms [5, 6].

Based on the data and knowledge of disease related 
information, which was collected from various sources such 
as agricultural scientists and farmers, different expert systems 
were developed. This information could also be retrieved from 
specialized databases and a few electronic websites. Thus, different 
expert systems were developed for plant disease diagnosis and 
crop management based on visual observations of symptoms 
expressed by the infected plant [7, 8]. For the diagnosis of pests, 
diseases and disorders in Indian mango, similar expert system was 
developed [9]. Similarly, an integral intelligent system JAPIEST 
was developed [10] for the diagnosis and control of diseases and 
pests in tomatoes in the hydroponics greenhouses. In olive crops, 
expert system was developed for identification of pests, diseases 
and weeds [11]. Using CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production 
System), a pattern marching expert system was proposed [12], 
which provided a good inference mechanism that automatically 
matches facts against patterns in the rules. Further, inferences 
were made with symbols, which require translation of plant 
diseases related specific knowledge in the standard symbolic form. 
Subsequently, the chain of matching actions of applicable rules is 
executed leading to generation of new facts for application of other 
rules for further execution. This process is continuously repeated 
until no more applicable rules are left. Furthermore, CLIPS could 
be integrated with any other high level languages that support 
graphical user interfaces.

III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
 Different image processing techniques have been developed 

to identify and classify fungal disease symptoms affected on 
different agriculture and horticulture crops (Table 1). Image 
segmentation by Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering algorithm 
with a Novel Penalty term was developed, which takes into 
account the influence of neighbourhood pixels on the central 
axis [13]. Subsequently, software was developed for detection 
and characterization of diseases, which calculated percentage of 
leaf area diseased using digital image processing [14]. Advanced 
techniques namely spectroscopic and imaging techniques, and 
profiling-based technique using volatile organic compounds were 
reviewed for recognizing plant diseases [15]. Patil and Kumar [16] 
discussed advances in various image processing methods for study 
of plant diseases/traits to increase throughput arising from human 
experts in detection of the plant diseases. Based on Color Co-
occurrence Matrix (CCM) and neural network classifier, a software 
solution was evaluated for automatic detection and classification 
of plant leaf diseases [17]. Al Bashidh et al. [18] proposed 
detection and classification of leaf diseases using K-Means based 
segmentation and neural networks based classification. Finally, 
classification was done through pre-trained neural network and 
K-means clustering technique was found to provide efficient 
results in segmentation of RGB image. 

Arivazhagan et al. [19] reported detection and classification 
of plant leaf disease using texture features by segmented diseased 
portion of a leaf. Classification is done by minimum distance 
classifier and support vector machine. This algorithm was tested on 
ten species of plants. Barbedo [20] presented a survey on methods 
that use digital image processing techniques for detection, severity 
quantification and classification of plant diseases from digital 
images in the visible spectrum. Marathe and Kothe [21] described 
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leaf disease detection using image processing techniques. This system implemented in MATLAB which makes calculation easy to 
extract the infected area. Surendrababu et al. [22] used a novel method for detecting rice leaf disease using image processing technique 
called fractal dimension and chaos theory. The analysis of a diseased leaf was carried out according to its image pattern and fractal 
dimension, and especially box-counting ratio calculation and chaos, are applied to be able to identify the disease pattern’s self-similarity 
and to recreate the fractal. Bhange and Hingoliwala [23] proposed a web-based tool for identification of fruit disease on pomegranate 
by uploading the images to the system. The input image given by the user undergoes several processing steps to detect the severity of 
disease by comparing with the trained dataset images. The image features are extracted on parameters such as colour, morphology, CCV 
and clustering is done by using small k-means algorithm. Next, SVM is used for classification to classify the image as infected or non-
infected and the proposed approach revealed 82% accuracy to identify the pomegranate disease.

Fungal disease symptoms, namely, anthracnose, powdery mildew, downey mildew affected on fruit crops like mango, pomegranate 
and grapes were categorized based on disease severity using statistical methods [24]. Statistical features using block-wise, Gray Level 
Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and Grey Level Run length Matrix (GLRLM) were extracted from image samples. The nearest neighbor 
(NN) classifier using Euclidean distance was used to classify images into partially affected, moderately affected, severely affected 
and normal. It was reported that the average classification accuracy increased to 94.085% using block-wise features. Similarly, Radon 
Transform (RT) and Support Vector Machine based detection was developed for classification of visual symptoms affected by fungal 
disease, namely, leaf blight, leaf spot, powdery mildew, leaf rust and smut on cereal crops like wheat, maize and jowar. Algorithms were 
developed to acquire and process color images of fungal disease affected on cereal crops. In the second phase, fungal disease symptoms 
were classified using Support Vector Machine. Color, shape and color texture features were extracted from disease affected Table 1. 
Different methods used for diseases detection in various crop plants 

Crop Affected part Disease Image processing methods used Reference
Rice leaves Leaf brown spot and 

blast disease at early 
stages

Colour texture analysis utilizing 
pattern recognition and color texture 
classification

Sanyal and Patel [25]

D i f f e r e n t 
plants

- Visual symptoms of 
different diseases

Colored images using using machine 
vision system (SVM)

Camargo and Smith [26]

Soybean Leaves and 
grains

Rust disease Using multi-spectral images Di Cui et al. [27]

Sugar beet - Different diseases Based on SVM and Spectral 
Vegetation Indices (SVIs).

Rumph et al. [28]

Rice Leaf Leaf diseases Colour image analysis automated 
system

Pugoy and Mariano [29]

Tobacco Leaves Seedling diseases Use of algorithm based on statistical 
texture features and Probabilistic 
Neural Network (PNN)

Guru et al. [30]

Olive Leaf Leaf spot disease Auto-cropping segmentation and 
uzzy C-Means classification

Al-Tarawneh [31]

Soybean Leaves - unsupervised segmentation method 
and Fuzzy clustering

Guis et al. [32]

Betel vine Leaves Leaf rot disease Image processing algorithms Dey et al. [33]
Beans, rose, 
lemon and 
banana

Leaves Bacterial and fungal 
diseases on leaves

Algorithm for image segmentation 
technique

Singh and Misra [34]

Xu et al. [35] designed a leaf disease detection system in wheat based on embedded image recognition technology. The system 
adopted the ARM9 processor with the embedded Linux platform as the main body and the program was developed in the Qt integrated 
environment. By using this method, the recognition reached to 96.2% and accuracy rate reached to 92.3% with the method of image 
processing, approximately equal to the result of human vision. Singh and Chetia [36] developed automatic diseases detection system 
for identification of anthracnose disease (caused by fungus Colletotrichum lindemuthianum) in Phaseolus vulgaris L. (Beans) and leaf 
rot disease in another crop Camellia assamica (Tea) caused by the fungus Alternaria alternata using image processing techniques. It 
involved image acquisition, image preprocessing, image segmentation, feature extraction and classification. Development of automatic 
detection system helped the farmers in the identification of diseases at an early or initial stage and provided useful information for its 
control. Based on multiple linear regression, a new image recognition system was developed recently [37]. In image segmentation, an 
improved histogram segmentation method was proposed, which can calculate threshold automatically and accurately. Meanwhile, the 
regional growth method and true color image processing were combined with this system to improve the accuracy and intelligence. The 
system was proved to have effective image recognition ability with high precision and reliability.
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
 Usually, the early detection of plant diseases is being 

carried out from visual symptoms appeared on the leaves, stem 
or fruits. As a first step, images of bacterial and fungal disease 
symptoms affected on different agriculture/horticulture crops 
are collected from department of Plant Pathology (Table 2; Fig. 
2). The symptoms of the different diseases on the plants vary 
according to the disease, plant tissue affected and the disease 
causing fungi or bacteria (causative agent). For example, in wilt 
disease, droopiness occurs due to loss of turgor (Fig. 2). Death of 
plant cells occur in rots and disease spots may appear in localized 
areas. In chlorosis, loss of photosynthetic ability occurs due to 
bleaching of chlorophyll. Loss of foliage occurs in the blight 
disease. In Karnal bunt disease in wheat, the fungus causes partial 
replacement of individual kernels into masses of black coloured 
teliospores enclosed by pericarp in the grains. In powdery mildew 
disease caused by Botrytis fungus, white thread like fungal growth 
develops on leaves, stems, buds and flowers, which later develops 
into a white to gray powdery coating that can be rubbed off with 
fingers. 

Table 2. Some of the important bacterial and fungal 
diseases and their causative agents

Disease Causative agent
Bacterial diseases
Black rot of crucifers Xanthomonas campestris
Fire blight of apples Erwinia amylovora
Halo blight of beans Pseudomonas phaseolicola
Scab of potato Streptomyces scabies
Wilt of corn Erwinia stewartii
Blight of soybeans Pseudomonas glycinea
Fungal diseases
Wilt of chickpea Fusarium oxysporum
Take-all disease of wheat Gaeumannomyces gramini
Late blight of potatoes Phytophthora infestans
Damping off disease Pythium aphanidermatum
Rust disease of cereals Puccinia graminis
Karnal bunt disease of wheat Neovossia indica

Computer scientists and plant pathologists have submitted 
a huge datasets of over 50,000 images for identification of 
26 different diseases on 14 different plant species, as part of 
PlantVillage system. In this system, the use of trained algorithms 
has made this program fast, efficient and compact enough to pack 
into a smartphone. Similarly, Plantix–mobile app is another great 
example of artificial intelligence and machine learning in farming 
which help to identify plant diseases quickly. Using these expert 
systems involving artificial intelligence and image processing, 
disease recognition rate and accuracy rate has been achieved upto 
96.2 and 92.3 per cent, respectively.

Wilt disease Blight disease

Fig. 2. Symptoms of wilt disease on Chickpea (caused by 
Fusarium oxysporum) and blight disease in Mustard (caused 
by Alternaria brassicae)

The symptoms of the disease and the images of the disease 
affected plants are loaded in the computers. Subsequently, the 
work comprises the tasks like image acquisition, pre-processing 
of images, feature selection, development of methodologies for 
identification of disease symptoms affected on different agriculture/
horticulture crops (Fig. 3). Finally, the disease identification is 
carried out by computers. The causative agent of the particular 
disease i.e., fungi or bacteria are identified and specific pesticides 
responsible for killing of disease-causing agents are recommended 
by the computer systems for application in the field conditions.

Fig. 3. Various steps involved in image processing and 
disease detection for fungal diseases are summarized. 

In the ICT (Information and communication technology) 
system, farmers get registered in agriculture information providing 
office and they keep sending the information about soil health and 
crop diseases. The agriculture experts or extension workers are 
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also involved in providing the crop status through images of the 
diseases and text data using GPS and GIS system. These images are 
analyzed by trained algorithms and computers, and the farmers are 
advised by the agriculture experts about the control measures. The 
farmers follow the advice and spray of the appropriate pesticide 
is done. The feedback is provided to the extension workers and 
agriculture scientists. 

V. CONCLUSION
 This paper discusses the use of different techniques employed 

for detection and classification of plant diseases. Different 
algorithms have been developed for image segmentation and 
image processing, and soft computing techniques. The innovative 
approach of image processing utilizes extraction of disease features 
and uses machine vision and machine intelligence for precision 
agriculture. For further improving recognition rate in classification 
process, Artificial Neural Network, Bayes classifier, Fuzzy Logic 
and hybrid algorithms can also be used. Thus, optimum disease 
detection results were obtained with computational approach, 
which shows the efficiency of proposed algorithms in recognition 
and classification of diseases on leaves, stem and fruits with very 
high precision. Another advantage of using this image processing 
and soft computing methods is that the plant diseases can be 
identified at the initial stage. This early detection will regulate the 
amount and frequency of specific quantities of pesticide application 
based on the disease severity levels, which will reduce the cost of 
pesticides used for treatment. Thus, disease identification using 
image processing and soft computing techniques is also helpful 
in reducing environmental pollution due to controlled application 
of pesticides. 
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Abstract— Growth of the mobile devices uses has favored 
the user experience with different digital platforms, from 
basic activities such as sending messages, phone calls, take 
pictures until the use of social networks, email, bank account 
management and commerce are just some examples of daily 
tasks are performed from the mobile; which make vital security 
information stored; therefore, to keep the privacy of the stored 
information has become a focal point in the development of 
mobile devices. This paper presents a research about the impact 
that mobile devices have had in people’s lives and the presence of 
biometric systems in this kind of devices as a safety mechanism. 
Papers related with biometrics on mobile devices were examined 
to know which devices have integrated biometric systems; in 
addition to identifying biometric features used to authenticate 
people and find out what mobile platforms were created for. 
It was found that the smart phone is the device with more 
biometrics systems and fingerprint is the most used feature, even 
that Android operating system is the most widely used mobile 
platform for these purposes.

Keywords—biometrics, mobile devices, operating systems.

I. INTRODUCTION 
Currently the use of mobile devices has been charged great 

boom due, to a greater extent, to the weight and size of these devices, 
which offers the possibility to take them practically anywhere; to 
its ability to connect to the internet and other devices; besides its 
costs are accessible. Due to the advance technological, mobile 
devices handle different types of information such as: personal, 
health, banking, and labor, among others; this implies that your 
level of security must be sufficient to maintain the privacy of 
device content. Various security mechanisms have been used in 
the protection of the information of the devices mobile phones, 
including passwords and patterns. However, there is a risk that the 
user may forget them or that someone else steals and uses them 
[1]. To deal with this situation there are other means that provide 
the possibility to protect the content of the device more reliable 
way than typical methods; and these are biometric systems [2,6].

A. Biometric Systems
Biometric systems use automated methods to recognize or 

verify a person’s identity based on physical characteristics (face, 
fingerprint, iris), chemical (smell) or behavioral (voice, signature, 
way of walking) [3]. A recognition system Biometric consists of 
the following stages (see Fig. 1): 
	 •	 Acquisition: the biometric feature is acquired from user 

through a device. 
	 •	 Pre-processing: the acquired data are processed to locate 

the biometric pattern, which involves remove information 
that does not belong to the characteristic biometric to use.

	 •	 Extraction of characteristics: the results thrown by the 
previous stage they are converted into a set of numerical 
characteristics of the user.

	 •	 Classification: the extracted characteristics are compared 
to the previously stored pattern.

	 •	 Take decision: the exit of the previous phase is used to 
make the final decision about the identity of the user.

B. Biometric Traits
The identity of a person can be known through its features 

or biometric characteristics, whether physical, chemical or 
behavioral. The physical features include, for example: the 
face, the fingerprint, the iris, the retina, the hand and the ear. 
Among the features Chemicals are facial thermograph and odor. 
The behavioral traits contain: the voice, the writing, the way of 
walking, the way in which user puts pressure on the screen or 
keyboard of the device (keystroke), among other.

Fig. 1 Phases of a biometric system.

C. Biometric Systems In PDA
The number of people using PDA (PERSONAL DIGITAL 

ASSISTANT) is smaller compared to those who use devices like 
smart phone (10 million PDA’s: hundreds of millions of smart 
phones). However, it must be maintain the safety of the devices 
and an alternative to this is to include biometric systems in the 
PDAs for provide protection to user information. Among the 
biometric features mostly used in these types of devices are found: 
writing and keystroke [8,16].

D. Biometric Systems In Smart Telephones And Tablets
Currently, smart phones are the most used mobile devices [8]; 

Thus, keep the privacy of your content has become on a sensitive 
topic for users and businesses responsible for producing them [1]; 
as mentioned with prior, the biometric systems integrated into 
these appliances are an alternative for the safety of these. Among 
the most used biometric features in these mobiles are: the face, 
the fingerprint, the iris, the voice, the keystroke and the way of 
walking. To obtain these features, parts of the device as they are: 
the keyboard, the accelerometer, the global positioning system 
(GPS), the camera and the microphone [1], [5], [7], [9-15], [17].

E. Biometric Systems In Smart Watches
The biometric systems integrated in devices mobile phones 

are mainly focused on phones smart phones and tablets, however 
a new opportunity with the use of smart watches. The smart 
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watches gain popularity among people thanks to the fact that they 
present a new way of interacting with the applications because the 
technology of a mobile device is literally within reach of the hand; 
besides that they have programs such as: messaging, multimedia, 
weather prediction, likewise have applications dedicated to 
monitoring the state of health of the user, among others. As the 
consumption of these devices, manufacturers are interested 
in integrate biometric systems that allow them to obtain user 
information, which is subsequently translated in the development 
and improvement of applications and structure that makes up the 
device; Besides that offers the consumer a high level of security of 
its content. However, the health sector is only one field in which 
an intelligent watch has application. The automotive sector is also 
in the implementation of biometric systems in  smart watches 
for monitoring the health status of driver and the automobile 
(fuel consumption, average speed, among others) [18]. Also, the 
branch of e-commerce joins important companies manufacturing 
smart watches to offer to market a smart watch with a biometric 
system that allow electronic payments through the recognition of 
the user’s fingerprint [19]. These are some of the multiple areas in 
which can use biometric systems in watches smart, it remains in 
the hands of consumers and manufacturers to expand and improve 
the application of these technologies.

II. SECURITY, USABILITY AND EXPERIENCE 
OF USER

The security mechanisms used in the mobile devices must 
be able to guarantee that the information of the device will not 
be diminished even if unauthorized people try to open the device 
or install additional software. This level of protection must go 
hand in hand with the degree of usability of the mobile; at which 
include factors such as: the cost of device, the payment of software 
licenses, the payment of extra hardware, appliance maintenance, 
the number of times the user must authenticate, among others; 
for the both the factors: security and usability; are considered 
at the time of including systems biometrics on mobile devices. 
Which provide a greater degree of protection to information than 
the one given by the typical passwords [1,2,4,6]. We agree with 
you results shown in [1], iris, face and fingerprint digital are the 
most used means of authentication on mobile devices because they 
have high security and usability levels which also improves the 
user experience If the people who use the mobile device have a 
negative perception of biometric system then the development of 
this technology could be affected.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
An analysis of the studies and reports was made related 

to biometrics in mobile devices for this investigation with the 
purpose of knowing what are the devices that have systems 
integrated biometrics, all of them in order to serve as a security 
mechanism to the information of the user; In addition to 
identifying biometric features used to authenticate people and find 
out for what mobile platforms were created [1-2], [5,7]. In Fig. 2 
it can be seen that within the works reviewed, 69% of the mobile 
devices used in the interaction with the biometric systems were 
the smart phones, followed by PDAs with 16% and the tablets 
with 15%. With this it follows that the strong presence of smart 
phones in the market influences the selection of the mobile device 
to be used. Although the PDAs have been replaced innumerous 
occasions by smart phones, they still find use within biometrics. 

It is considered that tablets present the lowest percentage due to 
the multiple similarities it has regarding smart phones (screen, 
microphone, accelerometer, among others) and so several 
biometric applications that work in cell phones will also do it in 
tablets. In the studied articles found no evidence that used smart 
watches, so they were not included in the graphics. In Fig. 3 it is 
shown that in the works examined the biometric feature most used 
in devices mobile is the fingerprint, with a presence of 30%, face 
20%, the voice and the gait with 15%, then there is the iris with 
the 10% and finally there are the keystroke and the signature, both 
with 5%. Based on this, infers that the high use of the fingerprint is 
influenced by the great presence of smart phone, whose hardware 
is optimal for the acquisition of this biometric feature. In addition, 
it is observed that of the eight characteristics used, 60% of them 
are from biometric behavioral traits and the remaining 40% are 
physical, this indicates that so far, several system developers are 
apt towards characteristics of human behavior. However, it is 
known that a biometric system presents greater security if two or 
more features are used as compared to uni-modal biometric.

Fig. 2 Percentage of Mobile devices used

Fig. 3 Biometric features used in various trait
In Fig. 4 are shown the platforms on which run the reviewed 

works. As seen, the most used operating system was Android 
with the 48%, followed by the platform belonging to Apple Inc. 
with 20% and with 18% the operating systems of Microsoft 
Corporation and Unix/Linux 14%; Based on this, it is observed 
that biometric systems on mobile devices are receptiveness 
towards non-proprietary software (48% of the platforms used 
belongs to software owner). The use of Apple’s operating 
systems and Microsoft only differs with 2% which indicates the 
furious competition that both have always had organizations in 
the computer sector. It fits mention that the development of some 
systems biometrics was carried out using web tools, such as: 
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, XML; also with software such as C # 
and Delphi, among others [9, 15, 16].
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Fig. 4 various platforms used in mobiles

IV. CONCLUSION
Biometric systems are being used in mobile devices due to 

the high degree of security that these can provide to the device. 
In this work, a series of studies and reports were analyzed related 
to biometrics in mobile devices to detect the type of device, 
biometric feature and operating system more employees in this 
kind of technologies, seeking to know where it is directing the 
development of these systems. The results showed that biometric 
systems are being implemented more in cell phones than in other 
mobile device; besides that the characteristic of people that is 
most used for these purposes is the footprint fingerprint and 
that the operating system in which they are focusing is Android. 
This information can serve as a framework for future biometric 
developments based on mobile devices with different purposes, 
among them the security of information. The next step in this 
research is the adoption of the iris in a mobile application for 
recognition purposes biometric.
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Abstract—Fuzzy logic(FL) in wireless sensor network 
(WSNs) is being used for the election of cluster head (CH) as it has 
ability to handle the imperfections accurately than the probability 
one. In mobile wireless sensor networks due to the mobility factor 
in nodes high packet loss occurs and is a major issue in mobile 
applications. To overcome this problem, fuzzy logic is used. 
Further, type-2 fuzzy logic (T2FL) has the capability to manage 
the uncertainties level efficiently than type-1 fuzzy logic (T1FL) as 
the fuzzy set of T2FL are membership function themselves. This 
paper present how the T2FL and its membership functions elect the 
appropriate CH for mobile wireless sensor networks. In this paper, 
an improved fuzzy based mobile hierarchical clustering (LEACH-
MF) protocol using T2FL is proposed. Simulation results show 
that proposed method is better than the traditional ones in terms of 
network lifespan, energy consumption, and packet delivery ratio. 
Also, simulation results show that the proposed LEACH-MT2FL 
is better than LEACH-MF.

Keywords—Fuzzy logic, type-1 fuzzy logic, type-2 fuzzy 
logic, cluster head election, mobility, sensor network CH, MSN, 
energy.

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an embedded system 

used in specific area for sensing the surrounding environmental 
factors like temperature, pressure, gas, humidity. Usually, WSNs 
are implemented in regions where probability of hazardous action 
is greater such as the areas where recharging of battery is not easy 
and regions where it is impossible for humans to do the monitoring 
task. Generally, SNs are stationary and are fixed in their location 
once they are deployed. However, in various different applications 
of WSNs such as observing the habitant, surveillances, monitoring 
the transport activities and tracking of animals, mobile sensor 
nodes (MSNs) are used. But due to the rapid topology changes 
in the network high packet loss occurs. Therefore, for such 
networks, mobility is a problem during network designing[1]-[2]. 
There arevarious problems like limited power, low computing 
ability, open surrounding, and radio connectivity makes the 
sensor nodes (SNs) defected for many times. To overcome these 
problems, various routing algorithms have been introduced by 
different researchers to make the system more efficient in terms 
of operation[3].The Hierarchical cluster based routing algorithms 
is one of the method in which the groups of SNs are created and 
these groups are known as cluster. In each formed group, it is 
required to choose the group head called as Cluster Head (CH). 
Final collection of information is done at the CH. CHtransmits 
the gathered data to Base station (BS). A well -known approach is 
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the low- energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) protocol 
[4]-[5], which is a probabilistic based approach to elect the CH 
in order to balance the energy consumption. Butthis approach is 
unable to support the mobile applications as SNs deployed in this 
approach are fixedand hence can cause more packet loss.

 The remainder of the paper organization is as follows: in 
section II, literature review is discussed, section III describes the 
energy model, section IV presents the mobility model, and section 
V describes the detail of the proposed LEACH-MT2FL and 
proposed algorithm. Section VI describe the simulation results. 
Finally, VII present the concluded remark.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many mobility based clustering protocols were proposed on 

the basis of LEACH method [6]. The LEACH-mobile (LEACH-M) 
protocol presented in [7] is able to support the mobility of a SN. 
The logic behind LEACH-Mis to confirm whether a MSNs are able 
to transmit the data to CH in the steady-state phase. In LEACH 
–M, CH selection is same as that in LEACH protocol. Santhosh 
et al.[8] presented the LEACH-mobile enhanced (LEACH-ME) 
for CH election in mobile sensor networks. In this protocol, the 
SN with less mobility, more residual energy will be elected as CH 
in the set-up phase. Rest of the algorithm is same as that LEACH. 
Data transmission between CH and SNs is high though nodes 
are moving. However, it causes more energy consumption and 
large amount of overhead as extra time is required to calculate 
the mobility factor. Samer et al.[9] proposed cluster-based routing 
(CBR-MOBILE) protocol for MSNs based on adaptive scheduling. 
In this protocol, the nodes that enter the cluster during their free 
timeslot transmit the information to the CH and CH also collects 
the information from its member and then send the aggregated data 
to the BS. The CBR protocol in steady -state phase changes the 
TDMA scheduling adaptively when SNs moves out of the cluster 
or join the new cluster. But, in CBR–mobile protocol CH election 
is the same as that of LEACH protocol which does not consider 
the movement of SNs. Also, in this algorithm, all CHs taken are 
static throughout the steady-state phase. Hence, the CBR protocol 
reduces the packet loss significantly compared to the LEACH-M 
protocol. Deng et al. [10] proposed a mobility-based clustering 
(MBC) algorithm for WSNs with MSNs. In the set-up phase, CH 
is elected by taking the remaining battery power and moving speed 
of every node. Every member of cluster joins the CH as per its 
approximate connection time, range to the CH, remaining battery 
power, and members of the CH. Therefore, MBC assures a strong 
link between a SN and the CH and hence, enhanced the packet 
received ratio successfully and reduces the energy dissipation.
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 Considering the LEACH protocol as a base, most of the 
upgraded protocols are used for mobile sensing environment to 
improve the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). But this leads to more 
energy dissipation due to the increased amount of control overhead 
and thus may result in shorter network lifespan. So, appropriate 
selection of the CH can reduce energy dissipation and hence can 
enhance the network lifetime. To deal with uncertainties in WSNs 
some of the fuzzy logic-based clustering algorithms are proposed. 
CHEF [11] takes two fuzzy descriptors such as minimum distance 
to BS and maximum residual energy for the election of CH. Alkesh 
et al. [12] and Taheri et al. [13] consider three fuzzy descriptors 
for the election of CH and those fuzzy descriptors are remaining 
energy, concentration and centrality to enhance the network 
lifetime. F-MCHEL [14]is the improvement of the CHEF. In this 
algorithm, CH is elected on the basis of proximity distance to BS 
and energy. The CH having more energy is elected as Master CH 
(MCH) among the CH and MCH transmit the aggregated data to 
the BS. Nayak et al.[15]proposed the Energy Efficient Clustering 
Algorithm for Multi-Hop WSN using T2FL. In this algorithm, 
three fuzzy parameters were considered for the selection of CH 
such as minimum distance to BS, maximum residual energy, and 
concentration using T2FL. Many algorithms have been discussed 
based on the fuzzy inference system [16-19]. Above discussed, 
fuzzy based protocols were designed for stationary SNs and are 
unable to support mobile sensing applications. Lee [20] proposed 
Enhanced LEACH-M using Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) to 
enhance the network lifetime of MSNs in MWSNs and reduce the 
packet loss. In this protocol, three fuzzy parameters were taken 
into account for the selection of CH and these fuzzy parameters 
are remaining battery power, the mobility of nodes and pause 
time. The SN having more remaining battery power, slow moving 
speed, and larger pause time has a chance to be elected as a CH.

III. ENERGY DISSIPATION MODEL
The energy model [21] is applied in this paper to compute 

the power dissipation between transmitting and receiving device. 
A free space energy model (d2 power loss) is used when the range 
between transmitting node and receiving node is less than a 
threshold value do. Otherwise, the multipath fading energy model 
(d4 power loss) is employed. Energy consumption required for 
sending l bits of information to distance ‘d’ and taking l bits of 
information are given in equation 1and 2.

 (1)

  (2)

Where means energy consumed per bit to function 
the transmitting or receiving module.

is used for free space energy model and

is used for multipath fading energy model.

IV.  MOBILITY MODEL: RANDOM WAYPOINT 
MODEL (RWP)

The RWP model is implemented for the management of 
mobility, location, velocity and acceleration change over time of 

mobile users. Random waypoint model is simplest and the one 
which is widely used for the evaluation of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET) routing protocols[22]. From the survey it has been 
revealed that widely used mobility model in Ad-hoc networks is 
RWP. In this paper, RWP model is applied as it is simplest one and 
is widely used for the evaluation of clustering routing protocols 
such as CBR-Mobile [9] and MBC [10], in mobile sensor networks. 
The mobility model applied here is same as used in [9] [10]. In this 
model, each SN chooses its direction randomly from [0,2π] and go 
towards a new waypoint from its current position for a distance 
with constant velocity generated randomly. In this model, if SN 
reaches a boundary it will reflect back from the boundary. Before 
moving to the next point, SN waits for the pause time.

 In addition to the residual energy, the given proposed model 
consider the moving speed and pause time, which are available in 
the RWP model for the election of CH using fuzzy rules.

V. PROPOSED MODEL
In this paper LEACH-MF is modified by using type-2 fuzzy 

logic as fuzzy inference systems have the ability to take decisions 
in real-time accurately on the basis of inexact and vague data than 
the probabilistic model. Further, T2FL model has the ability to 
handle the measured level of uncertainties exactly comparative to 
the T1FL model since its membership functions (MF) themselves 
are fuzzy sets.

 In this paper, LEACH-MT2F is proposed to deal with 
uncertainties during CH selection in MWSNs in order to reduce 
the packet loss and extend the network lifetime.

A. System Assumption
The proposed network is developed on the basis of following 

assumptions:
	 •	 All the deployed SN in the proposed network along with 

the BS are mobile in nature. 
	 •	 Initially, an equal amount of energy is given to the SNs in 

the network. 
	 •	 The distance among SNs and BS in the network is 

computed by the received signal strength (RSSI). 
In order to overcome the packet loss in mobile sensor 

networks, and increase the PDR, type-2 fuzzy logic is applied to 
elect the CH.

B. Proposed LEACH-MT2FL Algorithm
 1. The network is composed of N number of SNs that are 

distributed equally in the given network area.
 2. The deployed network is comprised of k clusters. 
 3. The deployed SNs are divided into various levels on the 

basis of the distance of the nodes with BS.
 4. In this step, the proposed T2FL is applied for the CH 

selection process.
 5. Apply fuzzy if-then – rule else to select the CH for mobile 

sensor network.
 6. In each round, select k number of CHs.
 7. Transfer the information from SNs to CH till it reaches the 

BS.
 8. The aggregated information is collected by BS.
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C. Type-2 FL Model
 In proposed work, the T2FL is applied for creating the optimal 

CH in the mobile wireless sensor network. For this process, FL 
requires some kind of crisp input sets. The T2FL is applied as it 
produces the more smooth and reliable output and outperforms the 
generalized T1FL system. In this model, three fuzzy descriptors 
are used to elect the CH such as residual energy, moving speed 
and pause time and one output parameter namely chance. The 
higher the value of output, more will be the probability of SN to 
become CH in mobile sensor network.The fuzzy set of residual 
energy is presented in Fig.1(a) and its linguistic variables are very 
poor, poor, average, high and very high (abbreviated as VP, P, A, 
H, and VH, respectively). Second fuzzy set variable is the moving 
speed andis depicted in Fig.1(b) and its linguistic variables are 
very slow, slow, medium, fast, and very fast (as VS, S M, F, and 
VF, respectively).

(a)

(c)

Table I MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION OF I/P VARIABLES

Residual energy Moving Speed Pause Time
very poor
poor
average
high
very high

very slow
slow
medium
fast
very fast

very small
small
moderate
large
very large

The last input variable is the pause time and its linguistic 
variables are very small, small, moderate, large, and very large (as 
VS, S, M, L, and VL, respectively) and are depicted in Fig.2(c) 
In Table I fuzzy set for input variables is shown.The fuzzy set 
for output variable chance is shown in Fig.1(d)and its linguistic 
variables are very poor, poor, rather poor, medium poor, moderate, 
moderate large, rather large, large, and very large (as VP, P, RP, 
MP, M, ML, RL, ,L , and VL, respectively). In Table II fuzzy set 
for output variable is shown. In this paper, triangular membership 
function is used to avoid computational burden.

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1. Fuzzy sets for I/P variables (a) residual energy, (b) 
moving speed, and (c) pause time, and for O/P variable (d) 
chance

D. Rule Base LEACH-MT2FL
Chance is computed by using predefined fuzzy if-then else 

rules according to the three fuzzy input descriptors. Generally, 
fuzzy rules are established from experimental data or human 
heuristics. In this paper, we have used 53 (125) fuzzy rules for the 
election of appropriate CH. The structure of rule is like if W, X, 
Y, then Z. Here W means the residual energy, X means moving 
speed, Y means pause time, and Z means selection of CH namely, 
chance. In this paper, a node which holds greater residual energy, 
slow moving speed and larger pause time has an opportunity to be 
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elected as a CH on the basis of Mamdani’s Fuzzy rule. In Table III, 
fuzzy rules and value of chance are described. Rule number 108 is 
the example of this proposed algorithm.

The difference between T1FL and T2FL is that T1FL model 
is composed of four components i.e. a fuzzifier, fuzzy inference 
engine, fuzzy rules, and a defuzzifier. The framework of T1FL 
is illustrated in Fig.2. To complete the process in T1FL only four 
steps are required. It is employed to manage the uncertainty level 
to some level but not accurately since fuzzy sets used in T1FL are 
certain, whereas T2FL model is applied in a situation where it is 
difficult to find definite numeric membership functions and their 
uncertainties levels[23]. The concept behind T2FL on MWSNs is 
to enhance the network lifetime, reduce packet loss and increase 
the PDR as it can circulate the load equally among SNs and can 
efficiently elect the appropriate CH. In [24], T2FL is distinguished 
by superior membership function and an inferior membership 
function. The interval between these two functions describe the 
footprint of uncertainty (FOU) and is used to distinguish a T2FL 
set. It can be varied from 0 to1.

T2FL model is consists of five modules shown in Fig. 3below
 1) Fuzzifier: To convert crisp values to fuzzy values a 

fuzzifier is used.
 2) Fuzzification Module: In this module, mapping is done 

from an inputT2F set to output T2F set by combining the 
fuzzy rules with the help of fuzzy inference engine.

 3) Type Reducer/Defuzzifier: In reducer module, T1FL is 
generated as output, then is converted to a numeric value 
with the help of running defuzzifier [25].

 4) Knowledge Base: Set of fuzzy rules and MFs are contained 
in this unit.

Fig.2. Framework for T1FL

Fig.3. Framework for T2FL

Table II  MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION OF O/P VARIABLE 

Chance
very poor, poor, rather poor, medium poor, moderate, 

moderate, large, rather large, large, and very large

Table III  LEACH-MT2FL RULES

Rule Residual 
energy

Moving 
Speed

Pause 
Time Chance

1. VP VS VS RP
2. VP VS S RP
3. VP VS M MP

…..
21. VP VF VS VP
22. VP VF S VP
…

108. VH VS VL VH
109. VH S VS M
…

122. VH VF S RP
123. VH VF M MP
124. VH VF L MP
125. VH VF VL M

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed work is implemented for network size of 100 

nodes and on the basis of T2FLthe CHs are elected using three 
fuzzy descriptors such as residual energy, moving speed and 
pause time for the mobile sensor network and then is simulated 
on MATLAB. The Mamdani’s if then-else rules have been used 
to compute the chance to be the CH. Simulation parameters are 
given in Table IV.

 This section gives an overview to the results and outcomes 
that are obtained after implementation of the proposal. The 
performance of the proposed work is measured in the terms 
of packet delivery ratio, number of dead nodes, total energy 
consumption etc. To prove the efficiency of proposed work, a 
comparison analysis is done with Leach-M, MBC and Leach-
MF. The graph in figure 4 represents the comparison analysis 
of proposed and traditional techniques on the basis of the packet 
delivery ratio (PDR) with respect to the percentage of mobile 
sensor nodes. PDR means ratio of packets delivered to the base 
station successfully.From the observations of graph, it can be said 
that the PDR of Leach-M is the lowest in contrast to the MBC, 
LEACH-MF, LEACH-T2F.Whereas, the PDR of proposed work 
is higher.

Table IV  Experimental setup of the proposed work.

Parameters Value
Network Area 100*100m

Number of Nodes 100
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Base Station Location 50*50m
Node Distribution Random

Base Mobility Random
Moving speed 1-20m/s

pause Time 0-5 sec
Round Time  20s
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Fig. 4. Comparison analysis of Packet delivery ratio.
The graph in Fig.5, shows the number of dead nodes 

found in proposed and traditional approaches with respect to 
the various rounds of communication performed in network for 
data transmission. The x axis calibrates the data for number of 
communication rounds, it ranges from 0 to 900. The y axis, shows 
the data for number of dead nodes and it lies within 0 and 100. 
The graph explains that in LEACH-M, the nodes started running 
out of energy earlier i.e. nearby 200 rounds, in MBC, the nodes 
started dying at 300 rounds, in LEACH-MF, this reaches to the 
approximately 360 rounds. In Leach-MT2F the nodes started 
dying after 400 rounds of communication. Hence, it can be said 
that the network operated by using the proposed work has the 
highest possibility of longer lifetime.
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Fig.5. Comparison Analysis of Number of Dead Nodes.
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Fig. 6. Comparison analysis of total energy consumption.
The graph in Fig.6 elaborates the total energy consumption 

of proposed modified LEACH-MFT2and other traditional 
techniques. The energy consumption of traditional Leach-M is 
higher as this network runs out of energy after the completion of 
300 rounds, similarly, the MBC network dies after the completion 
of 500 rounds, the LEACH-MF exists till 550 rounds, LEACH-
MT2F remains active till 880 rounds approximately. On the basis 
of these observations, it is concluded that the energy consumption 
of traditional work is higher than LEACH-MT2F.The graphs 
given in Fig.7 show the First Node Dead, Half Node Dead and 
Last Node Dead in proposed work and traditional work. The graph 
(a) delineates the comparison analysis for FND on the basis of the 
communication rounds shown on y axis among Leach-M, MBC, 
LEACH-MF and LEACH-MT2F Similarly, the graph in figure (b) 
and (c) shows the comparison analysis for HND and LND. The 
observations of the graphical facts are shown in Table V below. 
On the basis of the facts shown in table, it is concluded that the 
FND in LEACH-M at 200 rounds, in MBC at 300, in Leach-MF 
at 350 and in LEACH-MFT2 at 467 rounds respectively. The 
HND in LEACH-M at 273 rounds, in MBC at 401, and Leach-
MF at 470 rounds whereas for LEACH-MF T2 it is located at 
682 respectively. Similarly, the last node dead in LEACH-M is at 
550 rounds, in MBC at 650, in Leach-MF is at 700 rounds and in 
LEACH-MT2F is at 865 rounds.
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Fig.7.Comparison Analysis of Dead Nodes (a) FND (b)
HND and (c)LND

Table V  FND, HND and LND in Proposed and 
Traditional Approaches

Techniques LEACH-M MBC LEACH-
MF

L E A C H -
MT2F

FND 200 300 350
467

HND 273 401 470
682

LND 550 650 700 865

VII. CONCLUSION
The main issue in mobile sensor networks is the mobility. 

So, protocol must be able to handle node movement and frequent 
topology changes. In this paper, an enhanced LEACH-MT2F, has 
been developed to enhance the network lifespan and minimize 
the packet loss for mobile sensing surroundings. In the proposed 
method, type-2 fuzzy logic has been proposed for CH selection 

in mobile sensor networks. In this approach, a node having more 
residual energy, smaller speed, and larger pause time would 
have the opportunity to be elected as CHs. The simulated results 
conclude that the performance of the proposed work is efficient 
over traditional work i.e. LEACH-M, MBC and LEACH-MF 
respectively in the terms of PDR,total energy consumption and 
dead nodes in the network

 The aim of this paper is not only to improve the lifetime of 
mobile sensor networks, but also to minimize the packet loss in 
mobile sensing surroundings.
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Abstract: Research is a carving of scientific examination. 
An advance beginner’s vocabulary of present english put 
down the meaning of explore as “A cautious exploration and 
enquiry particularly through look for new facts in any branch 
of awareness. Bradman and Morry define research as “A 
standardize efforts to increase new knowledge”. Research is 
an inventive involvement to obtainable stock of the knowledge 
creation for its encroachment. It is detection of genuineness with 
the aid of study, examination, assessment, and experiments. The 
technologies that give support to the complete process of price-
effectively stock up and processing data, and utilize internet 
technologies in spread out approach have arisen in the past few 
known solitary’s that improve the prospective years. NoSQL 
and Cloud computing are the well- recommended by Big Data 
Technologies. Map Reduce is software manufacture introduced 
by Google to act upon parallel processing on the outsized 
datasets supercilious that large dataset storage is distributed 
above large number of machines. Every machine calculates data 
stored in the vicinity, which in turn contributes to distribute and 
analogous processing. This paper focuses on the Big data and 
Cloud services using impact of Map Reduce Algorithm and very 
advantageous for the researchers and corporate sectors who are 
using Map Reducing System technology.

Keywords:- Big Data, Cloud Services, Map Reduce 
Algorithm, Mapper, Reducer.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing and Big data is well-liked episode use to 

describe the exponential development in addition to ease make use 
of information, equally prepared and shapeless. Big data possibly 
by imperative toward production – and the social order – as the 
Internet happen to. Big Data is thus bulky is easier said than done 
to method using long-established database and software practices. 
In additional data could guide to additional precise investigation. 
Further truthful analyses can guide to extra positive choice 
making. It enhanced decisions could suggest superior outfitted 
capabilities, cost decreases and condensed risk. Scrutinize big 
data is solitary the faces up intended for researchers organism 
and academicians so as to needs  extraordinary considering 
techniques. Big data analytics exist progression of investigative 
big data to expose unseen patterns, unidentified connections with 
added useful in order be capable of used the construct superior 
decisions. Big data analytics pass toward the development of 
accumulate, organize plus analyzing outsized puts of data (“big 
data”) to ascertain blueprints and additional valuable in sequence. 
Though the big data analytics facilitate you toward comprehend 
in sequence controlled contained by the data, yet it would also 
assist recognize data to the majority imperative the commerce and 

prospect commerce declaration. Big data analysts going on the 
whole desire the acquaintance so as to crop up from analyze the 
data. HDFS, the Hadoop disseminated File System, is a distributed 
file system considered to sprint on article of trade hardware. Cloud 
computing make available the pertinent display place for big data 
analytics in sight of the cargo space with computing prerequisites 
to the end. The formulate cloud-based investigative a feasible 
research ground. on the other hand, several matters require to 
be speak to and risks or necessitate to be mitigated earlier than 
practical applications of this synergistic form could be prevalently 
draw on. This Research paper focus to the sights the presented 
research, challenges, unwrap issues and upcoming research way 
for this turf of study.[1],[2]

This will encouraged through the Google File System. Hadoop 
is base lying on straightforward data model, any data strength 
fit. HDFS planned the grasp especially bulky amounts of data 
(terabytes or petabytes or even zettabytes), plus make available 
elevated-throughput right of entry by this order. Hadoop and Map 
Reduce technique which investigation big data. Map Reduce raise 
up to date times come out like novel archetype intended to hefty-
scale data scrutiny own to its elevated scalability. 

II.BIG DATA APPLICATIONS
Big Data contain plenteous additional applications. 

Captivating community network data analysis for illustration, 
enormous quantity of public network data be being created 
by Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube. Such kinds of 
data expose frequent personage’s characteristics and contain 
browbeaten in a variety of fields. In calculation, the societal 
medium and Internet enclose enormous quantity of information on 
the end user first choices and confidences, most important financial 
pointers, industry cycles, political approach, and the monetary 
and societal status of a society. Thus to predictable communal 
network data would persist the blow up or oppressed intended for 
a lot of novel applications. More than a few supplementary new 
applications which are attractive promising in the Big Data era 
include:

A. International Level Enlargement 
Investigate on the effectual practice of information and 

communication technologies for development to suggest that 
big data technology be able to create imperative contributions to 
present exceptional challenges to International development.

B. Internet security System 
Whenever a set of connections-oriented molest acquire 

position, chronological facts on network passage can permit us to 
professionally recognize foundation and intentions to the assault. 
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C. Internet of Things 
Big data plus IoT job in combination. Data take out as of IoT 

apparatus make available a charting of machine interconnectivity. 
Such mappings contain be there worn by the media manufacturing, 
companies and governments to additional truthfully target to 
their audience and increase media efficiency. IoT be as well 
more and more take on as a means of congregation sensory data, 
and as sensory data can be used in medical industrialized or 
others perspectives.

III. CLOUD BASED SERVICES METHODOLOGY
The cloud computing upbringing recommends development, 

setting up and accomplishment of software and data applications 
‘as a service’. Three multi-layered infrastructures namely, 
platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS), and 
infrastructure as a service (IaaS), continue living. Infrastructure-
as-a-service is a representation that makes available compute and 
storage space possessions as a service. In additional inside casing 
of PaaS and SaaS, the cloud services make available software 
platform or software itself as a service to its customers. The price 
of storage space has significantly reduced with the arrival of cloud-
based solutions. In addition, the ‘pay-as-you-go’ reproduction and 
the conception of product hardware permit effectual and timely 
processing of large data, giving rise to the concept of ‘big data as 
a service’. [4]

Fig:1 Make use of Cloud Computing in Big Data

IV.BIG DATA ANALYTICS
Big data analytics pass to the progression of accumulate, 

organizing and analyzing bulky sets of data (“big data”) the 
determine prototypes or further constructive in order. Not merely 
big data analytics assist us for comprehend in sequence restricted 
contained by the data, but it would also be facilitate make out the 
data that is mainly vital to trade or future business decisions. Long-
established data management tools and data selling out or data 
mining techniques shall not be used for Big Data Analytics to the 
huge volume and density of the datasets includes. Conventional 
commerce cleverness applications build use of methods, which 
ever be support on customary analytics process and techniques 

and construct use of OLAP, BPM, Mining and database systems 
like RDBMS. It identifies Map Reduce and Hadoop as nearly all 
prolific model for Big Data Analytics. Hadoop is simply an open-
source accomplishment by the Map Reduce framework, which is 
in the beginning shaped to distributed file system. Cloud-based 
big data analytics, several frameworks resembling Google Map 
Reduce, Spark, Haloop, Twister, Hadoop Reduce and Hadoop++ 
be obtainable. 

V. MAPREDUCE TECHNIQUE
Map Reduce be a framework for professionally dealing 

out to the analysis of big data to outsized numeral of servers. It 
was developed for the back end of Google’s search engine to 
make potential a outsized quantity of articles of trade servers to 
competently method the analysis of gigantic numbers of WebPages 
composed commencing all over the world. Apache developed an 
assignment the execute MapReduce, which was published as open 
source software (OSS), that facilitate a lot of associations, such as 
businesses and universities, to undertake big data analysis. 

Figure 2: How Map Reduce Works
Map Reduce which is straightforward encoding model in 

favor of dealing out massive data puts in parallel. Map Reduce 
have master/slave architecture shown in figure 2. Essential 
formation of Map Reduce is being to split a task into subtasks, 
hold the sub-tasks in analogous or collective output the subtasks 
shape to the ultimate output. Programs printed in Map Reduce to 
be robotically parallelized. Developers do not have necessitate 
being troubled about the accomplishment elements of parallel 
processing.[10] 

Fig 3 Word Count Using Map Reduce Example
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VI. WORDS COUNT ALGORITHM BY USING 
MAP REDUCE TECHNIQUE

Algorithm 1. Statement count for mappers produce an in-
between key-value pair for each word in a document.

The reducer with mathematical method add ups all for each 
word.

1: class Mapper
2: method Map (docid a, doc x)
3: for all term t ∈ doc x do
4: produce (term t, count 1)
1: class Reducer
2: method Reduce (term t, counts [c1, c2 . . .])
3: sum ← 0
4: for all count c ∈ counts [c1, c2 . . .] do
5: sum ← sum + c
6: produce (term t, count sum)

Algorithm 2. Statement count mapper with the“in-mapper 
combining”

1: class Mapper
2: method Initialize
3: R ← original Associative Array
4: method Map (docid a, doc x)
5: for all term t ∈ doc x do
6: R{t} ← R{t} + 1 . Tally counts across documents
7: method close
8: for all term t ∈ R do
9: produce (term t, count R{t})

VII. MAP REDUCE COMPONENTS
a. Name Node: deal with HDFS metadata, doesn’t agreement 

with files directly.
b. Data Node: stores blocks of HDFS—defaults reproduction 

height for every building block.
c. Job Tracker: agendas, distributes and observes job 

finishing on slaves—Task Trackers.
d.Task Tracker: Runs Map Reduce operations[14]

VIII. REDUCE FRAMEWORK
 Map Reduce is a software structure to scattered giving out 

of outsized data sets on computer gathers. It is first developed by 
Google. Map Reduce is projected the make easy and simplify the 
processing of vast amounts of data in parallel on bulky clusters of 
article of trade hardware in a trustworthy, fault forbearing manner.

IX. HIVE
Hive is the distributed negotiator display place for spread 

out scheme for construction applications by networking confined 
system resources. Apache Hive data warehousing module, 
and component of cloud-based Hadoop ecological unit which 
recommend a query language called Hive QL that interprets SQL-

like inquiry into Map Reduce posts robotically. Applications of 
apache hive are SQL, oracle, IBM DB2.

X. NO-SQL
No-SQL database is a move toward to data management and 

data propose that’s helpful for outsized sets of distributed data. 
These databases be inside common part of the real-time events that 
are distinguishq in process deployed to in hurdle channels but can 
also exist observe as a facilitate technology subsequent analytical 
capabilities such as family member search applications developer 
in move forward. 

XI. CONCLUSION
Suitable to put in to the capacity of data the pasture of 

genomics, meteorology, biology, ecological research, be converted 
into problematical to grip the statistics, to find organizations, 
patterns and to evaluate the outsized data sets. In this paper we 
have also talk about of Big data (volume, variety, velocity, value, 
veracity) and Map reduce Technologies. This Research paper 
also talk about an architecture using Map Reduce distributed data 
storage, real-time NoSQL databases, and Map Reduce distributed 
data processing in excess of article of trade servers. 
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Abstract — It is logical to consider that there are many 
types of scripts in the internet. The virus can either be a key 
logger or somebody else’s mischief. With this script we can 
steal any information. Since the existence of virus cannot be 
ignored, in this paper we have tried to present our work on first 
detecting it and later on fixing it. In this paper, our point is that 
the virus is present in the internet and we are coming up with 
the methodology to fix it. We have arrived at many pubs and 
we are looking at some ways in which we can save the user. In 
this paper, we will work on the Application layer, which contains 
a number of protocols. These protocols are used by different 
users in one way or the other. With the help of these protocols, 
a hacker takes information out of the script. In this research, 
we have used Covert Channel, which has been mentioned in 
many essays. Now with the help of this channel, the information 
will go to all and it will not go to any of the informatics. In this 
research paper, we will survey every technique and tell readers 
what tactics are best.

Keywords—Wireless Mesh Networks(WMN’s), Distributed 
Denial Of Service (DDoS), covert channel, Media Access Control 
(MAC), Switch port analyzer, Intrusion Detection Systems(IDS), 
Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR).

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) as one 

of the poignant technologies dominating the world of wireless 
networking while providing a variety of benefits including seamless 
and flexible connectivity to the networking nodes anywhere in the 
world at anytime,WMNs also bring on front glaringly inescapable 
and vulnerable issues compromising the security because of their 
unique features [1]. As a result of discernible security requirements 
of WMNs,they require conspicuous resources[2]. The necessity 
of having different levels of security services in WMNs arises 
because of their capability to provide different types of services 
related to networks. 

A. Handling Security Threats and Privacy 
This section deals with explaining how various issues related 

to privacy including different internal as well as external threats 
are dealt within our posited research proposal. 

1) Security and Privacy Requirements
Various parameters related to security and privacy should be 

perceived to ensure secure communication in WMNs [2]. 

2) Confidentiality [3]
.Data confidentiality dictates that only the two communicating 

entities can read the interchanged data. To ensure this our 

proposed scheme uses encryption along with key-pair LKMN 
while interchanging data. In order to shield the network from 
compromised nodes, these link key-pairs are renewed either 
regularly or on an on-demand basis thereby securing the network.

3) Integrity [4]
When the contents of a message are changed after the sender 

sends it, but before it reaches the intended recipient, we say that 
the integrity of the message is lost. Message authentication code 
(MAC) used with each message, assures the integrity of the 
exchanged data. In our proposed scheme we have used keyed-
Hash Message HMAC (hashed MAC) or KHMAC (Keyed-hash 
MAC). As a result, any message altered by an opponent can be 
detected at next-hop node or at the receiver’s end. In order to 
guarantee the delivery of the message, a mechanism for multi-
route delivery(Figure 1) is employed.

Fig. 1. Message Integrity of Mesh Networks

4) Authenticity [5]
Authentication helps establish proof of identities. The sending 

node while sending messages to the corresponding node includes 
a hash chain element within the message, which when received 
by the corresponding node is responsible for authentication. The 
current message received from a particular sender is authenticated 
by taking hash of the hash-element associated with that message 
and then comparing it with the previous message from the same 
source. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A number of attacks happen in the real time networks and 

these attacks get the entire network information [6]. This paper 
aims to identify the various attacks executed in OSI Model 
and to fix them with some solution. The network attacks can 
be categorized into four types, Wormhole attack is one of the 
types of Network Layer attack. The proposed methodology 
had implemented a method wherein notification was sent to 
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every node, if the threshold increased beyond the limit. In the 
Wormhole Attack, the attacker creates a fake link between a user 
and the malicious node, the normal user predicts that it was high 
speed connection. The victim sends the frame to the high speed 
connection, which was actually not the case. Therefore, malicious 
node extracts the desired information.

In this paper, the ‘UDP’ protocol and the ‘ICMP’ protocol 
were described. This old report has found that more attacks are 
due to these protocols. The Paper has considered the mechanism 
of coordination between the machines involved in the attack. In 
case the capacity or capability of the victim is less than the volume 
of the data, the victim is unable to process the hidden data & the 
purpose of communication using covert channel is useless. It is 
necessary that there is an existing mechanism that will enable the 
victim to control the throughput of the data because the victim 
wants to maximize the covert communication flow. Additionally, 
this paper manifests the existence of the covert channels.[7].

This paper contributed to the study of both components 
(group key management and group membership management) 
of the different SGC schemes by discussing their performance 
and efficiency according to several criteria, namely, storage 
requirements, communication cost, computation cost, network 
model, the used cryptography type and the key update frequency 
[8].

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are those attacks 

wherein an assailant tracks all the systems in the network one by 
one & exploits the vulnerability in one of the computer systems 
& then using the compromised system called the DDoS master 
launches further attacks within the system [9]. 

IV. PROPOSED SOLUITION
This research paper aims to provide detection & mitigation 

technique to prevent DDoS attacks. In this paper, we will be 
working on MAC (Media Access Control) address and covert 
channel technique. The covert channel is ready to send maximum 
data towards any destination machine and we need to identify the 
data, whether the data has been received by the target machine. 
Now, MAC address stores the MAC related information into 
Content addressable Memory (CAM). 

The proposal’s aim is to identify the traffic, HTTP, FTP 
in the upcoming technologies like IoT, cloud computing and 
cyber physical systems. In this exploration proposition, we will 
actualize the IDS structure which will shield the assault on the 
inward frameworks. We will actualize Switch port Analyzer in 
the inner systems of the Switching Mechanism, with the simplicity 
to execute Intrusion Detection System. At the point when any 
irregularity is recognized on the framework then it cautions and 
sends a ready flag to the Gateway. The Gateway disconnects and 
terminates the connection of the malicious device.

V. METHODOLOGY 
Following steps will be applicable in our proposed 

methodology in order to mitigate DDoS attacks.
1) The first step of Segmentation: As the name suggests, it 

involves segmenting the network in order to either slow down or 
altogether prevent the threat.

2) The second step of Inoculation: The second phase of 
inoculation moves collaterally in order to patch all uninfected 
systems with the suitable vendor patch.

3) The third step of Quarantine: This phase disconnects, 
blocks or removes the compromised devices from the network by 
tracking & identifying them.

Fig. 2. Mitigation of Attack

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper aims to analyze DDoS attack & propose a 

framework for mitigating the same. This will help to protect the 
Internet applications & API’s from malicious traffic targeting 
network & allow the application layer to maintain availability & 
performance through proposal of proper mitigation technique .
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Abstract—The image of generalized statistical convergence was presented by Mursaleen .In present paper we describes the idea 
of generalized statistical convergence of order alpha in random n-normed space and prove some inclusion theorems.

Keywords—Statistical convergence, random -normed space.

I. INTRODUCTION 
The statistical convergence is an attractive theory not in the field of pure Mathematics but also in the area of science and technology. 

The term statistical convergence was presented by Fast[6] and Steinhauss[26] autonomously. It helps to understand the behaviour of 
sequence beyond the usual convergence. Schoenberg[22] related this with summability . Fridy[7] has defined the image of statistically 
convergent sequences and Conner[4] worked on statistical p-Casero convergence of sequences. Then later on generalization was given by 
many researchers in different forms of sequences and spaces. The term - statistical convergence wasgiven byMursaleen[17] using a non-
decreasing sequence  of positive real numbers tends to  with 
. Further Colak[2,3] extended the work on - statistical convergence for order  for single as well as for double sequences given by 
Mursaleen [17,18,20]. An important concept which is the generalization of metric space was presented by Menger[16] (named statistical 
metric space). This type of metric is important to use in the spaces where the exact distance between two points is not possible to find. 
Schweizer[23] also worked on Statistical Metric spaces. The impression of 2-normed space and -normed space was presented by 
Gahler[8]. Diminie and White[5] has studied the linear 2-normed space with non-expansive mappings. Sertenev[24,25]has introduced 
the concept of randomness and defined random normed spaces. Alsina et al.[1] has studied the probabilistic norm’s continuity properties 
and Karakus[13] defined the statistical convergence on probabilistic normed spaces. Savas[14] has given - statistical convergence in 
random 2-normed space. Later, Meenakshi etal.[15] extended the idea of - statistical convergence for order  on random 2-normed 
space studied some properties.In this paper our objective is to specify the generalized statistical convergence of order  on random 

-normed space.
Here we are using only real sequences. First we take some basic definitions for our study as follows:

Definition 1.1[6]A sequence = (  is called statistically convergent to a number  if for every , 

where vertical bars represents the order of the involvedset. 

Here, we denote it as .

Definition 1.2[17] A sequence = ( is called - statistical convergence to a number  if for every ,

where where .

Definition 1.3[19]Let  be a sequence of real numbers tends to s.t.
 and  as .Then a sequence  of real numbers is called

-convergent to a number  if  as  , where  
.

Next definitions describes random -normed space.

Definition 1.4 [9] Let X be a real linear space of dimension d s.t. . A function
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iscalled a random -norm on X,if 

(i)  iff all are linearly dependent,

(ii) is invariant under the permutation for all ,

(iii)  , for any , all 

,

(iv) 

for all 

Also is called a -normed space.

Example:[10] Consider -normed space  with Euclidean -norm

where 

The following definition of probabilistic -normed space is obtained from Definition 1.4.

Definition 1.5Consider X be a real linear space with dimension ,  be a triangular norm and 
be a map on Cartesian product of X by itself  times into  which is the set of all distribution functions. Then  and 

 is said to be probabilistic norm and probabilistic -normed space respectively, if 

(i) {where if  and 

 if }if  are linearly dependent, 

 is invariant under any permutation of ,

(ii) 

 

for every , nonzero and , 

(iii) 

 

for every  and .

The condition (iv) can be formulated using -norm as follows

(iv) 

 

for  and .

If (i), (ii), (iii) and (v) are satisfied then  is called generalized probabilistic -normed space of Menger type or 

random -normed space ( -space).
The following definitions in associates the convergence of sequences for usual as well as statistical.
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Definition 1.6 [11] A sequence in a -space  is called convergent to  
w.r.t. norm  if for every  and nonzero elements , 
there exist  such that whenever 

. It is denoted by .

Definition 1.7 [11] A sequence in a -space  is calledCauchy w.r.t. norm  if for 
every  and nonzero elements , there exist 

 such that  whenever 
.

Definition 1.8 [11] A sequence in a -space  is called statistical convergent 
or -convergent to  w.r.t. norm  if for every  and non-zero elements 

, we have

Here, we write  and  is termed as statistical limit.

 II. MAIN RESULTS

In the presentpart, we describe the term -statistical convergencefor the sequences in -space . Also, 
we outlined some basic results of this convergencein -space. 

Definition 2.1A sequence in a random -normed space  is called -statistical convergent 
or -convergent to some  w.r.t. norm  if for every  and nonzero elements 

,

or

Here, we write  and  is termed as statistical limit.

Definition 2.2 A sequence in a -space  is called
-statistical cauchy w.r.t. norm  if for every  and nonzero 

elements  , there exist wehave

, for all .

Definition 2.3 Letsequence be non decreasing positive real numbers tending to  with 
. A sequence in a -spaceis called -statistically 

convergent of order to  if for every  and non-zero 
elements ,
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or

i.e. we write .

representsthe class of all -statistical convergent sequence of order  in a -space .

Definition 2.4 Letsequence benon decreasingpositive real numbers tending to  with 
. A. sequence  in a -space  is called

 -statistical cauchy of order  ,if for every  and for non-zero 
elements  ,

or 

 On the basis of above definitions we give the next Lemma 2.5.

Lemma 2.5 Let  be a -space and sequence ofnon-decreasing positive real 
number tending to  with .Then for every 

 and non- zero elements  , the following statements 
are equivalent for the sequence  in X:

.

Now we come tothe following results using above definitions and lemma.

Theorem 2.6Let be a sequence in -space  and . If 

 , then must be unique.

Proof Suppose , where  . For  and 
non-zero elements , choose  such that 

 . Define

Since  and  . Hence, for every,

 and .

Let  then  , 

which implies that .
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Let . We write,

Here  is arbitrary small positive number which impliesthat 
, for all  and non-zero elements  .

Hence, .

Next result gives us the elementaryproperties of  –statistical convergence on -spaces.

Theorem 2.7Let be a -space and  . Let  and 
 be two sequences in . Then 

If  and , then .

If  and  then 

.

Proof (i) Let  and . Then for 
 and non-zero elements , define  

then  . 

Take , then we’ve 

  

 

Therefore,  i.e. .

(ii) Let  and . Then for 
 and non-zero elements , choose  such that 

 . Define

Hence, for every,

 and .

Let  then .

For 
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Therefore, .

Theorem 2.8Let be a sequence in a -space and .If 

then .

 Proof Since  then for  ,  and non- zero elements 
 , there exist s.t.

 for all 
Hence the set 

for which . This shows that .

Theorem 2.9Let be a -spaceand . Then 

and this inclusion is strict for some  and  such that .

Proof If  and . Then for every 
 and non-zero elements  ,we have 

|

 which immediately implies that .

Theorem 2.10Let be a sequence in -space  and 

. Then  if and only if there exist a set 

with such that
.

Proof First suppose that  then for any  and non- zero elements 
 , if we define 

Then

For 
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(2.1)
and 

   (2.2)   

Now, it sufficient to prove that  over  for getting the result. Assume 
for  sequence  is not convergent to  over w.r.t. norm  Then,for we 
have

}

hasinfinitely many terms  . Let

and  ,for  This implies that 

Also from (2.1) we have , that gives  
which is contradiction to (2.2).

Hence .
Conversely:

Suppose is a subset of  with  
and  Then for every and non- zero elements 

 , there exists s.t.

for all Since the set 
 is 

contained in .
T h e r e f o r e ,  

Hence, . 

Theorem 2.11 A sequence in a -space isstatistically convergent of order  iff 
it is statistical cauchy of order where .

Proof Let be statistically convergent sequence of order . i.e.  
. Then for every and non- zero elements , choose 

s.t. . 
Define 

Then 

which gives by virtue of , . 

 and .
 

Let  then 

 .
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If we take

For result, it is enough to prove that  . 

Let which gives 
Suppose  then 

Now we have

This contradiction shows that  .
Conversely, 

We prove this by contradiction. Let sequence be statistically Cauchy of order  but not statistically 
convergent of order  w.r.t. norm . Then, for every  and non- zero elements

, there exists s.t.

where

.

This implies that .

 Choose  such that

. 
Let

Let  then 

Since,

Therefore,

i.e.

which leads to contradiction. Hence is statistically convergent of order  .
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Audio fingerprinting is a technique which can be used for 
efficient and robust recognition of the song in which we compare the 
audio fingerprint of unknown audio to the database of fingerprints 
of known audio to give user the name of the song and the artist 
related. Audio fingerprint is basically a set of feature that uniquely 
identify the song or the audio. This paper will discuss two of the 
major fingerprinting technique that is used for song identification. 
Suppose you are in a public place and you hear a song playing 
in the surrounding which catches your attention and you wish to 
know the name of that song, what would you do? Tracking the 
source of that music won’t be a feasible option in every case, so 
don’t you think it will be nice to have an option through which 
you can know the name of the song with just a click. The basic 
framework of an audio fingerprinting model includes the front end 
as well as the back end finger print modeling blocks or structure 
of the algorithms implemented. The two algorithms compared are 
PHR i.e. Philips Robust Hash Algorithm and MLH i.e. Multiple 
Hash Algorithm.

An audio fingerprint is basically a digital signature of an 
audio that can be used to identify audio sample or quickly locate 
to the similar audio with same fingerprint in the database. By using 
audio fingerprinting it is possible to identify song even in the noisy 
environment. The audio fingerprinting uses a set of techniques 
that identifies the song by eliminating the noise, compressing 
digital signal and showing the result. It is robust, fast and efficient. 
Fingerprint is unique to each song.

An audio clip from its fingerprint is identified in two stages:
 1. Enrollment stage: fingerprints and associated metadata 

from a large set of songs is filled into a database 
 2. Identification stage: the items in the database are compared 

with the extracted fingerprints from the unknown songs. 
If a match in the database is found, the song will be 
identified

There are many advantages of using audio fingerprinting over 
multimedia content recognition:
 1. Perceptual irrelevancies have been removed from 

fingerprints for comparing efficiently.
 2. Fingerprints are relatively smaller in size due to which the 

storage requirements are reduced.
 3. As the dataset to be searched is smaller in size the 

searching becomes more efficient.
Audio fingerprinting can be implemented for a variety of 

applications, some of them are as follows:
 1. Reducing redundancy in a large archive of multimedia 

which will minimise the amount of storage.
 2. DRM refers to the technologies which support the legal 

distribution of digital media (audio and video) and 

protecting the intellectual rights of authors or the artists .
 3. Advertising companies pays a lot of money to air their 

commercials as per contract. Monitoring whether they 
are aired on television and radio channels as per contract 
or not can be very tedious task. There is an autonomous 
system which can do this. For example when, where, how 
long it has been aired etc.

 4. Services can be offered based on the information about 
the identity of the song or audio file. For example offering 
information about the audio, lyrics, biography of artists 
etc.

PRH or Philips Robust Hash algorithm is considered 
to be a robust audio identification technique. It has been 
mathematically verified on analyzing the overall bit probability or 
bit error rate(BER). This not only shows the robustness but also 
the efficiency of the algorithm. The Audio Signal is divided into 
overlapping frames. Each frames length being of 370ms and the 
frame shift is 1/32 of the frame length. FTT function is then used 
to generate the power spectrum. Later we compute energies of 33 
overlapping sub bands which are logarithmically spaced. from 
each frame hash string or sub-fingerprints are calculated. the sub-
fingerprints are stored in a hash table where they are treated as 
keys. All the entries in the hash table has a list of pointer to the 
audio file. these pointers point to the respective sub-fingerprints. 
There are 256 sub-fingerprints for the audio provided by the user.

First a fingerprint block as same as the size of query block 
from candidate position is found. Then the bit rate error (BER) 
between the fingerprint block of audio file and query audio 
is calculated. the calculated value is then compared with the 
threshold value which is 0.35. If the two blocks are similar i.e BER 
is less than the threshold value , the audio is said to be accepted.

Multiple hashing algorithm is a new audio fingerprinting 
technique and is proposed called the Multiple Hashing(MLH). In 
this technique audio is divided into overlapping frames and FFT 
i.e. fast fourier transform is implemented to compute energy. Now 
using Discrete Cosine Transform or DCT, for every subband , 
DCT is used on temporal sequence of energy and a sub fingerprint 
is produced for every DCT coefficient stream. The lower order 
of k values are kept from the DCT coefficient for further sub 
fingerprinting computation. The Sub-fingerprints are the obtained 
from the audio files in the database and then stored in hash tables. 
It improves overall efficiency by generating more Sub-fingerprints 
and treating them separately. Strong energy compaction is the 
main property of DCT referring that most of the signal energy is 
concentrated in a few low-frequency components.
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The MLH algorithm has a higher accuracy compared to 
PRH. When hash table, namely 3 and 4 were added with 1 and 
2, the MLH started to recognizing more audio hence showing an 
improvement. In conclusion the performance improves when more 
hash tables are used. But employing higher number of hash tables 
increases the use of memory and the time taken for result output. 
Hence only if the audio clip has higher amount of distortion noise, 

more hash tables must be used. The efficiency of MLH is better as 
it uses multiple hash tables but it increases the memory usage and 
time taken hence higher cost of computation for the user. Using 
Walsh, Haar, DST are few of more extensions where the research 
can be done.

The algorithm to compare peaks of an audio spectrogram of a 
frequency time graph instead of comparing energy bands can also 
be used for efficiently finding the song and the artist by eliminating 
surrounding noise. The comparison would be based on parameters 
such as computational speed , efficiency, error rate, etc.
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feature of the product and “very long lasting” (adjective) is the 
opinion word [3].

II. METHODOLOGY FOR SENTIMENT 
ANALYSIS

Figure 1: Procedure of Sentiment Analysis

A. Data Collection
 First and foremost, the user-generated data is collected from 

social networking sites, forums, and blogging sites. Twitter is 
one of the most frequently used data sources and the length of 
text in twitter is maximum 140 characters long. These data are 
unstructured, expressed in different ways by using the different 
context of writing along with slangs, acronyms, etc, due to which 
the manual analysis of text becomes really complex.

B. Data Preprocessing
 Data preprocessing is nothing but cleaning and filtering out 

the unstructured data before analysis. In this, identification and 
elimination of non-textual content and the content that is irrelevant 
with respect to the following area of study occurs. Cleaning of 
data involves removal of URL’s, removal of punctuations, case 
conversion and stemming.

Abstract— A large volume of user-generated data is 
evolving on a day-to-day basis especially on social media 
platforms like twitter etc, where people express their opinions 
and emotions regarding certain individual or entity. This user-
generated content becomes very difficult to analyze manually 
and here comes the need for an intelligent automated system 
which mines the opinions and organizes them using polarity 
metrics representing the process of sentiment analysis. The 
motive of this review is to study the concept of sentiment 
analysis and discuss the comparative analysis of its techniques 
along with the challenges in this field to be considered for 
future enhancement.

Keywords- Sentiment Analysis; Polarity Metrics; Sentiment 
Analysis Techniques; Social Media; Challenges of Sentiment 
Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
 The opinions and thoughts of people especially on social 

networking platforms have a major influence on our daily decision 
making. This decision making includes buying a product, making 
investments, choosing a school, etc and all these decisions affect 
our daily life. People usually seek opinions from review sites, 
e-commerce sites and social media like Twitter, etc to get feedback 
on certain product or service. Similarly, organizations use opinion 
polls, questionnaires, surveys, and social media as a medium to get 
feedback on their products and services [1].

 However, to analyze and summarize the opinions from the 
huge amounts of data gathered from the social networking sites, the 
process called sentiment analysis is required. Sentiment analysis 
is the computational study of mining the attitudes, opinions, and 
emotions of people from the networking sites through Natural 
Language Processing. These summarized opinions are then 
divided into categories like “positive”, “negative” and “neutral” 
[2]. Riyadh [36] implemented emotion detection using Naïve 
Bayes classifier for classification of emotions with unigram 
and unigram plus POS tagging for feature extraction in order 
to improve the results. Sentiment analysis can be classified into 
three levels namely: document level, sentence level, and aspect 
level. In document level, the complete document is considered as 
a source of information and then concluded as either positive or 
negative [4]. In sentence level, firstly a sentence is categorized as 
a subjective sentence or objective sentence. Objective sentences 
contain no opinions or judgments as they are completely based 
on facts. Whereas, subjective sentences involve opinions and 
therefore play a role in deciding polarity of the sentences and these 
polarities are further summed up to derive the final conclusion. 
In aspect level, the entities are identified and their features are 
extracted holding different opinions and sentiments. For example, 
Battery life is very long lasting. Here, “Battery” (noun) is the 
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C. Feature Selection
 Several findings in feature selection specific to sentiment 

analysis are:
	 •	 Term presence and frequency: Term presence is based 

individual word or n-grams and Term frequency is the 
number of repeated occurrences of the term in the text.

	 •	 Parts Of Speech (POS): These features are selected to 
keep count of the number of verbs, adverbs, and nouns, 
etc. in the sentence or document.

	 •	 Opinion words and Phrase: These include words and 
phrases which depict opinions such as ‘good or bad’, ‘like 
or hate’, etc.

	 •	 Negation: The use of negation word in the text can reverse 
the whole polarity and meaning of opinion. For example: 
“not good” is the same as “bad”.

D. Sentiment Classification Algorithm
 At this stage, a particular sentiment analysis methodology is 

applied as per need and distributed levels of polarity are obtained 
which are added up and the total score is achieved and averaged 
[35].

E. Experimental Results
 Therefore, after the conversion of the unstructured text into 

useful information, the final results are displayed.

III. SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION 
TECHNIQUES

 The three most commonly used sentiment classification 
techniques represented by fig. 2 are – Machine learning, Lexicon-
based, and Hybrid approach which are further subdivided into 
different types.

A. Machine Learning
 This technique is used in training a machine on how to 

learn from data and produce output without being explicitly 
programmed. It includes both supervised and unsupervised 
methods. The supervised approach is used when there is a finite 
collection of classes that require the labeled data to train the 
classifiers and the test data to examine the performance [6]. The 
unsupervised learning approach is used when it is difficult to get 
the labeled data.

1. Probabilistic Classifier
 It is a generative and mixture model in which each class 

act as a component and then the sampling probability for the 
component is derived. These classifiers are further categorized 
into three types:

a) Naïve Bayes Classifier
 This classifier is the simplest and most frequently used 

supervised classification techniques. This probabilistic classifier is 
based on the Bay’s Theorem with an assumption of independence 
between its features and works on the principle of Bag of Words 
feature extraction technique. The application areas of this algorithm 
are text classification, clustering, and target tracking, etc [7]. This 
algorithm involves low computational cost and provides high 
accuracy in output [8]. The mathematical notation for representing 

Bayes Theorem when the feature belongs to a label is as follows:

P(l|f) denotes the posterior probability of label given the 
feature.

P(l) denotes the prior probability of a label.
P(f|l) depicts the likelihood which is the probability of 

feature given the label. 
P(f) refers to the prior probability of the feature.
 In General, the expression in (1) for Bayes Theorem could 

be rewritten as – 

Parikh and Movassate [9] classified tweets using different 
algorithms like – two Naïve Bayes unigram algorithms, a Naïve 
Bayes bigram algorithm, and a maximum entropy algorithm 
and led to an observation that the performance of Naïve Bayes 
classifiers is better than the maximum entropy algorithm. Ref. 
[10] used Naïve Bayes classifier to analyze the sentiments of 
the Amazon product review. Rana and Singh [11] performed 
sentiment analysis on movie reviews using Naïve Bayes, SVM 
and synthetic words and this paper concluded that SVM has the 
best accuracy amongst the other algorithms being implemented.

Figure 2: Sentiment Classification Techniques

b) Bayesian Network Classifier
This technique describes the dependency relationships among 

different variables using a directed acyclic graph by encoding the 
conditional probability distributions [12]. This approach is not 
commonly used as it involves a high computational cost in text 
mining.

Trivedi and Tripathi [13] implemented a sentiment analysis 
on Indian movie reviews corpus using Bayesian classifier trained 
on words of corpus extracted by five feature algorithms and their 
comparative analysis has been done. The consequence of this 
experiment is that for the maximum number of features, Relief-
attribute gives a better result and for less number of features, 
One-R performs better.
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c) Maximum Entropy Classifier
 This classifier uses mutually dependent features for 

classifying the texts. It works on maximum entropy to ensure that 
no bias is introduced in the system [14]. It is also called as MaxEnt 
classifier which converts label feature set to the vector that is 
encoded to calculate the weight for each feature. These encoded 
vectors are analyzed to get the most likely label for the feature set. 
The formula for computing the probability of a label is:

2. Linear Classifier
 This is one of the most practical classification techniques. A 

linear classifier assigns a coefficient with counts of each word in 
the sentence. Different approaches of linear classifiers are:

a) Support Vector Machine
This supervised learning model analyzes the data and patterns 

for performing classification and regression analysis. The aim of 
this classifier is to get a maximal margin hyperplane represented 
by the vector resulting in an optimal solution [5]. The fig. 3 
demonstrates the graphical representation of SVM and shows the 
hyperplane separating the two regions.

Figure 3: Graphical Representation of SVM
Ye Fei [15] proposed a novel optimization method in which 

the optimal support vector subset has been selected by using the 
genetic algorithm and this method optimized the SVM parameters. 
The outcome of the experiment showed that the proposed method 
is a better version of the existing SVM model. Ref. [16] Applied 
the combination of lexicon-based method and SVM to analyze 
the sentiments of a television program on Twitter and this study 
reached the accuracy of 80%. The experiment concluded that the 
data tweets containing positive sentiments achieve high accuracy 
rate than the data tweets with balanced or negative sentiments.

b)  Neural Network Classifier
 This classifier identifies patterns between combinations 

of inputs and produces a given output. A neural network is a 
collection of interconnected neurons and each neuron acts as 
a basic unit of the cell. In multilayer neural network, the output 
of one layer is passed as input to another layer. The training 
process in this type of neural network is complex due to the back-
propagation of errors. Ramadhani and Goo [17] implemented the 
Twitter sentiment analysis using the deep feed forward neural 
network and resulted in a 75% accuracy rate. Ref. [18] applied 
the combination of sentiment analysis and better results using the 
Convolution Neural Network. 

F. LEXICON-BASED APPROACH
 This algorithm works on unstructured data i.e. does not 

need any prior training to mine the data. It uses a predefined 
list containing words and each word belongs to either positive 
sentiment or negative sentiment [5]. This approach is categorized 
into dictionary based and corpus-based approach.

1. Dictionary-Based Approach
In this approach, firstly a small set of positive or negative 

seed words are collected manually and later on this set increases 
on searching the words in the WordNet or by adding the words 
from an online dictionary for their synonyms and antonyms [19]. 
This iteration stops when no more new words are found. Ashna 
and Sunny [20] performed lexicon based sentiment analysis on 
Malayalam language and developed the  Malayalam sentiment 
lexicon using the Dictionary based method. 

2. Corpus-Based Approach
 It is used to search co-occurrence pattern of words to 

interpret their sentiments and the collection of domain specific text 
determines the domain specific lexicon. Manohar and Kulkarni 
[21] detected sarcasm on twitter data using an NLP and CORPUS 
based approach and also compared the data with ontology based 
emotion detection approach, classifying the tweets as sarcastic or 
non-sarcastic.

G.  HYBRID APPROACH
 This approach uses the lexicon based technique to attain 

the best of stability as well as readability from the lexicon and 
the supervised technique to achieve high accuracy. Therefore, the 
hybrid approach is a combination of multiple approaches used to 
obtain high performance [2].

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SENTIMENT 
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

 The indicative approaches are compared and illustrated in 
the below mentioned table I, also depicting the related work on 
sentiment analysis in the past few years. This table also shows that 
performance in sentiment analysis does get better with an increase 
in sentiment intensity levels. Notations P, N, and Ne in the table 
below stand for positive, negative and neural polarity levels.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

CLASSIFIER YEAR DATA SOURCE FEATURE SET POLARITY ACCURACY REFERENCES
Naïve Bayes 2013 Twitter Unigram P+N Yes (70.39%) [22]

2016 Twitter N-gram P+N 66.66% [10]
2016 Twitter Senti WordNet 

Dictionary
P+N+Ne Yes [23]

2016 IMDB P+N Yes [11]
2017 N/A P+N 85% [24]

Sent i -Lexicon 
and Naïve Bayes

2012 Restaurant Reviews Unigram+Bigram 
POS tagging

P+N Yes [25]

SVM+Decision 
Tree

2018 Social media and 
other sources

Sentiment140 P+N 84% [26]

Bayesian 2016 IMDB P+N Yes [13]
SVM 2017 Socialware P+N [27]
D e e p 
C o n v o l u t i o n 
Neural Network

2017 Twitter POS P+N 80.69% [28]

C o n v o l u t i o n 
Neural Network

2017 VSO N-gram N/A Yes [29]

2017 Facebook N/A P+N+Ne 99.87% [30]
Recurrent Neural 
Network

2015 Twitter P r i n c i p l e 
C o m p o n e n t 
Analysis

P+N 74.15% [31]

Lexicon 2015 IMDB Senti WordNet P+N+Ne Yes [32]
2017 Amazon POS P+N+Ne 78.66 [33]

Corpus+NLP 2017 Twitter POS P+N+Ne Yes [21]

V. CHALLENGES
There are various challenges which need to be focused on in 

the future for deriving better and improved results of sentiment 
analysis [34].
	 •	 As social media websites generate huge amounts of 

data which makes it nearly impossible to analyze each 
and every post on the internet. Therefore, an automated 
mechanism is required that can filter and extract the 
topmost posts and then perform sentiment analysis on that 
data.

	 •	 For a better understanding of the microposts impact and 
enhancing the performance of sentiment analysis, the 
sentiment intensity levels could be further subdivided. The 
same approach may be used to categorize the emoticons 
into different classes. 

	 •	 The idioms, phrases, and quotations are the groups of 
words having different meaning and use than the normal 
text, i.e. why there is a need to identify their use and work 
on them as an expression containing different words. 

	 •	 In addition, many people use acronyms and abbreviations 
in their posts according to their topic of interest. Different 
people have different interpretations for abbreviations 
used and therefore, more improved algorithms need to be 
developed for handling abbreviations, slangs, and idioms 
used in the posts. 

VI. CONCLUSION
 This paper conceptualized the process of Sentiment Analysis 

along with its techniques and challenges in brief and concluded 
that sentiment analysis plays a crucial role in identifying and 
classifying the opinions of people to different polarity levels. This 
study projected various approaches to sentiment analysis. Lexicon 
based approach is one of the simplest and easiest techniques and 
is executed on unlabelled data whereas the machine learning 
approach works mostly on the trained and labeled data. The 
hybrid approach is somewhat complex in nature and requires a 
combination of two or more techniques. Although, sentiment 
analysis is one of the rapidly growing research areas, there are 
various issues which need to be concentrated on like grammatical 
errors, sarcasm, and duplicity of data. Therefore, in order to attain 
better performance, the classification levels of sentiment analysis 
could be extended, the irrelevant & duplicate data could be 
truncated, and certain punctuations could be considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since last few years, the analyzing process of big data among 

geo-distributed datacenters is gaining its importance day by day, 
as it offers some benefits by storing and analyzing Big Data 
among geo-distributed datacenters which is enhancing parallelism 
by enlarging data locality and enhancing fault tolerance by using 
big data analytics[1]. But it still faces some difficulties like data 
locality among number of geo-distributed servers managed through 
distributed MapReduce by decreasing the cost of computation, 
Geo-Distributed Data Center for Big Data processing having 
main Task to place jobs according to input data over servers.Main 
purpose for assigning jobs on servers is avoid remote data but this 
scenario could not get desired result like 

Accurate data locality
Non appropriate information region may result in a misuse 

of resources.The low asset utility further makes more servers be 
enacted and subsequently higher working expense. Furthermore, 
the connections in systems shift on the transmission rates and 
expenses as indicated by their exceptional the separations and 
physical optical fibre offices between server farms.

Minimize computation cost 
In light of the limit and estimation Cost Minimization for Big 

Data Processing in Geo-Distributed Data Centers limit goals, not 
all endeavors can be put onto a comparable server, on which their 
relating data live. It is unavoidable that particular data must be 
Cost  minimized for Big Data Processing in Geo-Distributed 

Data Centers downloaded from a remote server. For this 
circumstance, coordinating method matters on the transmission 
cost [2].

Resize data center over network
Due to unstructured data center it is difficult to distribute and 

use data over cloud. Moreover data is also heterogenous.
To avoid above problems ,we introduced efficient big data 

processing enabled distributed data center for accurate data 
locality system by using scheduling technique. We need to 
minimize computation cost so that less complex data can be easily 
structured over the data centers.

III. PROPOSED METHODLOLGY
We proposed an efficient big data processing distributed 

data center for accurate data locality system by using scheduling 
technique. For this purpose we will use a scheduling technique 
STORK. For Minimize computation cost we will use MapReduce 
technique. Mapper minimizes the input for reducer by short and 
shuffle .Reducer minimizes the iteration of data and minimizes 
computation cost. Less complex data can easily structured over 
data centers.

Job Scheduling STORK 
Data Placement Job Types 
Transfer: This activity kind is for transferring a whole or 

partial document from one area to other. This can epitomize a get 
or place task or a third party transfer.

Allocate: This activity kind is utilized for allocating space at 
the destination site, allotting system transfer speed, or setting up 
a light-way on the course from source to destination. Essentially, 
it manages all important asset distributions pre-required for the 
situation of the data.

Release: This job kind is utilized for relaesing the relating 
asset that was apportioned previously.

Remove: This activity is utilized for physically expelling a 
document from a remote or local storage server, tape or disk.

Locate: Given a legitimate record name, this activity consults 
a Meta information index administration which returnsthe physical 
area of the document. 

Register: This kind of job is utilized to enlist the record name 
to a Meta information index administration. 

Unregister:This activity unregisters a record from a Meta 
information index administration. 

The reason that we tend to reason the data position 
occupations into sorts is that all of those sorts will have entirely 
unexpected needs and diverse improvement mechanisms.

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
In this experiment we have two modules one for file search 

and another is file transfer. In file search, searched on the basis 
of maximum occurrence of keyword over server. After getting 
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response from all servers then a dummy file created by nearest 
server. In file transfer first we check file size according to free 
memory of server and if it’s free then transfer over the free server.

Fig – Execution cost according to different server over 
distributed environment

Fig –Performance Analysis between Existing and Proposed 
System

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we worked on big data processing distributed 

data center for accurate data locality system by using scheduling 
technique. For this purpose we used a scheduling technique 
STORK. For Minimize computation cost we usedMapReduce 
technique. Mapper minimizes the input for reducer by short and 
shuffle .Reducer minimizes the iteration of data and minimizes 
computation cost. Less complex data can easily structured over 
data centers. So, in future we can use different clustering technique 
along with map reduceoutput. It will reduce computation of data as 
well as optimize extraction of data over data center. Map reduces 
reducing computation overhead and clustering can locate same 
type of data cluster over data center it will make data locality easy 
and reduce extraction load over network.
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Abstract— Digitization of society leads to the generation 
of large amount of data every second from variety of different 
sources. About 80% of the data generated are unstructured text 
data that consider having high commercial potential value, but 
remains unexplored due to its high dimensionality. Text mining is 
an approach which handles the high dimensional feature space of 
text document and analyzes it to uncover hidden knowledge. Text 
mining facilitate information extraction from textual documents 
and deals with the operations like retrieval, categorization, 
clustering, data mining, natural language preprocessing and 
machine learning techniques together to classify different pattern. 
Text classification is a task that can predict the class of new 
sample on basis of learning gained from existing input documents. 
In this paper, we discuss the process of text classification process, 
different NLP tasks for preparing the text for the learning, different 
classifiers used for learning and application of text classification.

Keywords— Text Classification, Machine learning, 
Unstructured data, NLP, Data mining.

I. INTRODUCTION
The text mining studies are gaining more importance recently 

because of the availability of the increasing number of the electronic 
documents from a variety of sources. Which include unstructured 
and semi structured information. The main goal of text mining is 
to enable users to extract information from textual resources and 
deals with the operations like, retrieval, classification (supervised, 
unsupervised and semi supervised) and summarization Natural 
Language Processing (NLP), Data Mining, and Machine Learning 
techniques work together to automatically classify and discover 
patterns from the different types of the documents [1]. Most of the 
recent work on categorization is concentrated on approaches which 
require only a set of manually classified training instances that are 
much less costly to produce. A classifier is built by learning from a 
set of pre-classified examples. One of the drawbacks of supervised 
approaches is that they need to be trained on predefined positive 
and negative test samples or predefined categories. Efficiency of 
these models depends on the quality of the sample sets. With the 
enormous amount of data and different type of applications, it 
is not always possible to create these training sets or contextual 
categories manually. TC may be formalized as the task of 
approximating the unknown target function Φ: D × C → {T, F} 
(that describes how documents should be classified, according to a 
supposedly authoritative expert) by means of a function called the 
classifier, where C = {c1… c|C|} is a predefined set of categories 
and D is a (possibly infinite) set of documents. If Φ (dj, ci) = T, 
then dj is called a positive example (or a member) of c i , while if 
Φ (dj, ci) = F it is called a negative example of ci.

II. TEXT CLASSIFICATION
Text classification is a fundamental task in document 

processing. The goal of text classification is to classify a set of 
documents into a fixed number of predefined categories/classes. 
A document may belong to more than one class. When classifying 
a document, a document is represented as a “bag of words”. It 
does not attempt to process the actual information as information 
extraction does. Rather, in simple text classification task, it only 
counts words (term frequency) that appear and, from the count, 
identifies the main topics that the document covers e.g. if in 
the document, cricket word comes frequently then “cricket” is 
assigned as its topic (or class) [2] [3]. There are two phases in the 
Classification. They are Training Phase and Testing phase.

A. Traning Phase
It is also called as Model Construction or Learning Phase; the 

set of documents used for model construction is called training set. 
It describes a set of predetermined classes. Each document/sample 
in the training set is assumed to belong to a predefined class 
(labeled documents). The model is represented as classification 
rules, decision trees, or mathematical formulae [3] [4].

B. Testing Phase
This is the 2nd step in classification and also called Mode 

Usage or Classification Phase. It is used for classifying future or 
unlabelled documents. The known label of test document/sample 
is compared with the classified result to estimate the accuracy 
of the classifier. For e.g. the labeled documents of the training 
set, is used further to classify unlabelled documents. Test set is 
independent of training set [2] [3][4].

C. Preprocessing Phase
Text pre-processing is an essential part of any NLP system, 

since the characters, words, and sentences identified at this stage 
are the fundamental units passed to all further processing stages, 
from analysis and tagging components, such as morphological 
analyzers and part-of-speech taggers, through applications, such 
as information retrieval and machine translation systems. It is 
a Collection of activities in which Text Documents are pre-
processed.
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Figure 1: Text Classification Process Flow Chart
Tokenization is the process of breaking a stream of text into 

words, phrases, symbols, or other meaningful elements called 
tokens .The aim of the tokenization is the exploration of the 
words in a sentence. The list of tokens becomes input for further 
processing such as parsing or text mining.

Stop Word Removal: Many words in documents recur very 
frequently but are essentially meaningless as they are used to join 
words together in a sentence. It is commonly understood that 
stop words do not contribute to the context or content of textual 
documents. Due to their high frequency of occurrence, their 
presence in text mining presents an obstacle in understanding the 
content of the documents. Stop words are very frequently used 
common words like ‘and’, ‘are’, ‘this’ etc. They are not useful in 
classification of documents. So they must be removed.

Stemming is the process of conflating the variant forms of 
a word into a common representation, the stem. For example, 
the words: “presentation”, “presented”, “presenting” could 
all be reduced to a common representation “present”. This is a 
widely used procedure in text processing for information retrieval 
(IR) based on the assumption that posing a query with the term 
presenting implies an interest in documents containing the words 
presentation and presented.

III. CLASSIFICATION METHODS

A. K-Nearest Neighbor
KNN is a classification algorithm where objects are classified 

by voting several labeled training examples with their smallest 
distance from each object. It was first described in 1950 but 
initially applied to classification of news articles by Massand et al. 
in 1992 [5]. Yang compared 12 approaches to text categorization 
with each other, and judged that KNN is one of recommendable 
approaches, in 1999 [6]. Sebastiani in 2002 [7] evaluated as a 
simple and competitive algorithm with Support Vector Machine for 
implementing text categorization systems.The Major disadvantage 
of KNN is that it uses all features in computing distance and costs 
very much time for classifying objects. The classification itself is 
usually performed by comparing the category frequencies of the 
k nearest documents (neighbors). The evaluation of the closeness 
of documents is done by measuring the angle between the two 
feature vectors or calculating the Euclidean distance between the 
vectors. In the latter case the feature vectors have to be normalized 
to length 1 to take into account that the size of the documents (and, 

thus, the length of the feature vectors) may differ. A doubtless 
advantage of the k-nearest neighbor method is its simplicity. It has 
reasonable similarity measures and does not need any resources for 
training. K -nearest neighbor performs well even if the category-
specific documents from more than one cluster because the 
category contains, e.g., more than one topic. This situation is badly 
suited for most categorization algorithms [8]. Its disadvantage is 
that KNN requires more time for classifying objects when a large 
number of training examples are given. KNN should select some 
of them by computing the distance of each test objects with all of 
the training examples.

B. Decision Trees
Decision tree methods reconstruct the manual classification 

of the training documents by constructing well-defined true/false 
queries in the form of a tree structure where the nodes represent 
questions and the leaves represent the corresponding category of 
documents. After having created the tree, a new document can 
easily be classified by putting it in the root node of the tree and 
let it run through the query structure until it reaches a certain leaf. 
The main advantage of decision trees is the fact that the output 
tree is easy to interpret even for persons who are not familiar 
with the details of the model [9]. The tree structure generated 
by the model provides the user with a consolidated view of the 
classification logic and is therefore useful information. A risk of 
the application of tree methods is known as “over fitting”: A tree 
over fits the training data if there exists an alternative tree that 
classifies the training data worse but would classify the documents 
to be categorized later better. This circumstance is the result of 
the algorithm’s intention to construct a tree that categorizes 
every training document correctly; however, this tree may not 
be necessarily well suited for other documents. This problem is 
typically moderated by using a validation data set for which the 
tree has to perform in a similar way as on the set of training data. 
Other techniques to prevent the algorithm from building huge 
trees (that anyway only map the training data correctly) are to set 
parameters like the maximum depth of the tree or the minimum 
number of observations in a leaf. If this is done, Decision Trees 
show very good performance even for categorization problems 
with a very large number of entries in the dictionary.

C. Bayesian Approaches
There are two groups of Bayesian approaches in document 

categorization: Naïve [10] and non-naïve Bayesian approaches. 
The naïve part of the former is the assumption of word (i.e. 
feature) independence, meaning that the word order is irrelevant 
and consequently that the presence of one word does not affect the 
presence or absence of another one. A disadvantage of Bayesian 
approaches [11] in general is that they can only process binary 
feature vectors and, thus, have to abandon possibly relevant 
information.

D. Neural Networks
Neural networks consist of many individual processing 

units called as neurons connected by links which have weights 
that allow neurons to activate other neurons. Different neural 
network approaches have been applied to document categorization 
problems. While some of them use the simplest form of neural 
networks, known as perceptions, which consist only of an input and 
an output layer, others build more sophisticated neural networks 
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with a hidden layer between the two others. In general, these feed-
forward -nets consist of at least three layers (one input, one output, 
and at least one hidden layer) and use back propagation as learning 
mechanism. The advantage of neural networks is that they can 
handle noisy or contradictory data very well. The advantage of 
the high flexibility of neural networks entails the disadvantage of 
very high computing costs. Another disadvantage is that neural 
networks are extremely difficult to understand for an average user; 
this may negatively influence the acceptance of these methods.

E. Vector-based Methods
There are two types of vector-based methods: The centroid 

algorithm and support vector machines. One of the simplest 
categorization methods is the centroid algorithm. During the 
learning stage only the average feature vector for each category 
is calculated and set as centroid-vector for the category. A new 
document is easily categorized by finding the centroid-vector 
closest to its feature vector. The method is also inappropriate if 
the number of categories is very large. Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) need in addition to positive training documents also a 
certain number of negative training documents which are untypical 
for the category considered. SVM is then looking for the decision 
surface that best separates the positive from the negative examples 
in the n-dimensional space. The document representatives closest 
to the decision surface are called support vectors. The result of the 
algorithm remains unchanged if documents that do not belong to 
the support vectors are removed from the set of training data. An 
advantage of SVM [12] is its superior runtime-behaviour during 
the classification of new documents because only one dot product 
per new document has to be computed. A disadvantage is the fact 
that a document could be assigned to several categories because 
the similarity is typically calculated individually for each category.

IV. APPLICATION OF TEXT CLASSIFICATION
There are many potential applications of text categorization. 

The following are a few examples of its applications.

A. Document Organization
An instance of document organization is document indexing 

with a controlled dictionary, such as the ACM Classification 
Scheme [13]. This is an automatic indexing of scientific articles 
by means of a controlled dictionary, where the categories are the 
entries of the controlled dictionary. In the case of digital libraries, 
documents are usually indexed by thematic metadata that describe 
their semantics with controlled vocabulary (e.g. keywords, key 
phrases, bibliography codes). Another example of document 
organization is classification of News articles and ads. This type 
of problem can be tackled by TC techniques.

B. Spam filtering
A persistent problem for Internet service providers and 

users is the deluge of spam, the unsolicited bulk messages 
indiscriminately sent by spammers. Because of the huge volume 
of junk mail, extra capacity or cost has to be added to handle the 
flood. The most widely recognized form of spam is e-mail spam. 
Text classification systems [14] can classify incoming e-mail as 
negative (non-spam) or positive (i.e. spam) and reject those that 
they finds to be spam. A challenge with spam filtering applications 
is the lack of negative examples. While spam messages are 

everywhere, non-spam messages are hard to collect because of 
the privacy issues. The unbalanced distribution of data examples 
should be addressed by TC algorithms.

C. Hierarchical categorization of Web pages
Due to the tremendous increase of the amount of Web pages 

or sites, it is more and more difficult to find the information we are 
interested in. Classifying Web pages or sites under hierarchical 
catalogues can make a Web search easier by restricting the search 
to a particular category of interest. While manual categorization of 
Web pages is infeasible and costly to maintain, TC methods [15] 
can be employed to do the job automatically.

D. Text filtering
Text filtering is the activity of classifying a stream of 

incoming documents dispatched in an asynchronous way by an 
information producer to an information consumer [Belkin and 
Croft 1992].A typical case is a newsfeed filter [16], where the 
producer is a news agency and the consumer is a newspaper. In 
this case, the filtering system should block the delivery of the 
documents the consumer is likely not interested in (e.g., all news 
not concerning sports, in the case of a sports newspaper). Filtering 
can be seen as a case of single-label TC, that is, the classification 
of incoming documents into two disjoint categories, the relevant 
and the irrelevant additionally, a filtering system may also further 
classify the documents deemed relevant to the consumer into 
thematic categories; in the example above, all articles about sports 
should be further classified according to which sport they deal 
with, so as to allow journalists specialized in individual sports to 
access only documents of prospective interest for them.

V. CONCLUSION
The growing use of the textual data with needs text mining, 

machine learning and natural language processing techniques and 
methodologies to organize and extract pattern and knowledge 
from the documents. Automatic text classification using pre 
classified sample documents whose accuracy and time efficiency 
is much better than manual text classification. Text classification 
techniques need to be designed to effectively manage large numbers 
of elements with varying frequencies. Various methods for text 
classification are discussed in this paper. Feature selection methods 
are able to successfully reduce the problem of dimensionality in 
text classification applications. Future work is required to improve 
the performance and accuracy of the text classification process. 
From the above discussion it is understood that no single classifier 
and feature selection method can be mentioned as a general model 
for any application. Different algorithms perform differently 
depending on data collection.
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Abstract— Automation testing is a methodology that uses 
an application to implement entire life cycle of the software 
in less time and provides efficiency and effectiveness to the 
testing software. In automation testing the tester writes 
scripts by own and uses any suitable application software to 
test the any software application. Automation is basically an 
automation process that comprises lots of manual activities. 
In other words, Automation testing uses automation tools like 
Selenium, Sikuli, Appium etc. to write test script and execute 
test cases, no or minimal manual involvement is required while 
executing an automated test suite. Usually, automation testers 
write test scripts and test cases using any of the automation 
tool and then group several test cases into test suites. Here, we 
will discuss a neat case study explaining the automation testing 
using hybrid test script.

 Keywords— Automation testing, Selenium, Sikuli, ROI 
(Return On Investment)

I. INTRODUCTION
Software testing can be done in following two ways which 

are following: 
 - Manual testing,
 - Automation testing. 

Manual testing is carried out by any manual tester in which 
a tester or a human being sit in front of a personal computer or 
any electronic gadget and carefully execute the test cases whereas 
an Automation Testing means test any software application by 
using any automation tool to execute your test case suite. The 
automation software can also enter test data into the System 
Under Test, compare expected and actual results and generate 
detailed test reports. Test Automation demands considerable 
investments of money and resources. Successive development 
cycles will require execution of same test suite repeatedly. Using 
a test automation tool, it’s possible to record this test suite and 
re-play it as required. Once the test suite is automated, no human 
intervention is required. This improved ROI of Test Automation.

Automated software testing is important due to the following 
reasons:
 1. Automation helps increase Test Coverage
 2. Manual Testing can become boring and hence error-

prone.
 3. Automation increases the speed of test execution
 4. Automation does not require Human intervention. You 

can run automated test unattended (overnight)
 5. It is difficult to test for multilingual sites manually

 6. The main goal of Automation testing is to increase the test 
efficiency and develop software value.

In this paper, we will provide literature review of Selenium 
and Sikuli automation testing tools which can be used to automate 
any test case and we will form the problem criteria with both 
tools(individually).

II. AUTOMATION TOOLS
In this paper, we will actually come to know about Selenium 

and Sikuli automation tools and theirs advantages over each other 
along with the hybrid test script advantages over these individual 
tools.

Selenium is the most popularly used cross-platform, open-
source and freeware automation tool for web applications. The 
benefits of Selenium for Test Automation are immense. Selenium 
script can run across multiple browsers, operating systems. 
Selenium offers a user-friendly interface that helps create and 
execute tests easily and effectively. And, Selenium is not just a 
single tool but a suite of tools which are following:
 - Selenium Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
 - Selenium Remote Control (RC)
 - Selenium WebDriver
 - Selenium Grid

There are various pros of Selenium which may be following:
 - Selenium tests are able to run under multiple browsers.
 - Although Selenium has its own scripting language but 

we are not limited to test only that language in which 
Selenium script was designed.

 - Selenium supports cross browser, cross platform scripting.
 - Efficient test cases execution.
 - Allows user to write script in various languages.
 - Supports API testing.
 - Selenium can also execute tests even when the browser is 

minimized.
 - Selenium can test applications that are rich in AJAX-

based functionalities.
As there are so many advantages of Selenium but there are 

some cons of Selenium which restrict it to automate completely:
 - Selenium cannot automate handle windows alerts.
 - Does not support test management.
 - No support for running tests in parallel on a single 

computer.
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 - Sometimes Selenium gives inconsistent results.
 - Unable to produce proper logging and messages for any 

new defect.
 - Selenium can not automate Applets as DOM (Data Object 

Model) is not visble in Applets.
Sikuli is a scripting language that can automate any software 

application using captures screenshots of software under test.
So, Sikuli can handle window alerts as well as any API 

software.
There are various pros of Sikuli which are following:

 - Sikuli is very handy in automation when working with 
Web elements that have dynamic DOM path.

 - It has multiple scripting and programming language 
support.

 - Sikuli can handle whatever is visible on screen.
Also, there are some cons of Sikuli which are following:

 - Sikuli is platform and resolution dependent.
 - A slight change on screen can lead to script failure.
 - Sikuli scripts cannot be run on the back-end.
 - Sikuli scripts cannot perform multi-threading in 

automation.
Sikuli integration with Selenium makes it worth using hybrid 

tool. Sikuli can solve the browser dialogue box handling related 
problems of Selenium. Also, Selenium can make the script to 
run in back end and can overcome the use of images and their 
resolution concern.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Software testing is a trade-off between budget, time and 

quality. As the purpose of testing can be quality assurance, 
verification and validation, or reliability estimation therefore, 
to maintain that quality throughout software development life 
cycle automation of a software testing is an important aspect for 
the software deliverable and to test timely. There are a couple of 
published literature papers on the automation testing using hybrid 
(Selenium+Sikuli) test scripts which are following:

Inderjeet Singh and Bindia Tarika paper, describes that 
Automated Software Testing is one of the useful and important 
aspect when it comes to testing the applications. Open source 
technologies are getting popular day by day due to the community 
support to this open source software. Here in this paper after 
evaluating the three most popular Open source Software viz. 
Selenium, Sikuli and Watir. Selenium scores best due to the 
enhanced recording features, data driven testing, and ease of 
learning, improved support for 3rd party application integration. 
Watir scores second and only lacks of the native support of 
recording the test cases which is removed by 3rd party applications, 
less support of languages to which test cases can exported whereas 
execution time is less than selenium. Sikuli score least as only 
graphical nature is not sufficient for the effectiveness of a testing 
tool. It the support of range of languages to which test cases can 
be exported, least recording capabilities but it has faster execution 
speed than selenium and watir. 

 Ritu Patidar, Anubha Sharma, Rupali Dave explains in their 
research paper about manual and automation testing strategies and 
tools. They describe the theoretical aspects of various software 
testing techniques. They analyse both the manual and automation 
testing, both are preferable in order to reduce bugs in software but 
different prospects such that if same test cases using repeatedly 
number of times, then instead of using manual testing we go through 
test automation to create scripts or programs. Through this paper 
we present an evaluation of our testing techniques with the help of 
example. In future, we believe that it is important to improve the 
research efforts in software testing field for improving the quality 
and efficiency of software and emphasis the enhancement of open 
source testing software.

In a case study, Teemu Leivo explains that structure-based 
tests are recommended for automated user interface tests. Visual 
GUI tests are also a good option especially if the structure of the 
tested application is not easily available to the testing tool or if 
the tester does not understand the structure well. Otherwise, 
structure-based tests are likely to be more reliable and cheaper to 
develop and maintain. In order for the tests to be useful, they need 
to executed repeatedly and the test reports need to be informative 
and easy to understand. This helps in test maintenance and 
maintaining good test quality. In the case study, new builds of the 
software were installed and executed automatically. This enabled 
regular test execution, but test report quality was not sufficient for 
automatically reporting the results of the tests for developers. It 
is important to design tests to be easily maintainable. Good test 
architecture allowing for code reuse, selection of the right tools 
and a good system for executing and reporting tests are examples 
of ways to reduce maintenance costs. Need for maintenance can 
also be reduced by concentrating on regression testing since the 
older features are less likely to change. The Sikuli tool used for 
visual GUI testing in literature and the empirical part of this 
study is not actively maintained and is quite old. More modern 
tools could solve some of the issues with Sikuli. In addition, the 
possibilities of model-based testing should be researched in more 
detail. The findings in the literature indicate that model-based 
testing can be successfully combined with either structure based 
testing or visual GUI testing.

CONCLUSION
Automation scripts reduce the manual efforts and improves 

the efficiency. Selenium and Sikuli are freeware tools that can be 
used to automate web sites. But, both the tools have theirs some 
limitations. These limitations can be overcome with the hybrid test 
script (Selenium+Sikuli). This (Selenium+Sikuli) script does not 
affect the quality of the test script. It makes the test script capable 
to handle complex scenarios as well. Also, integration of Selenium 
with Sikuli is easy to implement which makes it a quite beneficial 
new test framework that has various good qualities from both the 
automation tools. Selenium with Sikuli becomes a powerful tool 
that can automate almost all scenarios except a few like Google 
captcha handling as the captcha response comes in the form of 
an image that does not gives that captcha code information, that 
information is stored only at server end.
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Abstract— Performance analysis methodologies are used 
to improve user experience to any web, mobile or desktop 
application. Metrices of performance analysis of a software 
system are described and represented in terms of numerical 
values. A neat case study explaining the performance 
measurement using these metrices in any small, mid and large 
company software processing applications is very helpful to 
understand the efficiency of the product in terms of its failure 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Performance analysis is underpinned by systematic 

observation, which provides valid, reliable and detailed information 
related to performance of any system.  Basically, there are few 
major points that are kept in mind before the release of a product in 
the market which can include: functionality of the software as per 
the client requirements, software system security, performance of 
that software system etc. And, performance of a software system is 
very important to put a great impact on UX (User experience) and 
improve the efficiency of the software product.

 Although there has been very little work published 
that describes approaches to software performance analysis, 
it is nonetheless an extremely significant issue for small to 
large industrial projects as the performance can spoil the user 
experience. Often, the problems that any project faces after release 
are system crashes or incorrect system responses, and performance 
degradation can reduce required system throughput. When queried, 
it is not uncommon to learn that although the software system has 
gone through extensive functionality testing, it was never really 
tested to assess its expected performance. 

 The issues that have to be addressed when doing performance 
analysis, differ in a number of ways from the issues that must be 
addressed when doing functional testing. These methodologies 
are drawn from experiences in testing the performance of different 
industrial software systems. Performance analysis is very useful 
for the following:
 1. The design of test case selection or generation algorithms 

specifically intended to test for performance criteria rather 
than functional correctness criteria.

 2. The definition of metrics to assess the comprehensiveness 
of a performance test case selection algorithm for a given 
program.

 3. The definition of metrics to compare the effectiveness 
of different performance testing strategies for a given 
program.

 4. The definition of relations to compare the relative 
effectiveness of different performance testing strategies 
in general. This requires that we are able to say in some 
concrete way what it means for this performance testing 
strategy to be better than that one.

 5. The comparison of different hardware platforms or 
architectures for a given software application.

 6. The definition of metrics to compare the effectiveness 
of different performance testing strategies for a given 
program.

 In this paper, we will provide literature review of various 
performance analysis methodologies of a software systems.

II. IPERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
METHODOLOGIES

 In this paper, we will actually come to know about the major 
types of performance testing and performance analysis metrices 
(methodologies to measure performance of a software system) 
that are generally used for any industry level project. And, when 
we speak of software performance analysis, we will mean all of 
the activities involved in the evaluation of how the system can be 
expected to perform in the market. This is evaluated from a user’s 
perspective, and is typically assessed in terms of probability, 
stimulus response time, load bearing capacity, or some other 
metrices. Alternatively, performance analysis can be used to 
assess the level of system availability for any purpose. For many 
industrial and non-industrial applications, system availability is 
very important. For example, having the IRCTC system always 
available for ticket booking but performance degradation issue 
comes at Tatkal reservation timings. Mainly there are following 
types of performance testing:
 i. Scalability testing: The objective of scalability testing is 

to determine the software application’s effectiveness in 
”scaling up” to support an increase in user load. It helps 
plan capacity addition to your software system.

 ii.  Load testing: It checks the application’s ability to 
perform under anticipated user loads. IThe objective is 
to identify performance bottlenecks before the software 
application goes live.

 iii. Stress testing: Itiinvolves testing an application under 
extreme workloads to see how it handles high traffic or 
data processing. The objective is to identify the breaking 
point of an application.

 iv. Volume testing: Under Volume Testing large no. of. 
Data is populated in a database and the overall software 
system’s behaviour is monitored. The objective is to 
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check software application’s performance under varying 
database volumes.

 v. Spike testing: It tests the software’s reaction to sudden 
large spikes in the load generated by users.

Within any framework, there are a number of different goals 
one could have when considering performance analysis. 

There are also a number of things that need to be measured 
when evaluating a software system’s performance. Included 
among these are: resource usage, throughput, stimulus-response 
time, and queue lengths detailing the average or maximum number 
of tasks waiting to be serviced by selected resources. Typical 
resources that need to be considered include network bandwidth 
requirements, CPU cycles, disk space, disk access operations, 
and memory usage. It is sometimes impossible to satisfy all the 
requests for all resources simultaneously. If the total requirements 
for the disk space by different processes exceeds the space 
available, this problem should be identified as early as possible in 
the requirements phase. In some cases, processes will simply have 
to cut back on their resource demands, perhaps by developing 
better algorithms or by reducing functionality. In any case, the 
earlier there is an awareness of potential performance problems, 
the more likely that an acceptable solution can be developed, and 
the more economically any necessary re-architecture work can be 
done. Performance analysis is done after gathering certain data on 
the basis of certain observations on the target software system. 
And, this analysis includes various methodologies that are termed 
as performance metrices which may be following:
 i. Response time: It is the total time to send a request and 

get a response.
 ii. Wait time: It is also known as average latency, this tells 

us how long it takes to receive the first byte after a request 
is sent.

 iii. Average load time: The average amount of time a 
software takes to deliver every request is a major indicator 
of quality from a user’s perspective.

 iv. Peak response time: This is the measurement of the 
longest amount of time it takes to fulfil a request. A peak 
response time that is significantly longer than average 
may indicate an anomaly that will create problems.

 v. Error rate: This calculation is a percentage of requests 
resulting in errors compared to all requests. These errors 
usually occur when the load exceeds capacity.

 vi. Concurrent users: This is the most common measure of 
load. It tells about how many users are active at any point. 
It is also known as load size.

 vii. Requests per second: It describes how many requests are 
handled by our software system.

 viii. Transactions passed/failed: It inform about measurement 
of the total numbers of successful or unsuccessful 
requests.

 ix. Throughput: Generally, throughput is measured in 
kilobytes per second. It shows the amount of bandwidth 
used during the test.

 x. CPU utilization: It tells about how much time the CPU 
needs to process requests.

 xi. Memory utilization: Memory utilization shows 
how much memory is needed to process the request.

III. PREPARE YOUR PAPER BEFORE STYLING
Software performance analysis is an important part of 

software testing. Software testing is a trade-off between budget, 
time and quality. As all knows that the purpose of testing can 
be quality assurance, verification and validation, or reliability 
estimation therefore, performance of a software becomes an 
important aspect for the software deliverable.

There are a couple of published literature papers on the 
performance analysis which are following:

Eljona Proko and Ilia Ninka paper, gives a discussion that 
performance tools help software developer to find out bottleneck 
in performance of the system as well as to choose a good platform 
for designing web application.

Sharmila and Dr. E. Ramadevi paper, presents performance 
testing concepts, objectives, goals, types and available tools for 
testing web applications performance. They have examined that 
performance testing is a used to determine the responsiveness, 
throughput, reliability, and scalability of a system under a given 
workload.

Yang and Pollock, introduced a testing tool for structural 
load testing which takes a program as input and automatically 
determines whether that program needs to be load tested, and if 
so, automatically generates test data for structural load testing of 
the program. There exist many structural testing methods with 
the main goal of generating test data for executing all statements, 
branches, definition-use pairs, or paths of a program at least once 
to discover load sensitive faults, which are programming errors 
with which the program executes successfully if executed for a 
short time or with a small workload, but causes the program to 
fail when it is executed under a heavy load or over a long period 
of time.

 Shams,iKrishnamurthy describes poor performance can 
adversely impact theiprofitability of enterprises that rely on the web 
applications. As a result, effective performance testing techniques 
are essential for understanding whether a web-based system will 
meet its performance objectives when deployed in the real world. 
The workload of a web-based system has to be characterized in 
terms of sessions, a session being a sequence of inter-dependent 
requests submitted by a single user. Dependencies arise because 
some requests depend on the response of earlier requests in a 
session. To exercise application functions in a representative 
manner, these dependencies should be reflected in the synthetic 
workloads. This makes performance testing a challenge for these 
systems. A model-based approach to address this problem is 
proposed. The proposed model uses an application model that 
captures the dependencies for a Web-based system under study.

 Monika Sharma and Rigzin Angmo, have discussed various 
web automation testing tools which will help us to understand the 
automation testing as well as the tools available for performance 
analysis. A variety of web-based systems and applications are 
tested by automation testing tools. A script(code) is used in test 
automation. To choose the best tool for a task, various issues like 
ease of integration should be considered and weighed against the 
cost and performance. Also, the tool needs to be compatible with 
the design and implementation of an application.

 Pooja Ahlawat and Sanjay Tyagi, talk about three popular 
load testing tools (WAPT, LOADUI and LOADSTER) and their 
comparison has been made in terms of average response time 
and optimal response rate. Results of the comparison will help in 
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adoption and usage of these tools. Lalitha Shastry, Asha Gowda 
Karegowda and Latha Raju, gives a brief description of 15 non- 
functional tools with their year of release and platform/framework. 

 A recent survey revealed that there is tremendous increase 
in development of performance analysis tools because users are 
not tolerant of delays of couple of seconds in today’s era of 4G 
in India.

IV.  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS TOOLS
 There are a wide variety of performance analysis tools 

available in the market. The tool you choose for testing will 
depend on many factors such as types of the protocol supported, 
license cost, hardware requirements, platform support etc. Below 
is a list of popularly used testing tools.
 i. NeoLoad: It is the performance testing platform designed 

for DevOps that seamlessly integrates into your existing 
continuous delivery pipeline. With NeoLoad, we can test 
ten times faster than with traditional tools to meet the 
new level of requirements across the full Agile software 
development lifecycle - from component to full system-
wide load tests.

 ii. LoadView Testing: It test our infrastructure of any 
software at any scale. From small targeted tests to millions 
of users, to find performance bottlenecks and adjust your 
capacity plan accordingly. LoadView offers on-demand, 
100% cloud-based load testing and test user experience 
with real browsers, for a complete performance picture.

	 •	 HP Load Runner: It is the most popular performance 
testing tools on the market today. This tool is capable 
of simulating hundreds of thousands of users, putting 
applications under real-life loads to determine their 
behaviour under expected load. Loadrunner features a 
virtual user generator which simulates the actions of live 
human users.

	 •	 Jmeter: It is one of the leading tools used for load testing 
of web and application servers.

CONCLUSION.

 Performance analysis is necessary before marketing of any 
software product. It ensures customer satisfaction & protects 
an investor’s investment against product failure. Costs of 
performance analysis are usually more than made up for with 
improved customer satisfaction, loyalty, and retention. Now a 
days, performance analysis has become the necessary part of the 
software testing as mostly companies are moving towards UI/UX 
(User Interface / User Experience) approach instead of only better 
UI approach. Performance analysis does not improve only UX but 
it increases the overall quality of the software product and JMeter 
help us to measure those performance metrics in an optimum 
budget.
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Abstract— Cloud Computing is a service which is 
based on resource sharing model. Shared resource can 
be infrastructure, software and the information over the 
network.Cloud provides services as per the demand of client 
(individual or the organization). All the services are being 
provided to the user through internet. It uses the pay as you 
use service model. So as large number of users is using the 
resources at the same time, the main goal of service provider 
is to use the resources efficiently and to gain the maximum 
throughput from the system to maximize the profit so steps are 
need to be taken to optimize the system. The system can only 
be optimized if the available resources are managed properly. 
The other reason why management of resources is necessary 
is because the resources are limited and cloud providers 
have to provide all the requested resources. The study gives 
an elaborate idea about classification of cloud resources its 
locution is given and lastly a comparative study about different 
resource management algorithm has been provided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is the current upcoming technology these 

days, it is really growing leap and bounds every day. It uses the 
distributed paradigms which have pool of computing resources. 
With it, one can make use of the power of computation instantly 
whenever required. Cloud model is based on sharing of resources, 
user can rent the services of cloud according to their need and 
can pay only for the services they have used. It is based on 
different layers (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), companies use them differently 
according to the service they need.

In cloud computing, different cloud buyers request assortment 
of services according to their progressively evolving necessities. 
So the major issue to the service provider is allotment of various 
finite resources to the service users. Some of the key features 
which make the resource management more complex in case of 
cloud computing are its support in heterogeneity of hardware 
and their capabilities, pay per use model and on-demand service 
model.

The content of paper is organized as under: The first section 
describes about the basics of cloud. The second section provide 
comparison of various research work their technique, algorithm 
their type and the issues. The third section provides classification 
of cloud resources and the fourth section describes taxonomy of 
resource management. At the last the paper shows the conclusion 
and future work.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In a research paper, author focused on the pricing model in 

the dynamic environment. Authors talk that the policy of dynamic 
pricing should manage the number of allocated resources and 
number of requests [Mihailescu, M. and Teo, Y.M., 2010].

In another paper, two algorithms were proposed by author: 
1) resource initialization 2) resource allocation and tested it using 
DVFS technique. Author has tried to maximize the utilization of 
resources and minimize the power consumption [Jha, R. S. and 
Gupta. P., 2015].

Another author has proposed an algorithm named optimal 
cloud resource provisioning (OCRP) to reduce the cost of 
provisioning of resources. There were three phases in algorithm: 
reservation, expanding and on-demand phaseand further each 
phase can have multiple stage [Chaisiri, S. et.al., 2012].

In another work, a researcher proposed a method known as 
CA_PROVISION in which resources are considered as liquid 
that can configured in depending upon user request. It is based on 
auction-based mechanism, the resource will be matched to users 
having highest bid capacity [Zaman, S. and Grosu, D., 2013].

Further, one of the author has integrated resource discovery 
and resource monitoring tool and has proposed a model for 
resource monitoring architecture [Aguado, G.J., 2016].

In another paper author has adapted heuristic methodology 
to solve the problem, method has been proposed to map the 
request made by the user’s application for the resources in 
shared environment connecting various resources over network 
[Papagianni, C., 2013].

In a research paper, author says that virtual machines can be 
considered as an operating system which is statically loaded and 
balanced [M. Mihailescu and Y. M. Teo., 2010]. Another author 
also explained that by using Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) 
can increase the host machine availability. The algorithm aims to 
maintain the similar load on CPU by determining the load on each 
machine [Yang, C.T., 2011].

One of the authorfocused is on high priority jobs which 
means that low priority jobs can’t delay the processing of high 
priority jobs [Khasnabish, J.N. et.al., 2015]. A dynamic VM 
allocation model has been presented by the author which is capable 
of dynamically configuring the jobs, which state that even if low 
priority job is being executed by the machine and high priority 
job arrives then the low priority job has to be preempted once the 
execution of high priority job gets complete then the low priority 
which is preempted will be executed [Saraswathi AT. et.al., 2015].

Further the author proposed a tier-based resource allocation 
algorithm T-BICA(Tier-centric Business Impact and Cost 
Analysis), in this resource allocation is done tier-wise after 
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monitoring of each tier whereas in traditional approach allocation is done without monitoring each tier[Saraswathi AT. et.al., 2015].
Also, an author discussed auction based method was proposed which was market-driven in this first the users are identified 

and identification is based on payment capacities. Method consisted of three phases a) Pre-auction b) Market-driven open auction c) 
Preference-driven payment [Kumar, N. and Saxena, S., 2015].

Further an author proposed a modified approach of Round Robin algorithm. Approach explains that the initial start time of each 
request will be same as of the first request, which later is modified when first request gets to end. On adding a new request, algorithm 
will check number of requests in the ready queue and will calculate the average sum of time of each request and the time of new request 
will also be added. Algorithm will result in reduction of turnaround time and waiting time of process is also reduced [Pradhan, P. et.al., 
2016]. 

Further an author proposed an algorithm in which multiple SLA parameters were used. Preemptable task execution method was 
used in which scheduler will divide request into multiple tasks, in which two scheduling algorithms were used cloud list scheduling 
(CLS) and cloud min-min scheduling (CMMS), after this list based on task priority was made and resources will be allocated based on 
the list formed [Pawar, C.S. et.al., 2013]. 

The following table shows different research work their technique, algorithm their type and the issues:

S r . 
No

Author
(Year)

Techniques /
Algorithms

Tools and/or 
workload used Type

Future Work
and/or Gaps
in Existing

1 Mihailescu, M. and 
Teo, Y.M., 2010

Dynamic Re source 
Pricing

Planet Lab Resource Pricing Scalability is a
issue.

2 , R. S. and Gupta. 
P., 2015

Power and Load Aware 
VM Allocation Policy
.

CloudSim Resource
Allocation /
Reallocation

Experiments were 
done on simulators, 
not on real 
environments

3 Chaisiri, S. et.al., 
2012

Optimal Cloud resource 
provisioning

Stimulation Cost Reduction for 
resource provisioning

Scenario reduction 
techniques, optimal 
pricing scheme for 
providers.

4 Zaman, S. and 
Grosu, D., 2013

Combinatorial auction-
based for dynamic VM

Stimulation with real 
workloads

Resource Provisioning Combination of 
two combinatorial 
auction based 
mechanism.

5 Aguado, G.J., 2016 IaaSMon Nagios /
OpenStack

Resource
Monitoring

Integration of
both tools

6 Papagianni, C., 
2013

Optimal Alloca-
tion of Virtual
Resources using
Mixed Integer
Programming
(MIP)

Simulator for 
Controlling Virtual 
In frastructures 
( C V I - S i m ) 
Resource Allocation 
/ Reallocation 
Implementation of 
proposed Framework.

Resource
Allocation /
Reallocation

Implementation
of proposed
framework.

7 Yang, C.T., 2011 Dynamic Resource 
Allocation 

HPCC Resource Allocation D y n a m i c a l l y 
change cluster 
capacity.

8 Saraswathi AT. 
et.al., 2015

Dynamic Resource 
Allocation based on 
Priority

CloudSim Reduce cost for 
resource provisioning

Extend in real time 
cloud environment 
with economy 
based pre-emption
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9 Khasnabish, J.N. 
et.al., 2015

Tier centric resource 
allocation

AWS EC2 public 
cloud

Monitor tier level 
resource utilization

Modify algorithm 
to reduce cost 
factor.

10 Kumar, N. and 
Saxena, S., 2015

Market driven auction 
with preference based 

CloudSim Auction based 
Resource Allocation 

Energy efficient 
scheduling strategy.

11 Pradhan, P. et.al., 
2016

Modified Round Robin MATLAB Optimal Scheduling 
method with time 
quantum 

Modify the time 
quantum further.

12 Pawar, C.S. et.al., 
2013

Multiple SLA 
parameters

CloudSim Dynamic Resource 
Allocation

Improve the 
algorithm further 
for resource 
contention. 

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF CLOUD RESOURCES
Cloud computing is can be said as utility service as it 

provides services on demand of user as per their requirement. 
In cloud, services can be called as the resources. Classification 
of cloud resources is can be done in different ways such as 
physical resources and logical resources or hardware and software 
resources.

Now we will classify the resources of cloud computing: -
Compute Resources: Many physical resources are needed 

to be combined together to form the compute resources. The 
computational capacity of clouds environment comprises of 
multiple elements like processors, memory element, network 
elementand local I/O. 

Networking Resources: In this cloud environment, several 
resources are organized in to a cluster and each resourceis inter-
connected through high speed network which is builtusing 
InfiniBand technologies. 

Storage Resources: These resources manage customer’s data 
and make it available over network, cloud provide the elasticity of 
storage resources as user can upscale or downscale its amount of 
space on lease according to the need which is difficult in traditional 
database. 

V. TAXONOMY ON RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

In Cloud Computing, resource management means to use all 
the resources efficiently and effectively and provide the quality 
service to the cloud user. The cloud taxonomy is divided into two 
phases:

•	 Initial Resource Assignment
•	 Periodic Resource Optimization

Fig. 1 Phases of Initial Resource Assignment

Phase 1

Initial Resource Assignment
In this resources are requested by the application, the 

application perform the request on behalf of cloud user. The whole 
process work in sequence of steps: -
 1) Request Identification: This is the initial stage; request is 

identified by the service provider.
 2) Resource Gathering: In this available resource are listed 

out, this stage is also known as resource formation.
 3) Resource Brokering: This progression is arrangement 

of assets with cloud purchasers to ensure that they are 
accessible according to necessity.

 4) Resource Discovery: This progression will consistently 
group different assets according to the necessities of cloud 
purchasers.

 5) Resource Selection: This progression is to pick best 
resource among accessible resources for requirements 
given by cloud purchasers.

 6) Resource Mapping: This progression will outline assets 
with physical assets (like hub) given by cloud suppliers.

 7) Resource Allocation: Its principle objective is to fulfill 
cloud consumers’ need and income generation for cloud 
suppliers.
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Initial Resource Assignment Algorithms 
 1) First come First served: It is non-preemptive algorithm 

for resource scheduling. In this a list is maintained for all 
incoming tasks and resources are assigned to the task in 
the same sequence they have arrived.

 2) Shortest Job First: It is also an non-preemptive algorithm 
for resource scheduling. In this the available resources are 
assigned to incoming request for the processing according 
to CPU burst value, the task with the smallest CPU burst 
value will get assigned with the required resources. The 
main issue here is to calculate the value for the time 
period for which an algorithm will run.

 3) Round Robin: This algorithm does not consider the 
priority and the length of the process the thing which is 
taken in consideration for the assignment of the cloud 
resources is time intervals.

 4) Priority Based: In this priority is assigned to each process. 
Process get the assignment of the resources according to 
the priority, in this task with higher priority are executed 
first and the task with least priority is executed at the last 
[11].

Phase 2

Periodic Resource Optimization
It is second phase; in this the resource management is being 

done. It is categorized in different phases:
 1) Global Scheduling of Virtualized Resources:In Cloud 

Computing VM scheduling algorithms are utilized to 
plan the VM solicitations to the Physical Machines 
(PM) of the specific Data Center (DC) according to the 
necessity satisfied with the asked resources. Scheduling is 
a balancing situation in which procedures are scheduled 
according to the given necessities and utilized algorithms.

 2) Resource Allocation: It is one of the most challenging 
jobs of cloud computing. In cloud computing resource 
allocation is taken into consideration at many points like 
datacenter management and grid computing. Resource 
allocation of cloud resources means that the available 
resources are efficiently being divided between users and 
cloud.

 3) Resource Utilization Estimation: The requirement for 
resource use never stops as long resources are limited 
contrasted with the expanding request on computers. 
Resources are pooled to serve multiple purchasers 
utilizing a multi-inhabitant model, with various physical 
and virtual resources powerfully allotted and reassigned 
by user’s requests.

 4) Local Scheduling of Virtualized Resources: The main 
aim of scheduling in case of virtual machines is to use the 
resources efficiently that is to maximize the utilization and 
minimize the execution time, these objectives can only 
be achieved when the whole load is distributed equally 
between all the processors. 

 5) Application Scaling and Provisioning:Provisioning of 
cloud resources means assignment of the cloud provider’s 
resources available, to the cloud users according to their 
requirement. Dynamic provisioning is done and customers 

are charges according to pay-per-use. The customer buys 
resources using web portal. 

 6) Workload Management:Work load is can be defined 
as the amount of task that can be given to the system 
to process. So, workload management is the process of 
distributing the load equally between the processors, so 
that all the resources can be utilized efficiently,along with 
the utilization of several algorithm being used [Jennings, 
B.and Stadler, R., 2014].

VI. CONCLUSION
Optimization of resources is the most important part of 

cloud computing. Various algorithms from different researchers 
and their various phases along with the research issues have been 
discussed. Resources of cloud have been categorized in compute 
resources, network resources and storage resources. 

Resource management is one of the complex thing, as it 
is long process which involves identification of request that 
what kind of resources are required to fulfill the requirement of 
customer, as per the requirement. The resources are assigned to 
user application, which involve lot of process like broking and 
discovering of resources, global scheduling of virtual resources 
at every tier. Further, it is required to get the current utilization of 
resources along with the procedure to find how much resources 
are free for allocation. The whole process is mainly focused to 
get the maximum utilization of all the available resources and to 
generate maximum profit for the service provider. Lot of work has 
been done and many algorithmshave been designed but still lot of 
modification can be done in algorithms or new algorithms can be 
written.
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Abstract— Images are generally viewable representation 
of matrices and not compressed image use outsize number of 
memory for storage. With Image compression technique the 
image size can be reduced without disturbing the superiority 
of image. In this paper the innovative method for image 
compression by using principal component analysis (PCA) and 
multilevel 2D-wavelet decomposition based method has been 
implemented. The main objective behind the hybridization of 
these two techniques are to use advantages of both compression 
techniques at one platform. 

Keywords— Cosine Transmission ,Wavelet compression, 
JPEG, Execution Time, Peak Signal Noise Ratio

I. INTRODUCTION
 The domain of image processing deal with processing of 

digital images through mode of digital computers. In context of 
image processing operations, it includes both the input as well as 
the output. In the raising growth of software applications results 
in increment of data such as photos(images), which takes large 
storage space where as uncompressed image takes large space 
for storage and require high network bandwidth for transmission 
of an image. Image compression mainly involves in removing 
redundant and unwanted information without any significant 
effect on the quality of image. Compression of an image increases 
file transfer speed and decrease file storage space so that the cost 
of associated hardware reduced. There are two types of image 
compression lossy and lossless. Here lossy compression in which 
compressed image, not exact copy of original image. There is loss 
of information in this type of compression and it is suitable for 
photographic images, where pixel information does not matter. 
In lossless compression the compressed image is exact replica of 
original image and there is no loss of information. During lossless 
compression the image compression rate is less as compared to 
lossy compression. 

 II. EXPLANATION OF IMAGE COMPRESSION 
TECHNIQUES

1) Discrete Cosine Transformation(DCT)
 Image compression takes the benefit of sparse representations 

where lot of information is packed into less number of 
coefficients. These type of representations are achieved by these 
transformations Discrete cosine transformation (DCT) Discrete 
wavelet transformation (DWT), Karhunen loeve transformation 
(KLT) and Principal  component analysis (PCA). If we applied 
above transformations on original image then it will produce 

constant coefficient as the element in an image, but only limited 
coefficients have meaningful information and coefficients to 
a lesser extent are discarded. This will helps to attain better 
compression ratio. Discrete cosine transformation expurgatedas 
DCT. It helps to convert spatial domain into frequency domain 
.while compression of an image some information discarded to 
achieve better compression ratio.DCT works on this principal of 
compression[1].

2) Principal of Component Analysis(PCA)
 The main aim of image compression with help of PCA to 

capitalize an effective illustration of image value by reducing 
dependency between image data . This method consists of 
transforming highly correlated variable into less correlated 
variable by applying transformations. PCA helps in image ideality 
but less compression ratio value, so that several techniques have 
been implemented by using PCA to improve compression ratio of 
an image. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) in which wavelet are 
discretely sampled to achieve image compression[2].

3) Discrete Wavelet Transmission(DWT)
 DWT contained both time and frequency domain. Wavelet 

transform is use in image processing e.g edge detection, noise 
removal and image compression. A wavelet anatomy has been 
applied on whole image instead of sections at a moment[3].Bi-
orthogonal is referring as bior wavelet and bi-orthogonal are 
mostly known as an alternative term of orthogonal specifically 
dealing with each scaling and wavelet function, these both scaling 
function which also create dissimilar several resolution scrutiny. 
While using these different wavelet functions in examination 
and results of case study chart show that bior1.1 and bior1.3 
achieves good compression ratio as well as better PSNR image 
compression[4].

4) Joint photographic experts Group(JPEG)
 Above named technique has known as very famous technique 

for image compression approach. While to apply above method 
an original image is partitioned into 8x8 blocks then apply above 
explained discrete cosine transmission scheme. 

 AI. RELATED WORK
To a great extent of work on domain image compression 

has been organized by various research workers. A brief analysis 
of outstanding implementations from extant writing material is 
discussed in this    section.
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A) WDR based on image compression and PCA: In this 
paper author proposed a new wavelet based wavelet difference 
reduction technique abbreviated as (WDR) technique which 
further use principle component analysis (PCA) for image 
compression. The aim of combining these techniques are that 
WDR helps in high compression ratio and PCA provide high 
quality. PCA technique is also known as KLT named after Kari 
Karhunen, Michael leove or hoteling transform. The proposed 
methodology which is a hybridization of PCA and WDR is further 
compared with JPEG2000[6].

B) Block based implementation of PCA: In this paper 
PCA is applied to every block of original image. After this 
step PCA is applied to block to row. Every row information 
is combined into a row then we apply PCA on each block and 
transformed in to matrix. Whenever there is an equal block size 
as well as compression ratio quality will also outperform in 
PCA. Compression ratio will arrive at zero if we use all principle 
components and compression becomes one if we use less 
principle component. With the use of above proposed technique 
compression ratio can achieve upto 90% with no loss of quality[7].

C) Image compression using PCA and DWT: In this 
paper author combined two approaches named as PCA and DWT. 
The original image is firstly decompressed by using discrete 
wavelet transformation(DWT) Further principle component 
analysis method is implemented on HL, LH frequency with sub 
band images. The proposed method provides compression by 
preserving the needed critical boundaries or contours. It can be 
preserved doing image compression so that minimum information 
reduce in image compression while using the thresholding 
process[3].

D) Image compression using wavelet families: In this 
paper author scrutinize basic concepts about wavelet including 
wavelet transformations, discrete wavelet transformation, 
principles of image compression and image methodology. The 
main point of doing this analysis is to select suitable method of 
transformation to perform compression on gray scale image while 
maintaining the ideality of original image. Wavelet families 
include haar, Daubechies, Biorthogonal, symlets and coiflet name 
also applies on original image while their respective qualitative 
outcome are presented in various terms of quality measures PSNR 
and CR and Mean square error values. its wavelet transform and 
its inverse can be use for inverse transform[8].

E) Clustered Blockwise PCA: In this paper author worked 
on limited scalability of technique PCA and propose a new 
algorithm named clustered PCA. Due to inherent computationally 
complexity a new method is introduced to implement on PCA 
method to visible data which consume benefits of spatio-temporal 
correlation and another frequency variations which normally 
locate in visual image data. In this method not firmly working on 
whole method and apply PCA to whole data firstly partition the 
data into blocks and then perform PCA on each one and combine 
into a set of blocks and group them together. As a result we can 
use PCA to control large data elements. The introduced method is 
applied on videos. As future work author examine methodology 
for calculating optimal and temporary block perimeter that allows 
modulating diagonally through the data volume. This problem 
remains there which reduce the availability of practical algorithms 
[9].

F) 2D-Discrete Wavelet Transformation: In this paper 
author proposed that low complex 2D compression using wavelet as 

a basic method and various approaches are used to measure quality 
of images.The particular method here used for wavelet is Haar 
wavelet. The 2D-DWT method has been applied to guesstimate 
matrices. Many web applications like teleconferencing, high 
definition television (HDTV) are not possible without compression. 
Where wavelets are also good property for computer graphics. 
Wavelet based compression provide optimization in image and 
better compression ratio. Quantizer also help to decrease value of 
bits which store altered factor. Quality of compressed images is 
evaluated using parameters Peak signal noise ratio, Mean opinion 
score and Picture Quality score. As a future work the tradeoff in the 
value of threshold E and image quality has been identified. More 
thorough study of still image compression may be calculated[10].

BI. HYBRID COMPRESSION

BJ. USING PCA AND MULTILEVEL 2D-WAVELET

Principal component analysis method stastical formulation 
applied on the reduction of data dimensionality. PCA allows the 
recognition of standards in image data in such a way that their 
differences and similarities identified. PCA is a lossy compression 
type due to dimension reduction[11].

A. Image Compression Using Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA)

 PCA is not parametric procedure of extracting useful 
content from huge data sets. This technique has been broadly 
used within image processing like image compression and image 
classification techniques. PCA is statically technique also work 
for application such as face recognition. Principal component 
analysis work as a vector space transform which is often used to 
reduce multidimensional image data set to less dimensions for 
examination[12].

B. Multilevel 2D-Wavelet Transformation 
Wavelet 

transform is use to evaluate mathematical methodologies. 
Wavelet transforms are sampled by additional wavelet transforms 
in DWT. The main application of wavelet transform is temporal 
resolution. 

 2D wavelet are used for image of any image processing 
applications[13]. Wavelet decomposition level is based on two 
concept of filters a) Low pass filters b) High pass filters. This 
decomposed into four distinct frequency bands LL, diagonal HH, 
vertical LH and horizontal HL. In multi wavelet transform, the 
transform will be implemented by using multi wavelet functions 
and scaling functions[14]. 

C. The Proposed Algorithm
 In this paper hybridization of two techniques- Principal 

Component analysis (PCA) and multilevel 2D-wavelet has been 
implemented. The main objective behind this hybridization is to 
use advantages of both methods. PCA improves the image quality 
but there is a loss of information (lossy method due to dimension 
reduction) and multilevel 2D-wavlet helps in quality as well as 
compression ratio. Thus by applying both methods there is very 
less effect in quality of an image. 
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 Even the loss of information in an image will not perceptual 
viewable to human Visual System (HVS). This proposed technique 
has been implemented on various images of size 512x512 with 
8-bit gray level representation. MATLAB tool has been used for 
implementation.

The algorithmic rules for the proposed hybrid method are 
described as below:

A) Read the grayscale insert image from computer(Image 
dimension 512x512).

B) Set level of decomposition (require in 2D-wavelet).
C) Apply 2D-WT using various wavelet and decompose an 

image from decomposition level 1 to n- level.
D) Extract the level 1 coefficient which is A1, V1, D1, and 

H1.
E) Set the threshold value.
F) Calculate Peak signal noise ratio (PSNR), Mean square 

error (MSE), Execution time (ET) and compression ratio (CR).
G) Evaluate the results you have calculated to analyze 

performance of hybridization techniques.
H) Repeat steps from step 2 to step 6 over again for different 

results

Figure 1: Flow chart of proposed methodology

IV . EVALUATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 Recommended hybridized method is tested on various data 
images (Lenna, Barbara, boat, camera and Baboon) and related 
PSNR values are calculated for each image. All of the above 
images of size 512x512 have 8 bit gray level perception. Table 
1 as well as figure 1 shows the comparison between existing 
techniques (hybridization of PCA, WDR and JPEG 2000). 

 Results shows that proposed hybridized technique has 
better PSNR results. In the proposed technique there is increment 
in number of principal component which has increase in PSNR 
values and decrease in CR value. 

 Below are the PSNR results for decomposition level=2 and 
level=4.

 TABLE I Comparison of Existing Technique And 
Proposed Technique

Images Existing JPEG Proposed
Technique 2000 technique

Lenna 40.67 39.98 71.10
Barbara 41.03 40.27 70.79
Baboon 31.77 30.38 70.97
Camera 37.82 35.10 70.84
Boat 41.23 39.32 70.72
Images Existing Jpeg 2000 Proposed

technique technique
Lenna 38.63 32.98 74.20
Barbara 39.43 36.21 73.12
Baboon 31.36 20.06 72.66
camera 35.89 29.10 74.86
boat 39.91 34.49 70.72

1. Peak Signal Noise ratio: PSNR is a parameter 
use to examine the subjective standard of 
an original image, basically it a originality 
measure of an image. Its equation is:

PSNR = 10 log10 (255²(MSE/
Where MSE is mean square error explained below

2. Compression Ratio: The parameter CR is defined 
as the ratio between primary image sizes to the 
compressed image size.
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Graph 1:The graph chart shows varying PSNR values of 
exiting technique and proposed technique

Graph 2: The graph chart shows varying PSNR value of 
proposed technique and JPEG 2000

V. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
The image quality can be identifying objectively and standards 

methods are there. The name of those measuring parameters are 
peak signal noise ratio (PSNR), Compression ratio (CR), Mean 
square Error(MSE) and Execution time(ET) are there[15].

3. Mean Square Error (MSE): MSE is error metrics 
applied on different compression transformations.

MSE = 1/N∑(X[a,b]-X’[a,b])²
 a,b
X (a, b) is an image, X’ (a, b) is a compressed 

image and where N is the number of pixle 
in available image

4. Execution Time (ET): The execution time 
is a time needed to execute an image. 
The execution time can be calculated in 
seconds.
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Abstract: Continues use of network services for information 
and resource sharing makes our work easier. But sometime 
the extensive use of network services leads many problems in 
the form of attacks or intrusions which demolish not only the 
privacy but also the integrity and accessibility of data. Detection 
of attacks or intrusions on the network is a serious issue of 
concern for the researchers. Intrusion Detection System solves 
the purpose of detecting intrusion on the network. Huge amount 
of data is required to simulate the powerful Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) model as well as to train and testing the model. 
This paper, presents the review of datasets DARPA, KDDCup99 
and NSL_KDD which are most widely used by researchers to 
detect the intrusion in computer network.

Keywords: IDS, Dataset, DARPA, NSL_KDD, KDDCup99

I. INTRODUCTION
Now days, the use of network is growing due to the increased 

use of handheld devices. So, network security is the major issue. 
Our network suffers from various types of attacks like viruses, 
Trojan horse, worms. To identify and stop these attacks, a security 
management system is required. Confidentiality, Integrity and 
availability of data are the major objectives of security. An 
Intrusion Detection System serves this purpose by automatically 
alert the administrator when someone trying to violets the security 
policies. The role of intrusion detection system is to assemble 
the information from the network. Then after supervising and 
investigating this information, it separates them into normal & 
malicious behaviour and brings this result to system administrator 
[2].

 Encryption, firewalls, virtual private network etc. are the 
conventional approaches which were used in early days. But they 
were not able to protect the network completely. Thus to increase 
the network security, an Intrusion Detection System is introduced. 
It is divided into two main categories as Signature and Anomaly 
based. Another name of signature based IDS is misuse based IDS. 
It identifies only the familiar attacks. But anomaly based IDS can 
identify known as well as novel attacks.

To figure out the conduct of Network Intrusion Detection 
System, various datasets are available. To provide the security to 
computer network, many researchers have suggested three most 
widely used datasets like DARPA 98/99, KDD99 and NSL-KDD. 
DARPA is the first dataset for the evaluation of intrusion detection 
system and was attempted in MIT Lincoln Laboratory in 1998. 
KDD CUP99 is the subset of DARPA98 dataset. It has 41 features. 
NSL-KDD dataset is derived from KDDCup99 by removing the 
redundant and duplicate records from training and testing datasets 

respectively so it is the revised version of the original KDDCup99 
dataset. Each dataset has its advantages and shortcomings. It is 
very challenging to select a suitable dataset itself. Due to the 
increased use of network, the behaviour and the pattern changes 
and dependency on a particular dataset is not trust-worthy. So, 
there is need to update the dataset periodically.

 In this paper the review of DARPA, KDD Cup99 and NSL_
KDD datasets are made using various attributes.

II. DATASETS
KDDCup99 dataset (Knowledge Discovery in Databases): 

The KDDCup99 is the mostly and commonly used dataset for 
the identification of intrusion in computer network. Simulation 
of US Air Force LAN was done in order to get the subset of 
DARPA 1998 dataset by inducing different types of attacks. A 
nine week of TCP dump data was used for this purpose at MIT 
Lincoln Laboratory. KDDCup dataset contains about 4,900,000 
single instances which are described by 41 features [1]. They are 
classified as either normal or an intrusion.

Table1. Features in the KDD Cup99 Dataset

S r . 
No.

Characteristics Description

1 Kind of Protocol Description of the protocol 
used 

2 Time intervals Time interval of the connection
3 Src_bytes number of bytes to be 

transferred from source
4 Service Service on the destination 
5 Urgent statistics of important packets 
6 Flag Gives the description about the 

status whether normal or error
7 Dst_bytes number of bytes to be 

transferred from destination
8 Wrong_fragmant Number of wrong segments
9 Land When IP address of sending 

end, receiving end and port 
number are equal then set 1 
otherwise 0.

10 N u m _ f i l e _
creation

Total operation to create a file 
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11 Root_shell Whenever root account is 
running then set 1otherwise 0

13 Hot statistics of hot indicators
14 Su_attempted Whenever su command is used 

then set 1 otherwise 0
15 Logged_in If login successfully then set to 

1 otherwise 0
16 Num_root Statistics of the performed 

operations as a root
11 N u m _ f a i l e d _

logins
Total of failed login attempt

13 N u m _
compromised

Total of compromised 
situations

14 Num_access_files Total actions required to access 
the control files

15 Num_outbound_
cmds 

In the ftp period, number of 
outgoing commands

18 Num_shell Total shell stimulate
21 Is_hot_login Whenever signed through hot 

list set to one else zero
22 Count In past two seconds, the total 

of connection to the similar 
destination node as the ongoing 
connection 

23 Is_guest_login If signed through guest then set 
1 otherwise 0

24 Serror_rate % of SYN fault in connections 
25 Srv_count Describe the total connections 

in past two second to the 
similar service (port number) 
as the ongoing connection 

27 Srv _rerror _rate % of REJ fault in connections
26 Srv_ error_rate  % of SYN fault in connections
27 Rerror_ rate % of REJ fault in connections
28 Diff_ srv_ rate % of variation in connections 
29 Same_ srv _rate % of connections to the similar 

service
32 Dst_ host Count number of connections 

to the same destination

31 Srv_ diff_ host_ 
rate 

% of connections to different 
hosts

33 Dst _host_ srv 
_count

Count the connection with 
same destination and also use 
the same service

34 Dst _host _same 
_srv_rate

% of connections to the same 
service and destination

35 D s t _ h o s t _ s r v _
serror_rate 

% of connections to a host as 
well as specified service with 
an S0 error

36 Dst_hos t_same 
_src_port_rate 

 % of connections on the same 
source port

37 D s t _ h o s t _ s r v _ 
diff_host_rate 

% of connections on different 
destination 

38 Dst_hos t_di f f_ 
srv_rate 

% of connections to various 
services

39 Dst_host_serror_
rate 

% of S0 fault in a host 

40 D s t _ h o s t _ s r v _
rerror_rate

Connections in % that triggered 
the flag (4) REJ

41 Dst_host_rerror_
rate

% of connections that triggered 
the flag (4) REJ

Features of KDD dataset are classified into four different 
classes as:

Basic: This class consist of all the features of TCP connection.
Content: This class consist of all the features given by 

domain knowledge within a connection.
Traffic: this class consist of features which are computed 

within a time frame of two seconds.
Host: This class consist of features which last for more than 

two seconds.
All the attack is divided into one of the following categories 

[3]:
Denial of Service Attack (DoS): In this attack our system 

resources knowingly occupied by some unnecessary or unwanted 
processes in order to make the server too busy to handle the other 
important requests which result in rejection of legitimate request.

User to Root Attack (U2R): In this type of attack, the 
intruder tries to gain the access of an authorised user account in the 
system and exploit some vulnerability to gain super user privilege.

Remote to Local Attack (R2L): A person who doesn’t have 
an account on a machine but yet sending packets to the same 
machine on a network to personify the legal user for gaining the 
local access to the machine.

 Probing Attack: These attacks gather the network activity 
information for the supposed objective to bypass its security 
controls.

Advantages of KDDCup99:
KDDCup99 dataset has some improvement over DARPA 

1998 dataset:
	 •	 Conversion the network traffic from TCP dump file into 

relational structure is not required.
	 •	 The dataset contains direct and derived features which are 

readily available.
	 •	 The memory and processing power is less required.
	 •	 To optimize accuracy and detection rate over KDD99 

dataset many machine learning algorithms are used. Most 
frequent algorithms used with KDD99 are decision tree 
derivatives and support vector machines. 
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Problems of KDD99 Data Set: 
	 •	 The synthesized data is not matching to real traffic of 

network data.
	 •	 Training and test sets are too large which make it very 

complex.
	 •	 Detection accuracy is very low.
	 •	 Cannot be detect dropped packets.
	 •	 Unreliable for building real NIDS.
	 •	 It has redundant and duplicate records
	 •	 Machine learning algorithm cannot be applied to R2L and 

U2R.
	 •	 Large gap between the number of instances of normal 

traffic and number of instances of attack.
NSL-KDD Dataset: This dataset designed by Tavallaee et al. 

[5]. It is developed after the removal of redundant and duplicate 
records from training and test data of KDDCup. It contains only 
selected and necessary records from. There are total 37 attacks 
out of which 27 attacks are used by testing dataset and 23 attacks 
are used by training dataset for experiments [8]. The number of 
feature in NSL-KDD dataset has same as that of in KDDCup. 
This dataset contains 41 features and 5 attack classes. There is 
one normal class and other 4 are different types of attack. These 
different attacks are grouped into four categories: Probe attack, 
Denial of service attack (DoS), User to Root (U2R) and Remote 
to Local (R2L). The above dataset holds a binary class attribute as 
well as reasonable number of training and test instances [6]. This 
dataset is publically available for researchers. 

Advantages of NSL-KDD:
	 •	 Removal of redundant records helps the classifier to 

produce unbiased result.
	 •	 Since not even a single record found identical in proposed 

test set; therefore, learner’s performance is not biased by 
the methods having better detection rates on the frequent 
records. 

	 •	 Detection rate is high as compared to KDD Cup. 
	 •	 The record counts in the train and test sets are reduced. 

Therefore selection of a chunk of data is not required 
randomly and all the experiments can be done on the 
entire set. As well as it gives consistent result of different 
research work. 

There are total 21 different types of attacks which are present 
in training dataset. While test dataset contain 16 additional attacks. 
Major attacks are categorised as Probe, DoS, U2R and R2L[7].

Table II. Categories of Attacks for Training and Testing 
Datasets

DOS Probe R2L U2R
Back Ipsweep Spy bufferoverflow

Land Mscan Warezclient Loadmodule

Mailbomb Nmap ftp_write Perl

Neptune Portsweep Guesspasswd Ps

Pod Saint Httptunnel Rootkit

Processable Satan Imap Snmpguess

smurf Multihop Sqlattack

Teardrop Named Worm

udpstorm Phf xterm

Sendmail

Snmpgetattack

Warezmaster

Xlock

xsnoop

III. CONCLUSION
In order to develop new tools and in the research area of 

IDS KDD Cup99 is most known dataset for the protection of 
computer network against malicious activities. This dataset also 
have many limitations like redundant and duplication of records, 
imbalance between normal traffic and number of attacks and 
many more listed above. The solution of this is NSL-KDD which 
has removed unnecessary and same records in both training and 
test sets. Continuous use of computer network and information 
system has become the vital source for large number of attacks. 
Now a days , in all over the world, many researcher are developing 
new datasets by taking the help from KDD Cup, NSL-KDD and 
DARPA datasets depending upon the issues in problem solving 
and purpose of IDS. 
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Abstract— The advanced technology of sensing and 
machine learning in the precision farming has optimized the 
energy consumption, irrigation resources, quality of crop and 
minimizing the risk of diseases in fields.The prime issue is to 
solve the evenly utilization of water and nutrients in the farm.
The proper management of seeds help to reduce the chances of 
disease and also expenses in the irrigation. The Indian agriculture 
organization is lacking in the advanced technologies hence need 
to build the Smart Precision Farming which leads to planting of 
seeds using GPS technologies , visual identification of the disease 
, flawless plans for the water irrigation in order to save the water , 
build data set for the seeds. The target is to build a solution which 
would minimize the cost per hectare and could also expand the 
yields for them to make farming more remunerative. 

Keywords—Agriculture, Machine Learning, Internet of 
Things, Image Processing, Sensors, Global Positioning System .

I. INTRODUCTION
Our grandparents and parents lived in the era where tractors 

were considered to be a supreme agricultural technology. For 
them, a smart farm will sound like a fairy tale. Smart agriculture is 
a revolution in the agricultural industry basically the advancement 
in the agricultural sector .It is also known as precision agriculture 
which allows farmers to maximize yields using minimal resources 
such as water, fertilizer and seeds. In our country farming is the 
major source of income, the large share of the population in India 
is working in the horticulture field for their employment.To handle 
these misfortunes of the net yield there are many parameters which 
are responsible like deficient utilities and assets, even with erratic 
emergencies, their unpredictable circumstances and their business 
gets relatively and drastically influenced. Although today in the 
era of computation, the situation may be somehow improved as 
the Information and Communication Technology fields with state 
or art innovation can give an incredible help to come out or to 
reduce the level of loss to the crop. Although farmers put hard 
effort for farming they need to face problems like various natural 
calamities ,rain exactly during the time when crop is ready to 
be cut. To handle this various concept has been concluded such 
as Global Positioning System (GPS) which leads to planting of 
seeds , Image Processing technology an effective approach can 
be developed for yield prediction using the color comparison of 
leaves, Data Analytics to build data set for the seeds, Machine 
Learning (ML) for training of models and for algorithms, Internet 
of Things (IOT) which is used for monitoring the crop with the 
help of sensors.

II. Background

Agriculture plays vital role in the development of the country. 
In India large portion of population is engaged in the agricultural 
sector. Issues regarding agriculture have been always hindering 
the development of the country. Hence we need to modernizing 
the current traditional methods of agriculture using automation 
and IoT technologies.Controlling of all these operations will 
be through any remote smart device or computer connected to 
Internet and the operations will be performed by interfacing 
sensors, Wi-Fi or ZigBee modules, camera and actuators with 
microcontroller and raspberry pi.The highlighting features of the 
approach discussed here includes :

TABLE I : Prototype Products

Technologies Features
Sensing Technologies Temperature maintenance , 

humidity maintenance and theft 
detection

Software and 
h a r d w a r e 
technologies

Internet Of Things (IOT) , 
automation , robotics , App

Data Analysis Intelligent decision making based 
on accurate real time field data.

P o s i t i o n i n g 
Technologies

GPS based remote controlled robot 
for weeding , spraying , moisture 
sensing,keeping vigilance

S o f t w a r e 
Applications

Specialized software such as IP 
scanner,Putty

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND 
SOLUTION

The solution to this problem is Automated Precision farming. 
The problem can be solved by equipping a Hardware solution 
which can keep an eye on soil health and suggest natural as well as 
synthetic ways to boost the soil profile. Also, the image processing 
of plants for the disease prevention can be obtained by drones 
which gather the information for calculating the crop patterns and 
analyzing the field so that more area can be captured for the crop 
plantation in later model. We are applying Raspberry Pi and for 
display HD33780 with the sensors as follows: 
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A. Hardware: 
 ● Temperature and Humidity Sensor:- DHT22
 ●  pH meter
 ●  MCP3008 IC for analog to digital convertor
 ●  Rainwater:-Raindrop Sensor
 ●  CO2:- MG811 
 ● Water:- water flow meter ( will measure the amount of 

water flowing in the field)
 ● Wireless communication( higher data transfer):-2.4 GHz 

NRF24L01+ Module 

 B. Software: 
 ● Putty:- PuTTy is used to support SSH protocol or 

encrypted data transfer Android Studio 
 ● IP scanner:- IP Scanner is a software used to detect all the 

IP addresses of the devices. 

IV. Block diagram and description 

 Prototype Product: 
 ● Highly precise GPS sensor for sowing seeds flawlessly.
 ● At least a HD camera for capturing the images of the 

plants and help the algorithm to differentiate between the 
weeds and plants. 

 ● Solar panels for powering up 
 ● Sensors for sensing the Moisture , CO2 , O2 , pH , NH3 in 

the soil which would be placed in the cube. 
 ● Relays that are to be connect to the irrigation to make it 

controllable. 
 ● A cloud storage to process and store the data capture from 

the camera, sensors etc

 Figure 1 : Smart Precision Farming System 
In Figure 1 the module is divided into 4 submodules i.e. 

Robot , Cube , Irrigation and Good Yield .All these module plays 
an important role in their aspects. Robot is use for sensing the 
need of plant and also a mobile robot is developed for temperature 

humidity sensing module. The system is fully adaptive to any 
environment and takes into account the image processing, 
pesticide control, weeding of the plants using the sensing module. 
 1. Robotic Arms for plucking, weeding, spraying, sowing. 
 2. Camera for crop monitoring and live detection of weeds. 
 3. Pesticides and weedicides tank for storing the pesticides 

and seeds for sowing. 
The second submodule is Cube for solar powered weather 

and soil profiling unit. The important factors in this include 
temperature , CO2 , pH level , H2O , Nitrogen , Monitoring 
sensors. For the soil profiling section, we have considered the 
important factors dependent for the soil fertility like ammonia, 
phosphorous, oxygen and carbon dioxide levels and would be 
suggesting the type and quantity of minerals required. It would be 
used for the soil profiling and weather forecasting, informing the 
farmer about the latest and also forecasted weather reports. The 
two things we have used firstly sensors to send the wind speed and 
other factors and secondly extracting Indian weather department 
data from the website. Deep Learning technology could accurately 
detect presence of pests and disease in the farms at some extend. 
The studied algorithm could predict accurately the chance of 
any disease and pest attacks in future, which is best part of pest 
control management system. A normal human monitoring cannot 
accurately predict the amount and intense of pests and disease 
attacked in the farm for spraying correct and appropriate amount 
of fertilizers/pesticides. Therefore, this artificial perception could 
be the accurate value and would provide corrective measure of 
amount of pesticides/fertilizers to be sprayed at specified target 
areas.

V.  METHODOLOGY
This Smart Autonomous Farming solutions would allow the 

farmers to plant the seed at the precise location using the High 
GPS precision. Building the data set of each plant in its different 
stages and the disease that can be caused in this stages for the 
proper visual identification of the disease and deciding the precise 
amount and position to spray the medicine for that plant. 

Real time images of paddy plant would be taken Leaf 
Color Chart as shown in figure 2, shall be prepared using 
MATLAB functions. Leaf color chart (LCC) is prepared to 
visualize all the green colored ranges in this. 

Figure 2 : Sample Leaf Colour Chart(LLC)
 1. Collect large number of paddy images from field. 
 2. Crop fertilization information needs to collected from 

government organization 
 3.  Read the images to be analyzed. 
 4. Perform image operations (Cropping/Compression, 

Morphological Operations/ Masking etc.) 
 5. Generation of database of LCC. 
 6. Compare test images with database. 
 7. If found best match Calculate accuracy and yield outcome.
 8.  End. 
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Monitoring using Machine Learning approaches 
Monitoring using Machine Learning approaches for the crop 

yielding prediction and Nitrogen status estimation in precision 
agriculture. Remote sensing (RS) systems are being more widely 
used in building decision support tools for contemporary farming 
systems to improve yield production and nitrogen management 
while reducing operating costs and environmental impact.The 
rapid advances in sensing technologies and ML techniques will 
provide cost-effective and comprehensive solutions for better 
crop and environment state estimation and decision making. More 
targeted application of the sensor platforms and ML techniques, 
the fusion of different sensor modalities and expert knowledge, 
and the development of hybrid systems combining different 
ML and signal processing techniques are all likely to be part of 
precision agriculture (PA) in the near future. 

Remote Sensing 
Improving crop yield production and quality while reducing 

operating costs and environmental pollution is a key goal in 
precision agriculture (PA). The potential growth and yield depends 
on many different production attributes such as the weather, soil 
properties, topography, and irrigation and fertilizer management. 

Remote sensing, such as satellite and airborne multispectral 
scanning, photography and video, enables precision weed 
management through the generation of timely and accurate weed 
maps. Thermal remote sensing via airborne thermal imagery has 
the potential to identify spatial variations in crop water status, 
which can enable improvements in the water management in 
irrigated cropping systems. Remote sensing at visible and near-
infrared wavelengths (vis-NIR) has been used to devise many 
spectral indices for estimating different vegetation properties. 
This includes the amount of chlorophylls and other photosynthetic 
protective pigments and the leaf area index. 

 Nitrogen (N) is the key factor responsible for the plant growth 
and development because of it is directly related to the process 
of photosynthesis. Hence, the optimization of N fertilisation 
for different crops has become a subject of many spectrometric 
studies. 

The estimation of the plant N status can be divided into two 
main types: destructive and nondestructive. 
 1. Destructive Approach : 
  The most common method of destructive measurement is 

a chemical analysis which is associated with the Kjeldahl 
technique and is laborious, lengthy and costly. 

 2. Non-Destructive Approach : 
  Optical remote sensing of the plant N status is a non-

destructive method based on canopy reflectance in the 
visible–NIR wavelengths (400–900 nm). 

VI CONCLUSION 
The rapid advances in sensing technologies and ML techniques 

will provide cost-effective and comprehensive solutions for better 
crop and environment state estimation and decision making. More 
targeted application of the sensor platforms and ML techniques, 
the fusion of different sensor modalities and expert knowledge, and 
the development of hybrid systems combining different ML and 
signal processing techniques are all likely to be part of precision 
agriculture (PA) in the near future. The aim of the project is to help 

the farmers to protect the farms from any kind of pests and disease 
attacks and eliminate them without disturbing the decorum of the 
soil and untouched parts of other plants. Since, the prevention 
is better than cure, it has been projected to predict the attack of 
pests/diseases in future. This evaluated precise predictions prevent 
such attacks which directly affects the farmers for exceptional 
production. 

 The Smart Autonomous Farming solutions allow the farmers 
to plant the seed at precise location using the High GPS precision. 
Building the Data set of each plant in its different stages and the 
disease that can be caused in these stages for the proper visual 
identification of the disease and deciding the precise amount and 
position to spray the medicine for that plant. 

● Using Near-Infrared Spectroscopy in Agriculture 
The state of art of the use of the visible near-infrared(vis-NIR) 

spectroscopy technique to determine mineral nutrients, organic 
compounds and other physical and chemical characteristics in 
samples from agricultural systems such as plant tissues, soils, 
fruits, decomposed sewage sludge and wastes, cereals and silage. 
Our intention here is to introduce the main fundamentals of 
infrared reflectance spectroscopy, and to show that procedures like 
calibration and validation of data from vis-NIR spectra must be 
performed, and describe the parameters most commonly measured 
in the agricultural sector. 

 ● Crop Yield Management 
In the 21st century, Food Crisis has become the one of the 

major areas of concern. World Agricultural Society is not able to 
produce enough food for the total human society of planet. There 
has been a tremendous demand for the food and to achieve this, 
proper soil management and fertilisation of crops is crucial to 
increasing the capacity of agriculture, to the provision of products 
of high added value, and to the protection of crops against pests 
and diseases. To do this, in each of the steps ranging from the 
production of fruits and vegetables in the field to the development 
of industrial products, it is necessary to determine a great number 
of physical and chemical parameters in the soil, plants, fruits, 
compost, and byproducts from food processing industries. Now, in 
this new age of technology where  everything is taking a superior 
step using technology, usual ways of checking the nutritional 
value of food and crops are being replaced by the new techniques 
of field of spectroscopy i.e. Visible Near-Infrared spectroscopy 
(vis-NIRS). 

This technique has a number of advantages over the 
traditional methods : 
 (i)  It is a method of nondestructive analysis
 (ii)  It does not pollute the environment, because it does not 

use chemical reagents, is cheap and fast
 (iii)  It measures many parameters in a single analysis, and 

(iv) It can perform analyses in situ and online for a large 
number of samples per minute. 

The aim is to offers an updated review of the current state 
of vis-NIRS as a procedure for the estimation of physical and 
chemical parameters in samples derived from agricultural systems, 
such as soils, plants, fruit, compost, and products derived from 
food processing industries. 

Figure 3 : IR Rays  
 ● Fundamentals of infrared diffuse reflectance spectroscopy 
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 NIRS readout for nutrient level estimation on citrus leaves, 
using FT-NIR spectrometer and 64 scans per sample, takes 1–2 
min. The only pretreatments of the sample required prior to 
analysis are drying, crushing, and mixing, in the case of solid 
matrices. Samples can also be scanned when fresh, as in the work 
of Huang et al. 
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Abstract-Microstrip Patch antenna is widely used in various 
communication systems.This antenna became popular due to its 
less weight and low cost. Also this antenna can transmit both 
circular and linear polarized waves. Antenna is fed through a 
transmission line. Maximum power is tranferred to antenna when 
impedance of feed line is matched with input impedance of antenna. 
There are various feeding techniques to energize the microstrip 
patch antenna. This paper highlights the literature review of 
feeding techniques named inset feed,proximity feed,aperture feed 
and coaxial feed used for feeding microstrip patch antennas. The 
comparison is carried out on the important antenna parameters. 

Index Terms- Single band, Coaxial probe feed, Semicircular 
Slot, Rectangular microstrip patch, S-Parameters, smith chart, 
radiation pattern, bandwidth, VSWR.

I. INTRODUCTION
Microstrip antenna consist of very thin patch which is present 

on a substrate or dielectric material.The other side of dielectric 
is covered by a metallic plate called as ground plane .The 
dielectric constants are chosen in the range of 2.2

.The substrates that are most suited for antenna 
performance are thick substrates whose dielectric constants are in 
lower end of specified range.The shape of radiating patch may be 
circular,square ,triangular,E-shape,hexagonaletc.

Microstrip antenna is used in many applications such as 
aircraft, mobile phones and satelliteapplications where cost, size 
and weight are main constraints.Another advantage of this antenna 
is it supports both linear and circular polarisation. Wireless 
communication systems have been emerging as the mobile 
phones users are increasing. So anteena is important component 
to transmit and receive the signals in wireless systems. antenna.

Antenna is passive device that transmits the signal in a 
partiular direction.Anteena should be light in weight,easy to 
fabricate and should have low lost.So patch antenna fulfills all 
mentioned requirements.Wireless applications lie in the range of 
900 MHz to 5.8 MHz,so the patch antennas are studied for this 
range for the four different feeding techniques.

Impedance matching is very important that can be provided 
by different feeding techniques.Also there are number of methods 
to increase the bandwidth of patch antenna such as defective 
ground structures ,shorting pins, using air gap and by cutting 
rectangular and circular slots [1-3].

II. DESIGN PARAMETERS
The patch length is denoted by L and patch width of the 

patch is denoted by W. The hight of dielectric substrate is given 
by h.The dielectric constant of the substrate is given by 𝜀r.An

effective dielectric constant 𝜀𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓 is introduced due to fringing 
effect.

Figure 1 Basic Geometry of Microstrip Patch Antenna [2]

Figure 2. Effect on length due to Fringing [2]
The dimension of the patch along its length has been extended 

by a distance ΔL due to the fringing field which is a function of 
effective dielectric constant. Hence the total length is increased 
by 2ΔL.

Formulas for designing a microstrip patch antenna are given 
below[2].

Calculation of the length extension L, which is given by:

 Effective dielectric constant, εreff, which is given by
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For efficient radiation, the width W is

Now to calculate the length of patch becomes: 

L
Length and width of the ground is:

III. FEEDING TECHNIQUES 
Microstrip Patch antennas can be fed by a variety of methods. 

These methods can be classified into two categories – contacting 
and non-contacting . In the contacting method , the RF power is fed 
directly to the radiating patch using a connecting element such as 
a microstrip line. In the non- contacting scheme , electromagnetic 
field coupling is done to transfer power between the microstrip 
line and the radiating patch .The four most popular feed techniques 
used are the inset feed, coaxial probe(both contacting schemes), 
aperture coupling and proximity coupling (both non-contacting 
schemes).

A) Proximity coupled Feeding Technique
In this feeding technique two dielectric substrates are used 

.The radiating patch is presnt on top of the upper substrate and feed 
line is placed on lower substrate.For maximum power transfer the 
edge of feed line is positioned at a point where the antenna input 
impedance is 50 ohms.Power transfer from feedline to patch occurs 
through electromagnetic coupling.Since it is noncontacting type 
feed ,spurious radiation is eliminated which occurs in contacting 
type feeding techniques.Another advantage this coupling is that 
an improved bandwidth is achieved as compared to other feeding 
techniques.The major disadvantage of this feeding technique 
is that two substrates are required.So multilayer fabrication is 
difficult to design because of the two dielectric layers it requires 
proper alignment.Another drawback is increase in thickness. 

Fig.3. Proximity feed microstrip patch antenna [3]
This technique is used to design multiband printed antenna 

which works in S& C frequency bands and fulfills the reqirements 
of different WLAN applications [3].This annular ring proximity 
coupled antenna consists of concentric rings which are printed on 
the upper substrate.The feedline is printed on bottom substrate 
such that it is centered with ring.To match the impedance of each 

annular ring to feedline two symmetrical cuts are provided on each 
ring.By this design antenna gain of 4.6 dB in S-Band and 5.8 dB 
in C-Band is obtained.

Microstrip patch antenna containing four rectangular slots 
on the top surface of substrate is designed [4].This design is fed 
with proximity coupled technique and operates for quad band of 
frequency at 2.61 GHz,2.96 GHz,5.02 GHz and 7.02 Ghz.The 
bandwidth achieved at 2.6 GHz is 87 MHz,at 2.96 GHz is 17.5 
MHz,at 5.02GHz is 157.5 MHz & at 7.02 GHz is 105 MHz[4].
Also the reflection loss measured is -18.75dB, -11.18 dB, -11.75 
dB and -11.27 dB respectively.This antenna finds application in S 
& C band.

A microstrip compact semicircular disk patch is fed with 
L-strip feeding technique [5].A shorting pin is introduced on 
the L-strip proximity fed gap coupled compact semicircular disk 
patch antenna.The shorting pin increases the inductance due to 
which dualband behaviour of antenna is achieved The resonant 
frequencies achieved are 1.3 & 6.13 GHz so antenna can be used 
for wireless & satellite communication systems. 

A Novel proximity fed gap microstrip patch array has been 
designed [6].To enhance the bandwidth of antenna parasitic 
patches are introduced.In this antenna array configuration is 
achieved by fabricating two parasitic patches gap coupled to 
driven elements of single layer proximity fed 2×1 microstrop 
patch array.The driven patches are excited by proximity feeding 
method & parasitic patches are fed by gap coupling.This array 
resonates at two frequencies of 2.584 GHz and 3.508 GHz and 
provides measured gain of array is 8.79 dB & 5.9 dB at lower & 
upper resonant frequency respectively.

B) Inset Feed
Inset feed is the type of microstrip line feeding in which a 

cut is made in patch such that inset cut and feed line width are 
same.This is done to match the impedance of patch with feed line 
by properly choosing the length of inset feed.Main advantage of 
using this technique is its ease of fabrication and proper impedance 
matching.Many techniques have been employed for increasing the 
gain and reducing the return loss. 

Fig.4. Microstrip antenna with Inset feeding technique [7]
Gain can be increased by using microstrip patch array.A 

4×2 microstrip patch array has been designed using inset feed 
technique [8].But it leads to mutual coupling S(1,2) & S(2,1) 
having value -36.58 dB.To reduce the effect of mutual coupling 
multiple slots are introduced.These slots reduced the effect of 
mutual coupling.The value of different antenna parameters such 
as vswr is 1.03,return loss S(1,1) is -37.80 dB and S(2,2) is -41.25 
dB,mutual coupling obtained is -41.83 dB.

Another method to increase the gain and bandwidth of patch 
antenna with inset feed is to implement patches It leads to increase 
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in inductive coupling from feedline to the slot.Increase in coupling 
leads to decrease in Q-factor of antenna.This tends to increase in 
bandwidth.Such a design is implemented in the inset fed Antenna 
array containing U-slot[9].This antenna can be used for Radio 
over fiber application at 10 GHz which requires the bandwidth of 
500 MHz.

In Inset feeding technique the shape of cuts also effects 
the performance of antenna.When the shape of cut is changed 
from rectangular to angular gives better result.This design is 
implemented in angular Inset-feed in circular microstrip patch 
antenna[10].This change leads to improvement in impedance 
matching up to 33% .This is because opening in insets makes 
them electrically larger.It leads to abrupt variation in resistance.
Due to this input impedance decreases and impedance matching 
is improved.

In [11],Inset feed C-shaped patch is implanted with 
rectangular slot also radiating patch containsC-shape slot.This 
antenna is biocompatiblle which can be easily implanted in human 
body.Because the antenna is seprated from human body via 
polymide as dielectric substrate.The vswr obtained 1.45 and gain 
was <-16 dB at resonant frequency 2.54 GHz.

C) Aperture Coupled Feed
In this technique two substrates are used one for anteena and 

other for transmission line.Both are differentiated by a ground plate 
containing slot at centre exactly below the patch.Here isolation 
is provided between patch and feedline by both the dielectrics.
Feedline is connected perpandicular to slot in ground plane.The 
energy is coupled from feed line to patch through electromagnetic 
coupling.For maximum power transfer patch should be aligned 
with ground plane slot.The spurious radiation is minimised by 
sepration between patch and feedline.This is an excellent feeding 
technique because it gives greater bandwidth with low cross 
polarization due to symmetry of configuration.

Main problem with this technique is its double layer which 
causes difficulty in fabrication.

Fig.5 .Aperture feed microstrip patch antenna [12]
This feeding technique has been used to imlement polarization 

reconfigurable antennas [13].In this paper polarization upto 
±45° is achieved with the help of RF switches.RF switches act 
as short circuit when they are forward biased.In this state the 
electrical circuit equivalent of diode is inductance L with small 
value in series with low forward resistance R.In open ckt state the 
equivalent circuit has same value of inductance with high value of 
reverse resistance also a small capacitance in parallel.

 Firstly a single element antenna with four diodes was 
implemented on the split ground.Then this design was extended 
to 1×4 patch array which was fed with aperture technique with 
the united ground plane configuration..The four copper patches are 
fabricated on the top with uniform spacing.The are supported by 
plastic posts.Then ground plane is etched on the top of dielectric 
containing four apertures in the cross position.On the lower 
side of substrate feed lines of 1:4 power dividing sturctureThe 
connection between ground and internal strips of cross aperture is 
implemented by PIN diodes.Here the beamwidth obtained is 53° 
for +45° polarization and for -45° mode 50°degree is obtained.
The gain having value 13.5 dB is obtained at bandidth from 2.45 
GHz to 2.47 GHz..So this antenna can be used as a base station for 
RFID system.

D) Coaxial Probe Feed

C

Fig. 6. Coaxial Probe feed rectangular microstrip patch 
antenna [14]

In this feeding technique coaxial cable is used in such 
a way that outer conductor is connected to ground plane and 
inner conductor is connected to metallic patch on the upper 
layer of the substrate.The impedance matching is provided by 
controlling the feed position.The main problem with the technique 
is the complexity to find proper impedance matching for thicker 
dielectrics.Also the inner conductor starts radiating which leads 
to spurious radiation.Also cross polarization occurs when used in 
high thickness substrates.

The bandwidth can be improved by using slots of various 
shapes in patch.This paper [15] involves the use of U-shaped and 
rectangular shaped slots fed with coaxial technique.It has been 
found that with rectanular slot and U-slot bandwidth achieved is 
280 MHz and 321 MHz respectively at 1.8 MHz.Also the return 
loss found better in U-slot antenna with -35dB value as compared 
to rectangular slot having -32dB return loss.

To increase the directivity and decrease the side lobe level 
substrate integrated waveguide coaxial feeding technique is used 
[16].In this 6×6 patch array is fabricated on top layer of dielectric.
Then planar coaxial line is fabricated on centre dielectric layer 
which is shielded by metalized vias on the both sides.The peak 
gain obtained having value 10.7 dB and HPBW in H-plane and 
E-plane are 37.3° and 44.3° at 42.5 GHz.

IV CONCLUSION
In this paper four feeding technique are reviewed on the basis 

of antenna parameters S11,HPBW,front to back ratio,directivity.
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Aperture coupled antenna provides the largest bandwidth lowest 
return lose.Also reconfigurable polarized antenna can be easily 
implemented with this technique.This antenna can be used in 
application where thickness of antenna can be tolerated with in 
certain limits.This technique can be used for radar applications 
due to narrowest beamwidth.

Inset feeding technique provides largest directivity with 
more reflection loss providing spurious radiation.Due to its high 
directivity it can be used in MRI and long distance applications.

Proximity feeding technique provides low spurious radiation 
due to which it can be used in satellite communications with 
modifications in patches or by using patch array.

Due to excellent matching of impedance and moderate 
thickness provided by coaxial technique it can be used in various 
medical applications.
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Abstract—Wireless Mesh Network (WMNs) have developed 
to give better administration’s to fixed and portable clients 
because of self-organizing, self-optimizing and fault tolerant 
abilities. Routing is the most challenging issue in wireless mesh 
network. The routing protocols are categorized into three parts 
named as proactive, reactive and hybrid. In this paper the wide 
range of protocols that falls under each categories are mentioned 
like CGSR, TORA, LCMP vice versa along with some metrics like 
ETX, WCETT and many more which are used for path selection 
and route optimization has been reviewed.

Keywords: Wireless Mesh Network, Reactive Protocols, 
Proactive Protocols, Hybrid Protocols, Routing Metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) has been developed to 

give better administrations to fixed and portable clients because 
of self-organizing, self-optimizing and fault tolerant abilities. 
The routing is a challenging issue because of the dynamic 
characteristic of WMN. The routing protocols of WMNs fall into 
three classifications for example proactive, reactive and hybrid 
conventions. In a proactive convention, hubs find courses just 
when correspondence is required between a given source and 
goal hub. These sorts of conventions diminish the control traffic 
on the system however these need additional opportunity to build 
up the course at the season of correspondence. Proactive directing 
methodologies are additionally called table driven methodologies. 
For proactive directing methodologies, each hub keeps up and 
finds the course with each hub in the system paying little respect 
to whether the course is required or not.

Figures 1.1 WMNS architecture

These methodologies figure the courses with each other 
hub by trading the steering tables intermittently. The proactive 
steering approaches increment the control traffic and require more 
data transfer capacity when contrasted with receptive directing 
methodologies. The proactive conventions don’t have to find 
the course at the season of correspondence. The courses will 
dependably be accessible. The half and half steering convention is 
the mix of both on interest and table driven methodologies. It takes 
the advantages of the two systems.

In WMNs, hubs are included of work switches and work 
customers. Each hub work as a host as well as switch, sending 
parcels for the benefit of different hubs that may not be inside 
direct remote transmission scope of their goals. A WMN is 
progressively self-sorted out and self-arranged, with the hubs 
in the system naturally setting up furthermore, keeping up work 
availability among them (making, basically, a specially appointed 
system).This highlight conveys numerous favorable circumstances 
to WMNs, for example, low straightforward cost, simple system 
upkeep and strength. Figure 1.1 shows the basic structure of 
WMNs.

ROUTING PROTOCOL
Routing Protocols searches routes for packet transmission 

and deliver packets to destination suggested by source. They 
use routing algorithms to search the optimal path for data 
communication between the nodes in a network. From many years 
researches actively proposed work related to various aspects of 
these routing protocols.

Protocols can be divided into three categories as given below-
	 •	 Proactive Protocols (Table Driven).
	 •	 Reactive Protocols (On-Demand).
	 •	 Hybrid Protocols.

Table Driven or Proactive Protocols
In Proactive protocols, each node repeatedly updates the 

route to others nodes presents in network. The routing information 
traversed into entire networks to maintain route-table. With this if 
the route is made previously, transmission is done without delay. 
Whenever the network topology changes, node spread a message 
to the entire network to maintain current and up to date routing 
information. However, for highly active networks, these protocols 
need a notable quantity of resources to keep routing data up to date 
and well founded. There are multiple protocols that falls under the 
proactive categories which have been mentioned as below-
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Figure 1.2 Routing protocol along with its categories
Perkins et.al.[1] proposed Destination-Sequence-distance 

Vector Routing Protocol (DSDV), where each node has 
information about other nodes life, information of its neighbors, 
and periodically incremented. This protocol is adapted from RIP 
(Routing Information Protocol) with adding a sequence number to 
the route table entry. With this it can prevent from loops in routing 
table. In DSDV, routing table updates packets are of two types-

Full dump which carries all the available routing information. 
Its packets are transmitted often if the nodes are encountered with 
occasional movement.

Incremental update packets only have the information which 
is changed from the time of latest full dump was sent out by the 
node. These packets use fewer resources of the networks than the 
full dump does.

T.Clausen et.al shows in his paper that OLSR (Optimized 
Link State Routing) protocol which is optimized version of a 
Link State Protocol [2]. OLSR creates link with only a subset 
of neighbors which reduces size of control packets as well as 
allows only selected nodes named as multipoint relays (MPR) to 
retransmit broadcast messages which minimize the retransmission 
of flooding messages. OLSR have two kinds of the control 
messages:

Hello Messages get information of link status and the host’s 
neighbors Topology Control (TC) messages are about broadcasting 
information of neighbors, the MRP hosts can only forward these 
messages.

Chiang CC suggested an algorithm named CGSR (Cluster-
Head Switched Gateway Routing) where nodes are maintained in 
different groups called Cluster and select a head node named as 
Cluster-Head. Nodes which lie in communication area of Cluster-

Head are in there Cluster [3]. Communication between different 
cluster-nodes done by nodes named as gateway nodes. The Global 
State Routing (GSR) algorithm was proposed in [4].

A. Iwata et.al proposed a protocol named Fisheye State 
Routing (FSR) Protocol in which each node have a topology table 
which is maintained with the updated information received from its 
neighbors [5]. In this each update message don’t have information 
belongs to all nodes rather than it exchanges information to closer 
nodes and nodes gets accurate information about neighbors.

STAR (Source tree adaptive routing protocol) was proposed 
in [6]. In this proposed protocol each router shares information 
about nodes which are in a route to destination, with their 
neighbors. Each node has information about its neighbor links and 
the source tree of its neighbor nodes. With this it makes a graph 
which is used to generate routers source tree. STAR supports both 
ORA and LORA process to update routing information. With 
ORA, updates changes only when source tree change. With LORA 
a router node of STAR transmits modifications on its source tree to 
its immediate only when-
	 	All paths to destinations losses.
	 	Finds a new destination.

Rozner E. came up with a new protocol named as SOAR 
(Simple Opportunistic Adaptive Routing Protocol) in which every 
node regularly computes and spread link quality based on ETX 
(Expected transmission count metric).Using this data sender selects 
defaults path with list of nodes eligible for transmitting data and 
broadcast data packets with this information [7]. Nodes available 
on forwarding list, holds the packet and set forwarding timers to 
the destination, whereas nodes which are not in broadcasting list, 
discards the packets. Node’s close to the destination forwards the 
packet earlier because it uses small timers.

Singh Amar et al. proposed PB3C (Parallel-Big Bang Big 
Crunch) optimization algorithm [8]. It is a multi-population 
algorithm. With parallel searching feature, this improves search 
and optimization capability of BB-BC. Search starts with 
independently in parallel groups, best of each group (local best) 
communicates with global best. With this it avoids local minima 
problem with BB-BC. It produced better minimum, better average 
and better Maximum MSE than many algorithms. This algorithm 
has been successful applied for routing in WMN.

Amar et.al proposed P3PGA (Parallel-Three Parent Genetic 
Algorithm) [9]. This algorithm is the extension of Genetic 
algorithm. The algorithm is used to find out the optimum cost route 
in WMNs. To find a cost-effective and optimal route this algorithm 
creates adjacency matrix for all nodes which is having neighbor’s 
node information. Using adjacency matrix, a set of population is 
evaluated. Each population has its own optimal routes. After that 
from the local optimal cost route of each of the population, global 
optimal path is derived. After the routes are evaluated, the nodes 
construct routing tables and transmission starts.

Reactive Protocols (On-Demand)
In Re-active Protocols, node starts to search for a route in 

entire the network only when it requires to sends a packet to 
destination node. When a source starts transmitting packets till 
destination, it calls for the route discovery process to search for 
the path till destination. The route discovery process completes, 
once all the possible conditions examined. After route is being 
formed, it is maintained by route maintenance process. In Reactive 
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Protocols, nodes maintained the routes to active the destination. 
The author proposed AODV (Adhoc on Demand distance vector) 
which is the most popular routing protocol, where routes are 
created on-demand and only active routes are maintained [10]. 
With this it has a reduced routing overhead, but because of on-
demand route setup, initial latency introduced as well. AODV 
follows request–reply techniques to find routes. AODV uses the 
sequence numbers in order to overcome routing loops. The source 
starts transmission by broadcasting the RREQ packet (Which has 
elaborates source and destination IP address). Then the packet 
received by the immediate node and it will check for valid route 
till the destination. If the route is valid then RREQ, rebroadcasted 
routes otherwise route error RERR will be sent to the source.

D.B.Johnson et.al. Proposed [11] DSR (Dynamic Source 
Routing), which requires every node to maintain a route cache. 
If node is having a packet to transmits, source will examine their 
routes available in cache for the valid route till destination. Here 
nodes can have multiple paths to destination. When destination 
doesn’t occur in the cache, a route discovery process comes in 
place and a route request is generated by the source to transmit 
packets till destination. Whereas if route is in cache, packet 
which is to be send is having a copy of route, and packet follows 
that route to reach destination. If route cache is having route 
information, but that route is no longer valid, then process of route 
maintenances comes in place [12]. Nodes will process the route-
request packet when it is not process the packet in past as well 
cache doesn’t have its address.

A Route Reply is processed by the destination when particular 
node knows about the route to destination.

Toh C K et.al. Proposed ABR (Associatively -Based 
Routing) protocol, which is having advantage like free from loops, 
deadlock, and duplicates packet [13]. The objective of ABR is to 
look for routes with longer lives in a network. It has three phases- 
(a) Route Discovery (b) Route Reconstruction (RRC) (c) Route 
Deletion.

In route-discovery phase, source node broadcasts message 
to finds a path to reach till destination. Node cannot requests 
further after it’s done once. After receiving the message request, 
neighbor nodes attach address and associatively with the packet. 
Destination selects the cost effective and optimal route by the 
associatively attached with each the path. When different paths 
have the similar overall degree of association stability, route with 
least hops is selected. After selection of the path, destination node 
transmits a reply back message to the source with the path. The 
nodes come on the path of reply packet, checked their route as a 
valid route. Other than that all routes become inactive. The source 
node initiates a route delete (RD) broadcast whenever a path is no 
longer needed.

Park VD et.al [14], along with his team proposed TORA 
(Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm) which is highly flexible, 
scalable and an efficient protocol. It provides number of routes 
for transmit data from source to destination. For creating a route, 
source node firstly broadcast a QRY packet along with destination 
address. Every node in network is having height with respect to 
different destination. These heights are allocates to links depends 
on direction towards destination. At the time of route creation 
and route maintenance process, with the help of height metric 
node generates directed cyclic graph (DAG). Route maintenance 
process requires if any of the links in DAG is broken. This protocol 
is having good sense of dealing with link failure, whenever any 

link is broke down, protocol reverses the links to re-position the 
DAG for searching an alternate path. Each link reversal sequence 
looks for the secondary routes to get the destination.

Ko YB et.al.introduces Location-aided routing (LAR) [15] 
which works with information related to location by flooding 
on particular part of network, which is likely to have the route 
till destination. With this feature it enhances efficiency level by 
reducing control overhead. LAR uses the GPS (Global Positioning 
System) to bounds the search area during the process of route 
discovery. There are two zones in LAR-Expected Zone where 
destination is expected to be present based on past location. 
Request Zone is a zone where path finding packets are permitted 
to be generated

Hybrid Protocols
Hybrid protocols combines proactive and reactive protocols, 

these algorithms reduce the control overhead of proactive routing 
protocols and reduces delay in route discovery process presented 
in reactive routing protocols. These protocols use distance-vector 
for more precise metrics to get the best optimal paths in the 
network. And also declare routing information whenever change 
occurs in the topology of the network.

Haas ZJ et.al. Proposed [16] ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) 
where networks divided into two overlapping zones. Intra-zone 
(Pro-active uses this) and Inter-zone (Re-active uses this). If 
both source and destinations are in same routing zone, source 
transmitted packets straight to the destination whereas if both 
of them are in are in different zone ZRP begin, route discovery 
process of re-active by finding the paths. Majorly it aims to find 
loop-free routes with reduced transmission.

Unlike other hierarchical protocol, In ZHLS [17] the network 
is divided into non-overlapping zones with no zone-head. Two 
Topological structures, (a) Node Level which defines how nodes 
presented in zones are connected physically, and (b) Zone Level 
Topology defines how the zones are connected to each other.

Two LSP’s (Link State Packets), the Node LSP where node 
are having information about the neighbor node and participates 
presents inside the zone and the Zone LSP which are having the 
zone information and also participates information globally. Each 
node has its unique zone-id & node-id, based on which the packet 
is transmitted (with the help of zone-id it transmits till the correct 
zone then inside that zone, routes are described by node-id).

The author proposed ADOV- Spanning Tree Protocol [18] 
which uses the ADOV functionalities for Intra-mesh traffic 
and Spanning trees for communication. AODV-Spanning Tree 
Protocol actively maintains the spanning trees, having gateways 
as a root in WMN’s. It reduces route discovery latency to achieve 
lightweight & soft state route maintenance. It uses a pro active 
approach to discover routes between most-used nodes or routing 
between more than one network (relay-gateway) and reactive 
approach for routes between less used nodes or Internal routing 
(relay-to-relay).

Wehbi B et.al. [19], proposed LCMP (Light Client 
Management Protocol) which achieves on-demand path setup and 
helps in client’s mobility by new light mechanisms. This protocol 
works with two routing table for maintain process information, 
first table maintains detail about local-mesh clients and second 
table having information about the remote clients and mesh routers 
which associates to them.
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ROUTING METRICS USED IN WMN’S 
PROTOCOLS

In WMN’s routing, for path selection as well as for the 
route optimization, matrices play an important role. As defined 
in literature, ETX termed as “expected no of transmission nodes” 
which are needed for transmitting the information from source 
to destination. To calculate ETX, each node spreads an inquiry 
packet which is having the number of received inquiries from 
each neighbor. The Route EXT sum up all the ETX links which 
comes in between the route. The Localized On-Demand Link State 
(LOLS) [20] protocol executes route discovery process with the 
help of source routing and ETX/ETT. WCETT was proposed [21] 
to minimize the number of nodes on route of a flow that transmits 
information on the same channel. It is a combination of end-to-end 
delay and channel diversity. The MR-LQSR (Multi Radio Link 
Quality Source Routing Protocol) [22] follows LQSR to works 
over multiple channels and interfaces with the help of WCETT 
metric. ETT tackles a problem of low performance presented in 
ETX by considering the differences in link transmission rates. 
ETT adjusts ETX to different PHY rates and data-packet sizes. 

CONCLUSION
Here we discussed the recent protocol used in routing in 

WMN’s with their working. The sub categories of these routing 
protocols have been discussed with some details of them. The 
paper presents some of the most used metrics for finding cost 
effective and optimizes routes. As a future work, some new 
metrics can be introduced and can be applied on these protocols 
especially in hybrid protocols, to make a cost effective as well as 
most optimizes route. Moreover the challenges faced in WMNs 
can be surveyed and these metrics can be used to solve those 
issues.
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Abstract— In the era of Computing Technology, data plays 
a role of lifeblood in various fields to make decisions. Without 
consistent and reliable data, the organizations cannot make 
decisions at right time. To design the data in an effective way, 
traditional methods were not proved to be effective because data 
is increasing from Kilo Bytes to Giga Bytes and then to Petta 
Bytes. Because of large diversity of data that is changing very 
rapidly and massively, big data is an emerging technology that 
takes an initiative to overcome these problems. In addition to the 
large volume of data, big data also handles varieties, velocity, 
veracity and value of data. Various tools being used to analyze 
the big data like Hadoop, MapReduce are also discussed in this 
paper. Architecture of Hadoop which is used to convert diverse 
and unstructured data into uniform and structured form is 
also described in this paper. Big data plays a significant role in 
various areas like banking, industries, E-Governance etc. 

Keywords— Big Data, 5 V’s, Architecture, Hadoop, 
MapReduce, Applications of big data.

I. INTRODUCTION 
Here, in the era of emerging technology each field whether 

it is banking, hospitals, school, government organization, social 
media and lot more produces a lake of data in a structured, semi-
structured and unstructured format called BIG DATA. Big data 
describes collection of data sets so large and complex that it 
becomes difficult to process, manage using relational database 
system and traditional database system. Its tool like data mining, 
text analytics, predictive analytics, statistics, cloud computing are 
so large that are impractical to manage with traditional software 
tools.

Big data can be collected through two sources: internal 
and external sources. Its efforts are currently focus on analyzing 
internal [4] data to extract result and whereas some organization 
look outside to get such as social media. internal data are enterprise 
data transaction details (which occur in e-shopping, banking, etc.) 
log files (consider example of railway ticket booking at IRCTC 
and we make payment in reserving our seats. The amount of 
respectiveseats is deducted from account but the seat is not 
reserved which leads to inconsistency then this log file generate 
unique Id. With the help of this Id within 24 hours our deducted 
amount will be cash back in an account. External data sources are 
social media data which is increasing day by day and platform 
promoted this is Facebook, Instagram Google Duo, Pinterest, 
Twitter and a lot more. In short, big data is a combination of social 
data and enterprise data. The 5V’s of Big Data: Volume, Velocity, 
Value, Variety and Veracity as shown in Figure 1.

 Figure 1 Representation of 5 V’s of Big Data

VOLUME:-
Big Data is like a pyramid where volume is the base. Today, 

Facebook gives 600 TB of data everyday consisting of 20 billion 
messages, 5 billion times, that the ‘like’ is pressed and photos 
uploaded and a lot more. Data is produced at an astronomical rates 
from gigabytes to Petabytes and now Zettabytes because sources 
of data has increased from enterprises, social media sites, cell 
phones , cars , M2M sensors etc. in each and every second.

VELOCITY: - 
As we know data is being generated at an alarming rate. 

Velocity refers to the increasing speed [9] at which data is created 
so the increasing speed at which data can be analysed, processed 
and stored in a relational database. After every 60seconds there 
are more than 1 Lakh tweets, 695000 status update on Facebook, 
11,000,000+ instant messages, 6,900,445 google searches, 217+ 
new mobile users, 1820 TB data created and a lot more. It is 
generally in tabular form in RDBMS, flat files, multi-dimensional 
DBS, legacy system. 

VARIETIES:-
Variety is defined as the different types of data we can now 

use. We have different kinds of data. Structured data is that data 
in [3] which the schema is previously defined and collected from 
various enterprise. But today big data generally covers data 
in which schema is not defined generally covers audio, video, 
images, social media updates, etc. 
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VERACITY: - 
Data being stored in database comes from different sources 

may have anomalies, bugs, noise and unfiltered. This is the most 
crucial task of Big Data to maintain the worthiness, accuracy and 
preciseness of the data.

VALUE: - 
This is at the top of the pyramid of big data. Value includes a 

large volume and variety of data that is easy to access and delivers 
quality analytics that enables informed decisions.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF HADOOP
Big data architecture is outlined to manage the processing 

and then analyzing data that is very big and complicated for 
conventional database. Enterprise worry about managing big data 
is increasing day by day. In order to respond to changing conditions 
of market and needs of customers, big data imparts advantage to 
collect process and examine the huge amount of data. Hadoop is 
very important big data tool. For implementing infrastructure of 
big data, Hadoop and MapReduce are good choices [1].

Hadoop is very similar to existing distributed file system. For 
data storage, master slave architecture is used and data processing 
for transforming very large dataset, Hadoop MapReduce is used. 
Basically 5 blocks are used as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Architecture of Hadoop
•	 Cluster: - Clusters are designed for accumulating and 

analyzing big amount of disorganized data in an environment 
which is distributed. Hadoop clusters are used in increasing speed 
of analyzing data. Scalability of clusters [5] is very high. Hadoop 
clusters are very reliable which is invulnerable to failure because 
data can be copied into other cluster nodes.

•	 YARN Infrastructure: - YARN (Yet Another Resource 
Negotiator) is the resource management and arranging jobs. It is 
considered as a big scale, scattered operating system. YARN [5] 
is in control for delivering computational resources like memory, 
CPU etc. Resource management is provided by YARN.

•	 HDFS: - Hadoop distributed file system acts as a main 
system for storing data. HDFS works on hardware having very 
low cost and HDFS [5] is fault tolerant. It provides consistent 
method for big data management. Master/Slave architecture is 
used by HDFS. Files are stored redundantly so that if one of the 
file is lost, we can prevent system from complete loss of file.

•	 Storage: - Except HDFS, different companies provide 
different solutions to store data. For ex, Amazon provides simple 
storage services.

•	 MapReduce Framework: - Large amount of data 
can be processed by MapReduce framework. Various languages 
support MapReduce programs like Python, Java, C++ etc. Two 
tasks are included which are Map and Reduce. The function of 
Map is used to convert one dataset into another, where separate 
elements are split to get two tuples which contain pairs of key/
value. In Reduce, data tuples are combined into very small tuples 
set. Basically 3 stages are involved. MapReduce is efficient in 
providing [2] distributed processing to huge set of data.
 1. Mapping: - Input data in form of input file is passed in 

mapping stage and then data is processed to create very 
small portion of data.

	 2.	 Shuffling:	-	The task of this phase is to merge the records 
from output of mapping phase.

 3. Reducing: - This phase is used to collect the output from 
shuffling phase and then only single output is returned, 
which is stored in HDFS.

III. APPLICATIONS OF BIG DATA
Big data has totally changed and revolutionized the way 

businesses and organization work. In this era where every aspect 
of our day to day life has been revolutionalized there is a huge 
volume of data has been generating from various digital sources. 
Various tools are used to analyze the big data like Hadoop which 
contributes in various fields.	

•	 Big	Data	contributes	to	Education	field	:-	 Education 
is filled with enormous and tremendous amount of data related 
to students, faculties, courses, resources, curriculum, results, 
achievements and lot more. Proper analysis of the data provides 
insights which can be useful and fruitful to improve the working 
of educational institutes. These are the following aspects where 
big data brings great change like refraining course material [8] , 
grade system, career prediction , student portfolio, online portal 
sharing digital course material, digitalized record of every student 
, decrease dropout. Big data also contributes to online learning.

•	 Big Data contributes to Healthcare :- Healthcare 
system [6] is one of the complex system where patient care, large 
amount of data driven by record keeping, compliance regulatory 
requirement is required. A lot of data is collected from various 
sources such as surveys, electronic financial transactions for 
health insurance claims, computer-based patient records (CPRs), 
and disease registries. So it leads to lot of data which must be 
managed properly. Big Data helps a lot to manage the data and it 
has some positive and life saving outcomes. Big Data refer to the 
vast quantities of information created by digitalization of health 
data from various health resources.

•	 Big Data contributes to Governance :-  From local 
level to national level and then to international level, US census 
to local municipalities there are bulk of data in an unstructured 
way. Big data can be very well used for E-Governance. It helps 
to capture details of complete activity of online purchase and to 
classify them as regular tax [10] payer or fraudulent etc. It can 
also help government to track tax payers and to retrieve the data 
i.e. missing person / case history , identify the criminals, terrorists 
etc. can be done very easily Various projects sponsored by the 
government , their details , schemes can be easily available. So, 
Big Data play a significant role in managing data of Government 
agencies in collecting, capturing and creating huge amount 
of data in multi lingual forms. It also helps in making faster 
decision and implement the decision with various technology like 
MAPREDUCE. Big data can be very well used for e governance.

•	 Big Data contributes to Transportation :- Traffic is 
increasing day by day [8] and everyday number of nuances to 
driver safety, from roads to police officers, handling the rise of ride 
hailing apps, add more public transit option, how to minimize the 
construction for expanding public transit and lot more. To solve 
these problems, there is a need of Big Data. Big Data ensures 
better roads, better routes, safer roadways and new routes.

•	 Big Data contributes to Agriculture :- “The world 
doesn’t need any more engineers we didn’t run out of planes and 
mobiles…. We ran out of food. “Population is increasing day 
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by day and to satisfy the population nothing is more important 
than food supply. There are various problems which are facing 
to meet the proper food supply like uncertainty about weather, 
pests, consumer demand and water use, inefficiencies in planting, 
harvesting leads to intangible loss. On the consumer end 
packaging and labelling can lead to wastage of food and illness 
due to pathogens.

•	 Big Data contributes to Banking: - Banking sector 
has undergone a transformation in their database day by day. Due 
to this many banks failed to utilize the information within their 
own database. Banks has to face various challenges to satisfy 
customers [7] like privacy, Data quality, data integrity, legal 
challenges, fraud detection, service delivery, data visualization, 
general ledger transformation etc. can be resolved by Big data. It 
helps to generate the data in a manner which meets the bank vision 
and mission. It solves all the above challenges, make the service 
faster, provide platform for new application etc.

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the fundamental concepts of big 

data. Big Data tracks the large amount of data and it discovers 
hidden patterns and gives the results immediately. Big data 
provides consistent, integral, reliable, confidential, available and 
normalized data which comes from diverse sources and different 
formats (Unstructured, Semi-Structured and unstructured). The 
variation in data can be handled by the various tools like Hadoop, 
MapReduce and its architecture of Hadoop is also discussed in this 
paper. Big data has the potential to transform the various fields like 
banking, industries, E-governance and agriculture etc.
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Abstract— Fuzzy logic is the primary component of soft 
computing. Fuzzy logics have the solution of each any every non-
linear problem of this real world. Fuzzy sets are used to create the 
fuzzy logics and by using fuzzy logics we can design fuzzy experts 
systems. Among so many applications of fuzzy expert system, we 
have discussed few of them in our paper. In this paper we have 
discussed the basic concept of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logics. The 
components and working of any kind of expert system has been 
discussed diagrammatically. This paper also contains the different 
application area of fuzzy logic.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The usability of fuzzy is going to increase day by day. 

The solutions which are given by fuzzy expert systems are very 
optimal and easy to use. The ease of using the fuzzy systems adds 
the importance of this in each and every field of life. Any kind of 
nonlinear problem can be solved by embedding fuzzy with any 
other technology or hardware problems.

Lotfi A. Zadeh and Dieter Klaua had introduced fuzzy sets 
in 1965. The classical notion of sets were further extended as 
fuzzy sets. Fuzzy sets are the classes of objects with a continuum 
of grade of membership. The membership grade from zero to 
one is allocated to each set of objects. The annotation of union, 
intersection, inclusion, complement etc. are extended to these kind 
of sets, moreover, the properties of the annotations are substantiate 
in fuzzy set domain [1].

Fuzzy set allows moderate calculation of membership 
of the components for a given set. It is portrayed with guide of 
membership function esteemed in the unit interim [0, 1]. Fuzzy is 
a set of two values (U, m) where U is universal set and m:U [0, 1] 
is the membership function. The membership functions of fuzzy 
set A = (U, m) is m= µ (A) [2].

Crisp sets and fuzzy sets both are the piece of the particular 
set theories, where fuzzy actualizes infinite-valued logic while 
crisp utilizes bi-valued. Fuzzy sets are used by fuzzy controllers 
and crisp sets are used by digital designs [3].

It could be incontrovertible fact currently that fuzzy logic 
is having the capability to solve the problems in different like 
industrial management, consume natural philosophy, management, 
medicine, skilled systems and data technology. It provides an 
easy way to get definite results from inaccurate and incomplete 
data. Like human beings fuzzy system can think and can take the 
decisions.

Instead of Boolean logic, fuzzy logics are utilized while 
designing any fuzzy logic expert framework. As such, a fuzzy 

expert system is a gathering of membership functions and 
principles that are used to reason about information. In contrast 
to expert system, which are for the most part symbolic reasoning 
engines, FES are arranged toward numerical preparing [4]. It 
is situated towards dealing with unverifiable or loose data and 
utilized in the spaces where the information factors don’t have 
settled qualities [5]. Furthermore, In 2014 Xu, et. al has given one 
example of fuzzy expert system which can solve the incorrect and 
irrational problems faced while selecting the test cases at system 
level. The visible results demonstrate that defects detection rate 
can be essentially enhanced by utilizing this proposed method 
[6]. In 2015 Akhouayri, et al. has introduced one fuzzy principle 
based framework which can be used effectively to fill in as an 
arrangement of seismic events. This framework gives a nonlinear 
device to control the ambiguity and intricacy of information [7]. 
In 2016 Hettiarachchi, et. al have used a fuzzy system to limit the 
subjectivity, imprecision, furthermore, irregularity issues stood up 
to by the process for estimating the risk related with requirements 
[8]. In 2017 Katigari, et. al have intended a fuzzy expert system 
for diagnosing diabetic neuropathy. This system helps the experts 
to spot the diabetes more quickly by using very basic parameters. 
General experts can utilize this framework in remote regions to 
enhance the care for patients with diabetes [9].

After this section, section II includes the components of 
fuzzy expert system and working of the fuzzy expert system. In 
section III, the review of different area of implementation of fuzzy 
system has been done. There are some applications where fuzzy 
has already implemented successfully for different reasons. For 
this purpose, the data is collected from the last few years. The last 
section IV contains the conclusion of the paper.

II. COMPONENTS AND WORKING OF FUZZY 
EXPERT SYSTEM

A fuzzy expert system will be portrayed with the assistance 
of a diagram as shown in figure 1. .Every fuzzy expert system is 
having 4 main components:-

1. Fuzzification
2.  inference engine
3. knowledge base 
4.  defuzzification module.
1.	Fuzzification	Module:-	Fuzzification is the way toward 

changing a real scalar incentive into a fuzzy value. Fuzzy Linguistic 
Variables are utilized to speak to characteristics crossing a specific 
range. In this module.

I. The data is received from input device in the form of 
crisp sets.
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II. These input sets are transforms to the fuzzy input (linguistic variables) and these converted variables are transferred to the next 
phase.

Figure. 1 Block diagram of Fuzzy Expert System
2) Knowledge Base Module:-
It holds the knowledge of the application domain and the procedural knowledge. It contains the data base and linguistic (fuzzy) 

control rule base.
I. All the supporting data related to linguistic control rules is provided by this module.
II. A rule base portrays the control objectives and control approach of the area expert by set of linguistic control rules.
3) Inference Engine:-
Like human brain, this module is having the capability to take the decisions. Under this module the output is mapped with every 

input by using expert rules already stored on the database. 
4)	Defuzzification	Module:-
Fuzzy output (linguistic variables) from the previous module has been sent to this module for defuzzification process. The 

defuzzification process will convert the fuzzy output to the crisp set and further send this crisp set to the user interface.

III. LITRATURE REVIEW OF FUZZY APPLICATION AREAS
Fuzzy logics provides the way to solve complex and non-linear problems easily and effectively. There are so many applications of 

fuzzy logics in the real world. Some of these applications we have discussed in this paper. The two extensive software systems utilize 
this fuzzy system to design the test plans. 

 Image Processing: - image processing is the m research area for the researchers in the field of computer science engineering. The 
researchers always try to find out the best solutions by using the fuzzy logic to extract the useful information from the given input as 
an image or a video. Time to time the researchers used fuzzy logic control system  for solving the different kind of image processing 
problems in different areas. In 2011 Bhatia ,et al. has introduced one 

new face detection technique by using two different models. Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model and Hue Saturation and Value 
(HSV) color models are used to locate the faces on the image [10].In 2016 “Bhagavathi S. L. and Thomas Niba S.” have discussed 
the fuzzy logic system which will help in the detection of RBC (Red blood cell count) and WBC(White blood cell count) from blood 
samples. They used the blood smear image to process it in the MATLAB for further digital processing [11]. In 2018 Pragalath, et al. 
has used the fuzzy logic-decision making tool with image processing algorithm, which is used for identifying the damaged plane and 
measure the deterioration for scaling the civil grounds [12]. In 2018 Wang, et al. has introduced a self-evolving fuzzy cerebellar model 
articulation controller (IRSFCMAC) classifier which can solve the problems of face recognition. Findings of given algorithm shows that 
the proposed IRSFCMAC classifier has the capability to detect the face in a better way than the others [13]. Table 1.1 shows the fuzzy 
logic tools which can be used in image processing.
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Table 1 Tools used in image processing

Tools Available Purpose
FuzzyUPWELL[14] This tool is committed to the 

completely programmed and 
unsupervised exact division of 
upwelling pictures. [14].

Mandelias2013[14] This tool is for the programmed 
picture division consolidating 
fuzzy subjective maps and wavelet 
change [14].

Robotics: - This section of the paper describes the significance 
of fuzzy logic in the area of robotics. Robots are highly versatile 
machines capable of incredible motions, but are simply too 
difficult to use and hard to setup. A Fuzzy Logic Based Control for 
Autonomous Mobile Robot Navigation technique was proposed 
by Omrane, et al. in 2016. The author used two fuzzy logic 
controllers in the robot i.e. navigation fuzzy controller to enhance 
the navigation performances and second fuzzy controller is used 
to avoid the obstacles. This fuzzy logic controller can utilized for 
the implementation on an intelligent wheelchair to help the elderly 
or disabled people to perform the navigation task [15].In 2017 
Akmal, et al. have designed one fuzzy logic controller which is 
employed as a controller to stabilize the two wheeled EV3 lego 
robot through Simulink-Matlab simulation. [16]. In 2018 Azar, 
et al. the researchers have discovered a theoretical and sensible 
implementation of a fuzzy algorithmic program methodology to 
manage a mobile manipulator path coming up with employing a 
real-time vision system trailing. To meet high execution reaction 
and hearty security of the stage route, a fuzzy logic controller is 
planned with practical compels [17]. In 2017 Chen, et, al. has 
designed the fuzzy logic controller by which the robot can avoid 
obstacles the robot consists of many ultrasonic sensors to detect 
the obstacles and the decisions are taken by the proposed fuzzy 
logic controller [18].

Management:-To manage the things in banks, business or 
any kind of field the fuzzy logic is playing very important role. In 
2015 Mazlum, et. al has invented fuzzy PERT and Fuzzy CPM 
techniques, which can be used in fuzzy project handling. Online 
internet branches can use these techniques to improve the quality 
of the projects. The authors have tested these fuzzy techniques 
to check the performance [19]. Kłosowski, et. al presented 
the concept of selecting staff for production tasks with the 
employment of fuzzy logic. This Mamdani-type fuzzy deduction 
technique was utilized to structure a controller whose undertaking 
was to help the basic leadership process. A simulation model of a 
discrete assembling framework with an executed fuzzy controller 
was produced [38]. In 2017 a three dimensional framework was 
introduced, which will help to estimate the risk related with the 
large scale business projects. The given risk modeling framework 
is validated by conducting a survey [20]. In 2018 (Choy, et. al.) 
another experiment goes for keeping up high administration nature 
of long term care services suppliers by setting up a learning based 
framework to upgrade the administration nature of nursing homes 
and the execution of its nursing staff consistently. In this case 
study an intelligent case-based knowledge management system is 
produced by joining fuzzy logic and case-based reasoning (CBR) 
[21].

Agriculture: - Under this area the fuzzy logic techniques are 
used to enhance the fertility and to analysis the environmental 
parameters like light, temperature and humidity which can affect 
the crops. In 2016 (Hernández‐Vera, et. al ) in a Mexican coffee 
company, a fuzzy logic based expert system was created to 
strengthen basic decision making on the kind of creation process 
thinking about factors for example, weight, pellets, green aspect 
and the level of minor and major abandons, this data got from 
organoleptic examination. A Mandani-Fuzzy logic model to wind 
up a help apparatus for choosing the most fitting procedure on a 
dry factory as indicated by client necessities and all together to 
manage the production of coffee by avoiding delays in production. 
The potential advantage of the model could avoid stoppage of 
production by the non-attendance of a specialist who can settle on 
a choice about the procedure to be performed and cost decrease 
produced by reprocessing [22]. In 2017 (Heidari M & Khodadadi 
H) natural nursery conditions are made by utilizing three actuators 
like Heater, piezoelectric transducer and fans. The adjustments in 
moistness and within a small greenhouse temperature are accepted 
as the outputs of the system. In addition, greenhouse model shows 
recognizable proof is performed dependent on the acquired real 
information through MATLAB framework identification tool kit. 
Consequently, fuzzy logic self-tuning PID controller is intended 
for this reason and the execution of the controller in the atmosphere 
control of the farming greenhouse is contrasted and PID controller 
[23]. In 2018(Kurniasih, et. al.) the writers have directed an 
examination to decide the results of potential Bulurejo town 
dependent on criteria, like the potential in the field of agriculture, 
field of extensive cattle and domesticated animals and poultry 
utilizing fuzzy logic strategy. As the results of this, the utilization 
of fuzzy logic method in deciding the potential estimation of the 
town as per the criteria has been effectively settled, with the goal 
that the fuzzy logic method is appropriate for the count of the 
indexed lists from the potential of Bulurejo town [24].

Education:-The use of fuzzy logic techniques is very popular 
to find out the new ways to evaluate the performance and to find 
out the reasons of low performance of the student as well as faculty 
member. In 2015(Deliktas D and Ustun O) an incorporated 
methodology of fuzzy MULTIMOORA and multi choice conic 
programming is introduced to think about the criteria in picking 
the best understudies and characterize the ideal assignments 
among the predefined projects to expand both the aggregate 
inclination esteem and aggregate positioning worth. The fuzzy 
MULTIMOORA is used to determine the rankings of the students 
[25]. In 2017(Al-Samarraie, et. al.) the study intends to decide the 
key components influencing understudies’ and teachers’ duration 
fulfillment with e-learning in the advanced education setting. So 
as to recognize the elements that affect e-learning continuation 
in advanced education foundations, a methodical survey of the 
writing was led. To investigate the information gathered from 9 
educators and 38 understudies Fuzzy Decision Making Trial and 
Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) method was used. A few 
distinctive causal connections between the variables recognized 
from the two understudies’ and instructors’ perspectives were 
likewise distinguished and used to frame a solitary perspective 
[26]. In 2018(Pazil, et. al.) the four main considerations which 
are based on the physical aspect, socio-emotional, spiritual, and 
intellectual of preschool kids are used to evaluate the performance 
of the student. This paper displays a technique to move forward 
these four factors by examining the execution of individual 
understudies in Malaysia. The ponder centers around 17 preschools 
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in Johor which comprise of five chose schools in the year 2015. 
The entire information from the four perspectives are isolated into 
different extents. The fuzzy logic system is used to perform the 
same. It has been demonstrated that the execution of the five chose 
schools is effective in their procedure of learning [27].

Home Appliances:- In many home appliances like television, 
washing machines, microwaves and refrigerators the fuzzy logic 
techniques has been used to provide the advancement in the field. 
In 2015(Dovydaitis, et. al.) one paper promotes a feeling that a lot 
of electronically controlled keen things must be intellectualized 
utilizing human-type thinking. It has discussed a tale approach 
and new calculations for the various leveled fuzzy preparing, 
retraining, and self-training for intellectualized home situations. 
Imperativeness and effectiveness of the proposed philosophy 
was tried and reproduced on a specific virtual software/hardware 
framework. The demonstrating performed for the working put 
light control in conditions near genuine home condition affirmed 
the conceivable viable productivity of the examined system [28].
In 2017(Collotta M and Pau G) an Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) called BluHEMS is introduced to manage the energy 
utilization conditions. This system is used to forecast the home 
energy usage at various occasions of the day or on various days of 
the week. Matlab and NS-2 simulations are used to test the system 
and to check the performance of the proposed system [29]. Today 
almost all well-known companies like Philips, LG, Samsung etc. 
are using fuzzy for their products. Given picture 1.1 shows the 
same [30].

Image 1.1 Fuzzy Logic Based Products

Health Care:- Diagnosing any disease in medical field is very 
difficult for a medical expert. They need to perform different task 
for find out the cause of problem. To help the medical experts so 
many fuzzy expert systems have been introduce till date In 2015 
Gayathri, et. al. has introduced one fuzzy expert system to detect 
the risk of breast cancer. The main motive of this system to reduce 
the time for diagnosing the breast cancer. Mamdani is used to 
evaluate the results for the same [31]. In 2016(Chanamool, et. al.) 
the researchers proposed an application of utilizing Fuzzy FMEA, 
meant to build up the type of prioritization and evaluation on the 
failures for the working procedure in emergency by examine and 
recognizing proof of the failures as indicated by the philosophy 
of Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). Besides, the 
prioritization and evaluation of the issues are enhanced with the 
usage of Fuzzy technique. The emergency department can easily 

adopt this application [32]. In 2017(Singh, et. al 2017) To quantify 
the SQ(Service Quality) of four hospitals of Punjab state in India, 
an incorporation of Fuzzy set theory and SERVQUAL approach 
has been done. The researchers have utilized Fuzzy Analytical 
Hierarchy Process to discover the need of every measurement and 
sub-measurement of medicinal services SQ traits. It is also utilized 
for positioning the best hospital from the patient viewpoint [33]. In 
2018 Soltani, et al. has introduced one new fuzzy expert system 
to diagnose the glaucoma disease which can affect the eyes and 
damage them very badly. A fuzzy logic based classification 
algorithm, is recommended to govern the patient’s conditions like 
age, race, family history etc. On the basis of these conditions the 
doctors can take decision about the cause of glaucoma and take 
some necessary steps for treating the same [34].

Software Engineering:- Developing any software or any 
application is very important and difficult task. Fuzzy logic is 
playing a vital role in the field of software engineering to solve 
the problems of software development process. In 2015 Ahlawat 
, et. al has invented one technique for estimating the cost and 
efforts in the software development process. They integrate the 
Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) with the fuzzy logic. The 
investigated study explains the process of implementing the fuzzy 
logic with given model to estimate the size, efforts and cost drivers 
of any project. Four membership functions are used to estimate 
the efforts while developing a software [35].In 2017 Yadav , et. 
al has proposed one model by using fuzzy logic, which can help 
to predict the defects in the requirement analysis phase of SDLC. 
They implement this model on twenty projects to test the usability 
of the same. The results of this validation process are satisfactory 
[36]. In 2018(Hsieh ,et. al.) a fuzzy risk impact rating (FRIR) 
was produced for deciding the level of risk in a New Software 
Development(NSD) as indicated by risk attributes related with the 
task, for example, authoritative condition, clients, prerequisites, 
complexity, group, planning and control. The FRIR is made out 
of qualities conceivable evaluations and relating seriousness 
levels, and is accumulated utilizing fuzzy weighted average. The 
testing of the given application confirms that the fuzzy logic based 
risk assessment model can proficiently help administrators in 
managing equivocalness, imprecision, and multifaceted nature in 
NSD risk assessment [37].

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper the fuzzy sets, fuzzy logics and fuzzy expert 

systems have been reviewed. From this detailed survey we have 
found the importance of using fuzzy for any nonlinear kind of 
problem. This is also observed that the fuzzy utilizes the limited 
resources like time and money very well. Matlab is used to test and 
implements the fuzzy experts systems easily. The optimal solutions 
of any problem in any field of life can be taken by implementing 
fuzzy sets. The fuzzy is already implemented successfully in the 
field of robotics, banking, education, software engineering, image 
processing, and mechanics, medical etc. and so on. The results of 
these implementations are remarkable. It has been observed that 
there are some areas like automation of software testing, agile 
testing automation and criminal physiology, where we need to 
implement the fuzzy expert systems to find out the solutions of 
existing problems. 
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ABSTRACT:-SInce J. F. Colombeau presented his technique for implanting D0 into a differential algebra whose item concurs with 
the pointwise result of smooth functions, different sorts of differential equations in summed up functions have been examined. There 
are those portraying the geodesics of indiscreet gravitational waves (pp-waves), and, for arrangements of the geodesic equations in the 
full Colombeau algebra. In, J. Lig¸eza thinks about straight differential equations, while in which he finds intermittent arrangements of 
direct ODEs of first and second request. M. Oberguggenberger and R. Hermann exhibited a few results with respect to the (worldwide) 
feasibility of differential equations given by tempered summed up functions. In, summed up streams and (internationally characterized) 
singular ODEs on differentiable manifolds are contemplated. In any case, there exists no local theory of differential equations over the 
exceptional Colombeau algebra up until now. The point of this section is to establish the frameworks to such a methodology.

1 ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN GENERALISED FUNCTIONS

Give  a chance to be an open interval in , U an open subset of ,  and 

. We are keen on discovering arrangements  in  of the initial value problem

 (1.1)

where  is an interval in with . 
, Dept. of Mathematics
NILLM UNIVERSITY, KAITHAL, INDIA

Theorem (Weissinger’s Fixed Point Theorem): Let  be a closed subset of a measurement space 

a convergent arrangement of positive numbers and  a map by

for all u, v ∈ A and . At that point has a special settled point . This settled point is the limit of the 

iterative sequence , where  is an arbitrary initial value in . Moreover, the mistake gauge

Theorem: Let  be an open interval in  an open subset of , a close standard point in with 

and  . Let  and L a compact subset of  with the end goal 

that  for all  Let  to such an extent that

where . On the off chance that there exists somewhere in 

the range of  with the end goal that

 (1.2)

for all , at that point for settled there exists  
that is an answer of the initial value problem
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 (1.3)

where . 

Furthermore, there exist representatives  respectively, such that

holds for all  and  sufficiently little. 

The arrangement is exceptional in  if, likewise,

 (1.4)
Proof: We think about the differential condition on the dimension of representatives. For each ε we pursue the proof of the classical 

Existence and Uniqueness Theorem for ODEs as can be found. In any case, so as to get a net of arrangements characterized on a common 
interval, we need to monitor the constants relying upon ε. along these lines, we give the proof in full detail. 

Existence: Let be a representative of . Set  and pick some . 

Let  with the end goal that for all . Presently settle 

some . See that for .

 (1.5)
holds. 
The function uε is an answer of the initial value problem

 (1.6)
on the off chance that and just in the event that it settles

 (1.7)
The possibility of the proof is to locate a settled point (by Weissinger’s Fixed Point Theorem (1.1) of the integral operator 

characterized by the right hand side of (1.7). To this end, we set

is non-empty and a closed subset of the Banach space We define 
by

maps  into  since, by (1.5)

 (1.8)
And hence
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for all t ∈ J. By Lemma and Remark, there exists a consistent  with the end goal that for all 

 the gauge

holds, where just relies upon , a compact subset of  with . By enlistment, we demonstrate that

 (1.9)

holds for all : For  the inequality is inconsequentially fulfilled. Presently given us a chance to accept 
that (1.9) holds for some k. At that point

and, in this manner, (1.9) holds for all . From (1.9), it pursues promptly

Since it pursues from Weissinger’s Fixed Point Theorem 1.1 that for each 

there exists a unique element  which fulfills , and which is therefore an answer 
of (1.6). 

Despite everything we need to demonstrate the moderateness and c-boundedness of : By (6.8), the picture of  is 

contained in  for all  and, henceforth, by our decision of , the net  

is c-bounded into . By an increasingly straightforward gauge utilizing (6.2.2), the primary derivative of is likewise 

uniformly bounded. By the chain rule and the uniform boundedness of and its derivative, we have

for  and some settled . The higher-order derivatives of are currently assessed inductively by 
differentiating the condition

Uniqueness: Let  be another arrangement of (1.3) 

and . At that point 
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and . Since  is compact and both 

and are c-bounded into , there exists a compact subset of with the end goal that  

and  for sufficiently little ε. See that, by Lemma and Remark, there exist 

 and a consistent  to such an extent that for all 

the gauge

holds, where  and just relies upon  . Therefore, for  it pursues that

for appropriate constants  and arbitrary . By Gronwall’s Lemma, we get

for some consistent . This finishes up the proof of the theorem. 
three examples. 

Example: Let  be given by the representative 

 and = 0. Since  is 
(universally) bounded, we have

for any , i.e. F neglects to fulfill condition (1.2) on any area of . By and by, there exists a unique 

worldwide solution for each ε: Integrating the differential condition  and considering 

the initial condition , we obtain

The function  is autonomous of , strictly monotonic expanding and maps  onto . Therefore,  is easily invertible and 

we indicate the inverse function by . Since is a gradually expanding function, the composition with 

, by Proposition, is all around characterized and yields a moderate net  where 
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 Be that as it may, being unbounded,  isn’t c-bounded. Henceforth, uε explains the differential 

condition for each ε but the summed up function [ ] isn’t a solution of the summed up initial value problem
utilizing a summed up ODE theorem, we need the solution to be G-reliant on the parameter. Notably, if conditions (1.2) what’s 

more, (1.4) in Theorem 1.2 are just marginally altered to incorporate the parameter, they are sufficient to ensure the ideal outcome.
solution of the initial value problem
.

 (1.18)

The solution u is unique in . 

Moreover, there exists a representative of  with the end goal that

Holds for all ( and ε sufficiently little

Proof:Existence: The fundamental strategy of the proof is to consider ( ) as a component of the parameter and apply 
Theorem 5.8. In any case, we should manage a few specialized subtleties. 

Let and be representatives of resp. . Starting now and into the foreseeable future, we generally 

let . Let  and set

Choose  , set  and define

Then

hold. Hence, we may define  by

Clearly,  is moderate and, therefore,  is in G(

 . Presently let and . By presumption (6.17) on 
(Fε)ε, we get

Where 

  
 Since

it follows immediately that for all 
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 (1.19)

By Theorem 1.8, there exists  to such an extent that for all 

map  is 
a solution of the initial value problem.

for all Let  

and . Set  

and . At that point We currently characterize 

 (1.20)

The map is well-defined since by the choice of  and

 (1.21)

The moderateness of is a prompt consequence of the moderateness of . Besides, since 

for all  and  for all , it pursues that

For all , i.e. uε is c-bounded from  

into Bγ( ). Therefore,  is an element of , Bγ(x0)]. Moreover, the 

function  fulfills

And

For all and t ∈ J In this manner,  

is without a doubt a solution of the initial value problem (6.18). Note that for any  the constants 

and  can be picked inside their required limits with the end goal that all the important inequalities in the 
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development of are fulfilled. 
1.2 A FROBENIUS THEOREM IN GENERALISED FUNCTIONS
So as to demonstrate a summed up Frobenius theorem we have to unravel a summed up first order straight arrangement of ODEs. 

Proposition: Let I be an open interval,  and  fulfilling

 (1.23)

has just the inconsequential solution  in . 

Proof: Obviously,  is a solution of (1.23). The uniqueness of this solution pursues from a slight alteration of 
the proof of uniqueness in Theorem 1.1.2. Note that in the above proposition a solution of the initial value problem require not to be 

c-bounded since  is a summed up matrix for all . Presently we are prepared to demonstrate a summed up rendition 
of Frobenius’ Theorem.

Theorem: Let  be an open subset of an open subset of and 

. In the event that for all  with  and 

 c there exist  and  to such an extent that.

 (6.24)

For all  and

 (6.25)

Where and  is a compact subset of to such an extent that 

for all , at that point coming up next are proportional

(1) For all with  the initial value problem

 (6.26)

Has a unique solution  in  where  is an open 

neighborhood of in .
(2) The integrability condition is fulfilled, i.e. the mapping

is symmetric in  as a summed up function in 
Proof: The proof uses indistinguishable line of contention from in the classical case. Be that as it may, we must be substantially 

more watchful with regards to making and point wise characterization out of summed up functions. We will make great utilization of a 
few results. 

(1)⇒ (2): By Proposition 2.30, we possibly need to check if

For all close standard focuses and . Therefore, let and be 

close standard focuses in resp. . By (1), there exists a solution  of the initial value problem.

Composing  as  at that point, by Proposition and Corollary, we acquire
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For all close standard focuses  , the last articulation is symmetric in and since, by Schwarz’s 

Theorem, has this property. 

(1)	 ⇒ (1): Let  be a close standard point in with and let 

. Existence: Choose  and set . There exists some  with the 

end goal that is in  for all . Starting now and into the foreseeable future, we generally let 

. Since for  and 

Holds, we have  and the function

is very much characterized. By Propositions and,  is a very much characterized summed up function 

in . Presently consider the initial value problem

 (6.27)

With parameter  we will demonstrate that the conditions of Theorem 6.1.8 are fulfilled. Pick 

. At that point, by

Furthermore, by (5.25), we get

From Theorem 6.1.8, it pursues that there exists a summed up function to such an 

extent that  is a solution of (6.27) for all where  is in and 

. Fix some  and  and set
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We pick with the end goal that  for all . 

Starting now and into the foreseeable future, we generally let .. We characterize 

 by

By the decision of , the inequality

holds and the function is all around characterized. Starting now and into the foreseeable future, 

we indicate basically by uε. Since, clearly, the net  is 

moderate and c-bounded into , the composition with is moderate. By the c-boundedness of into  

additionally is c-bounded into Lβ, i.e. . 

To demonstrate that u is in fact a solution of (5.26) we will utilize the balance of 

 and  

in . To see this we consider the net given by

.

Note that, by Propositions,  is an all around characterized summed up function in

 .Let and  . Since 

 is steady in  and  maps to a space of summed up straight 
functions, we have

In . By Schwarz’s Theorem, the chain rule and the integrability condition (2), we acquire.

(6.28)
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 (6.29)

For  Corollary says that  is in . We 

may see  as a summed up function of which is free of t, i.e. 

. From Proposition, it pursues that  

is in . Therefore, the articulation in the sections in the last line of (6.28) can likewise 

be composed as ˇ . Since 

 is in by Proposition 2.32, the mapping 

 is in . 

From (6.25), it pursues that  for all 

 . Henceforth,  is a solution of a straight initial value problem fulfilling the conditions of Proposition 

6.2.1 and, therefore  for all  . By Proposition, we presume that 

in  At long last, we watch that  is in fact a solution of (6.26). See 

that for the initial value problem (6.27) is decreased to

Therefore,  is the (in  steady function . In this way, by the 

definition of  we acquire

At last we get

For all  . Applying Proposition to the above condition, we presume that  is without a doubt a solution of 

the initial value problem (6.26). Uniqueness: Let  be another solution of (6.26). We will 

demonstrate that  for each of the . Since  is a pile, the correspondence 

additionally hangs on . Let ). See that if is the 

representative of f that unravels (5.27) for the representatives of  of and  of 
classically for little ε (such a representative exists by Theorem 6.1.8), at that point
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Holds for all  and  for which the two sides are characterized. Thus, the equivalent is valid for  as a summed up 

function. Presently, let  and set . We characterize 

 by . The function 

 is very much characterized since, by

For and  , the map  is c-bounded 

from . Additionally, is an element of  

and a solution of (5.27) for . Since  and solutions are unique in  

it pursues that  for all  . By Proposition, 

is an element of  and 

equivalent to  on Since

Holds for all and sufficiently little ε, the map  is c-bounded 

from into  Henceforth, we may figure by putting the claim.
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Abstract: Smart Feedback System will help a concern 
institution to get feedback from teachers about their students 
and also from students about their teachers. The categorization 
of student and teachers on various grounds can be done 
and different sampling techniques can be used to achieve a 
certain target. The chief target of teaching and learning is 
to improve their capability and to remove the limitations in 
them and this system will work for the same. The data for the 
sampling purpose will come from the feedback of the students 
and the teacher which can be either obtained by a dedicated 
mobile application or website developed form. After the data 
is obtained, now the sampling techniques will be implied on 
them.

 Keywords—feedback, mobile application, sampling 
techniques, website.

INTRODUCTION
 Student’s feedback about teacher and teacher’s feedback 

about their student’s is one of the main key requirements that 
can be very useful for academics improvement / academics 
enhancement. In the modern era of this internet world, education 
through internet like online video lectures are tends to be very 
important for educational purposes as student’s can learn not 
only from their class but they can also learn through various 
online courses and educational websites. Because today’s the 
impact of online courses are increasing therefore a need arises 
for a stretchy, strengthened and effortlessly available online 
academic pointer delivery method so as to inform the institution 
about their merits and demerits so that they can take the necessary 
actions. The Feedback management System not only approaches 
all about institutional and educational practices but it can also be 
extended to the various levels of the business like in restaurants. 
According to the feedback given by the faculty as well as the 
student this system explains that how good or bad a relationship 
exists between the students learning environment and teachers. 
The “Smart Feedback System” about that we are discussing in this 
paper is supposed to manage the student’s feedback about their 
teachers. The “Smart Feedback System” permits the students to 
choose a particular subject in every year and also choose their 
particular teachers who are teaching them in the current year or 
current semester to provide the response about their every subject 
mentor. The “Smart feedback system” is a system which generates 
the report automatically and it provides the exact response to the 
teachers about their teaching quality and also about their language 
clarity based on their evaluation like bad, poor, normal, good, 
excellent as well as exact feedback about the teacher is given by 
every student. But in the system that already exists response is 
provided by the students manually. Therefore in the already exists 
system, report generation is quiet time consuming because every 

feedback is analyzed by some person manually and therefore 
it requires some time as well as efforts by them. But by smart 
feedback system report will be generated automatically and 
consumes very less time as well as reduces manpower effort. In 
“Smart Feedback System” student provides their response about 
their teachers of every subject who are teaching them in the current 
semester or current year. After that the feedback is sent to HOD 
of every department and also sent this feedback to principal for 
analysis and some further actions are taken based on this feedback 
report. HOD has full rights that he can show the feedback report to 
respected teacher if he/she wants to do so.

We also have developed faculty feedback system to provide 
feedback about student’s who are taught by him/her in an easy 
and consistent manner to the college HOD or principal. We call it 
faculty feedback system which delivers via student staffs interface 
as online system which is acting as service provider.

I.  LITERATURE STUDY
A. College Feedback System: I have studied this paper 

thoroughly and take some motivation from it for creating the 
system which collects the feedback from the faculty as well as 
from the students. This paper presents that “The College Feedback 
System” is a management information system for educational 
institutions to manage student’s data easily as well as not to create 
the burden on the teacher for the maintenance of the records of 
the students. An Online Student Feedback System automatically 
generates the report of the feedback provided by the students and 
it provides the proper feedback to the teachers as well as to the 
institutions about their students and faculty’s as per the categories 
like always, poor, usually, very often, sometimes.

B. Mobile Virtual Online Feedback System: I also have 
studied this paper thoroughly and also take the motivation it to 
make a smart feedback system which collects the response from 
the students as well as from the faculty and automatically generates 
the report of the feedback given by the students about the teacher 
as they submitted. But this system has some limitations regarding 
security and the system that is described in the paper just only 
works on intranet and also this system just only takes the feedback 
from the student and not from the faculty. But in our paper, we 
extended this facility that not only the student will give the rating 
to the teacher based on their teaching methods, knowledge and 
language clarity but also the teacher can also give the rating about 
the student’s like about their behavior, academics and includes 
other factors also so that teaching and learning will improve. 

C. Feedback Management System for Evaluating and 
Generating Monthly Report: I also have studied this paper 
thoroughly and take some idea from this paper to create a smart 
feedback system which collects the response given by the students 
and automatically generates the report of the response of the 
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students. But the main problem with this system is that this system 
is not time bound as well as this system is also not user friendly 
because users may face some inconvenience while using the 
system. In addition to provide all the solutions for these problems, 
we also facilitate the students with the online gateway system so 
that the students can give the monthly report of every teacher. And 
we are also trying to build up the system that is not only applicable 
to the college but also for an association who are on the road to 
create the records of the client’s feedback.

III. TECHNIQUES USED
In our paper, we have used some techniques that are based on 

the machine learning which includes some sampling techniques 
like random sampling, systematic sampling, stratified and cluster 
sampling techniques. By using these sampling techniques we can 
group the student’s as well as teacher’s based on their common 
characteristics and after that we store the data at the cloud.

The first step is to collect the data and then apply some 
sampling techniques to classify it that is defined are as follows:

1. Random sampling: The base of this sampling will be 
the grouping of the students on the basis of their performance in 
academics. The key role of this technique will be to improvise 
the academics of the students. The students can be categorized 
into elite (For students exceptionally good in academics), gold (for 
good), bridge (for students struggling at pass-fail level), Drowned 
(for below average students). The feedback on the progress of 
student at every week from the concern teacher can be taken and 
feed to the database at the cloud.

2. Systematic sampling: The base of this sampling will be 
grouping of students on their level of IQ into 3 categories and 
compound with their academic performance level which in turn 
will generate a new groups of students. From the students the 
feedback of teachers will be taken on grounds of:
 a. Level of knowledge on content
 b. Confidence level of teacher
 c. Reasoning skills for providing solution to students’ 

problems
 d. Clarity of thoughts
 e.  Utilization of time
 f. Simplicity of explanation

The data on all these grounds will be taken from all the 
students but the weightage for different six aspects under 
consideration will be different as per the students level as follows:
 i. A+ students : 2x weitage of 2a. 2b.
 ii. A students : 2x weitage 2c. 2e.
 iii. B students : 2x weitage 2d. 2f.

In this way the data is to be collected.
3. Stratified sampling: This sampling will be used to solve 

the common problems of students as well as teachers. For this 
small segments of teachers and students respectively will be made 
who will be provided the counselling about the real time problem 
from which they are suffering. The common grouping according 
to this sampling will help them to form groups according to their 
common problems so they can even help each other for solving 
their common problem of concern.

4. Cluster sampling: This sampling technique will group 
students on the basis of their common field of interest either 
curricular or extra-curricular. Similarly this will group teachers 
of multiple disciplines working on or interested on converging 
projects or research interests. This will help to grow them together.

Software used: The software that we used are as follows:
Minitab: Minitab is a statistics package developed at the 

Pennsylvania State University by researchers Barbara F. Ryan, 
Thomas A. Ryan, Jr., and Brian L. Joiner in 1972. It began as a 
light version of OMNITAB 80, a statistical analysis program by 
NIST.

Platform: Python and R
Packages used:
Histogram
Pandas
Matplotlib

Sample representational images:
1. Matplotlib
This graph will be plotted against the reference parameter 

and the feedback message of the client.
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Fig: Attendance versus week point

2. Pandas
This data frame of python will help to sum up data at a 

particular place and frame it at a scientific level. This will help to 
achieve 5nf form of database.

3. Histogram
The histogram will give the extent of a particular parameter 

and its extent of effect. For example feedback of language clarity 
of a teacher.

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this modern era where education has become an essential 

need for every child/adult so to ensure that proper education is 
being delivered or not there is only one way that is by taking the 
feedback of the students about the teachers as well as the feedback 
of the teachers about the student by online so as to reduce the 
work done by the human being. Accordingly, the software is build 
which automatically takes the feedback turn by turn so as to not 
skip any of the persons. Smart feedback system will help all the 
users and clients to know where they are lagging and where they 
need to work. The institution and organizations who are using or 
those which are planning to use this software can make a record 
of the best possible inputs that their employees as well as students 
are giving for their institution as well about their teachers. Real 
time data can be interpreted in no time and give them the exact 
reason of their lag. Basically this paper provides the idea that how 
we can reduce the faculty’s time as well as how we can reduce the 
burden of the teacher for maintaining the large amount of records 
of students. The Smart Feedback System just not only approaches 
about educational and institutional practices but it can also be very 
useful in business for customer feedback like in restaurants.
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Abstract: The cloud computing means “The practice 
of using a network of remote server hosted on the internet to 
store, manage and process data, rather than a local server or a 
personal computer”. It refers to the delivery of virtual resources 
on demand, here everything from applications to data centers is 
done over the internet on a pay for use basis. All the resources 
are virtually pooled in the cloud to be offered as a service on 
demand to the customers. Cloud computing is a service provided 
through internet for the development and use of information or 
computer technology as well as computing resources. This paper 
presents the various services offered by the Cloud Computing. 
The services of the cloud computing PaaS, SaaS and IaaS are 
important basic services along with some other services of the 
cloud computing.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Pay- for-Use, Virtual 
Resource, Data Centers, PaaS, SaaS, IaaS.

I. INTRODUCTION
The definition of the Cloud Computing covers everything 

such as web search and photo sharing on social networking etc. 
Cloud computing resources should be accessible by the customers/
end users anytime, anywhere, and from any platform  the cloud 
can be described as on-demand computing, fix anyone with a 
network connection. The potential outcome of cloud  computing 
is to access applications and data anywhere, anytime from any 
device.

The cloud refers to wide – area networks, Fig 1.1 shows 
the intent from which remote computing resources are shared. 
The cloud reduces costs and complexity and provides scalability. 
The cloud computing reduces costs and improves efficiency. An 
institution can rely on the ‘pay-as-you-go’ on PaaS and Saas. The 
efficiency increases as the maintenance of the software is now 
shifted to the cloud service provider.

Cloud computing provides computing power as services, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources such as networks, servers, storage, applications, and 
services that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction.

The computation, software, data access, and storage services 
provided by Cloud Computing do not require the knowledge about 
the physical location and configuration of the system that delivers to 
the end user as a service on pay for use basis. We can compare Cloud 
Computing to the concept of using the electricity grid, where end-users 
consume power without needing to understand the component devices 
or infrastructure required to provide the service.

Cloud computing delivers model for IT services based on 
Internet protocols, and also describes a new supplement, and it 
typically involves provisioning of dynamically scalable, often 
virtualized resources and enabling convenience to access the 
IT services. It is a byproduct and consequence of the ease-of-
access to remote computing resources and sites provided over 
the Internet. Sometimes it is a web-based tool or applications that 
users can access and use through a web browser as if they were 
programs installed locally on their own computers. Typical cloud 
computing providers deliver common business applications online 
that are accessed from another Web service or software like a Web 
browser, while the software and data are stored on servers.

Cloud computing customers do not need to own the physical 
infrastructure; take on rent the resources from a third-party, rather 
it becomes economical. The End-user pays as per the service and 
pay only for resources that they consume. They provide services 
delivered through common centre and built on servers. Sharing 
resources can improve the utility and also reduce costs significantly 
while increasing the speed of application development.

II. CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICE
Today, IT must plug into cloud-based services individually 

as the cloud computing aggregators and integrators are already 
emerging.

Fig 2.1 Cloud Computing Services
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Cloud computing is at growing stage, and is becoming 
popular in the various areas of service providers delivering a slew 
of cloud-based services, from applications to storage services 
to spam filtering. The various services rendered by the Cloud 
Computing are shown in figure 2.1.

2.1 IAAS: INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE
IaaS is the most important basic cloud service model. It 

offers Computers in both physical and virtual machines and other 
resources-hypervisors such as Hyper-V, Xen, KVM, VMware 
ESX/ESXi, runs the virtual machines as guests. Hypervisors 
within the clouds to provide a support to the large number of 
virtual machines. 

The ability to scale the services varying requirements this 
model of the clouds often offers additional resources such as a 
virtual-machine disk image library, file-based storage, load 
balancers, firewalls, IP addresses, virtual local area networks 
(VLANs), and software bundles. On demand these resources can 
be had by the end-users from their large pools installed in data 
centers.

In this case even, the end-user do not need any infrastructure, 
instead cloud users can install operating-system images and their 
application software on the cloud infrastructure. In this model, the 
cloud user patches and maintains the operating systems and the 
application software. Cloud providers charge for the IaaS services 
on the utility computing basis. The bill reflects the amount of 
resources allocated and consumed by the end user.

2.2 PAAS: PLATFORM AS A SERVICE

In the PaaS model, a platform is prepared to provide delivery 

of computing platform to the end users. It includes operating 
system, database, compiles, programming language execution 
environment, and web server. Application developers and 
independent Software vendors (ISV) can use this cloud computing 
platform to develop their applications and run their software 
solutions without any cost and manage the underlying hardware 
and software layers. It provides all the computing facilities required 
to support the complete life cycle of building and delivering web 
applications entirely on the web.

PaaS enables application developers and ISV’s to create 
custom web applications and deliver it quickly. With Windows 
Azure, the underlying computer and storage resources scale are 
automatically offered by it to match application demand and the 
end user does not have to allocate resources manually.

2.3. SAAS: SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE
In the Software as a service model, the cloud service 

providers provide access to application softwares and databases 
managed to the end users. The infrastructure and platforms of the 
cloud run the applications. Cloud providers install and operate 
application software in the cloud so that cloud users access the 
software. Cloud users need not manage the cloud infrastructure 
and platform where the application runs.

SaaS is a on-demand software. SaaS service providers 
charge subscription fee on each application. End users can use 
the application on pay for use basis. The pricing model for SaaS 
applications is typically a monthly or yearly flat fee per user, so 
price is scalable and adjustable if users are added or removed at 
any point.

2.4 STAAS: STORAGE AS A SERVICE
In Storage as a Service the service providers maintain digital 

storage. STaaS can be implemented as business model in which a 
large company which rents space in their storage infrastructure to 
a smaller company or an individual.

It provides storage space on a cost-per-gigabyte-stored and 
cost-per-data-transfer basis over internet.

2.5 DAAS: DATA AS A SERVICE
Data as a Service (DaaS) is a cloud strategy and distribution 

model in which data files including text, images, sounds, and 
videos are made available to end user over the Internet on pay on 
use basis.

It facilitates the accessibility of business-critical data in a 
well-timed, protected and affordable manner. It facilitates latest 
and more effective ways of distributing and processing data.

2.6 TEAAS: TECHNOLOGY AS A SERVICE
TEaaS offers technology as a service on demand. It not only 

reduces the cost of business solution ownership but also reduces 
the risk of technology. Above all it provides predictability of costs 
over time. Most of businesses today want technology solutions to 
help to improve efficiency and maintain competitive advantage.

TEaaS provides the flexibility to support agile, rapidly-
changing companies, and scalable enough to accommodate 
growth. It enables your business to leverage technology more 
efficiently in an economical way.
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2.7  APIAAS: APPLICATION INTERFACE AS A 
SERVICE

In APIaaS model, programming Graphical user interface 
components can also be provided to the end user pay for use basis. 
Application Interfaces can be specified in many forms, including 
an International Standard such as POSIX, vendor documentation 
such as the Microsoft Windows API, Web APIs, these are also 
important and widely used components of today’s web fabric.

2.8 SEAAS: SECURITY AS A SERVICE
SEaaS is an outsourcing model used for security 

management. It helps to secure all the forms of computing. Large 
service providers integrate the security services into a corporate 
infrastructure on subscription basis. They provide authentication, 
anti-virus, anti-malware / spyware, intrusion detection, and 
security event management, among others security services.

2.9 NAAS: NETWORK AS A SERVICE
Through NaasS, the cloud computing service providers 

create a model, network and transport connectivity which includes 
optimization of resource allocations by considering network and 
computing resources as a unified whole.

Traditional NaaS services include flexible and extended 
VPN, and bandwidth on demand. NaaS concept materialization 
also includes the provision of a virtual network service by the 
service provider of the network infrastructure to a third party.

III. CONCLUSION
Resources of the cloud can be accessed as a service by the end 

user from anywhere where there is an internet connection, on any 
computing device. Cloud computing is economical for business 
because without buying the resources like hardware, servers etc. 
Cloud computing services are available to the end user on pay- 
for-use basis.
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based on the whole set of data in which all the input conditions 
and all the expected outcomes are provided. On the basis of all 
the conditions available, future processing is being done. In this 
approach, every occurrence of dataset is characterized by using 
identical set of features [4]. 

Unsupervised Machine Learning: - Unsupervised learning 
is not provided with the set of labeled input data that is no predicted 
answer is provided with the data set available with the system. 
Machine is not being told how the data is sorted or categorized. 
It is the task of machine to arrive at the grouping of data [5]. 
Unsupervised learning is sometimes called as cluster analysis in 
which machine is instructed for how many cluster it should form 
[5]. Further, as the correct answer is not known, there is no way to 
predict the truthfulness of the output.

Reinforcement Machine Learning: - Reinforcement 
Learning is that branch of Machine Learning in which no 
prior knowledge is provided as in Supervised Learning. In this 
approach, maximum incentive has to be gained by agent in any 
particular state. Unlike supervised learning, in which input and 
output data are mapped with each other, for a result obtained, 
validation of output with respect to training data can be checked. 
Reinforcement Learning is using rewards and penalty depending 
on the behavior of learning whether it is positive or negative. 
Reinforcement Learning is widely used in different area of AI 
such as Robotics, Data Processing, and Game Theory etc. It is also 
called as Approximate Dynamic Programming. It also known as 
semi-supervised learning. 

Basic reinforcement is representation of Markov Decision 
Problem. The main sections of reinforcement learning consist of:-
	 •	 A finite set of Environment and Agent states, S
	 •	 List of possible actions, A to be performed by the agent 

to gain the maximum possible rewards.
	 •	 Possibility of change from one state s to another state s’ 

under any particular set of action a.
	 •	 Rewards points gained after transition from state s to s’.
	 •	 Set of rules that describe what the agent experiences.
	 •	 Discount factor, the discount factor is multiplied by 

the incentive points gained by the agents to drench the 
outcome of reward choice on agent’s action.

	 •	 Policy	 (π):- Policy map states to actions and gives 
the possibility of taking action a for any state s in any 
circumstance [1].

	 •	 Value function (V):- Value function is a judgment of 
estimated outcome of the complete future rewards. It 
tells the long-term return with discount as compared to 
immediate rewards. 

Abstract: - Machine Learning is not a new concept in the 
field	 of	Artificial	 Intelligence.	Machine	Learning	has	 put	 its	
first	step	in	the	field	of	computer	science	in	1952.	Since	then	
it	has	gained	progress	significantly	that	it	can	now	be	seen	in	
every	field	 of	 life.	The	 algorithms	 of	machine	 learning	have	
various applications like data mining, communication system, 
recommendation system. This paper aspires to present brief 
introduction on the categories of Machine Learning along with 
the Tabular Method of Reinforcement learning. 

Keywords: - Machine Learning, Supervised, 
Unsupervised, Reinforcement Learning

I. INTRODUCTION
The ground for the development of Machine Learning was to 

deal with computer system programs which can gain knowledge 
directly from examples [2] and handle the data effectively [3]. 
Machine Learning is that stem of computer science that gives knack 
to computer to learn exclusive of being explicitly programmed. 
Machine Learning is dependent entirely on data; the more the data, 
the more efficient Machine Learning is.

Now-a-days, Machine Learning has wide range of 
applications like E-mail filtering, Detection of Network Intruders 
and the areas where it not practical to develop algorithm with 
particular directives to achieve definite tasks.Machine Learning 
enhances itself from data inputs, calculate and then reform the 
outcome.

II. CATEGORIES OF MACHINE LEARNING
Machine Learning is broadly categorized into following three 

categories:
	Supervised Learning
	Unsupervised Learning
	Reinforcement Learning

Supervised Machine Learning: - Supervised learning is 
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	 •	 A Q-value or action-value function (q): gives the value 
of expected return with state and current action that it 
along with state it considers one more parameter which is 
current taking action a under policy π [6].

IV. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 
TECHNIQUES

Exact solution methods or approximate solution methods can 
be used to find Optimal Policy for reinforcement learning.

•	 Tabular Method
Q-Learning is a value-based reinforcement learning algorithm 

which is particularly introduced to reach an optimal solution 
without exemplification of environment. It is an off-policy model 
free algorithm which entails that algorithm relies on testing and 
error technique to improve its knowledge. The flawless solutions 
are encountered with the help of two fundamentals which are 
Q-FUNCTION and Q-TABLE.

•	 ARSA (State-Action-State-Reward-State-Action)

SARSA is very much similar to Q-learning, the difference 
between the two is SARSA is an on-policy algorithm, which means 
that Q-value in SARSA performs according to current policy. It is 
also known as Modified Connectionist Q-Learning (MCQ-L) 
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Abstract— A robot that is Wi-Fi enabled has true 
significance and taken the technology to new level of 
advancement. This system described in this paper uses Wi-Fi as 
a joystick for its working, this enable the Robot in almost all 
possible directions. The Internet is being used to send the control 
commands, this adds the concept of the ‘Internet of Things’ to 
this. Basically two kinds of communications are tried to establish 
here; firstly a remote Base Station is connected to a mobile robot 
using wireless communication, second is serial communication 
among a PC via GUI application and a remote Base Station. This 
research work aimed to create a robot that can revolve around in 
autonomous mode and having all controls in remote mode also 
to provide monitoring controls and relay to the GUI for the user. 
The use of cost readily available hardware makes this system 
more efficient in many dimensions. This research can be utilized 
for robots monitoring surveillance and doing general tasks for 
civil and military purposes.

Keywords—Wi-Fi, robot, Internet of things, GUI, 
monitoring and surveillance

I. INTRODUCTION
Basically Robots are can be seen performing various activities 

like picking and placing objects in industry, also they can be 
seen doing painting, assembling of subsystems and doing work 
in inhuman environment. With the advancement of technology 
the robots have become much intelligent and gained better CPU 
speed, good sensors, increased memory etc. Also they have gained 
importance in military operations

Mainly the PWM techniques are used to control the motion 
of the robot using a Microcontroller and Bidirectional DC Bridge 
simply for Motor Driving. The main aim of the research is to keep 
the cost low, efficient, good speed processing with full control 
over hardware for this self-navigating robot.

Main	 features	 that	will	be	 reflected	 in	proposed	 system	
are as under:-
 • Use of various advance sensors for improvised telemetry. 

Sensors used can be GPS guidance, temperature, metal 
detectors, ultrasonic ranging, poisonous gas detection, 
terrain mapping, etc.

 • Video telemetry with night vision and high definition 
using IP camera.

 • For multi robot coordinated missions artificial intelligence 
is also deployed using algorithms inspired by biology 
such as Ant colony optimization.

 • Actuators are also deployed such as robotic guns and 
arms.

 • Target aiming and guidance systems will be based on 
Laser.

 • Secure Data Packet transmission

Figure1:- Functional Block Diagram of Wi-Fi Robot

III.PROBLEM STATEMENT
Previously made robots were controlled using wired medium 

mostly and wireless, those available were too costly as designed 
and stated by Dr Sivakumar in his paper [4]. Moreover, the data 
packet transmission was not secured over wireless robots [1]..

This system will outrun the existing system and will perform 
better in terms of efficiency with respect to improvised telemetry, 
laser auto aiming, robotic gun, etc. and also the whole system will 
be designed using the low cost readily available hardware.

IV.OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK
The robot will be able to work wirelessly. Wi-Fi is the wireless 

technology that has been used to control the robot. The camera 
mounted on robot sends the live video to the user and the user can 
monitor the robot using a LAB-VIEW fulfilling the objectives of 
this project. Thus the circuit building and implementing on PCB is 
achieved successfully.

Instead of 8086 micro controller ATmega32 micro controller 
has been used because it has many extended advantages. 
ATmega32 in a single cycle is able to perform up to 30 tasks. 
Mounted camera will capture the picture and relay it to the user. 
Commands to the robot will be sent and received using Wi-Fi.

The various solutions in embedded systems has motivated 
the research and generated the need for implementation of latest 
technology. Presently, a numerous approaches are available for 
the communication protocols improvement. This will require 
many advance facilities and high cost systems. Problem statement 
of the work implies “Creating a sensory device robot having Wi-Fi 
controlling mechanism and enabling robot to recognize things and 
to track the robot using GPS.
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V.TECHNOLOGY USED

Serial Communication technique:
This type of communication is mostly used to control or 

for receiving signal data from any embedded microprocessor. 
Serial communication constitutes I/O in which byte begin 
transferring as bit by bit in a timed sequence over a single wire. 
The standard for inter computer communication is denoted via 
Serial communication. For this project we will build a serial 
communication link between 8051 and PC using RS232.

•	 Schematic	of	serial	port:

Fig- 2. Serial Communication
A versatile single port serial server for Ethernet LAN/WAN’s 

is an Ether Path. It allows a “remote” serial port for any LAN 
connected workstation via telnet or port-redirector software This 
robot will be able to move in both autonomous mode and control 
in remote mode as guided by the user for video monitoring and 
relay. Mainly the PWM techniques are used to control the motion 
of the robot using a Microcontroller and Bidirectional DC Bridge 
simply for Motor Driving. The main aim of the research is to keep 
the cost low, efficient, good speed processing with full control 
over hardware for this self-navigating robot.

Any two async serial devices can be connected using Ether 
Path via LAN or via routers, if used within Ether Modem mode 
or client-server. The Ether Path is commonly used with serial 
devices like DCB multiplexers, remote data collection terminals, 
and Access Switches, Bar code scanners, SCADA, building 
automation equipment, UPS’s. It has been used to connect serial 
ports to an Ethernet network for “in-band” control of “out-of-
band” devices

Figure: - 3 Connectivity between telnet and serial port 

VI. FLOW OF THIS WORK

VII.METHODOLOGY OF THE SYSTEM
Hardware Implementation of Wi-Fi Robot with Gun:- 

Base used for this robot ia a robotic chassis kit. 4WD Mobile 
Platform manufactured by DF Robot has been usedfor the Chassis 
of the robot. This aluminum alloy made chassis has weighs 
approximately 1 kg. Wheels are driven by four separate motor 
mountings. This mobile platform /best suited for the robot because 
this has pre-fabricated mountings for various circuit boards, 
sensors and two upper layer platforms. The lower layer houses 
comprises of four individual drive motors and the motor controller, 
voltage sensor, Microcontroller and power supply are mounted on 
the first upper layer. The second layer is planted above the first 
upper layer. Sensors, camera, servos, relay router and batteries are 
/mounted on the second upper layer.

➢	Connecting	Method	of	the	system:-
Using a straight-Through Cable ATC-1000 10/100/M Port is 

connected to switcher or HUB.

	 •	 Connection	Diagram

Figure 4:-Connection Diagram to 10/100
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VIII.RESULT

Figure 6:-Received Character t converted to TTL

Figure 7:-RS232 Data Received Character t
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➢	 Initialization	 of	 Serial	 Communication	 between	
Microcomputer and LAN via Serial Converter:-

Serial-to-parallel converter has been used to serve for the 
purpose of data receiver. Both devices have been clocked mutually 
exclusively, and independent enable and interrupt signals are used. 
SCI works in a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pattern, and this also 
can operate in half-duplex mode (using receiver or the transmitter 
one at a time) and also in full duplex (using the receiver and the 
transmitter at the same time). The data speed can be increased or 
decreased as it is programmable. The Serial interface provides 
advantages over the parallel interface. The major advantage is 
simpler wiring of the system. Moreover, serial interface wires 
are longer than parallel interface wires, as there is minimum 
interaction (crosstalk) among the conductors of the wire

➢	 Utilizing	Telnet	Client	 to	 connect	 to	LAN	 to	 serial	
converter IP and Ports:-

A versatile single port serial server for Ethernet LAN/WAN’s 
is an Ether Path. It allows a “remote” serial port for any LAN 
connected workstation via telnet or port-redirector software.

The Ether Modem mode enables any serial device to use Ether 
path as a true “Ethernet Modem”, using normal modem response 
and control strings such as “ATE”,”ATD”, +++, etc. This enables 
a single Ether Path connection with multiple remote servers (either 
Ether Paths or telnet servers) under the attached serial device 
control. Reverse Telnet (Telnet Client) Send commands by telnet 
client to LAN to serial converter:-

Ethernet or a real-time Fieldbus interface such as PROFIBUS 
or Ether CAT is used in industry to communicate among many 
embedded systems. Commonly embedded system is constituted 
within a network that may have sensors or other computers 
communicating via TCP/IP. TCP/IP is a connection-based protocol 
that uses a client/server model that is request and response based 
and hence does not lend itself to real-time operation connection 
diminishes, then the Ether Path automatically reconnects mode 
enables telnet functionality to be extended to serial devices. In 
point to point client server, if a mode “nailed”

XI. CONCLUSION
A Wi-Fi enabled Robot is proving itself of great importance 

for users and researchers as well. This robot behaves according to 
the controls dictated by the webpage by the operator or the user. 
We find that this demonstration would intern prove to be very 
helpful.
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3. e-Governance: IT would be used to make the delivery of 
government services more effectively. There would be integration 
of services and platform-UIDAI, Payment Gateway, Mobile Seva 
platform, Public redressal etc., through IT. All information would 
be available in electronic form. 

4. Internet Access Programme One Common Service 
Centre (CSC) would be provided to each gram panchayat and 
150,000 Post Offices are proposed to be converted into multi 
service centers like bank and office for updation of Ration Card, 
Aadhar Card, PAN card etc. 

5. All Information on a single platform: MyGov.in 
website was launched by the government to facilitate a 2-way 
communication between citizens and the government

6. eKranti The aim was electronic delivery of each public 
service to people. 

7.	 Hi	Tech	Govt	Offices	and	Organizations-	Government 
planned to install Wi-Fi facilities in all universities, Bus Stands, 
Railway Stations and other govt organizations across the country. 
Email will be made the primary mode of communication within 
government orgnanizations. Biometric Attendance System will 
be installed in all central government offices where recording of 
attendance will be made online. 

8. Made in India- The government was focusing on zero 
imports of electronics by 2020 through local manufacturing of 
items.

9. IT for Jobs The aim was to train 10 million people for 
IT sector jobs in five years. A training Programme was also fixed 
to provide training to three lakh service delivery agents as part of 
skill development to run viable businesses delivering IT services

Method and Data Source: Historical and observation method 
has been applied in this study. The data used in this study are taken 
from official statements provided on government and secondary. 
Scholarly views, debates, writings in various magazines.Reaserch 
papers and journals have been used to conceptual description. 
The primary focus is to clear the concept of digital India, its 
applications and the finally the impact on Indian economy.

Literature Review: Number of research papers and articles 
provide a detailed insight about the role of digital India and the 
implications of this project in India. Rani (2016) told that the 
digital India project provides a vast opportunity to use the latest 
technologies to redefine India. [1] Midha(2016) concluded 
that digital India is a great plan to develop India for knowledge 
future but its improper implementation due to inaccessibility and 
inflexibility to requisite can lead to its failure. Though digital 
India programme is facing number of challenges yet if properly 
implemented it can make the best future of every citizen. So we 
Indians should work together to shape the knowledge economy.
[2] Gupta and Arora (2015) studied the impact of digital India 

Abstarct:
A dream for digital India which has been shown by Our 

Honourable Prime Minister to ensure that every citizen of 
country can avail government services electronically, even in 
villages also. The idea was good and initiative was great. Aim 
was to create a new India, connected India and economically 
stronger India. The initiative generated lot of problems and hence 
innovations needed for country to move ahead. This was a great 
challenge, as there were many hurdles in the way of its successful 
implementation like poor connectivity, lack of infrastructure, 
illiteracy, shortage of employees in each department, lack of 
coordination among various departments etc. These problems 
needed to be addressed so that their solutions could be provided 
in order to convert dream into reality. As citizen of India we all 
had to put lot of efforts and dedication from our hearts. But till 
today DIGITAL INDIA implemented properly or not, there was 
a need to analyze and in this paper we tried to find out whether 
these programs were failure or success. 

Key Words- Digital, Infrastructure, Employment 

1. INTRODUCTION: 
The Digital India campaign was launched on the 1st of 

July, 2015 and was a very innovative and a much needed boost 
for growth of the country, especially in today’s context, when 
everything is essentially getting ‘digitalized’. The motto of this 
campaign was “Power to Empower” and it aimed to make the 
services of the Government of India available to citizens online, that 
is, through digital means, by improving the online infrastructure 
and improving network connectivity. In simple terms, it aimed at 
making the country empowered in the field of technology. What 
made this endeavour truly pioneering is that instead of restricting 
itself to the urban metropolitan cities, this initiative attempted to 
reach the grassroot levels through plans to connect rural areas with 
high speed internet connectivity. The vision of this programme was 
comprehensive growth and development in the field of electronic 
services, manufacturing industries and job opportunities along 
with spreading digital literacy, thereby making each and every 
citizen of India, digitally empowered, and transform the country 
itself into a knowledge driven economy.

2. OBJECTIVES OF DIGITAL INDIA 
PROGRAMME :

1. Mobile Connectivity The aim was to increase mobile 
connectivity to 44000 villages by 2018 with investment of RS 
16000 Cr. 

2. Broadband Highways Under this scheme the objective 
was to cover 250000 village Panchayats under National Optical 
Fibre Network (NOFN) by December 2017.
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project on India’s rural sector. The study found that many schemes 
have been launched in digital India to boost agriculture sector 
and entrepreneurship development in rural areas. Digital India 
programme has also set the stage for empowerment of rural Indian 
women [3].

Achievements Indicates Digital India is a Success: - After 
the start of the programme till now we tried to find out what 
objective has been achieved and how much and which objective 
has not been achieved.

1. Number of Mobile users increased from 58 Crores to 
83 Crores. No. of internet users increased to 50 Crores as of May 
2018. In June 2014, no. of internet users were 24.3 Crore. So 
almost 100% jump in number of internet users.

2. Indian government is promoting content in local 
languages in internet.

3. No. of e-governance transactions per day was increased. 
Indians did 244.81 Cr digital transaction in August, 2018, up 
207% since demonetisation

4. ‘DigiLocker‘, launched in 2015 enables citizens to 
securely store and share documents electronically has 1 crore 
registered users as of 2018.

5. All central ministers are using social media and 
are utilizing social media to receive complaints and feedback from 
citizens.

6. Now, people can share their views, ideas and suggestion 
directly to the government electronically through various official 
applications.

7. ‘Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM)’ app, a simple UPI 
based mobile app for digital payments was launched in December 
2016. UPI-based transactions grew more than 20 times since then. 
However this growth can be attributed to demonetization move.

8. BHIM Aadhar’ was started for digital payments at 
merchant outlets. With this, payer need not have mobile phone to 
make digital payment.

9. Direct benefit transfers were increased.

3.  CHALLENGES SAY DIGITAL INDIA IS A 
FAILURE TILL NOW:

1. 1,10,966 Gram Panchayats were connected by optical 
fibre network as of Dec 2018. The actual goal was to connect 2.5 
lakh Gram Panchayats by optical fibre network by 2017. 

2. India stood at 107th place in the world in e-governance 
according to UN e-governance Index. That means there is so much 
to be done to be at par with the best.

3. Still there is digital divide between poor and rich, 
between rural and urban areas, and between young and old people. 
Government of India is yet to close this gap.

4. All these developments of mobile connectivity and 
Internet usage are a result of global trends. Increased internet 
penetration is due to competition among telecom companies and 
the cheap internet pack offers they provided. All this success 
cannot be attributed to ‘Digital India’ program alone.

5. E-governance was started long before the launch of 
‘Digital India’ by previous government. 

6. Still some people in India have no basic education. Digital 
literacy is difficult to achieve without primary education.

7. Still there are many remote rural areas in India that do 
not have access to electricity, and some other rural areas have 
limited access. This is an obstacle for ‘Digital India’.

8. Globally the increase in number of WI - Fi hotspots 
from 2013 to 2018 has been 568% whereas India has an increase 
of 12% only and numbers is 31000 and in China Number of 
hotspots are 620000. For India to reach a goal of one hotspot 
for every 150 people, 8 lakh additional hotspots will have to be 
installed.

9. Over 1 Lakh Jobs gone away in last 3 years and in 2019 
also every telecom company is talking about to cut jobs. Although 
Reliance Jio is planning to hire 75000 employees in current 
finacial year. 

4. CONCLUSION:
India has come a long way in digitalization and has a long way 

to go to achieve the vision of Digital India. We can clearly see the 
difference in no. of internet users and improved e-governance. But 
there is still digital illiteracy in many parts of India. ‘Digital India’ 
will be a success, when its benefits are available to each and every 
citizen of India.To make Digital India a success School education 
in Government Schools has to be improved. Only education can 
make a Country developed and digitized. 70% of Our Government 
schools is lacking in basic infrastructure and teaching facilities.If 
Government starts giving a kid computer education from day 1 of 
his/her school only then we can say that we are citizen of Digital 
India. 
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is not to discard the current classical methods of evaluation but to 
improve them by providing extra knowledge for better decision 
making. 

Fig. 2 Membership Function

Fig. 3 Final Result output

The	 surface	 view	 of	 the	 final	 result	 in	MATLAB	 can	 be	
represented as follows in Figure 4.
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Abstract— The Education domain has many challenging 
data mining applications. The effective monitoring of student’s 
performance is a vital task in superior higher learning. This 
work presents a novel approach for evaluating performance of 
research students based on Fuzzy logic reasoning in academic 
institutions. The issue of Rule Explosion has been eliminated 
by deploying stage wise fuzzy approach. The proposed 
Combinational Fuzzy Expert System (CFES) works to resolve the 
ambiguity in the traditional evaluation systems with fewer and 
better rule sets. The experimental results obtained using CFES 
have been compared to the results obtained using traditional 
evaluation methods. The comparison shows that CFES helps in 
identifying the students that lie at the overlapping area of two 
class distributions. Thus it helps the educators to monitor the 
progress in a better way. Moreover they can guide the students 
from time to time for regular improvement and achieve better 
results.

Keywords: Education Domain, Fuzzy logic Reasoning, Rule 
Explosion, Combinational Fuzzy Expert System (CFES).

I. INTRODUCTION
In our work we have explored the pros of the Fuzzy logic 

based approach for student’s performance evaluation. The Fuzzy 
expert system allows the introduction of external expert knowledge 
in addition to the information available in the given dataset. Such 
knowledge that is previously not known helps in dealing with the 
practical applications involving fuzzy logic.

Fig. 1 Steps of Evaluation in Fuzzy Logic

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Most of the present day evaluation systems face problem of 

inadequate data available to them. To address this issue we have 
used the fuzzy logic approach to design an efficient Combinational 
Fuzzy Expert System (CFES) for evaluation of performance of 
students in academic institutions. The aim of our proposed method 
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Fig. 4 Final Result Surface view
Similar to above different inputs were given to collect sample 

of results. The results so obtained have been compared with the 
traditional results in the same scenario in Table 1.

TABLE 1 
Comparison of results obtained with CFES and  

Traditional Methods of Evaluation
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78 89 76 65 90 87 83.69 80.83

78 85 94 64 65 80 65.63 77.67

54 58 67 70 85 65 79.79 66.5

65 75 85 56 78 90 84.84 74.83

74 65 68 54 66 69 65 66

75 95 89 67 74 80 84.83 80

Following	 figure	 5	 represents	 the	 obtained	 results	 in	
graphical form. 

Fig. 5 Comparison of CFES and Classical Method Results

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
 In this work, we proposed a Fuzzy logic based evaluation 

approach for students in academic institutions. The traditional 
methods of performance evaluation stick to constant mathematical 
rules offering least flexibility. Hence they do not provide proper 
information of how a student is performing. The proposed 
Combinational Fuzzy Expert System (CFES) follows a step wise 
fuzzy logic technique to resolve the problem concerning rule 
explosion. CFES has been evaluated using MATLAB simulation 
tool with Fuzzy toolbox. Mamdani Fuzzy Decision techniques 
were used to calculate the active member functions as per the rule 
table. The final output value was defuzzified using Centre of Area 
function. This sequence of processing was done for every student 
in the class using his examination scores in every semester. 

The comparison of CFES results with classical results show 
that CFES performs much better and it also has the provision to 
add the external expert knowledge for better evaluation. In Future 
we would try to further improve the CFES evaluation system by 
incorporating the neural fuzzy logic in the existing CFES system.
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energy, collision events, vacancies/ ion etc. can be obtained by the 
simulation[3].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 The data obtained through simulation with SRIM and 

TRIM with calculation of ion distribution and quick calculation 
of damage is shown in Table1. It shows the complete detail 
of stopping power (electronic and nuclear), projected range 
variation at different energies . Ion trajectory within the target 
atom is decided by the nuclear dispersion which is an essential 
facet in procedure of decelerating ions through transporting their 
momentum to the target atoms. Red dots represent the movement 
of ion and black dots represent the stopped ions within the target. 
Table1. Result of interaction of 137Ba in GaAs of thickness 10nm
 Ion  dE/dx  dE/dx  Projected 
 Energy  Elec.  Nuclear  Range 
 10 KeV  7.614E-02  2.549E+00  72A 
 100 KeV  2.408E-01  4.748E+00  316A 
 1MeV  9.558E-01  4.418E+00  2447A

  
Fig.1:- Ion trajectories of EBa= Fig.2:- Ion trajectories of EBa = 
10KeV at thickness of 10nm at 0 ̊  10KeV at thickness of 10nm at 30 ̊

Fig.3:- Ion trajectories of EBa= Fig.4:- Ion trajectories of EBa= 
10KeV at thickness of 10nm at 60 ̊ 100KeV at thickness of 10nm at 0 ̊ 

Abstract: Ion beam radiation effects on GaAs have been 
studied by theoretical interest to investigate the dispersion effects, 
stopping range and vacancies/ ion simulated by monte carlo 
method . Trim software is used to calculate these effects of Ba ion 
on GaAs. The damage produced by Ba ion on GaAs at different 
energies = 10KeV, 100KeV, 1000KeV is stimulated. From the 
simulation, the plots of ion trajectories at different energies 
are obtained and it is found that the maximum dispersion is 
obtained at 1000KeV. It is observed that vacancies produced are 
more when Ba ion is falling at 60 ̊. From this simulation, it is 
concluded that the backscattered ions decreases with increasing 
energy and vacancies produced per ion as well as backscattered 
ions increases with increasing the angle of incidence of ion. 

Keywords- GaAs , ion trajectory, Backscattered ions, 
stopping power, dispersion

 I. INTRODUCTION
 GaAs (Gallium Arsenide) has plentiful application in the 

field of solar cells[9] ,radio frequency electronics[10] laser diodes, 
light emitting diodes, microwave frequency ICs (integrated 
circuits)[1,4] due to its direct band gap nature and it has high 
carrier mobility as compared to silicon devices. It is composed 
of Gallium(III) and Arsenic(V) which denote a compound that 
can emit light efficiently and exist as the zinc blende structure. 
By adsorbing Ba atoms, reactivity of GaAs surface to oxygen is 
significantly improved[5This interaction results into the energy 
loss acknowledged as the stopping power[2] or the loss of energy 
per unit path span ( dE/ dx) is called specific energy loss and its 
average value is the stopping power of the absorbing material 
through which charged particle passes. As a result of this, stopping 
power is of two types:-
   1. Electronic stopping power
   2. Nuclear stopping power

Sum of above two can be acknowledged as total stopping 
power. Ziegler and Biersack developed a simulation suite for the 
movement of ions within the target[6,7], SRIM (Stopping Range of 
Ions in Matter) and TRIM (Transport of Ions in Matter) which 
consist of calculation of damage , sputtering simulation[8]. 

 II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Monte Carlo simulation is performed by using SRIM 

jointly with TRIM calculation of ion distribution and quick 
calculation of damage. The target atom used in simulation has 
band gap of energy Eg =1.42eV and density= 5.316g/cm3 at room 
temperature. The damage produced by Ba ion on GaAs at different 
energies = 10KeV, 100KeV, 1000KeV is stimulated. In each 
simulation, incident ions are 2000. Ion beam trajectories, recoil 
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Fig.5:- Ion trajectories of EBa=     Fig.6:- Ion trajectories of ͦ EBa=
100 keV at thickness of        100KeV at thickness of
10nm at 30 ̊        10nm at 60 ̊  

 

Fig.7:- Ion trajectories of EBa=    Fig.8:- Ion trajectories of EBa= 
1MeV at thickness           1MeV at thickness of
of 10nm at 0 ̊         10nm at 30 ̊ 

Fig.9:- Ion trajectories of EBa = 1MeV at thickness of 10nm 
at	60	̊

The effect of increased angles shows the distribution plot at 
various angles like 0 ̊ , 30 ̊ , 60 ̊ but the penetrating damage effects 
are notified less at 60 ̊ as compared to 0 ̊ and 30 ̊ . The ion range 
depends on the incident energy of ions and not on the number 
of ions . If number of ions increased then also the penetration 
range remains the same but if the energy of the ions increases 
the penetration range as well as the dispersion is more focused as 
shown in Fig.1 to 9. 

IV.CONCLUSION
From simulation of Ba ion implantation on GaAs , It is 

concluded that the backscattered ions decreases with increasing 
energy and vacancies produced per ion as well as backscattered 
ions increases with increasing the angle of incidence of ion. 
The ion range depends on the incident energy of ions and not 
on the number of ions. If number of ions increased then also the 
penetration range remains the same but if the energy of the ions 
increases then the penetration range as well as the dispersion is 
more focused.
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 Abstract-- In this work GeS chalcogenide thin films were 
prepared by liquid exfoliation of layered GeS powder .To obtain 
the thin films we use the process of sonication, centrifugation 
followed by the vacuum filtration. These layered material can 
be the diverse source of two dimensional crystals that can be 
used for energy storage. The thin films prepared by this method 
have the crystalline nature which is shown by X-ray powder 
diffraction measurement by using Rigaku X- Ray diffractometer

Keywords – GeS , Chalcogenide glasses, liquid exfoliation, 
layered material , Crystalline nature.

 I. INTRODUCTION
 Chalcogenide glasses have drawn the more attention 

due to their large potentialities in photonics devices such as 
optical switching [1] and in energy storage devices [2] such as 
photovoltaic cells and in future microelectronics . Chalcogenides 
has the large non-linear refractive index and they are highly non-
linear material. Therefore these material can be used in high bit 
rate optical devices which is the major demand of today’s world 
.And the chalcogenides has the large potentialities to operate at 
high bit rate of 160 Gb/s [3] and beyond this .Germanium based 
chalcogenide has very interesting properties e.g. wide transparency 
range ,low optical loss ,stability to atmospheric moisture and high 
non-linearity of optical properties [4,5]. It has a layered structure 
that is similar to that of the black phosphorus. The distance 
between Ge and S is approximately 247 to 300 pm and this 
material can be exfoliated. A monolayer GeS is a semiconductor 
with an indirect band gap of 1.55eV to 1.65 eV which overlaps 
with the solar spectrum. This layered semiconductor [6,12] is 
predicted to have high chemical and environmental stability and 
show the promising for the low cost component of photovoltaic 
cell. GeS has e- mobility of 3680 cm2 /Vs which is much higher 
than MoS2.Concerning GeS a number of experiment have been 
done such as  photoemission ,high Resolution electron energy loss, 
reflectivity and transmission[13] etc. Due to the layered nature 
GeS can be easily liquid exfoliated in different solvents and the 
two-dimensional thin films of varying thickness can be produced 
.The advantage of this technique is that it is low cost and produced 
large quantities of two dimensional nanosheets . 

 II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
 Production of GeS nanosheets – Germanium sulfide powder 

was sonicated for one hour in a solvent i.e. isopropanol using a 
low power ultra-sonic bath. Then the resultant dispersion was 
centrifuged in REMI centrifuge(R-8C PLUS) for one hour forty 
five minutes. After centrifugation dispersion remains opaque. 
Then our dispersion / exfoliation method allowed us to prepare 
the thin films of GeS with thickness ranging from few nanometer 
to hundreds of micrometer by vacuum filtration or by spraying 
process .We have prepare the film by the vacuum filtration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 X-Ray Diffaraction patterns of GeS film (membrane) is 

shown in the Fig. 1. These patterns show the crystalline nature of 
the GeS film. There is a good resemblance between the prepared 
GeS film and the GeS powder which is exactly matched with the 
stimulated patterns of their known orthorhombic GeS type. From 
the X-ray diffraction data shows that the h00 peak i.e. 400 was 
more intense than other hk0 ,h0l ,0kl and hkl reflections. Beside 
the most intense peak400 other peaks are at 201,111,010 etc. 
planes. The additional peaks present in the XRD patterns GeS film 
is due to the membrane on which the film is deposited. 

Fig.1.	X-ray	diffraction	patterns	of	GeS	(membrane)	film	

Fig .2. X-ray diffraction patterns of GeS (powder) 
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IV. CONCLUSION
 In conclusion we demonstrated that layered GeS 

semiconducting chalcogenide can be exfoliated in appropriate 
solvent by sonication. There are large no. of solvent that can be 
used for the exfoliation of GeS. Here we have used isopropanol s 
because of its low toxicity and the boiling (80.37 ᵒ C). The XRD 
pattern of prepared films shows the crystalline nature.
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ZnO has come up as a promising material from last two 
decades due to its unique properties and optoelectronic device 
applications. ZnO is a wide bandgap semiconductor having very 
large exciton energy of ~ 60 meV. ZnO is highly stable at room 
temperature because its exciton energy larger than the thermal 
energy (~26 meV). ZnO is an inorganic material that can be 
synthesized by various methods and techniques in nanometer 
range. Moreover, ZnO is highly efficient UV absorbent therefore 
its nanoparticles can be used for the preparation of polymer/ZnO 
nanocomposite foils for improving optical properties of polymers 
[2]. Recently, due to having great scientific and technological 
interest polymer organic nanocomposites are the hot research 
topics. Combination of organic substance (polymer) and inorganic 
substance (ZnO) in nanocomposites enhances the optical, 
electrical, mechanical, and many other specific properties. As the 
polymers alone are degradable in UV region so it necessitates the 
addition of some other inorganic material such as ZnO in polymer/
ZnO nanocomposites that can absorb UV radiations comparatively 
more efficiently hence can be used as shielding of UV radiations

In Present study thin foils of PS/ZnO prepared by 
casting method. XRD pattern at values of 72.70°, 69.22°, 
68.05°, 66.57°,63.08°,56.61°,47.66°, 36.39°,34.39° ,and 
31.91°corresponding to (004), (201) , (112), (200), (103), (110), 
(102), (101), (002) and (100) planes which indicate the hexagonal 
structure of ZnO and a broad peak at 20o indicates the presence 
of PS. For confirmation of optical nonlinearity in foils, optical 
bistability carried out using fabry perot cavity and 632 nm He-
Ne Laser. It is observed that with change of input fluence we can 
alter the input-output characteristics of Fabry Perot cavity for the 
pump beam from linear to bistable. We also observed that the 
intensity of probe beam at the output is strongly influenced by the 
change in input intensity. This is also indicated by shape of input 
output intensity plot which is showing different paths of output 
intensity variation as of increasing and while the input intensity 
is decreasing. This shows strong behavior of optical bistability in 
PS/ZnO nanocomposite foils, which is, purely a Nonlinear optical 
phenomenon. 

 
Optical	Bistability	setup	to	confirm	Non-linear	optical	

behavior of PS/ZnO Foils
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Abstract— Through this paper, we will discuss the 
architecture, various standards applications and advantages of 
Wi-MAX provided by developers who introduced the users across 
broadband access services to solve barriers to adoption such as 
interoperability and cost of deployment. Wi-MAX (Worldwide 
Interoperability for Microwave Access) provides wireless 
broadband services to fixed and mobile stations in a large 
geographical metropolitan area. We can take the case of IEEE 
Wi-MAX/802.16 standard. This standard profile can deliver high 
efficiency over long distances and it supports different qualities 
of services for broadband wireless metropolitan area networks 
(WMANs). It also offers a wireless effective backhaul network 
which enables the users to use high-speed internet access to 
small and medium business and residential customers. This 
developing and growing cost-effective technology may also 
support internet access for Wi-Fi hot spots and cellular base 
stations through their respective access points. A number of 
broadband technologies can exist in the same wireless segment. 
These technologies can complete each other to get the last mile 
infrastructures. Wi-MAX may become an excellent solution 
in cases where it is very difficult to get such structures with 
other technologies. With having a large number of advantages, 
existing Wi-MAX have some disadvantages like high Bit Error 
Rate (BER) and Symbol Error Rate (SER). This paper reviews 
and compares different types of connections defined in the 
WiMAX standard and provides an overview of the state-of-the-
art mobile WiMAX technology and its development, the Mobile 
WiMAX standard, the development of the standards to support 
mobile multihop relays in a WiMAX network and applications of 
WiMAX are provided.

Keywords— Worldwide Interoperability for Microwaves 
Access (Wi-MAX), Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM), Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Bit Error 
Rate (BER), Interleaving, Modulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The world is passionately accepting new wireless 

communication methods and services. The global demand for 
multimedia data services has grown at a remarkable pace which 
has led to the expansion of system capacity in terms of the number 
of subscribers supported, higher data rate and ubiquitous coverage 
with high mobility. Broadband wireless access (BWA) systems 
have evolved as the solution for the persistent demand of these 
multimedia services [1]. Wi-MAX is an IEEE 802.16 standard 
based technology responsible for bringing the Broadband Wireless 
Access (BWA) to the world as an alternative to wired broadband 
[2].

Wi-MAX supports a variety of modulation and coding 

schemes and allows for the scheme to change on a burst-by-burst 
basis per link, depending on channel conditions [3]. 

Using the channel-quality feedback indicator, the mobile 
station provides the base station with feedback on the downlink 
channel quality. For the uplink, the base station estimates the 
channel quality, based on the received signal quality. The base 
station scheduler takes into account the channel quality of each 
user’s uplink and downlink and assigns a modulation and coding 
scheme that maximizes the throughput for the available signal-to-
noise ratio [4].

II.WORKING OF WI-MAX
Wi-MAX actually can provide two forms of wireless service:
• There is the non-line-of-sight in this type of wireless 

service, WiFi sort of service, where a small antenna on subscriber 
computer connects to the tower. In this mode, Wi-MAX uses 
a lower frequency range 2 GHz to 11 GHz. Lower wavelength 
transmissions are not as easily interrupted by physical obstructions 
they are better able to divert or bend, around obstacles [5].

• There is line-of-sight wireless service, where a fixed dish 
antenna pointed straight at the Wi-MAX tower from a rooftop or 
pole. The line-of-sight connection is stronger and more stable, 
so it’s able to send a lot of data with fewer errors. Line-of-sight 
transmissions use higher frequencies, with ranges reaching 
a possible 66 GHz. There are less interference and lots more 
bandwidth because of the use of high frequencies [6].

Fig.1The architecture how Wi-MAX works
Through the stronger line-of-sight antennas, the Wi-MAX 

transmitting station would send data to Wi-MAX-enabled 
computers or routers set up within the transmitters about 30-mile 
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radius [9]. From the above diagram, it is easy to know how Wi-
MAX works [7].

A.  Wi-Max Infrastructure
Wi-MAX system consists of two parts:

 1) Wi-MAX Base Station- Base station consists of indoor 
electronics and a Wi-MAX tower. Typically, a base 
station can cover up to 10 km radius (Theoretically, a base 
station can cover up to 50-kilometer radius).

 2) Any wireless node within the coverage area would be able 
to access the Internet.

 3) Wi-MAX receiver - The receiver and antenna could be 
a standalone box or a PC card that sits in your laptop or 
computer. Access to Wi-MAX base station similar to 
accessing a Wireless Access Point in a Wi-Fi network, 
but the coverage is more.

Several base stations can be connected with one another by 
use of high-speed backhaul microwave links. This would allow for 
roaming by a Wi-MAX subscriber from one base station to another 
base station area, similar to roaming enabled by Cellular phone 
companies. Moreover, the infrastructure of Wi-MAX resembles 
with cellular mobile communication.

B. Features of Wi-Max
 1.  Wi-MAX support multipath
 2.  Wi-MAX offer high-speed data rate
 3.  Wi-MAX offer modulation and error correction
 4.  Wi-MAX support reliability of data
 5.  Wi-MAX has the capability to provide mobility and 

handoff
 6.  Supports quality of services
 7.  Long range
 8.  Bandwidth is shared among users in a given radio sector
 9.  Provides data speed up to 70 Mbps.

 C. Wi-Max standards
The IEEE specifications are required to understand the 

family of IEEE standards. As 802.16 is one of the IEEE standard 
specification used for Wi-MAX technology, there are some factors 
that affect the performance of Wi-MAX according to bandwidth, 
rate, and speed etc [7].

A member of the IEEE802 family of specifications:
	 •	 IEEE802.16-2004 includes P2P, P2MP and mesh access 

networks.
	 •	 During 2005 IEEE 802.16e includes mobility.
	 •	 During 2005 MIB standardized as well.
	 •	 IEEE802.16 is supported by the industry group Wi-MAX.
	 •	 IEEE802.11 is supported by the industry group Wi-Fi.

D. Wi-Max Transmitter 
The data from the source is randomized and afterward coded 

and mapped into QAM symbols. The functional blocks that 
compose the transmitter of the Wi-MAX are depicted in Figure 2. 
This PHY layer uses orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) with 256 subcarriers. Each OFDM  symbol is composed 

of 192 data subcarriers, 1 zero DC subcarrier, 8 pilot subcarriers, 
and 52 guard carriers. 

After the assembling process, zero padding is performed [9].

Fig.2. Wi-MAX Transmitter Section
The signal is converted to the time domain by means of 

the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) algorithm and finally, 
a cyclic prefix (CP) with the aim of preventing inter-symbol 
interference is added. 

E. Wi-Max Receiver 
The receiver basically performs the reverse operation as 

the transmitter as well as channel estimation necessary to reveal 
the unknown channel coefficients. [8] The block diagram for the 
receiver is as shown in figure3.

Fig.3 Wi-MAX Receiver Section

F. Characteristics of Wi-Max 
1)  High Data Rate 
The digital modulation schemes supported are BPSK, QPSK, 

M-QAM (where M value can be 16 or 64) with coding rates 1/2 
and 3/4. Among these, the modulation schemes that can provide 
the higher achievable data rates are 16-QAM, 64-QAM. QPSK 
ensures longer distance coverage. 

2)  Bandwidth
WI-MAX ensures the availability of maximum bandwidth 

to the user when higher modulation schemes are used along with 
channel bandwidth set to 3.5MHz. Along with bandwidth it also 
ensures data rates as high as 10.5Mbps. 

3) Throughput 
 Due to the efficiency of OFDM across broadband channels, 

WI-MAX offers great network throughput performance even at 
longer distances. It is highly resistant to signal reflections during 
transmission.

G. Applications of Wi-Max
Wi-MAX due to its varied applications can be used as an 

alternative to existing telecommunications infrastructures. This 
technology basically provides Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity 
employing mobile broadband data access to the subscriber. The 
potential applications used in IP networks have tremendously 
increased in recent years globally. In a fixed Wi-MAX variant 
it can substitute the telephone company’s copper wire networks, 
the cable TV’s coaxial cable infrastructure while offering 
Internet Service Provider (ISP) services. In the mobile wireless 
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configuration, it can substitute cellular networks and also can be 
used for emerging applications like Mobile TV, streaming audio/
video when the user is mobile. Wi-MAX has the potential to 
impact all forms of telecommunications as shown in Figure 4.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY
In recent years, there has been a rapid growth in various 

wireless networks. Along with it, there is a multi-fold increase in 
demand for wireless data services and multimedia applications. To 
meet the growing demand and provide better services, there has 
been a lot of research in this field. Few of the researcher’s work 
has been summarized in this section.

 Nair et al.[1] present the MAC protocols used in the WiMAX 
networks and discuss the types of provisioning and Quality of 
Service (QoS) that can be achieved using the features of this MAC 
protocol to facilitate the WiMAX deployments. They cover the 
implementation challenges of the WiMAX MAC to achieve QoS 
goals.

Mojtaba Seyedza Degan et.al [2] provides a quick technical 
overview and covers: Wi-max overview technological based: 
standard update and Wi-max architecture. It is designed for 
delivering broadband seamless quality multimedia services to the 
end users by combining the similarity of Wi-Fi with the mobility 
of cellular that will deliver personal mobile broadband that moves 
with you.

Sayenkoet al. [3] put forward a paper for ensuring the QoS 
requirements in 802.16 scheduling. They describe a scheduling 
solution for the WiMAX base station. The scheduling policy 
i.e. the algorithm to allocate slots is not defined in WiMAX 
specifications. It is open for an alternative implementation. Their 
simulation results reveal that the proposed scheduling algorithm 
ensures QoS requirements for all WiMAX service classes.

Shuang Song et.al [4] introduces these two technologies 
and make comparisons between WiMAX and Wi-Fi. In addition, 
wireless network coexistence of WLAN and WiMAX will be 
explored through simulation. Lastly, we want to discuss the future 
of WiMAX in relation to Wi-Fi.

Vikram Mehta et.al [5] focuses on analyzing essential QoS 
parameters for Wi-max Network. Essential QoS factors like delay, 
Jitter, Packet delivery Ratio (PLR), Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) 
and throughput have been calculated for 500 mobile nodes in a 
Wi-Max network. AODV protocol has been chosen as a routing 
protocol because of its ability to perform well under highly mobile 
and random conditions. MATLAB software version R2011 was 
used for creating Wi-Max network architecture and Regression 
analysis is done for each of the QoS parameters. The results help 
in critically analyzing QoS parameters for WiMAX Network and 
it has been found that an optimum value of QoS parameters is 
obtained with an increasing number of mobile nodes for Wi-Max 
Network.

Mai et al.[6] put forward a cross-layer QoS framework in 
the IEEE 802.16 network. They discussed support mechanisms 
and opportunistic scheduling designs tailored for WiMAX. Two 
novel mechanisms are proposed in the framework for performance 
improvement. A TCP-MAC layer cross-layer design has been 
proposed which network layer and data-link layer functionalities 
to provide QoS support in the IEEE 802.16d networks. 

Roca et.al [7] defined QoS as an indicator of the level of 
performance of the wireless technology or system which can be 
measured by throughput, jitter, delay, and packet loss. The author 
built a simulator relying on Network simulations-2 to test the QoS 
parameters using 5 types of services. NS-2 doesn’t implement a 
definitive WiMAX module. Thus, modules should be added to 
NS2 in order to run simulations to test WiMAX networks. Some 
of these modules were implemented by the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST) and Distributed Systems 
Laboratory (NDSL). The NIST module implements Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) while the NDS module 
implements Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(OFDMA).

Ruhani Ab Rahman et al [8] presented an analysis on those 
routing protocols especially designed for wireless networks. A 
study and comparison on the pursuance of three routing protocols 
(AODV, DSR, and DSDV) for Mobile WiMAX climate are 
done. A presumption of each subscriber station has its routing 
capabilities within its own network is prepared. The performance 
factors include Packet Delivery fraction (PDF), Throughput, End 
to End Delay, and a number of packets dropped were diagnosed. 
The study used NS2 simulator for the comparison of the 
performance analysis. Successfully results observed that AODV 
protocol surpasses the DSR and DSDV.

Mr. Jha Rakesh et.al [9] This paper overview the Wi-max 
technology and its development. This paper basically focuses on 
the Physical Layer, MAC Layer, Scheduler QoS provisioning and 
mobile WiMAX specification.

EsaPiri et.al [10] studies demonstrating what is possible with 
Mobile WiMAX in practice and none that empirically evaluates 
the performance gains attained with MIMO. Authors fill this gap 
by comparing space-time coding based 2x2 MIMO with single 
antenna mode in our Mobile WiMAX test bed. They also conduct 
thorough measurements that involve vehicular mobility with 
different types of traffic.

IV. CONCLUSION
WiMAX Technology is facing many hurdles in the market 

while it has some great advantages which make it the technology 
of today. This paper provides readers the quick and technical 
overview of the concept, technology, standard, and architecture for 
IEEE 802.16 WiMAX. With the introduction of mobile WiMAX 
technology, it can be expected that future work will focus on the 
mobility aspect and interoperability of mobile WiMAX with other 
wireless technologies. This paper advocates many results provided 
by various researchers and developers to market the need for high-
speed mobile communication.
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Abstract- The aim of this paper is to audit the work that 
has	been	as	of	now	done	in	the	field	of	divert	estimation	in	the	
MIMO-OFDM framework. With the nonstop development 
and the improvement of correspondence framework, our 
point is to audit the present best systems accessible for channel 
estimation and for obstruction scratch-off and give a similar 
examination. The communication systems, which use various 
reception apparatuses for transmitting and accepting, are 
usually known as different information sources numerous 
yield (MIMO) frameworks. Different Inputs Multiple Output 
(MIMO) framework in remote correspondence is called as a 
correspondence framework in which more than one receiving 
wire are utilized at the two sides of the correspondence 
pathway, for example, the Transmitter side and the Receiver 
side. By using the MIMO wireless networking technology, the 
coverage region and the transmission capacity of the wireless 
communication system can be enhanced. Nowadays, the 
various processing algorithms (in digital signal processing) for 
interference suppression are becoming more and more complex 
with more than one antenna at both ends of the transmission 
channel. The main emphasis is laid on selection of a channel 
through which the signals are to be transmitted. A number 
of techniques has been proposed by various researchers to 
improve the channel interference. The main intent of this 
review paper is to study and compare the distinct techniques 
of interference removal along with its drawbacks This paper 
reviews the different types of channel estimation in wireless 
communication MIMO system by varying the precoding and 
modulation techniques.

Keywords: IMO System, Minimum Mean Square Error 
(MMSE), Wireless Communication, Channel Estimation etc.

I. INTRODUCTION
Customary remote correspondence frameworks with one 

transmit and one get radio wire are signified as single input 
single output (SISO) frameworks, while frameworks with one 
transmit and different get reception apparatuses are meant as 
single input multiple output (SIMO) frameworks, and frameworks 
with numerous transmit and one get receiving wire are called 
multiple input single output (MISO) frameworks [1] Systems 
with numerous transmit and various get reception apparatuses 
are regularly called as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 
frameworks. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) frameworks 
can possibly accomplish high throughput in remote frameworks 
[2] and these frameworks have been generally received for 
remote correspondences [3]. Sending MIMO innovation in 
remote frameworks has demonstrated critical points of interest 
over the conventional frameworks, including framework limit 
and connection dependability. These issues can be accomplished 

without expanding the framework data transfer capacity [4]. 
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) has 
accomplished a lot of prominence as of late because of its high 
unearthly effectiveness and strength to multipath. Over the most 
recent couple of years, OFDM has been utilized in different 
business applications that incorporate remote neighbourhood, 
earthly computerized sound telecom (DABT), and earthbound 
advanced video broadcasting [5]. For accomplishing (aggregate) 
limit in a multiuser organize, one amplifies the entirety of the data 
rates for all clients subject to a total power imperative. Then again, 
the power control issue manages to limit the all-out transmitted 
power while accomplishing a prespecified least Quality-of-Service 
(QoS) level for every client in the system [3]. 

An imperative improvement in such manner is the utilization 
of various radio wire exhibits at both the source and the goal hubs of 
a remote connection [6]. The game plan of multiple-input-multiple-
output (MIMO) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM), known as MIMO-OFDM, is broadly viewed as one of 
the key advances of future remote correspondence frameworks[7].

 Fig.1 MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM
The received signal of MIMO system with NT transmit and 

NR receive antennas is given by
y = Hx + n       (1)
Where H is N Tx N T channel matrix, x is N Tx 1 transmitted 

symbol vector y is N Rx 1 received symbol vector, n is the complex 
noise vector whose components are independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) Additive White Gaussian Noise(AWGN).

This equation can be represented in block as shown infig.1. 
The aim of any receiver is solve (1) and to find a maximum 
likelihood of x . The simplest way of solving the above defined 
problem is to make use of linear receivers such as Zero-Forcing 
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(ZF) and Minimum Mean Squared Receiver (MMSE).

Fig. 2 MIMO system model

A. Linear Receivers of MIMO system
1) Zero Forcing Receivers
The simplest possible MIMO detection is to invert the 

channel impulse response. The unconstrained least square solution 
can be solved in ZF using

xˆ = H† y    (2)
where H†= (HHH)-1HHis the pseudo-inverse of H .
This method of detecting is known as ZF equalization.
2) Minimum Mean Square Error Receiver
The ZF can be eliminating the Inter Symbol Interference(ISI) 

not the noise but the ultimate goal of any receiver is to reduce 
the noise. The MMSE receiver is used to eliminate the noise 
enhancement. It works by minimizing the average squared 
Euclidean distance between the estimate ˆx and the original 
received vector y . The estimate is obtained using

   (3)

Apart from the N 0 I term both the ZF and MMSE are 
comparable. At high SNR MMSE equals ZF.

Because of the rising interest for mixed media applications, 
innovative correspondence frameworks are required to improve 
significantly both connection unwavering quality and ghastly 
effectiveness. A key advancement in such a manner is the 
utilization of different radio wire clusters at both the source and 
the goal hubs of a remote connection [6]. Because of its adequacy 
in adapting to numerous entrance obstruction and between stream 
impedance, the structure of a straight precoder– decoder joint 
design is created dependent on the base mean-squared blunder 
(MMSE) to improve different info various yield (MIMO) spatial 
multiplexing frameworks. Nevertheless, down to earth usage of 
numerous receiving wires in a little gadget is improbable or cost-
incapable because of the prerequisite of the extra radio-recurrence 
equipment. To conquer these downsides, another worldview that 
consolidates MIMO innovations into helpful transfer systems is 
of developing significance and has drawn intrigue as of late. With 
the assistance of terminal collaboration, remote transfer systems 
are proficient to achieve spatial decent variety in a conveyed way. 
Likewise, the establishment of moderately economical transfers 
can cultivate the benefits of diminishing the number of base stations 
important to support inclusion region or expanding limit at the cell 
edge. Right now, there exists an assortment of agreeable transfer 
transmission methodologies, which are fundamentally arranged 

into two gatherings, in particular, no regenerative intensify and-
forward (AF) and coded collaboration conventions. The AF-
mode convention demonstrates the least complex handing-off 
methodology and has a lower equipment execution intricacy.

II.MIMO TECHNIQUES
Current MIMO framework incorporates MISO and SIMO 

framework that utilizes MIMO method to improve the execution 
of remote framework can be isolated into two sorts. One is spatial 
multiplexing which gives a direct limit gain in connection to the 
quantity of transmitting radio wire and the other is spatial assorted 
variety plans which can diminish the BER and improve the 
unwavering quality of the remote connection.

A. Spatial multiplexing
The transmission of numerous information stream over more 

than one reception apparatus is called spatial multiplexing. In this 
innovation, numerous reception apparatuses are utilized at both 
the finishes to expand the bit rate in remote radio connection 
without extra power or data transfer capacity utilization. It offers 
a direct increment in ghastly productivity with the quantity of 
receiving wires. There are two sorts, which must be considered. 
The first is the V-BLAST (Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered 
Space-Time) which transmit spatial un-coded information 
streams with no thought in levelling the flag at the beneficiary. 
In V-BLAST calculation, rather than disentangling all transmitted 
flag in the meantime, we initially decipher the ‘most grounded’ 
flag, at that point subtract this most grounded flag from the got flag 
and continue to unravel the most grounded flag of the remaining 
transmit flag, etc. Different calculations incorporate 

1. Zero-forcing (ZF) recipient 
2. Minimum Mean square error calculation 
3. Maximum Likelihood (ML) receiver calculation.

B. Diversity schemes
To improve the connection unwavering quality we are 

utilizing decent variety plans. Spatial decent variety improves 
the flagging quality and accomplishes a higher flag to clamour 
proportion at the collector side. Two sorts of spatial decent varieties 
are considered, Transmitter assorted variety and Receiver assorted 
variety. There are two acclaimed space-time coding plans. Space-
time block code (STBC) and Space-time trellis code (STTC). 
STTC, for the most part, offers preferred execution over STBC. To 
use transmitter decent variety the alleged Almost space-time code 
can be connected. It accomplishes full decent variety and works 
with on getting receiving the wire. Recipient decent variety can 
be utilized through more getting receiving wire than transmitting 
reception apparatus and an appropriate consolidating calculation. 
Exchanged joining or most extreme proportion consolidating are 
the two instances of calculations. This works freely on the kind of 
decent variety if the channel framework is known.

III. MIMO ADVANTAGES
The vital objective of MIMO innovation is to improve either 

the quality (BER) or the information rate of the correspondence 
by methods for satisfactory flag handling strategies at the two 
closures of the framework. The limit can increment directly with 
the number of radio wires when utilizing MIMO framework. 
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MIMO can acquire both multiplexing addition and decent variety 
gain in this way altogether expanding the framework limit just 
as improving the dependability of the remote connection. The 
benefits of MIMO correspondence are as per the following. 

1. Exhibit increase: Due to the utilization of various reception 
apparatuses, we have a normal increment in the SNR at the 
recipient because of the inalienable consolidating impact of the 
transmitted signs. This addition is accessible through numerous 
radio wires preparing at the transmitter or the recipient or both. 

2. Decent variety gain: By utilizing the advantages and 
learning of the outstanding collector assorted variety the hypothesis 
we can create frameworks utilizing numerous receiving wires 
at the transmitter (MISO/MIMO) to get transmit decent variety. 
Assorted variety strategies depend on transmitting the flag over 
numerous (in a perfect world) free blurring ways (time/recurrence/
space) that are frequently called decent variety branches. The 
likelihood that all assorted variety branches will be on a profound 
blur in the meantime is little, making the correspondence interface 
progressively strong. Spatial assorted variety is supported after 
some time or recurrence decent variety since it doesn’t bring 
about in transmission time or data transfer capacity use while 
embeddings repetition, for example, it is frightfully progressively 
proficient. 

3. Multiplexing gain: It has been demonstrated that MIMO 
channels offer a straight increment in the limit or transmission 
rate for similar data transmission with no extra power use. 
Spatial Multiplexing(SM) gain is acknowledged by transmitting 
autonomous sub-floods of the information motion from every 
receiving wire. Under ideal conditions, the beneficiary can 
recognize the distinctive sub-streams and consolidate these to 
yield the first information stream. 

4. Obstruction concealment: By exploiting the spatial area it 
is conceivable to separate between the spatial marks of the ideal 
flag and co-channel impedance flag to diminish the impedance.

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many researchers have present distinct techniques to explain 

about MIMO in wireless communication. Each technique has its 
own features and disadvantages. Few of the researcher’s work 
have been summarized in this section.

Fu-Chun Zheng et.al [1], in this, explore energy efficiency 
(EE) of the co-found and the circulated MIMO framework. To 
begin with, we discover an expected EE articulation for various 
power utilization models. At that point, two EE properties are 
uncovered for the disseminated MIMO framework. The consistent 
outcomes are affirmed by PC reproductions. 

J.A Wu and K.G Wu et.al [2] dealt with a negligible 
multifaceted nature calculation for choice coordinated divert 
estimation in transmit assorted variety OFDM frameworks. The 
proposed calculation slice off reception apparatus obstruction 
to Conceptual the estimation of each channel resonation by 
extortionate the connection of subcarrier channel coefficients to 
douse the information. The creators have likewise chipped away 
at the most recent estimation of channel reaction to downsize 
remaining entomb radio wires obstruction

Shiqi Gong et al., [3] Gigahertz unlicensed transfer speed 
range supplies millimetre wave (mm-Wave) correspondences with 
the huge feasible of acknowledging high information transmission 
rates. Related to all remote transmission advances, mm-Wave 

correspondences are likewise arranged to security terrifying. This 
issue winds up harsher for helpful systems that need more data 
associations. In this paper, we look at the mystery beamforming 
structures for mm-Wave two-way intensify and-forward MIMO 
transfer systems. To oversee equipment size and cost, an extra 
position limit is posted on the sending lattice at the hand-off to 
through the quantity of simple to-advanced converters. In wide 
extending, the deliberate enhancement issue is non-raised and 
requesting. In light of iterative streamlining calculations, the 
protection beamforming plans are gainfully decoupled into a 
progression of curved sub-issues that can be proficiently explained. 
Finally, numerical trials are led to uncovering the executive pay of 
the proposed quiet shaft framing plans. 

V. Tarokh et.al [4] presents an extraordinary class of codes 
named as the Space-time codes for transmitting information 
utilizing different transmit radio wires rather than Rayleigh or 
Rician remote channels. Distinctive subcategories of space-
time codes have likewise been gathered. These codes present 
an admirable act and for the disentangling multifaceted nature 
proportionate to the codes utilized in utility on Gaussian channels. 
Because of the clear design of these codes, they can be promptly 
executed in DSP and VLSI. 

F. Delestre and Y. Sun et.al [5] has proposed another pilot 
supported channel estimation calculation for MIMO-OFDM 
framework over recurrence particular channel. To gauge the 
channel, pilots are first transmitted in this channel estimation 
calculation. To translate the information in each square of OFDM 
framework, pilots are sent toward the start of each OFDM square. 
The proposed channel estimation strategy for various quantities 
of transmits and gets radio wires and presumed that the proposed 
plan has just 4 dB misfortune when contrasted and perfect case. 

Kala Praveen Bagadi and Prof. Susmita Das et.al [6] an 
examination has been made for channel estimation dependent 
on both square sort pilot and brush type plans in both SISO and 
MIMO OFDM based frameworks. In brush type pilot course 
of action, channel estimation is accomplished by applying the 
channel estimation calculations at the pilot frequencies and the 
addition of the channel at information frequencies. The MMSE 
estimator accepts a need information commotion fluctuation and 
channel covariance. 

Ugljesa Urosevic et al.,[7] The future age of remote 
systems is plausible to help a radically vast measure of portable 
information traffic, massive number of remote associations 
and gadgets, achieve better cost, expanded vitality and ghostly 
productivity, upgraded nature of administration (QoS) regarding 
correspondence delay, limit, unwavering quality, and security. 
The key systems that will permit these highlights are huge MIMO, 
use of higher frequencies, especially millimeter-wave (mm-
Wave) frequencies, fantastic thick and organization of cells, (P2P) 
correspondences, heterogeneous system (Het Net) usage, and so 
forth. Here we present new answers for actualizing appropriated 
MIMO methods for P2P correspondences. 

S. Yatawatta et.al [8] has prescribed a technique to make 
sense of the base vitality expended for channel estimation when 
it is prevailed to postpone and the blunder if there should be an 
occurrence of transmission of images. As indicated by the creator 
when the equipment is decreased, least vitality will be conveyed 
by the use of low position balance at the less than the desirable 
end. 
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S. Haykin et.al [9] the creator has examined least squares 
estimation in recursive case, the exponential weighted least 
squares, recursive-in-time arrangement, recursion for MSE 
worldview for example, for example, Noise precluded, channel 
evening out, and resonation relinquishment. 

Zhang Jie et.al [10], DFT-based channel estimation technique 
utilizes the symmetric property and figures the changing rate of 
the spillage vitality so as to choose valuable ways. The improved 
technique can diminish the spillage vitality proficiently. The MSE 
and BER execution of the improved technique are both superior 
to LS estimation and traditional DFT-based channel estimation 
strategy. The improved technique accomplishes a wonderful 
exchange off among multifaceted nature and execution.

V. CONCLUSION
Based on writing survey, it is discovered that MIMO-OFDM 

frameworks have the innate to satisfy the requests of things to 
come remote correspondence frameworks by utilizing the channel 
estimation strategies. MIMO frameworks including various 
receiving wires at the Transmitting end and accepting end improve 
the ghastly productivity and vitality proficiency largely. Diverse 
numerous Antenna strategies are used so that they can supply 
in improving the got flag quality and MIMO strategy utilized 
as a clarification for improving BER execution of the OFDM– 
CDMA framework with pilot tone gives progressively proficient 
utilization of the recurrence assets. The test is proportional 
down the impedance brought out by the channel, which makes 
trouble for the recipient to find the unequivocal communicate 
flag. Consequently, the requirement for channel estimation 
emerges. This paper advocates many results provided by various 
researchers and developers to analyse the channel interference in 
MIMO wireless communication system.
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Abstract - As the amount of data is increasing at rapid 
rate, one needs a solution for the managing the data storage, 
analyzing the data sets & processing such a large chunk of data. 
A cloud framework is the best solution for solving this problem 
& managing the data at sustainable cost. A cloud framework is 
the accruement of different components which is similar to the 
development tools, various middleware for particular application 
& various other database management services that is needed 
for cloud computing deployment, development & managing the 
various applications of cloud which results in an effective model 
for scaling such a huge data at a dynamically allocated recourses 
along with solving their complex problems. On the other hand 
Big Data Analytics provides a solution for managing the data 
in cloud architecture for storing & processing the data which 
is in Exabyte or more. This paper represents a review on the 
performance based on the big data framework based on cloud 
from various endeavors which assists various ventures to pick 
a suitable framework for their work & to get a desired upshot. 

Keywords : Cloud Computing, Cloud Based Big data, 
Cloud Framework, Microsoft, IBM Cloud, Google Cloud, 
Amazon web Services, Big Data Analytics 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Getting Together with Cloud & Data Analytics: 
Flawless Alliance

As we all know that, cloud is working & delivering their 
services on Pay as per use, on demanded and provide scalable 
services. Data Analysis mainly focuses on the five v’s of big data. 
They are the characteristics of big data. 
	 •	 First one is the, Volume, which means the total amount of 

data.
	 •	 Variety is called the unusual set-up of data or we can say 

is the different formats of data that can be used in Big Data 
or Data Analytics. For Example unstructured videos and 
pictures, unformatted numbers etcetera.

	 •	 Velocity is defined as the speed on which datasets is 
increasing.

	 •	 Furthermore there is Veracity on which the accuracy and 
trustworthiness of structured or unstructured data and 
information.

	 •	 Value is helpfulness of data. 
Huge data over the network can be managed efficiently 

by Cloud Computing with the help of virtualization technique, 
consequently, adding the big data availability, accessibility 

& Scalability [2, 3]. Furthermore, Distributed computing also 
brings high-class numerical trappings for ingenious dispensation 
and studies of large amount of data over a provision named as 
Huge Records as a Provision [2, 4]. Afterward, in cooperation 
with huge amount of data and cloud unite collected to carry an 
importance to initiatives by attractive the nimbleness, bounciness, 
convenience and the comfort of meting out of distributed created 
large information, and, by dropping its price of possession and 
application difficulty of large information resolutions [2].

1.2 Enterprise based Data Analytics – Distributed 
The Social Networking sites and applications that are being 

used by many people and become their hobby to use such sites, for 
example: Tweeter, Snapchat, Instagram, whatsApp Messenger, 
Facebook & a variety of other online venture application are the 
enterprise period that broadcast a wide-ranging of data (Exabyte 
& petabyte data) that is on day to day basis. Such a large amount 
of data which may be spawning during messages, satellite images, 
social networking sites, Electronic mail and many more can be 
structured and unstructured depending on their availability & 
accessibility, and is known to be Big Data. [3,5,6]. As a result, 
various venture are in front of an demanding job of tracking and 
managing such an huge sum of data.

In finding the solution of the problem, Big Data Analytics 
(BDA) came to its existence, where many big data implementation 
tools, highly secured techniques, various ways are attain by 
different organizations to get the correct form of Data which may be 
structured or unstructured data [7]. One among the best tools used 
by enterprises is Apache Hadoop for off-load key in warehouse 
data and dispensation purpose. Hadoop, is expensive when 
being multipart through many warehouses from organizations & 
various business points of view. Various frameworks are being 
implemented by many large enterprises. Analyzing & organizing 
such a large data sets with the help of BDA is supporting many 
big IT corporations in precede predictions and improved decision 
making process, thus, heighten the growth of their and making 
them to accomplish the benefits in the various organizations.[8]. 
On the other hand, the increased fame and the massive recognition 
of BDA in the IT companies are getting higher in many issues and 
challenges [3]. The cloud Computing got the problem solution. 

Cloud Computing is very user friendly and anyone can access 
its services over the internet for speedy provisioning of services, 
endorse on requirement of accessing the universal cloud resource 
pool by managing the delivery of data. [3, 9, 10]
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Figure 1 Architecture of Cloud Based Big Data

1.3 Large Organization are Offering a better Solution: 
Support of Cloud with data analytics

As per overall abridged price of ownership [3] moreover the 
other formally discussed benefits of cloud based big data, may lead 
to many organizations that offer a framework of big data based on 
cloud framework. 

This paper represents survey of comparison of solution 
frameworks for big data enterprise which is based on cloud & they 
are mainly focuses on the performance of the framework. Storage 
and Warehouse of big datasets which is managed by esteemed 
companies like IBM, Amazon Web Services that provides 
the platform based on cloud. This paper mainly focuses on the 
comparison between the various tools of data analytics based on 
the bases of cloud and shows the various usages of cloud & data 
analytics. The comparison of data analytics and cloud based data 
analytics is done by merging & comparing the data with various 
large venture companies for example IBM, Microsoft, Google, 
and Amazon that provides various platforms.

This paper has 4 sections. Section 1 & Section 2 shows the 
big data framework based on cloud which bring out by many 
companies which was mentioned earlier. In the next section, 
there is a tabular comparison & the last section i.e Section 4 is the 
conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK TO BIG DATA TOOLS 
BASED ON CLOUD FRAMEWORK

This section has tools that are being used by various cloud 
based platforms. They are warehouse, Analytics & Storage of big 
Data that are used by many esteemed companies.

2.1 A Cloud Computing Service provided by Microsoft 
Azure for Storage

A cloud computing service which is provided by Microsoft 
Azure gives cloud features to much organization for their better 
working and better decision making process. It also provides 
various internet integration tools for the scaling the computation 
to its grid. [19, 20]

Data Analytics Solution is provided by Azure HD Insight 
Azure HDInsight is an application provided by Microsoft and 

it offered a great accuracy in SLA property particularly a single 
instance of virtual machine. Many different companies provide 
SLA on critical Virtual machines. [20, 21]

Storage solution in bi data provided Azure Blob Storage 
Data integrity is the newer feature which is available in the latest 
version of Azure Blob Storage. It is a very flexible feature and it 
also provided better solution for the reduction in the bandwidth of 
network. [20,21]

Data warehouse Solution provided by Azure SQL Data 
Warehouse For providing the better big data warehouse solution, 
Microsoft Azure is the best solution for it. Microsoft Azure is a 
framework that is particularly used for the parallel processing 
in association with SQL & also scales the data computing 
independently. [20, 21]

2.2 A Cloud computing based service provided by 
Amazon Web Services for Data Analytics 

Big Data Analysis framework delivers by Amazon Web 
Services which helps in structuring and deploying Big Data 
applications in a simple, easy to implement & manage and quick 
way.

Data Analytics framework provided by Amazon Elastic 
Search

Amazon ElasticSearch is mainly focuses for the big data 
analytics framework which is used to create clusters and made for 
the deployment of the data. It also works on the scalability of the 
data sets. [12]

A big data storage framework provided by Amazon S3 
To provide the big data storage and to remove this major 

problem Amazon S3 was launched. It provides the highly protected 
and scalable storage pool having a large variety of tools. [11, 13]

A warehouse framework designed by Amazon Redshift
Big data Warehouse framework is designed by Amazon 

Redshift & it’s a very effective, well managed & well known 
Amazon web services warehouse platform which is provided by 
Amazon. It is very cost effective tools which analyses the data 
sets based on SQL & various other intelligent tools particularly 
designed for business use. [13]

2.3 A Cloud Computing service provided by Google 
Cloud 

GCP brings a collection of a number of dominant tools for 
various purposes which in range from data analytics to warehouse 
then to database and lastly to storage. [14]

A Storage framework provided by Google Cloud Storage 
for big data Google cloud storage is intended especially for 
object storage which is carried out to perform many tasks & 
helps the developer, researcher or entrepreneur to perform many 
tasks ranging from realtime data processing to data analytics for 
developer & entrepreneur. [14, 15] 

Data analytics warehousing framework provided by Google 
BigQuery

For big data analytics Google Big query provided the best 
solution which is extremely fast, scalable and very economical. 
It is helpful in many ways provided the warehousing for various 
organizations on pay as you use bases. [15]
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2.4 A cloud computing service provided by IBM Cloud 
for big data analytics

This is a very effective tool for many works & it broaden 
the horizon based on the various services of cloud and other big 
data services. It has various precise tools which is particularly for 
precise applications. It is used in many field ranging from Big data 
to Networking, monitoring & so on. [16] 

Data Analytics framework provided by Analytics Engine 
(IBM Product)

Best solution provided by IBM for Big data analytics is the 
Analytical engine which provided a lot of benefits & a trouble 
free data analytics. It has resolved many existing analytical issues 
which were there in other exiting tools. [16, 17] 

Data Storage framework provided by IBM Cloud Object 
Storage

Data may be structure or unstructured. IBM provided a 
framework for storing, managing & fetching the contents of data 
from various sites to provide better solution of self service portal. 
It has the better solution for the storing the data & managing the 
clusters depending on the requirement of the company. Data is 
fetched through REST which is based on the particular API’s. [17, 
18]

Data Warehouse framework which is provided by IBM Db2 
Warehouse

This is the best tools designed by IBM for Database & 
Data Warehouse. Compatibly of IBM DB2 warehouse best with 
Narezze & also with the Big Database giant that is Oracle. Mainly 
it is designed for the hybrid cloud & it gives the best solution 
which is not provided by various other companies. [17, 18]

3. Relationship between Big Data Enterprise based on Cloud

Comparison of Big Data Enterprise based on Cloud Framework

S.No Features & 
Frame Amazon Web Service Microsoft Azure IBM Google Cloud 

Platform

1

 Analytics of Data
Best tool of Amazon 
for Data Analytics is 
Amazon ElasticSearch

A Cloud Spark And 
Hadoop Service for 
E n t e r p r i s e A z u r e 
HDInsight

combined Apache 
Spark and Apache 
Hadoop service IBM 
Analytics Engine

Build, Test & Deploy 
With Ease is Google 
Cloud

Software Mode Free Free Free Free

Type of Data The type of data may be 
Any

Only Unstructured 
Datasets

Only Unstructured 
Datasets

The type of data may 
be Any

Applications for 
Big Data analytics Ongoing Application Batch Processing Solution for many 

enterprises Batch Processing

Service Integration Y Y Y Y

Deployment Unit Manual Manual Manual Manual

2

Storage of Data object storage service - 
Amazon S3

Massively-Scalable 
Object Storage For 
Unstructured Data-
Azure Blob 

NVMe Based 
All-Flash Array 
with Integrated 
I n f r a s t r u c t u r e 
Virtualization-IBM 
Cloud Object 

Build, Test & 
Deploy- Google 
Cloud 

Type of Data 
Storage Dispersed Dispersed Dispersed Dispersed

Scaling of Data 
Storage Programmed Manual Manual Programmed

Object MetaData Y Y Y Y

D e p l o y m e n t 
Locality With in the Region With in the Zone Through Multiple 

Region
Through Multiple 
Region
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3

Warehouse of 
Data

Cluster Management 
Guide - Amazon 
Redshift

Enterprise Data 
Warehouse - Azure 
Sql Data Warehouse

formerly IBM 
dashDB Local - IBM 
Warehouse

Querying massive 
datasets - Google 
BigQuery

Unit Deployment This is Fully Clustered 
Deployment

This is Fully Clustered 
Deployment

This is Fully Clustered 
Deployment

This is Fully 
C l u s t e r e d 
Deployment

Compute Scaling Programmed Manual Programmed Programmed

D e p l o y m e n t 
Locality Within the Region only Within the Region 

only
Within the Region 
only

Within the Region 
only

DataFormats CSV, Avro, TSV, ORC Parquet, ORC, RC CSV CSV, AVRO, JSON

6. FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSION
The effort depending upon relative analysis and comparison 

between the three companies that are dealing in solutions of big 
data based cloud. The Big Data is providing mainly the operative 
processes for various data sets, Collected Data Sets for huge and 
complex real time development which are mainly carried by of 
several tools in Big Data research.

This survey includes the very deep understanding & 
knowledge of above mentioned enterprise solution frameworks, 
the services they provide and the main features, lastly their 
applications and various cases, with the plan, method of carrying 
it & relationship among them, in so doing benefiting the society, 
researchers, IT companies, entrepreneurs & future endeavors.
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Abstract:Mobile Cloud compute is an up-and-coming 
technology which provide IT services and resources to the 
customers from side to side public network exclusively internet. 
Mobile the cloud computing services and infrastructure are 
generally own by a moderator called cloud service providers. 
When using the secure mobile cloud storage space services on 
resources limited Mobile Devices, the confidentiality of sensitive 
data must be ensure before uploading the data on cloud storage 
servers. The composite security operations to ensure security 
are limited to implement due to the resource embarrassed 
mobile devices. Data protection is serious issues in mobile cloud 
compute environment. In this paper, we present a projected 
security framework for mobile cloud compute. In this structure 
the cryptographic methods as well as algorithms are used for 
encryption and decryption of mobile user data. This structure 
ensures the supplementary security and discretion of user’s 
aware or considerable data. This paper introduces the scheme 
stream of projected security structure. This projected Security 
structure is for the principle to secure and offer privacy and 
reliability to user’s not to be disclosed data in Mobile Cloud 
Environment.

1.1INTRODUCTION:
In contemporary year cloud computing has emerge as a 

new computing paradigm in which various users divide the 
capital in recompense per site/ per service basis. The resources 
in such a computing example are situated at circulated sites with 
manage the service providers. Cloud computing is a model for 
enable suitable, on-demand network access to a mutual band of 
configurable computing resources as well as networks, servers, 
storage, applications, and services that can be quickly provisioned 
and unconstrained with minimal supervision effort or service 
provider communication [1] as shown in figure 1

Cloud computing is an budding technology which provide 
IT services and possessions to the customers through public 
network particularly internet. The cloud computing services and 
infrastructure are mostly owned by a third party called cloud 
service providers. Cloud computing offer an inventive model for 
the organization to use software applications, storage and dealing 
out capability of cloud without invest on the infrastructure. As 
compare to existing IT models, the cloud computing offers many 
recompense like scalability, flexibility, effectiveness and non-
core actions [1]. Even though these unexpected reimbursement 
of cloud computing, the security is a most important concern. 
According to the Global Information Firm (GIF) survey 74% IT 
manager and Head Information Officer (HIOs) think that security 
and privacy issues are the main obstruction prevent organization to 
accept cloud computing services and the survey conduct by Garter 
that more than 70% Head Information Officer (HIOs) show their 
concern about data security and privacy issues in cloud computing 
[2, 3].

1.2 CLOUD SERVICE DELIVERY MODELS 
The cloud computing model is based on three service release 

models and three cloud architectural models [2, 3].
	 •	 Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS): The capability 

provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s 
applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The 
applications are easy to get to from various user devices 
during a thin client interface such as a web browser 
example web-based email.

	 •	 Cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS): The competence 
provide to the user is to organize against the cloud 
infrastructure consumer-created or acquire application 
created using encoding languages and apparatus support 
by the source example configurations

Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The facility 
provide to the user is to stipulation dispensation, storage, networks, 
and other elementary computing assets where the consumer is 
able to organize and run random software, which can include 
operating systems and application.(e.g., host fire walls) According 
to customers’ different command, cloud computing technology 
include three kind of architectural model, which are public cloud, 
private cloud and miscellaneous cloud.
	 •	 Public cloud: Run by a third party, public cloud can 

put many different customers’ operation on the cloud of 
servers, storage systems and other infrastructure combine. 
End user do not recognize to the other users who run their 
operation on the same server, network or disk.

	 •	 Private cloud: Private Cloud is build for clients to use 
it confidentially, and thus it can make the most efficient 
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manage of data, security and service quality. The company has the infrastructure, on the basis of the infrastructure, it can 
control the way to deploy applications, control how and where the applications run. They have server, network and disk, and 
can resolve which users are allowed to use these infrastructures. Private clouds can be deploy in enterprise data centers; it can 
also be deployed in a hosting site. Private cloud can be build by the company themselves or by the cloud providers.

 •	 Mixed cloud: The mix cloud is to mix the public cloud model and private cloud model mutually.

1.3 ASSESSMENT OF PRESENTED DATA SECURITY SCHEME FOR MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING
This paper introduce in journalism analysis, the data security scheme that center of attention on the decrease of the computational 

difficulty of cryptographic algorithms and method. Present is not any trust Third Party worried in scheme the cloud servers are 
understood fully distrust for these selected data security scheme. The existing data security scheme is encryption based proposal, code 
based scheme, sharing based scheme, and block based sharing scheme [1, 7]. In each scheme, encryption, decryption, and integrity 
confirmation operations are complete on Mobile Devices. The Cloud Service Providers and Data Centre owner are accountable for safe 
data storage administration and treatment of requirements - reaction of user’s file or data. 

TABLE-1 ANALYSIS OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC DATA SECURITY SCHEME

S e c u r i t y 
Schemes

Supporting Operations Assumptions Limitations Conclusion

Encryption based 
scheme

Normal Symmetric
Cryptographic
Algorithm

Not applicable Process
Overhead

1.Consume extra power on
Mobile devices.
2. Supply extra security.

Coding based 
scheme

Matrix Multiplications
of blocks with coding 
vector

Construction
of Coding
Vector

Extra file management
overhead on mobile
Devices.

1.Use less resources as 
Compared to Encryption 
based scheme.
2. Computationally 
Intensive.

Sharing based 
scheme

X-OR operations Generation
and uploading
of arbitrary
Share.

Supporting operations
are computationally
intensive

1. Time consuming
2. Considerable amount of 
data
Dispensation and data 
storage.

Block Based 
sharing scheme

Block base chain
mode of operation

File is
reasonably
separated in to
chunk

Depended Block
Execution.
Simple XOR operation
are used as
cryptographic
Function.

1.Power -Efficient
2. Consume less resources
3.Present high speed 
implementation

The symmetric cryptographic algorithm is used to advance 
the security of data. This algorithm presents high implementation 
speed and throughput. It also consume less energy for 
implementation as compare to additional symmetric algorithms.

Projected Flow for Uploading the User File on the Cloud 
Storage

Choose the File X and supply the password up to 8 to 20 
characters from mobile user split the File „X‟ in to „n‟ numbers 
of equivalent size block. For symmetric defragmentation some 
additional bit should be padded at the end of file if compulsory 
for equivalent size. produce the several Block Keys from given 
password and also generate the Integrity Key and Symmetric Key 
by using the Hash function on password as well as other unique 

factors related to user file. Encrypt the individual Blocks by using 
respond to Mode of Operations. The generate several Block keys 
are used for each dissimilar Block. The X-OR operations are 
perform for encryption of each block. The Counter is also used to 
produce the keys as input for block encryption. In this operation 
the various blocks keys and counter are increment one by one 
from prior block to next be successful blocks. Concatenate all 
blocks to construct one file. Encrypt the whole file with symmetric 
encryption algorithm. The generate Symmetric Key is use as a 
Encryption Key. Mobile client upload the encrypted file, Hash 
of file name and MAC of original file. Integrity key is applying 
in MAC for file integrity verification. The total information is 
uploaded on cloud storage servers by mobile user and keep saving 
only file name.
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Proposed Flow for downloading the client File from the 
Cloud Storage Mobile users send the demand for file downloaded 
to Cloud Service Provider (CSP). CSP send the Encrypted File 
with MAC of original File. Mobile users download the encrypted 
File and MAC. The Password is providing by mobile user for 
generation of various Keys. The keys for block and for decrypt 
the encrypted file is generate from provided password. The 
Symmetric Key, Integrity Key and Multiple Block Keys are 
generated from given password by mobile user. The complete 
Encrypted File is decrypt with generate Symmetric Key and 
Symmetric Cryptographic Algorithm. Every Blocks are decrypted 
by generated Multiple Block Keys and X-OR operations. The 
Counter Mode of Operations is used to get the original File Blocks 
or Plaintext of Blocks. Subsequent decryption of every blocks the 
plaintext of all blocks are produced. after that, join or concatenate 
every plaintext blocks for collect the original file. Compare the 
MAC of received MAC from CSP and re-calculated MAC of 
original file subsequent to decryption, with generate Integrity Key.

CONCLUSION 
In this paper summary of cloud computing is known which 

include type of clouds, characteristics of cloud, architecture 
of cloud, security and risk issue, due to the character of cloud 
computing, such as resource sharing/pool and web-based remote 
connections, security plays an imperative role in cloud system 
design. Cloud service provider requires protecting authenticity 
and confidentiality of customers’ data transmit to and stored in the 
cloud, and check unconstitutional access of customers’ resources. 
The term paper has assessment cryptographic data security 
method a variety of authentication and encryption algorithms 
that protect cloud system, including mode of operation for data 
encryption and authentication, block ciphers for encryption, 
password hashing algorithms for password-based authentication 
and key derivation functions and password-less or two-factor 
authentication mechanism.
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manufactured a chess-playing tin Turk and turned into the toast 
of Napoleonic Europe. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein fabricated a 
beast out of body parts and enacted it with power. Indeed, even 
the Indian national epic, the Mahabharata, made around 300 BC, 
highlights a lion machine.

One thing makes the present cyborg essentially not quite the 
same as its mechanical progenitors - Information. Cyborgs, Donna 
Haraway clarifies, “are data machines. They’re installed with 
round causal frameworks, self-governing control components, 
data preparing - machines with inherent independence.

The first Human cyborgs is a man who was color blind before 
but after surgery and the antenna being installed in his skull has 
permitted Neil to see shading out of the blue in the wake of being 
conceived visually challenged and even download pictures and 
sound into his mind The sensation has driven New York-based 
Neil to claim he has “eyes and ears in every continent “.

He said: “My head also has an internet connection, which 
allows me to receive images or sounds directly into my skull from 
other parts of the world.

“Selected people – one from each continent – can send 
images or sounds to my head using their mobile phone cameras 
or microphones.

“This separation of my body 
and my sense makes me feel as 
if I have an eye and ear in each 
continent. Sometimes I might be 
facing a boring brick wall, yet I will 
be perceiving a be a beautiful sunset 
from my ‘Australian eye’.

“Or I might be having an 
extremely boring conversation with 
someone yet be receiving extremely 
funny jokes from my ‘American 
ear’.”[2]

2. Literature Survey
According to an article published in the Guardian
The US government is Creating innovation that it expectations 

will transform troopers into cyborgs, enabling them to associate 
straightforwardly to PCs.

The us military’s guard propelled explore ventures office 
(DARPA) has disclosed an exploration program called neural 
building framework plan (NESD) which means to build up an 
implantable neural interface, associating people specifically to 
PCs.Human-PC interfaces are not another examination theme, 
yet most have been hampered by moderate, restricted control, 
giving development of automated prosthetics or enabling people 

Fig.1. Neil Harbisson

Abstract—The time of the Cyborg is currently upon us. As we 
move further into the twenty-first century there is a noteworthy 
pattern to improve the body with “cyborg technology”. Indeed, 
because of restorative need, there are at present a great many 
individuals worldwide outfitted with prosthetic gadgets to 
reestablish lost capacities, and there is a developing DIY 
development to self-improve the body to make new detects or 
to upgrade current faculties to “past typical” dimensions of 
execution. From prosthetic appendages, Man-made heart pacers 
and defibrillators, inserts making brain– PC interfaces, cochlear 
inserts, retinal prosthesis, magnets as inserts, exoskeletons, and 
a large group of other upgrade innovations, the human body 
is ending up progressively mechanical and computational and 
in this way less organic. This pattern will keep on quickening 
as the body ends up changed into a data preparing innovation, 
which at last will provoke one’s feeling of character and being 
human.This has colossal ramifications on moral qualities for the 
two people and cyborgs. In this paper the condition of play is 
talked about. Courses to cyborgisation are presented and diverse 
kinds of Cyborg are considered. Cyborgs are considered as war-
machine in this paper.

Keywords—cyborgs, war-machine, DARPA

1. INTRODUCTION
The world’s first cyborg was a white lab rat, some portion of 

an exploratory program at New York’s Rockland State Hospital 
in the late 1950s.

The rodent had embedded in its body a minor osmotic 
siphon that infused unequivocally controlled portions of synthetic 
substances, adjusting a few of its physiological parameters. It was 
a part creature, part machine.[1]

From the begin, the cyborg was something beyond another 
specialized venture; it was a sort of logical and military fantasy. 
The likelihood of getting away from its irritating substantial 
restrictions drove an age that experienced childhood with 
Superman and Captain America to toss the full weight of its adult 
R&D spending plan into accomplishing a genuine superpower.

It wasn’t just the military that was enthralled by the conceivable 
outcomes of the cyborg. Presently there was the likelihood of 
improving people by expanding them with counterfeit gadgets. 
Insulin dribbles had been utilized to manage the digestion systems 
of diabetics since the 1920s. A heart-lung machine was utilized 
to control the blood dissemination of an 18-year-old young lady 
amid task in 1953. A 43-year-elderly person got the principal heart 
pacemaker to embed in 1958. Truth be told robots, automata, and 
counterfeit individuals have been a piece of the Western creative 
energy since in any event as far back as the Enlightenment

Incredible robot developer Wolfgang von Kempelen 
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to include content or comparable into a PC by focusing on specific 
sentiments or contemplations of movements.

Phillip alvelda, nesd director for darpa, stated: “today’s best 
brain-computer interface systems are like two supercomputers 
trying to talk to each other using an old 300-baud modem. 
imagine what will become possible when we upgrade our tools 
to really open the channel between the human brain and modern 
electronics.”

Right now, human-PC interfaces associate countless at once 
– somewhere close to 100 and 1,000 neurons - to a machine. 
DARPA plans to refine the innovation in order to interface singular 
neurons. This would give a lot better control, diminish clamor and, 
in principle, accelerate interchanges between a human and a PC.

The grand objective will require achievements in neuroscience, 
engineered science, low-control hardware, photonics, therapeutic 
gadget assembling, and bundling, just as clinical testing, as per the 
examination organization.While anything financed by means of 
darpa has the ultimate objective of a military application, human-
PC interfaces are at present obstructing progressed common 
applications, not least the substitution of lost appendages, 
rebuilding of sight and different faculties, just as the control of 
an ailment.

The nesd program integrates with the mind look into through 
progressing imaginative neurotechnologies (cerebrum) activity 
propelled by barack obama in 2013, which vowed $100m

The grand objective will require achievements in neuroscience, 
engineered science, low-control hardware, photonics, therapeutic 
gadget assembling, and bundling, just as clinical testing,towards 
research intending to fix or help mind issue and mind damage.
[3]Military organizations’ exploration has as of late centered 
around the use of cyborg creatures for the reasons for an alleged 
strategic favorable position. darpa has reported its enthusiasm for 
creating “cyborg insects” to transmit information from sensors 
embedded into the bug amid the pupa organize. The insect’s 
movement would be controlled from a Micro-Electro-Mechanical 
System (MEMS) and could possibly study a situation or identify 
explosives and gas.[4] Similarly, DARPA is building up a neural 
embed to remotely control the development of sharks. The shark’s 
extraordinary facilities would then be abused to give information 
input in connection to adversary send development or submerged 
explosives.[5 ]

In 2006, specialists at Cornell University invented[6] another 
surgery to embed counterfeit structures into bugs amid their 
changeable development.[7]. The primary cyborg insects, moths 
with coordinated hardware in their thorax, were appeared by the 
equal researchers.[8]. The underlying achievement of the methods 
has brought about expanded research and the formation of a 
program called Hybrid-Insect-MEMS, HI-MEMS. Its objective, 
as indicated by DARPA’s Microsystems Technology Office, is 
to grow “firmly coupled machine-creepy crawly interfaces by 
putting small scale mechanical frameworks inside the bugs amid 
the beginning times of metamorphosis”.[9]

The utilization of neural inserts has as of late been 
endeavored, with progress, on cockroaches. Carefully connected 
cathodes were put on the creepy crawly, which were remotely 
constrained by a human. The outcomes, albeit in some cases 
extraordinary, fundamentally demonstrated that the cockroach 
could be constrained by the motivations it got through the 
cathodes. DARPA is presently financing this examination in view 

of its undeniable advantageous applications to the military and 
other areas[10]

In 2009 at the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE) Micro-electronic mechanical frameworks (MEMS) meeting 
in Italy, analysts showed the main “remote” flying-cyborgsinsects.
[11] Engineers at the University of California at Berkeley have 
spearheaded the plan of a “remote controlled insect”, supported 
by the DARPA HI-MEMS Program. Taped proof of this can be 
seen here.[12] This was pursued soon thereafter by the exhibit of 
remote control of a “lift-helped” moth-cyborg.[13]

In the end, scientists intend to create HI-MEMS for 
dragonflies, honey bees, rodents, and pigeons.

[14] For the HI-MEMS robotic bug to be viewed as a 
triumph, it must fly 100 meters (330 ft) from a beginning stage, 
guided through PC into a controlled arriving inside 5 meters (16 ft) 
of a particular endpoint. When handled, the robotic bug must stay 
set up.[14][15]

Fig 2. Concept Of Cyborg technology in insects and small 
creatures

Cyborgs are the organism without feelings that means that 
they don’t have even hatred which makes them a perfect war 
machine. Every country is working in the field of Human war 
machine because the machine is always said to be best but they are 
without a brain and on the other hand in the case of Cyborgs, it has 
both, a HUMAN BRAIN and the power of MACHINES making 
perfect weapons.

We can make clones of a man who is being controlled by a 
man himself. In other words, we can say that if a soldier is going in 
the war, he will go with his clones doing the same thing he wanted 
to do which results in ONE MAN ARMY.

Cybernetic technology can even help in creating better robots 
or SITUATIONAL robots.

If we see into the situational robots first we have to understand 
what actually situational robots is. “ A robot which acts differently 
on different situation decreasing the risk of wrong decision 
making. “ Right now the robots present in the market are using A.I 
technology to understanding the situation and then act accordingly 
but this is so dangerous in my aspects. What happens if the A.I 
detects the wrong situation. This may result in drastic outcomes. 
Cybernetics is the solution to this problem. Artificial robots can be 
connected to humans

And when human detects the situation, the robot will work 
accordingly. When Human is in fear his heartbeats get increased 
which can be detect by a sensors placed in his nerves and then the 
signal can be transferred to the robot telling him what actually he 
is supposed to do.

Bullets now not dare to mess with humans Yes, it is true one 
shot cannot even make you feel pain. In coming world we can 
create human cyborg bulletproof.
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Human will become more powerful and become more 
efficient for war.

Fig 3. ‘2.6g 329m/s’
As a team with the criminological genomics consortium 

netherlands (FGCN), dutch scientist Jalila essaïdi has built 
up a invention ready to repulse a moving projectile – named 
‘impenetrable skin’. through seeding insect silk – proportionately 
commonly more powerful than steel and made by transgenic goats 
and worms – with human skin cells, essaïdi made another tissue 
ready to ammo terminated at a diminished velocity. the title of the 
venture – ‘2.6g 329m/s’ – references the greatest weight (2.6g) 
and speed (329m/s) of a .22 caliber long rifle shot from which a 
sort 1 impenetrable vest ought to ensure you. despite the fact that 
the analyses missed the mark concerning enduring a shot at typical 
speed from the .22 bore rifle, the undertaking prompts discourse 
not just on the future favorable[17] circumstances of investigating 
new learning and materials inside biotechnological explore, yet in 
addition the social, political, moral and social issues encompassing 
the idea of security.

3. Combining all the Brain storms
From one point of view, a cyborg world is about the last 

burden of a framework of control on the planet, about the last 
deliberation typified in a Star

Wars end of the world pursued for the sake of safeguard, 
about the last apportionment of women bodies in a masculinist 
orgy of war (Sofia, 1984). From another point of view, a cyborg 
world may be about lived social and real substances in which 
individuals are not terrified of their joint connection with creatures 
and machines, not scared of for all time incomplete personalities 
and opposing outlooks. The political battle is to see from the 
two viewpoints on the double on the grounds that each uncovers 
the two masteries and potential outcomes unbelievable from the 
other vantage point. Single vision creates more terrible dreams 
than twofold vision or many-headed beasts. Cyborg solidarities 
are huge and ill-conceived; in our present political conditions, we 
could barely seek after progressively strong legends for opposition 
and recoupling. [18]

Future scope
The term cyborg was created by Manfred E. Clynes and 

Nathan S. kline in 1960 to refer to their origination of an upgraded 
person who could make due in extraterrestrial conditions and can 
stand unparalleled in war-ground. From that to now, it has been 
changed. From a imagination to Neil Harbison, it already covered 
a long distance and yet to cover long way. No one Know the future 
of the cyborgs, but still its like two sides of coins either good or 
bad. Cyborg definitely is future of humans, but it will also destroy 
the natural component of humans. But if we see only one side of 
coin that is good side, cyborg is the only future.

Cyborgs technology can be improved using technologies 
like AI & machine learning. It will like Human who is unbeatable 
physically, can think infinity, can see the world mentally, can store 
other experiences (AI) to act better.

Fig 4 Advances In Cyborg Intelligence

4. CONCLUSION
Cyborgs are expanding through the elements of mass ideal 

models, innovation training, and social capital. More undertakings 
are presenting in-the-body advancements crosswise over mass 
standards, and more in-the-body advances are getting to be 
ordinary through innovation taming. In the meantime, more people 
are trying to increment social capital through body ventures. In like 
manner, banters about the eventual fate of society that are centered 
around robots are imperfect, since they neglect to consider the 
expanding quantities of cyborgs who will have abilities better than 
robots. Likewise, debates about the eventual fate of society ought 
to think about the capability of cyborgs, just as robots, supplanting 
people. Specifically, the potential cyborgs ought to be considered 
in discussions about the eventual fate of society that incorporate 
contentions about whether the substitution of individuals and other 
creature will prompt chance. By and large, the goal of this paper is 
to bring an increasingly adjusted point of view into the discussion 
about the fate of society that is at present skewed in its attention 
on robots.
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II. WEB NETWORK
Network means interconnection of several objects. Web 

network is patterns in which different web objects are connected 
with each other. Web objects can be a commercial web site, web 
document, a web blog, a web document etc. In Web Network 
analysis, the hyperlink structure and web document structure both 
are included. Web Network can be represented graphically with 
directed edges, undirected edges or weighted edges. The Fig 1 
shows the graphical representation of web network

Fig: 1 Web Network
Web network analysis is used to boost the web object’s 

performance. Web network can be shown theoretically by G={N, 
E} [31] .In this N is the total number of nodes and E is the total 
number of edges.In Fig. 1 N={1,2,3,4,5,6,7}

A. Node
Another name for node is Vertex, Actor or Point. In web 

network node can be a web document, website, web service. 
When they are connected with direct edge they can be named as 
Neighbors.[31][28] If a node is connected with the group only 
by one connection then is pendant node. The only node getting 
attention for analysis is the ego node and other node in thegroup 
are called alter node. 

B. Edge
In Web Network, Two actors are connected with each other 

with a connection, that connection is called Edge or Tie. Edge can 
be Weighted, Bounded and Directed. Two neighbor nodes can be 
strongly connected if there is edge from each node to each other.
[28] They are called weak connected if there is a path between 
them and edge orientation is not in consideration. In case of 
directed networking graph there are two types of link are there 
in-Link and Out-Link. The no of nodes pointing to that node are 
called in-links to that node and that node is pointing to 

C. Path
The Path is the minimum actor in sequence to reach from one 
node to another.[28]

Abstract-Word wide Web gives the opportunity to each and 
every Internet user to access the large amount of information. 
The problem comes in digging the relevant data from web and 
giving the most appropriate decision to solve the given problem, 
which can be used for improvement of any business organization. 
The effective solution of problem depends on how efficiently and 
effectively the analysis of web data is done. In analyzing the data 
on web not only relevant content analysis is essential but also the 
analysis of web structure is important. This paper is giving the 
brief introduction about the various terminologies and measures 
like centrality, Page Rank, densityused in the web networking 
analysis. This paper will also give the brief introduction about 
the various supervised ML techniques such as classification, 
regression and unsupervised machine learning techniques 
such as clustering etc. which are very useful in analyzing the 
web network so that user can make quick and effective decision 
making.

Keywords- Web Network analysis, Machine Learning, 
Supervised Machine Learning, Unsupervised Machine learning, 
Classification, Regression, Clustering, Centrality, PageRank, 
Density

I. INTRODUCTION
In Today’s digital world, Internet is the hub of information. 

Internet can play an important role in various fields like in health, 
social, commercial etc. Most of the organizations are using Web 
as main source of information to understand the user’s behavior. 
They collect the related data on the basis of user’s likes and dislikes 
and shows the related items according to user interest e.g. if user 
explore some item on AMAZON, the site immediately begins to 
show the related items. Here the role of Machine learning comes. 
Machine learning models collects the data, analyze it and produce 
the solution according to data. The productivity of Machine 
learning model is purely depends on the training data provided to 
it. The collection of most relevant  training data is essential for the 
success of machine learning model.[8]Machine Learning Model 
always work on the training data and can change its decision on the 
basis of current situation.[12]The data on web is very large and not 
uniform. The web data can be structured, unstructured and semi 
structured form and it is increasing day by day so it  is not possible 
to handle the data on single web server, there is a big network of 
web to handle this big data. Web network is the hyperlink structure 
of web. [13].The analysis of web network is to determine the most 
important node, most influential node, which path is shortest etc. 
in web network. Such type of knowledge is very help in getting 
the relevant data quickly and efficiently.Machine Learning can 
be used in finding the hyperlinks between various nodes in web 
network so that user can make efficient searching in web. 
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D. Diameter
It is the longest path available in web network.

E. Degree
Number of edges with which a node is connected. In case 

of directed it is the total of in-links and outlinks. The average of 
degree is the average of all degrees in network[28]

III. WEB NETWORK ANALYSIS
 Web network analysis is the analysis of web sites, web 

documents, web traffic etc. It is basically done to understand the 
web usage and to make enhancement in the web performance. 
There are many measures to analysis the web network. On the 
basis of results given by these measures it is easy to find out 
most social actor, most influential actor, shortest path etc. so that 
performance of web network can be enhanced.

A. DENSITY OF NETWORK
Web Network density is calculated in terms of no. of edges 
actually present in the network. It can be calculated, as the 
ratio between the actually presented edges to the no of edges 
can be present, if the network is complete network.

Where ‘V ‘ is the sum of edges that are actually present in the 
graph and ‘h’ is the maximum number of possible edges is if 
the graph is complete [28][31]

B. CLUSTERING COFFICIENT
It is used to find out the probability that whether the two 
neighbors are connected with a single edge.

 [28][31]

Where  = clustering coefficient of an actor ‘y’. 

 = Sum of all edges between the neighbors of actor ‘y’.

= Number of all neighbors of actor ‘y’

The clustering coefficient should be 0  c  1. 
Clustering coefficient is 0 =there is no connection between 

the neighbors of node y, also called Star
Clustering coefficient is 1 =all its neighbors are also connected 

with each other, also called cliques
The Total clustering coefficient (CC) of the whole graph G 

can be calculated as arithmetic mean of the clustering coefficient 
of each and every nodepresent in the network.

C. CENTRALITY MEASURE
This is the most important measure to analysis the web network. 
This measure is used to identify the most essential node in the 
network.Random process, current flow rehabilitees are some basic 
criteria to measure the centrality.[12]. There are many centrality 
measures

•	 DEGREECENTRALITY
This centrality is useful in finding out the importance of node. It 
is calculated by the number of edges that are connected with the 
node [31][28]

 [12][17]

Where  is the degree of node y and V is the 
number of nodes in the network. 

If the graph is directed than the in – degree centrality and out- 
degree centrality will be calculated differently with the formulas

And

The degree Centrality is generally used in the local structure 
as it can provide the information regarding how much edges are 
immediately related to the node.

•	 CLOSENESS CENTRALITY
It can be calculated as the inverse of total of all geodesic 

distances to each and every other node from each node. [28][31]
[30][12]

It formula to calculated is

Here  = the distance between nodes x and y.

The normalized Closeness Centrality is 

Here V = no of nodes in the network.

•	 BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY
This is very important Centrality.This measure gives the 

information about the node that is coming maximum in various 
shortest path[12][28]

The equation to calculate Betweenness centrality is 

Here  =Total no of shortest paths between the node y 
and z   = The no of shortest paths that pass through 
the node x. 

The network which have more betweenness centrality value 
can be act as bridge between the two network areas[17][28][31]

•	 EIGEN VECTOR CENTRALITY
This measure to used to calculate how influential an actor is 

in network,The importance of an actor is based on the importance 
of its neighbor actor.[12]

The Eigen vector centrality of the node j can be calculated 
as [7]

Here = constant value 

 , if there is a connected tie between actor “j” 
and actor “i” otherwise 0.
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•	 ECCENTRICITY CENTRALITY
This centralitymeasure determines which actor can spread the 

information among the nodes quickly. [18]. It can be calculated as 

The problem in this centrality is that it consider only the 
maximum distance [12]

•	 INFORMATION CENTRALITY
This is very important measurement. According to this 

centrality the information is passing is also having the equivalent 
importance as the node.

It can be calculated as

Where T=  and R=  for any node i.

B=
Here D = Diagonal Matrix with degree value 
U = Unitary Martix. [12]

•	 STRESS CENTRALITY
This centrality gives the information about thetotal amount of 

communication that can pass through an actor or tie. [32].
It can be calculated as

= The shortest path between y and z. 
‘x ‘ =An actor or tie

•	 KATZ CENTRALITY
 It is the generalized form Eigen vector centrality used to find 

out the influence with the help of performing calculation about 
the number of walks between two actors. [21]. The formula to 
calculate is

Where A is the adjacency matrix 

 = 1 if there is direct connection between j and i

 = 0 if there is no direct connection between j and i

The value of  should always be less than the inverse of 
absolute maximum Eigen value of A.

•		 SUBGRAPH CENTRALITY
This centrality gives the total no of closed walk having length 

k at node j .This is given by local spectral movement
. [Estrada et al, 2005]. This measure is important as 

when the no of close walks will increase then centrality’s influence 
will decrease [12]

It can be calculated as 

The generalized form is a called functional centrality, 
Mathematically, it can be represented as [Rodriguez et al , 2006]

The no of closed walk of length l can be calculated by 

•	 K-SHELL CENTRALITY

 This measure is useful in determining the node, which can be 
used to spread the information.[35]. This measure considers 
that web network is divided into K- shell. In this centrality 
measure , the process starts from the lowest degree of actors 
for example first of all remove all the actors having degree 
1 and assign the value  [12 ] Same process 
will be done for all the actors until all the actors are not 
considered.

•	 NEIGHBORHOOD CORENESS CENTRALTY

 This centrality considers that the actor which have 
morerelations to the neighbors located in web network’s 
core will be considered as more significant [4]. The 
Mathematical representation is

 

 Here N (x) = The set of neighbors of node x 
ks (w) = The neighbor node w.

D. PAGERANK
This is very useful in measuring the significance of WebPages 

in the web network. The score of page rank depends on the number 
of in-links of that page. The page rank a node will depend on the 
page rank of the other nodes.[Page, L. et al.,1998]. The process of 
calculating the Page Rank is
 1. Assign all the nodes page rank 1/N initially where N is the 

total number of nodes
 2. Update the page rank k times with a rule that each node 

will give equal share of its page rank to the all the nodes it 
links to. The new page rank will be the sum of all the page 
ranks it receives from other nodes.

The page Rank (p) can be calculated as

=(1-d)+ d * 
 [10]

Here d= Damping Factor where d must lie between 0 and 1.
C(r)= Number of out going link in a page r.
The node having the highest page rank will be considered as 

the most important actor in the network. The importance of any 
actor will be consider even more higher if the page refereeing to 
that page are also having high PageRank

IV MACHINE LEARNING IN WEB NETWORK 
ANALYSIS

Machine learning is used to find out the hidden patterns in 
the data. The knowledge of hidden patterns can be used to analyze 
the unknown data and group them in some known data. Machine 
learning creates a model that is best suited to the training data. 
There are two phases: training phase and testing phase. Machine 
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learning model have the feature that on the basis of training data 
they can analyze the current situation and can make the changes 
in the decision and perform action. As Web is the one of the best 
source of providing data to analyze data from web is very big 
challenge as the data can be of any form:structured, unstructured 
or semi structured.[28]In ML,There are three categories of 
techniques : Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning 
,Reinforcement Learning. 

A. Supervised Learning
This learning technique is used when problem and its objectives 
are known and the on this basis data is collected. Based on data 
Model will be decided and then tested on the data to give expected 
outputs. Classification and Regressions techniques come under 
this.

B. Unsupervised Learning
In this learning technique, in unstructured data is used, as input 
and unknown patterns are determined. The techniques used in this 
are Clustering,Dimensionality reduction etc.[24]

C. Reinforcement Learning
In this technique, The Machine learning model explores the 

ideal behavior on the basis of feedback provided by the user. The 
techniques are Decision Tree, Neural Network. [24]

To analyze this problem through ML the following steps 
have to be followed. 

Fig: 2. Component of Machine Learning Solution[8]
The performance of aMachine-learning algorithm is 

completely depending on the data provided to it. In web network 
problem, the data content and the time at which data is required is 
very important. To analysis the web network, online data collection 
can be used which can be gathered by active monitoring of web 
network structure. [8]After collecting the data next important 
step is feature engineering in which the required features are 
extracted so that computation overhead can be reduce. Related 
feature extraction can lead to more accurate Machine Model. To 
learn a machine-learning model various application signature 

such as density, most important actor, shortest path etc. should be 
considered, to understand this various centrality measures, Page 
rank algorithm can be used.

ML in web networking can explore similar websites and how 
they are related which can be very helpful in comparing,navigating 
and integrated the web sites.ML can analyze the inter and intra 
links in web tuples which are very much helpful in finding out 
the central actor and influential actor, edge from which maximum 
traffic is passing. ML is also helpful in finding out if there is any 
traffic congestion occur,if so it will automatically change another 
next shortest path. ML can play an significant role in discovering 
the node that prevent the network from breaking,node that can 
spread information and node that prevent epidemics 

V. CONCLUSION
Web network analysis includes the analysis about the most 

influential actor, which actor is neighbor to whom, what is density 
of web network, what is shortest path to reach from one node 
to other, how two nodes are related to each other, which edge 
is important, on which path the load is increasing is done. To 
analyze the data, ML examines the intra- and inter-links of data 
and acquires knowledge about the expected outcomes of model. 
Based on hyperlink topology, with the help of ML techniques the 
websites can be proficiently categorizing that which is relevant 
or not. In this paper, ML is providing a novel insight to the web 
network by finding the most important actors, clustering and 
path finding etc. For this in ML, numerous networking analytics 
measures such as centrality, clustering coefficient are used which 
themselves can offer good assessment on relationships and 
information flow and very useful in optimizing the nodes
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Abstract- In order to protect and secure the sensitive data 
over the internet, the current data security methods typically 
depend up on the cryptographic systems. Recent achievements 
in Quantum Computing give a major challenge to such 
cryptography systems. In this way, QKD technique evolves as 
a very important technique which gives un-conditional data 
security. This technique is based on the laws of quantum physics 
for its security. This paper gives detailed description of the 
Quantum Key Distribution technique. This technique secures 
the encryption key delivery between the two authenticated parties 
from the unauthorized access. In the next phase, quantum 
cryptography model can be discussed. At last some important 
application areas and limitations of this technology can be 
discussed.

Keywords- Quantum Cryptography (QC), Quantum key 
Distribution (QKD), Qubit, Photon Polarization, Quantum 
entanglement.

I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum cryptography is an approach that allows two 

parties to share encryption keys securely, even in the presence of 
an intruder[1]. This technique is based on the laws of quantum 
physics for its security and detects the eavesdropping between the 
two communicated parties. This can be done by comparing the bits 
of a data subset shared between the two communicated parties. 

In the early 1970s, QC was introduced first by the Stephen 
Wiesner , when he gives the principle of quantum conjugate-
coding. His research paper “Conjugate Coding”, was initially 
rejected by the IEEE Information theory but in 1983 was 
eventually published in SIGACT News. Based upon this work 
Gilles Brassard and Bennett introduced a secure communication 
way based on the Wiesner’s “conjugate-coding”. Brassard and 
Bennett stated that encryption keys could be developed based on 
the photons of light reaching a receiver and how these photons 
were received. The photons of light can be polarized in various 
directions and orientations based on the protocols developed [2]. 
These photon’s orientations are used to show composition of bits, 
i.e. composition of 1s and 0s. The bits representation of polarized 
photons is the base of QC that gives the law of quantum key 
distribution (QKD). 

Typically QC depends up on the principles of quantum 
physics, i.e. photon polarization and Heisenberg’s Uncertainty 
Principle [3]. According to the principle of Heisenberg Uncertainty, 
the quantum state of any system cannot be measured, without 
disturbing that system. Therefore, photon polarization or particles 
of light can only be known at the time when it is measured. In 
this way, activities of eavesdropper that produces an unwanted 
change on the state of quantum system can be ensured before the 

encrypted data can be transmitted to the receiver. QC basically 
depends on the no cloning theory of quantum mechanics. The 
no-cloning theory depends on the principle that no single photon 
can be received and no single photon can be duplicated without 
informing to others [4]. The principle of photon polarization shows 
how photons of light can be polarized or oriented in a particular 
direction. 

Fig.1. Network Communication process
In this way, QKD technique evolves as a very important 

technique which gives un-conditional data security. This technique 
is based on the laws of quantum physics for its security. In the 
first phase, this paper gives detailed description of the Quantum 
Key Distribution technique. This technique secures the encryption 
key delivery between the two authenticated parties from the 
unauthorized access. In the next phase, quantum cryptography 
model can be discussed. At last, some important application areas 
and limitations of this technology can be discussed.

II. QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY
Quantum technology [5], [6] can be used to generate a 

secret key between the communication network of two parties 
at two different locations, and to locate if any eavesdropping 
has ever occurred or not. Quantum technology cannot base on 
mathematical principles for the network security. QC achieves 
these security goals by using the microscopic principles of objects 
like photons. Photons of light have three polarization basis and the 
probable measurement results, according to the polarization bases 
are below:

•	 Circular polarization (left-circular/ right-circular) 
•	 Rectilinear polarization (horizontal/ vertical)
•	 Diagonal polarization (45°/135°) [2]
Although, above three ways of polarization are given, but 

only two ways of polarization can be used in the protocols of QC. 
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Quantum Photons are used in the measurement of direction with 
respect to photon polarization bases [7]. However photons are 
quantum object, which are measured according to their quantum 
property. The measurement type shows the object property. 

A. Quantum coding process
Already many data encryption and decryption algorithms 

using agreed keys have already created. Traditional Cryptography 
is not replaced by Quantum Cryptography whereas it allows keys 
transfer more securely used in decoding and encoding [8]. The 
scale, security and data speed of the data delivery can be gained 
by transfer of the key by using quantum coding as compare to the 
sending and encoding of the data by using traditional algorithms 
and methods.

B. Quantum bit & Quantum data Processing 
Quantum science or quantum data processing is inter-

disciplinary area. This is a combination of computer science, 
quantum physics, information science processing, chemistry and 
mathematics [9]. A binary digit or bit (0 or 1) is the foundation 
of traditional information theory. However, due to its physical 
representation in the computing system, it can be read 0 or 1. 
Similarly in quantum cryptography, a quantum bit or Qubit can 
be used as a unit for quantum cryptography. In QC, there are two 
processes carried out in parallel i.e. polarization and conversion. 
At first, data is converted into bits (1s or 0s), after that data is 
transferred by using the polarized photons. Sender placed these 
polarized photons into a fixed state, which further will be reviewed 
at the receiver side.

The polarization of photons can be categorized in following 
four polarizations;

90 degree, 0 degree, 45 degree and -45 degree
The polarizations of the photons can be distinguished between 

0 degree and 90 degree or -45 degree or 45 degree. 

Fig. 2. Quantum bit Vs Classical bit

III. QUANTUM-CRYPTOGRAPHY (QC) 
TECHNOLOGY MODEL

In the QKD model, Alice & Bob are referred as sender and 
receiver [10]. Where, Eve is used to refer as the eaves-dropper. 
Below “Fig. 3”, shows the quantum key distribution Model. 

Fig.3. QKD Model

The main concept of the Heisenberg principle is that only 
one conjugate pair property is finded with certainity in a quantu 
system [11]. That means we cannot gain knowledge about the both 
properties with the certainty. QC influences this principle, and 
mainly use the light photon polarization on the different basis as 
a conju-gate pair. Reason behind is that photons only exchanged 
easily over the fibre optical signals, and thus becomes most 
important and practical quantum system for data transmission b/w 
sender and the receiver.

Fig4. Method of Polarization
Above “Fig. 4”, reflects encoding bit in the photon polarization 

state. Binary 0 can be polarized as 0 degree in the rectilinear basis 
or 45 degree in the diagonal basis [12]. Also bit 1 polarized in 90 
degree in the rectilinear-basis/135 degree in the diagonal-basis. In 
this way a bit can be polarized in either one or two basis. 

IV. QKD METHODS
Let us assume a communication process between Alice & 

Bob, where they agreed upon a key i.e. sifting key [13]. That 
procedure can be described in the two phases below. Fig.5 below 
shows the bits selected by the Alice, and the basis used by her to 
encode them, and the Alice’s polarization. Similarly Bob’s basis 
and Bob’s measurement are shown. Also, shows the resulting 
sifted keys that are discarded by the Alice and Bob after their un-
matched bits.

A. Sending Phase
a. First Alice decides the polarization of photons (vertical, 

horizontal, right-circular or left-circular) before she send to the 
Bob. After that a key is decided between the sender and receiver. 
The purpose is to not transfer the particular key.

b. LED i.e. light emitting diode is used to generate the 
Polarized photons.

B. Receiving phase and converting phase
 a.  First a sequence of basis (circular or rectilinear) is 

randomly generated by the Bob, after that he measures 
polarization, of each photon.

 b.  Next Bob tell Alice about the sequence of basis he used 
in the polarization process; without borthering about the 
eavesdropper listening this sequence in the traditional 
channel.
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 c.  Alice responds publicly in the traditional channel that 
which basis was correctly chosen.

 d.  Alice & Bob reject all the observations except the bases 
they were correctly chosen.

 e.  The leftover observations are then converted into binary 
code. 

Fig 5. Sifted keys

C. Error correction Phase
 a.  In order to randomize the error positions, resulting string 

of bits can be permutated randomly by the Alice and Bob. 
Two adjacent errors are very difficult to detect. Photon 
randomization process helps in that case.

 b.  Strings of bits are divided into bits blocks of size k, here 
k is selected ideally to calculate the error probability per 
block is less. Let us assume the following example Alice 
string has 101100 & Bob string have 101111

  Here, parity bit is same as 1, even in the above block there 
are two errors. Choosing k very small is a step to reduce 
the chances of these errors happening, as we know that 
probability of occurring errors in the block (50 in size), is 
less than the block (500 in size), specially when the errors 
are randomized.

 c.  Next, Alice and Bob calculate and exchange the parity 
bits of their block. The calculated parity bit is showed 
publicly in order to sure the safety. The last generated bit 
of each block is rejected. it can be done to create the data 
use less for the Eve.

 d.  Further any block of bits is divided into small blocks. For 
error detection and correction binary search algorithm is 
used. Alternatively if key length is very large, then these 
blocks can be rejected.

 e.  If multiple errors are to be discovered then repeat steps 
2-5 with increasing the block size k as 1 and to locate 
the additional existed errors, both Bob and Alice check 
randomly [14]. They agree publicly at a collection of the 
half bit position in the string, after that comparison is 
made the parity bits, followed by rejecting the last digit of 
the block, as stated earlier.

 f.  If block strings are not same, then disagreement 
probability of parity bit is ½. In this case binary search 
algorithm is used to eliminate and locate the errors as 
mentioned above.

 g.  After step 1 is repeated at r times, without any 
disagreements.

V. QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY 
APPLICATIONS

Quantum Cryptography protects the sensitive and important 
national security data in the public area and also protects the 
financial data of the private sector [15]. QC security is proven and 
tested. Some of the near future and current applications of QC are 
listed below.

A. Ultra Safe Voting System
Political accusations and voter fraud in the developing and 

developed countries makes sure that it is very important and 
necessary to secure voting system of a country. In order to secure 
regional and federal elections Switzerland can use the QC to 
conduct the elections since 2007, for secure and safe online voting 
system. Votes are secured at a central vote calculating station 
in Geneva. Voting results then delivered through a safe optical 
cable in order to safe the data storage. This whole procedure uses 
quantum cryptography. This technique will be spread soon world-
wide as many of the other countries of the world faces the threat 
of fraud elections.

A. Safe and Secure Communication through Space
Secure and safe communication through satellites is a 

major concern of astronauts. Quintessence Labs is a company 
which is working for a NASA project that will sure secure data 
communication from the Earth with the astronauts and the satellite. 
This whole procedure uses quantum cryptography.

B. Smart Power Grid
America’s power-grid has been founded as one of the 

susceptible target of cyber crime attacks. Some other important 
U.S. utilities are also under choice of cyber crime attackers. In this 
way an encryption device will helps the workers to secure signals 
totally. Smart-grid devices are helpful for the security of power 
signals using quantum cryptography.

D. Quantum Encrypted Internet
Security of internet is a major concern in today’s life as 

internet is extremely fast. Quantum-encryption of internet would 
mainly slow down internet [16]. In future it is possible to switch of 
effort-lessly between the quantum encrypted and regular internet, 
in this way our very important and secure transmission of data 
would be transferred along with an ultra secure way. This is the 
best way of internet security.

VI. LIMITATIONS
In order to meets the need of real world it is difficult to keep 

the entangled photons long enough. These entangled photon seems 
safe and secure but the problem is with cost. 

Telescopes which are very small in size can be used to detect 
the quantum signal. As some conclusions suggested that light 
photons can be located by the satellite which further allows the 
communication process. 

Quantum key distribution is a practical and secure application 
of the laws of quantum physics, in this way it indicates the values 
of basic research in science. If QKD is used in practical life it 
is necessary that its security must certified first and after that a 
complete examination can be done with respect to the quantum 
physics on which data security depend [12].
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CONCLUSION
In order to protect and secure the sensitive data over the 

internet, the current data security methods typically depend up 
on the cryptographic systems. Recent achievements in Quantum 
Computing give a major challenge to such cryptography systems. 
In this way, QKD technique evolves as a very important technique 
which gives un-conditional data security. 

It is concluded from the research that in order to transmit 
important data between the two parties some safe technology is 
required. And it is sure that QKD allow us to send secure data 
more efficiently in the future. QC is a positive and powerful step 
in right way towards a secure future of communication. Thus, a 
remarkable feedback from the QKD is also expected into the basic 
physics which follows new perspective quantum physics. The new 
perspectives should be more practical than philosophical.
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the data and enhance the data and later in turn providing the best 
solution. Billions of data transaction coming from the devices 
worldwide, one of the challenges is to maintain the data without 
any loss. Therefore the main task is the information should not 
loss while transactions.

As technology is developing day by day data transmission is 
also increasing its volume. Big data is a new name in the world 
of storage of this transmitted data. The retrieved data undergoes 
various processes such as analysis, searched, shared, transferred 
to data source to make visualised. This type of data storage 
technique can be useful for precision farming. Precision farming 
is most important in the countries which do not have much ways 
of earning so can use precision farming to take their agriculture 
practices at the new level. 

I. Precision Farming
Precision farming is most important in the countries which 

do not have much ways of earning so can use precision farming to 
take their agriculture practices at the new level. Precision farming 
is basically farming through satellite for managing the crops by 
observing, measuring and responding to variability inter or intra 
basis . big data can provide various information such as production 
data, average of yield , area of farming in hectares. It is useful for 
various technologies such as cloud computing , IOT to save the 
information by providing them database or relational database at 
large level. It is the gateway between IOT or cloud computing like 
techniques and users which want this data throughout the year or 
at any time when needed. 

The data stored in big data can be gathered by using sensors, 
drones etc. This data can be used by various warehouse which are 
involved in farming may be for storing or using this information for 
formation of various products. By using big data they can reduce 
their waste products atleast upto 10%. Most of the percentage of 
crops may be made quality for usage.

So big data may be used to make our crops a quality product. 
Database system are inadequate to do the data processing 
application with in a supportable time from the beginning to 
the end for its users. The large data will become big when it has 
volume, variety and velocity. No matter to take out and obtain 
the applicable details in large quantity, diverse and applicable in 
details like large quantity diversed and rapidly used information 
is not easy. The data base groups can supply the suitable data 
by fixing the managing of data with the help of data researchers 
which estimate and manage data for farmers.

Lots of research has been conducted in the field of big data 
which includes different technique and various applications and 
tools, this type of research is called data science. This data science 
is a field which include the big data and main focus is on to data 
storage[3]. Many industries and companies are taking initiatives to 
maintain the data storage through the big data and they are facing 
the various challenges in storing the data and sharing the data and 
these challenges become the paramount.

Abstract— As we are living in the era of information 
technology, people accessing large amount of data. They were 
facing lot of problems like how to store the data with sufficient 
amount of storage with optimum results. Thus, for keeping that 
thing in mind Big data is the solution for accessing the numerous 
amount of data and optimization of data leads to lossless of 
information while transaction. In this paper we focused on the 
challenges in the big data and the difference between the big data 
and data sciences. Nowadays, many companies are preferring to 
work in big data because of lots of data used in companies are 
not manage by another software but there are many challenges 
they are facing. Big data is the latest technique which not only 
provides the optimum result but also provides the security of the 
data. 

Keywords— Big data, Data analytic, Data sciences.

I. BIG DATA OVERVIEW 
Big data is the new technique which is used to manage huge 

amount of data which are difficult to store and required the data 
processing software which deal with large amount of data. There 
are various parameters which can be taken as challenges in the big 
data and they are capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, 
sharing, transfer, visualization, querying, updating, information 
privacy and data source[1]. There are plenty of abstraction that 
deals with big data: in reality there were three notions: volume, 
variety, velocity. Later on other concepts are introduced which 
catches the several eyes and that notion is veracity which is 
associated with the noise produced with in the data and with the 
value emerged in it. 

In terms of information and communication technology 
the Big Data is defined as huge amount of data and complex 
data in terms of transaction which requires technique of good in 
managing the data. The system that store the data and manage 
the storage is called data management system that later on used 
to process those data sets because they could not be manage[2]. 
Thus, in big data there are various challenges example for data 
storage, we need database which is having high capacity storage, 
data manage and sharing with high quality and high speed system. 
With large amount of data, a lots of traffic must occur so there is 
need of new methods.Thus, through this large amount of data is 
being shared and transacted. The main function of the big data is 
to collect the information and store the information which is of 
in large amount. So the biggest challenge for the data collection 
is data storage which in turn need a large database that having a 
capacity of huge amount. Their are various challenges in big data, 
the main challenge is data capturing and sharing the data with a 
high speed. The main function of the big data is to manage this 
kind of challenges which in turn provide the optimum solution.

The rapid growth of information and science technology leads 
to the access of more data by the uses, which ultimately required 
a large database. Therefore big data has the ability to manage 
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These challenges are:
 A.  The data scientists who are involved in this process 

having lack of knowledge of data collection thus for 
data collection analytically and processing is the biggest 
challenge therefore in the big data the main part needed is 
deep knowledge of dynamic data storage[4].

 B.  For big data environment we need sophisticated platform 
which in turns leads to the biggest investments in the 
big data technology thus investment in the big data is 
expensive. 

 C.  Many companies, agencies are not willing to share the 
amount of information that are significant for the nation 

thus lack of willingness to share the data is the biggest 
issue and its become widespread.

Therefore, there is a requirement of rational and logical 
approach to solve these various problems which ultimately 
becomes beneficial for the nation. Thus big data is the only 
solution which can withstand by these challenges and provide the 
optimum and secured results, and provide the best solution for the 
data managing and storing and this field is called data sciences[5] 
which deal with managing the data with the large amount of 
storage that leads to the optimum solution of the biggest problem 
which nowadays companies are facing.

II. BIG DATA VS DATA SCIENCES

Big Data Data Science Data Analytics
Big data is a term that describes 
the large volume of data — both 
structured and unstructured.
They analyze system bottlenecks 
and find solutions.
Build large scale data processing 
systems.
Architect highly scalable 
distributed system. 
Articulate pros and cons of 
various technologies and 
platforms. 
Analyze business problems and 
technical environments.
Various skills are used for big 
data are programming languages 
like Java, Scala, NoSQL 
databases like MongoDB, 
Cassandra DB, framework like 
Apache Hadoop and excellence 
grasp of distributed systems. 

Data science, also known as data-driven 
science, is an interdisciplinary field about 
scientific methods, processes, and systems 
to extract knowledge or insights from 
data in various forms, either structured or 
unstructured, similar to data mining.Predicts 
the future based on past patterns. 
Explores and examines data from multiple 
disconnected sources. 
Develop new analytical methods and 
machine learning models.
Leverage data for business.
Deliver actionable insights from the data.
Optimize websites.
Various skills are used for data science 
like programing skills SAS, R and Python, 
statistical and mathematical skills, story-
telling and data visualization, Hadoop, SQL 
skills and machine learning skills
 

Process and perform statistical analysis of 
data and discover how data can be used to 
draw conclusions and solve the problems. 
This is basically science of examining raw 
data and it deals with deriving insights from 
the information. 
They acquire process and summarize data.
Store the data for insights.
Design and create data reports using various 
reporting tools.
Manage the quality assurance of data 
scraping.
Query database and package data for insights.
Various skills are used for data analytics are 
programming skills like SAS, R and Python, 
statistical and mathematical skills, data 
wrangling skills, data visualization skills.

A. Platform of big data

In the big data the data scientist asking the right question for 
accessing the data. First step is to having the proper knowledge of 

the data information, then gathered information which having the 
company important data are needed to store as the database. So the 
first step is to create the database which include the information 
then testing and training is provided by the machine learning in 
the python software. Therefore, through machine learning every 
information got tested and trained. Next step is to provide the 
statistical training. Hence, the main function of the data scientist 
is to provide and maintain the testing of the data according to the 
requirement.

Big data engineers are involved in this process for building 
the programming and project. So, they play a vital role in the big 
data because through programming actually the data is stored and 
secured[6]. Final motive is the team works which make the data 
secure, reliable and access able.

Farming with big data use technology for information 
by essential farms. This leads to the increment in technology 
by inaugurate more big data , AI and CC in it. IOT is another 
important technology which can be used.
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Big data validate farming smartly by employing smart 
sensing with scanning, smart analysis with drafting, smart control 
with cybernation

These includes:
a) Scanning by smart sensing:
Various tools are used to seizure on the information of 

crop and farm in broadcast over the exact number of minutes or 
seconds. Such as Remote sensing, GPS units etc. Tremendous 
information, taken by sensors and scanners processed by big data 
storage are litigable instinct to various interested in farming by 
ecosystem agriculture.

b) Drafting by smart analysis:
Contingently gathered information from various points 

with farm data as well as other valuable information is because 

S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n 
needed to Across 
Disparate Data Sources

As data sets are growing and diversion is more, the challenge is big to incorporate into an analytical 
platform. If this is overlooked, it will create gaps and lead to wrong messages and insights.

Small Shortage Of 
Professionals Who 
acknowledge Big Data 
Analysis

The voluminous amount of data being produced in analysis of data is very minute, useful. With 
the exponential rise of data, a huge demand for big data scientists and Big Data analysts has been 
formed in the market. It is important for business organizations to hire a data scientist having skills 
that are varied as the job of a data scientist is multidisciplinary. The shortage of professionals who 
understand Big Data analysis is another challenge. There is a sharp shortage of data scientists in 
comparison to the massive amount of data being produced.

Meaningful Insights 
getting Through The 
Use Of Big Data 
Analytic

Imperative for business organizations for gaining important insights from Big Data analytics, and 
also it is important that only the Consult branch has determine this information. A big challenge of 
the companies in the Big Data analytic is restoring this wide gap in an effective manner.

Acquiring Voluminous 
Data Into The Big Data 
Platform

It is astonishing that data is magnifying with each passing day. This simply indicates that business 
organizations need to handle a large amount of data on daily basis. The amount and variety of data 
available these days can overwhelm any data engineer and that is why it is considered vital to make 
data accessibility easy and convenient for brand owners and managers.

 Uncertainty Of 
Data Management 
Landscape

With the rise of Big Data, new technologies and companies are being developed every day. However, 
a big challenge faced by the companies in the Big Data analytics is to find out which technology will 
be best suited to them without the introduction of new problems and potential risks.

Data Storage And 
Quality

Business organizations are growing at a rapid pace. With the tremendous growth of the companies 
and large business organizations, increases the amount of data produced. The storage of this massive 
amount of data is becoming a real challenge for everyone. Popular data storage options like data 
lakes/ warehouses are commonly used to gather and store large quantities of unstructured and 
structured data in its native format. The real problem arises when a data lakes/ warehouse try to 
combine unstructured and inconsistent data from diverse sources, it encounters errors. Missing data, 
inconsistent data, logic conflicts, and duplicates data all result in data quality challenges.

Security And Privacy 
Of Data

Once business enterprises discover how to use Big Data, it brings them a wide range of possibilities 
and opportunities. However, it also involves the potential risks associated with big data when it 
comes to the privacy and the security of the data. The Big Data tools used for analysis and storage 
utilizes the data disparate sources. This eventually leads to a high risk of exposure of the data, making 
it vulnerable. Thus, the rise of voluminous amount of data increases privacy and security concerns.

of analysis in big data. Information are sorted and arranged in 
structured, semi-structured and unstructured data.

c) Cybernation by smart control:
Drone may be used as vaporizer for protection and 

supplements at certain areas, using lasers for spraying weedicides 
are possible only with smart control which is also a part of big data 
by contingent enabled by big data. 

B. Challenges:
In the digital world, every minute there are billions of 

transaction and data sharing. This became a big challenge 
to manage and analyse it in a short duration of time. Many 
organization is facing it hard to utilize this data therefore there is 
requirement to develop an optimum solution for this industry[7]

 To develop a optimum solution for this large corporate need 
to arrange big data training for the enhancement and enrichment of 
this billion of data produced in every minute.

c) Challenges in big data for precision farming
	 •	 Fetching of data: Farmers has to fetch data from the 

computers which is very difficult for them as they do not 
have technological knowledge. Moreover they have no 

knowledge about from where they can get information 
and knowledge of crops and farms.

	 •	 Assistance: There are no such provisions by government 
to provide any assistance to the farmers who do not know 
how to operate computers and use internet.

	 •	 Cache: Database is very easy to operate but how to save 
internet information in database is somewhat complex as 
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one have to know about Hadoop or any other technique 
to save it. So it is difficult to use cache memory to obtain 
information they need.

	 •	 Penetrating: If computer operating is not known than 
how search for accurate data is done is one of the biggest 
hurdle while using big data analysis.

	 •	 Companionate: Big data information is shared 
information. If operating the system is obstruction then 
sharing is definitely difficult task to do.

	 •	 Relegation: After Big data analysis is done then the 
concerned data fetched from database has to be transfer so 
corresponding knowledge is needed to absorb the fetched 
data.

	 •	 Perusal: Search result in such a big blast of data that data 
analysis is important to know which data is useful and 
which is not so that storage of only concerned information 
is done which saves the memory of the system.

	 •	 Dispensing: This includes the presentation of data which 
is specific for specific results.

Main limitation of this is that when it comes to deal with huge 
amount of scalable data, it is a hectic task to process such data 
through single database bottle neck.

CONCLUSION
In the era of information technology, the data is the main 

thing which are required for accreditation. Thus, Big data provides 
optimum results in storing the billions of data. Many companies, 
agencies are working on it but they are facing lots of challenges. 
So, keeping that in mind challenges acceptable by the companies 
and having perquisites of it, big data creating wonders and one 
day it creates the advancement in the technology later on we 
don’t need to worry about the data, it provide full security while 
accessing and transaction.
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Abstract—Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used 
to resolve problems related to complex scenarios & logical 
thinking. Now a day’s Mortality rate among women is increasing 
progressively due to cancer .Generally women around 45years 
old are most vulnerable from this disease. Early detection is 
only hope for the patient to survive otherwise it may reach to an 
unrecoverable stage. Currently, there are numerous techniques 
available for the diagnosis of such disease out of which 
mammography is the most trustworthy method for detecting 
early cancer stage. The mammogram images are scanned and 
digitized for processing that further reduces the contrast between 
Region of Interest (ROI) and background. Furthermore, the 
presence of noise, glands and muscles leads to background 
contrast variations. The boundaries of the suspected tumor 
area are always fuzzy and improper. The aim of this paper is to 
develop robust edge detection technique which works optimally 
on mammogram images to segment tumor area.

Keywords: Mammography, Neural Network, Mammogram

I. INTRODUCTION
The flow diagram consists of three major steps i.e. bilateral 

filtering, Entropy Multithresholding and Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) based edge detection. The acquired image is preprocessed 
by using bilateral filter to smoothen any spurious pixels present in 
acquired image. 

The detail flow diagram of proposed method is shown in 
figure 1.1 

Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)
Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) is a multi-layer 

network introduced. It is basically a supervised network use to 
train the network for edge detection by using the different Training 
Samples. Training means adjustment of Weights and Biases of 
Neural Network according to different input and output relation.

Suppose x is input training sample where x= (

), t is the output target given by t= (

). is the error at output unit , is the 

error at hidden unit , α is the learning rate, is the bias 

of hidden layer neuron j, is the bias of hidden layer 

neuron k, and is the output of hidden layer and output 
neuron.

The BPNN is provided with total 237 different samples to 
train it. Each sample is of size 3×3 in binary format and output is 
either 0 or 1 depending on central pixel of sample is an edge or not 
as shown in figure 1.2

Figure 1.1: Flow Diagram Of proposed algorithm
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Figure1.2 Flow diagram of BPNN learning
The flow diagram of Back propagation Neural Network 

is shown in fig 1.3. These nodes and interconnections are 
characterized by weights and biases. The input samples are given 
to input nodes one by one and output is generated, this output is 
compared with actual output value and error term is generated. 
This error is back propagated from output layer to input layer 
and adjustment of weights and biases is done by using back 
propagation learning technique. The maximum epochs used for 
BPNN learning is 128. Once learning is completed i.e. when error 
becomes less than 0.001 as shown in fig 1.3, then weight and 
biases are saved in some variable say X. This learning of BPNN is 
passed on to Feed Forward Neural Network to generate the edge 
map of acquired image.

Figure 1.3 Error Reduction during BPNN learning 

 CONCLUSION:
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a robust network which 

is designed and trained for any nonlinear problem. Edge detection 

is itself a very complex problem as the performance of edge 
detectors may get affected due to several factors. Binarization 
plays an important role in data reduction step in any edge detection 
algorithm. This data reduction step also leads to information 
loss which may be minimized by using Multi-level thresholding 
instead of single-level thresholding.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are made out 
of heaps of sensor nodes, with restricted energy, that cooperates 
to perform a sensing project. Cluster head choice is maximum 
critical. Once the cluster head is selected then the cluster head 
broadcasts a commercial message to the nodes. The nodes get 
hold of the message and decide to which cluster head it is going 
to be long for the cutting-edge round. A Modified-SEP (proposed 
approach) has been applied and in comparison with existing SEP. 
Three parameters i.e. the number of dead nodes, the number of 
alive nodes and packets transmitted to base station and so forth 
has been taken as performance parameters. The simulation end 
result shows that overall performance and throughput of our 
proposed protocol deliver the effective and widespread power 
efficiency in addition to more Network lifetime as compared 
to different protocols. MATLAB R2013a has been taken as an 
implementation platform.Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, 
network lifetime, LEACH, SEP etc.

Keywords— LEACH, SEP, WSN, CH, ID

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks [8] are systems of tiny, battery 

[3] [4] controlled sensor nodes [5][6]with restricted on-board 
preparing, stockpiling and radio abilities. Node sense [2] and send 
their reports toward a preparing focus which is called “sink.” The 
outline of conventions and applications for such systems must be 
vitality mindful with a specific end goal to draw out the lifetime 
of the system, on the grounds that the substitution of the installed 
batteries is an extremely troublesome process once these hubs 
have been sent. 

In Wireless Sensor Network [9], the energy efficiency [7] [8] 
is the key issue for planning the  convention since sensor hubs 
have one time battery reinforcement. There are numerous cutting 
edge conventions which expand the lifetime [6] of the remote 
sensor arrange by productively utilizing battery energy of the 
sensor node [2].

SEP (Stable Election Protocol )
SEP convention is a change and improvement of LEACH [2] 

convention which utilizes bunching construct directing procedure 
situated in light of the hub heterogeneity of the sensor hub in the 
systems. In this convention and procedure, a portion of the sensor 
hubs have high vitality they are alluded to as the propelled hubs 
and the likelihood of the propelled hubs to end up CHs is more 
when contrasted with the typical hubs and the ordinary hubs have 
bring down vitality when contrasted with the propelled hubs in 
the system. SEP methodology utilizes a disseminated strategy to 

choose a CH in WSNs. It is heterogeneity-mindful convention 
[1] and CH determination probabilities of hubs are weighted by 
beginning vitality of every hub contrasted with alternate hubs in 
WSN. So fundamentally, SEP convention depends on two levels 
of hub heterogeneity as ordinary hubs and propelled hubs. 

Favorable position of SEP: 
Any ID or worldwide information of vitality of sensor hub 

is not required in SEP [7] strategy at every choice round of bunch 
head. 

Constraints of SEP:
The Cluster head (CH) determination among sensor hubs are 

not dynamic, which comes about that hubs that are far from the 
capable hubs will bite the dust first. 

1. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In this examination work, another system and convention 

in light of Stable Election Protocol (SEP) in Wireless Sensor 
Network have been proposed. For proposed framework, we have 
expected heterogeneous of condition i.e. the effect of heterogeneity 
of hubs, regarding their vitality, in remote sensor organizes that 
are progressively grouped. In these systems a portion of the hubs 
progress toward becoming group heads, total the information of 
their bunch individuals and transmit it to the sink. We expect that 
a level of the number of inhabitants in sensor hubs is furnished 
with extra vitality assets. We additionally accept that the sensors 
are haphazardly (consistently) dispersed and are not portable, the 
directions of the sink and the measurements of the sensor field are 
known. Right off the bat, every one of the hubs has been ordered 
as Normal Nodes and Advanced Nodes. Than Advanced hubs are 
further categoried as Alive Advanced hubs and Dead Advanced 
Node. Group head is chosen among cutting edge hubs as it 
were. Bunch head gather information from part hubs, total it and 
transmit it to base station. Group head choice is generally critical. 
Once the group head is chosen then the bunch head communicates 
a promotion message to the hubs. The hubs get the message and 
choose to which group head it will have a place for the current 
round. 

We have recreated the proposed convention in a field 
with measurements 100m×100m and 100 hubs are conveyed 
in particular zones as for their vitality. A portion of alternate 
parameters are:
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Parameters of WSN values
Number of rounds 500
Alpha (α) 1
Initial energy (Eo) 1.5 J
Initial energy of advance nodes Eo(1+α)
Energy for data aggregation 
(EDA)

5 nJ/bit/signal

Number of nodes 100
Transmitting and receiving 
energy (Eelec)

5 nJ/bit

Amplification energy for short 
distance (Efs)

10 Pj/bit/m2

Amplification energy for long 
distance (Eamp)

0.013 pJ/bit/m4

Probability (Popt) 0.1
Filed dimension 100 x 100 square meters

MATLAB R2013 has been utilized as an execution stage. In 
this work, leaving SEP and Advanced SEP (proposed) has been 
executed and looked at through their execution parameters. These 
parameters are:
 1. Number of Dead nodes in accordance with increasing 

number of rounds.
 2. Number of alive nodes in accordance with increasing 

number of rounds.
 3. Number of Packets transferred to base station in 

accordance with increasing number of rounds.
Here, all the execution steps :
In-statement of a few parameters for setting up the system

	 •	 Field dimensions x and y maximum (in meters)
	 •	 X and y coordinates of the sink, number of nodes in the 

field
	 •	 Optimal election probability of alpha node to become 

cluster head 
	 •	 Energy model (all values in joules)
	 •	 Initial energy
	 •	 Energy dissipated per bit to run transmitter and receiver 

circuit, 
	 •	 Amplification energy for short distance (efs)
	 •	 Amplification energy (emp)
	 •	 Data aggregation energy
	 •	 M-fraction of the total nodes or values for heterogeneity 

percentage of nodes than are advanced
	 •	 Alpha-times advance nodes have energy greater than 

normal nodes
	 •	 Maximum number of rounds

Creation of the random Sensor Network according to the 
dimensions of field and number of nodes
	 •	 Declaration of a loop according to number of nodes
	 •	 G is the set of nodes which have not been cluster heads
	 •	 Initially there are no cluster heads only nodes

	 •	 Random Election of Normal Nodes
	 •	 Normal nodes have energy category 0
	 •	 Random Election of Advanced Nodes
	 •	 Alpha-times advance nodes have energy greater than 

normal nodes
	 •	 Advanced nodes have energy category 1

Initialization of First Iteration
Declaration of counter for Cluster Heads
Declaration of counter for Cluster Heads per round
Declaration of counter for number of clusters
Assignment of total alive nodes
Declaration of counter for packets or data to base station and 

cluster head.
Implementation of SEP

	 •	 Declaration of a loop according to number of rounds. 
	 •	 Calculation of Election Probability for Normal Nodes
	 •	 Calculation of Election Probability for Advanced Nodes
	 •	 Assignment of nodes which have not been cluster heads 

or operation of heterogeneous epochs
	 •	 Operations for sub-epochs 
	 •	 Declaration of counter of Number of dead nodes
	 •	 Declaration of counter of Number of dead Advanced 

Nodes
	 •	 Declaration of counter of Number of dead Normal Nodes
	 •	 Declaration of a loop according to number of nodes
	 •	 Checking if there is a dead node 
	 •	 Updation of dead node counter 
	 •	 Checking if node is advanced 
	 •	 Checking if node is normal 
	 •	 Checking if there is an alive node
	 •	 Assignment of total dead nodes and alive nodes for each 

round to new variable
	 •	 Checking of first node dead or alive
	 •	 Declaration of a loop according to number of nodes
	 •	 Checking if there is an alive node 
	 •	 Checking if the node cluster head or not
	 •	 Election of Cluster Heads for normal nodes 
	 •	 Updation of cluster head counter 
	 •	 Updation of counter of packets to the base stations
	 •	 Assigning of particular node as cluster head
	 •	 Assigning of selected node dimensions to other variable 
	 •	 Calculation of average distance between a cluster member 

and its cluster head
	 •	 Assignment of calculated distance to new variable
	 •	 Updation of cluster counter
	 •	 Calculation of Energy dissipated where Eelec=(ETX + 

EDA) is the energy dissipated per bit to run the transmitter 
or the receiver circuit. 

	 •	 Checking if average distance between a cluster member 
and its cluster head is greater than initial distance 
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	 •	 Checking if average distance between a cluster member 
and its cluster head is lesser than initial distance

	 •	 Election of Cluster Heads for Advanced nodes 
	 •	 Updation of cluster head counter
	 •	 Updation of counter of packets to the base stations
	 •	 Assigning of particular node as cluster head
	 •	 Assigning of selected node dimensions to other variable
	 •	 Calculation of average distance between a cluster member 

and its cluster head
	 •	 Assignment of calculated distance to new variable 
 •	 Calculation of Energy dissipated where Eelec =(ETX + 

EDA) is the energy dissipated per bit to run the transmitter 
or the receiver 

 •	 Checking if average distance between a cluster member 
and its cluster head is greater than initial distance

 •	 Checking if average distance between a cluster member 
and its cluster head is lesser than initial distance

 •	 Updation of counter of packets to the base station
 •	 Assignment of updated variable to new variable
 •	 Election of Associated Cluster Head for Normal Nodes
 •	 Declaration of a loop according to number of nodes 
 •	 Checking if there is any normal and alive node 
 •	 Checking if number of cluster more than one
 •	 Calculation of average distance between a cluster member 

and alive node
 •	 Initialization of loop according to total number of clusters
 •	 Calculation of average distance between a cluster head 

and alive node and comparison with average distance 
between a cluster member and alive node

 •	 Calculation of Energy dissipated where ETX is the energy 
dissipated per bit to run the transmitter or the receiver 
circuit or Energy dissipated by associated Cluster Head

 •	 Again checking if associated Cluster head distance is 
greater than initial distance

 •	 Again checking if associated Cluster head distance is 
greater than initial distance

 •	 Calculation of Energy dissipated 
 •	 Checking if minimum distance is positive
 •	 Calculation of energy dissipated by cluster head with 

minimum distance
 •	 Updation of counter cluster head per round

Display of alive hubs as per number of round.
Dispaly of dead hubs as per number of rounds.
Display of number of bundle transmitted to base station as 

per number of rounds.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An effective protocol for Wireless sensor organize has 

been composed and completed the utilization of Modified Stable 
Election Protocol for transmission of bundles to the base station 
through a proficient bunch head. The uniqueness of the proposed 
strategy is that group head is chosen among ordinary Nodes, 

Intermediate Nodes and Advanced Nodes in view of their normal 
quality. This having a place builds the quantity of bunch heads 
with regards to round and number of bundles steady with the 
round. Right off the bat, every one of the hubs had been named 
as Normal Nodes, Intermediate Nodes, and Advanced Nodes. At 
that point, each of the 3 sorts of hubs are comparably classified as 
Alive hubs and dead Nodes. The group head is picked among each 
of the 3 types of hubs on the premise of normal vitality. Group 
head gathers bundles from part hubs, a blend it and transmits it to 
the base station. Bunch head decision is greatest imperative. When 
the bunch head is picked then the group head advertises a business 
message to the hubs. The hubs get the message and choose to 
which group head it will probably be yearn for the advanced 
round. This portion is known as group development stage. On the 
premise of got flag vitality, hubs react to bunch take and kill to 
be an individual from the group head. Bunch head at that point 
allots a TDMA time table for the hubs for the term of which hubs 
can send measurements to the group head. After the arrangement 
of the bunch, every hub certainties and sends it to the group head 
in the availability apportioned with the guide of the bunch make 
a beeline for the hub. While records are gotten from hubs, Cluster 
head at that point totals this insights and ship it to the base station 
this stage is known as transmission portion. we have mimicked the 
proposed convention in a field with measurements 100m ×100m 
and 100 hubs are conveyed in exceptional zones regarding their 
energy. A portion of alternate parameters are:

Parameters of WSN values
Number of rounds 500
Alpha (α) 1
Initial energy (Eo) 1.5 J
Initial energy of advance 
nodes

Eo(1+α)

Energy for data aggregation 
(EDA)

5 nJ/bit/signal

Number of nodes 100
Transmitting and receiving 
energy (Eelec)

5 nJ/bit

Amplification energy for 
short distance (Efs)

10 Pj/bit/m2

Amplification energy for 
long distance (Eamp)

0.013 pJ/bit/m4

Probability (Popt) 0.1
Filed dimension 100 x 100 square meters

We have executed the technique and got a few previews of 
MATLAB charge window and figure window alongside some 
yield parameters i.e. Number of parcels sent to base station 
at each round, Number of bundles sent to bunch head at each 
round, Number of Cluster Head at each round, Normal Nodes, 
Intermediate Nodes and Advanced Nodes finally round, number 
of alive hubs at each round and normal vitality of alive hubs at 
each round. Figure 1 is the depiction of field having size 100 x 100 
meters having ordinary hubs (o), moderate hubs (*) and propelled 
hubs (⌂) with group head (*). Figure 2 is the preview of Number of 
bundles sent to base station at each round. Figure 3 is the preview 
of Number of parcels sent to bunch head at each round. Figure 4 
is the depiction of Number of Cluster Head at each round. Figure 
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5 is the depiction of examination of number of Normal Nodes, 
Intermediate Nodes and Advanced Nodes finally round. Figure 6 
is the preview of number of alive hubs at each round. Figure 7 is 
the preview of normal vitality of alive hubs at each round.

Figure 1 snapshot of field having size 100 x 100 meters 
having normal nodes (o), intermediate nodes (*) and 
advanced nodes (⌂) with cluster head (*)

Figure 2 snapshot of Number of packets sent to base station 
at each round

Figure 3 snapshot of Number of packets sent to cluster 
head at each round

Figure 4 snapshot of Number of Cluster Head at each round

Figure 5 snapshot of comparison of number of Normal 
Nodes, Intermidiate Nodes and Advanced Nodes at last 
round

Figure 6 snapshot of number of alive nodes at each round
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Figure 7 snapshot of average energy of alive nodes at each 
round

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The Modified Stable Election based thoroughly directing 

Protocol for WSNs has been proposed, tried and contrasted 
and show SEP steering conventions, in this Research work. In 
this work, we’ve proposed Modified-SEP for a heterogeneous 
situation. The distinction of the proposed strategy is that group 
head is picked among Normal Nodes, Intermediate Nodes and 
Advanced Nodes in view of their normal vitality. This property 
expands the quantity of bunch heads per round and number of 
parcels per round. The field is partitioned into 3 styles of hubs i.e. 
typical Nodes, Intermediate Nodes and propelled Nodes. Every 
one of the three sorts of hubs utilize bunching way to deal with 
transmit parcels to the construct station fundamentally situated in 
light of their normal vitality. Reproduction outcomes demonstrate 
that the proposed Modified Stable Election fundamentally based 
steering Protocol indicates higher general execution as far as 
quality sparing, alive hubs, dead hubs and bundle transmission. 
The evidence of above explanations is the charges of parcels 
transmitted to base stations finally round in each the occurrences. 
The throughput of changed SEP is additionally raised contrasted 
and present SEP. 

In any case, Modified-SEP isn’t generally appropriate in 
which visit measurements are gotten from the Wi-Fi sensor 
organize. Our future heading might be to beat this impediment on 
this convention. At long last, in future, the thought and execution 
of the versatile base station can be acquainted in proposed device 
with complete the ensuing level of the innovation of remote sensor 
group.
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basis? About 68% (which is a great amount ) of the total number of 
people lost their lives were in the age group of 18-45 years, which 
is the most productive age.

“Safety of two-wheeler occupants is a big issue not just in 
India but for the entire south-east Asian region where their share is 
the highest among all types of vehicles. But very little things had 
been done for the safety of occupants. The western solution won’t 
help us in making our roads safer. There has to be specific policy 
intervention and the most important is the implementation to meet 
our requirements, “said road safety expert Rohit Baluja.

III. ALLOCATION IN UNION BUDGET 2018-19
Expenditure:  The total expenditure of money on the 

Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MRTH) for 2018-19 is 
estimated at Rs 71,000 crore.  This is 16% higher than the revised 
estimates for 2017-18. Every year the budget is increased by a big 
margin for the safety of the natives. 

In 2018-19, while revenue expenditure on the transport sector 
is expected at Rs 11,560 crore, capital expenditure is expected to 
Rs 59,440 crore. The Ministry has increased its capital expenditure 
significantly in the last few years.  For 2018-19, the ratio between 
revenue and capital expenditure is estimated at 16:84.  In 
comparison, the ratio between revenue and capital expenditure for 
the years 2015

1V.RADIO-FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION 
(RFID)

RFID, or Radio Frequency Identification, is a technology in 
which data stored on an integrated circuit,[2] or chip, that can be 
read, without physical contact using energy in the RF spectrum. 
An RFID system consists of a reader, or interrogator, which emits 
an RF signal via an antenna. The chip receives the energy via 
an attached antenna (termed an RFID tag) and modulates the RF 
signal in order to respond through its antenna so that information 
can be transferred to the reader.[3]

FrequenciesThere are many different types of frequency 
range used in RFID which include [4] Low Frequency (LF, 125 
kHz), High Frequency (HF, 13.56 MHz), Ultra High Frequency 
(UHF, 433 MHz, 860-960 MHz) and Microwave (2.45 GHz, 
5.8 GHz). These bands, in general, do not require a license if the 
transmitted power is limited. The chip receives the energy via an 
attached antenna (termed an RFID tag) and modulates the RF 
signal in order to respond through its antenna so that information 
can be transferred to the reader.[3]

Abstract—Accordingto GHSA (Governor’s Highway Safety 
Administration), the best way to prevent fatal injury in bipedal 
locomotives accident are to use helmets. According to transport 
ministry data, approximately 28 two-wheeler riders passed 
away in the year 2016. In 2005 31 people died in every 100 road 
accident this rate is decreased to 29 people died in every 100 
road accident by 2015.This rate can be decreased by motivating 
people to use helmet during traveling through two-wheeler.

The government spent a lot of money to make awareness to 
use a helmet.

In this research paper, we research on technology to make 
person carry a helmet with him every time he uses a two-wheeled 
vehicle. At just very minimum cost.

Keywords—RFID, Relay, Microcontroller, Arduino, IOT.

I. INTRODUCTION 
According to the Governor’s Highway Safety Administration 

(GHSA), the only best way to prevent the fatal accident is wearing 
helmets. After wearing helmet risk of fatal injuries is decreased 
by almost 40% and the risk of severe injury by approximately 
70%. When motorcycles crash, their riders lack the protection of 
an enclosed vehicle, so they’re more likely to be injured or killed. 
Thus this research mainly concentrates on the safety for two-
wheeled vehicles.

The World Health Organization (WHO) says helmets while 
riding pillion decreases the risk of death in a crash by about 70% 
for infants and 54-80% for small children. About 28 two-wheeler 
riders died daily on Indian roads in 2016 for not wearing helmets, 
according to an analysis of data shared by states with the transport 
ministry. The year was the deadliest with 31 people dying in every 
100 road accidents in 2005 to 29.1 in 2015.[1]In this research 
paper we research on technology to make the person carry helmet 
with him every time he uses two-wheeler vehicle. At just very 
minimum cost.

II. ACCIDENT OCCUR DUR TO NOT WEAR 
HELMET

 About 98 two-wheeler riders without helmets died daily in 
2017. About 28 two-wheeler riders died daily on Indian roads 
in 2016 for not wearing helmets, according to a research of data 
shared by states with the transport ministry of India.

The year was most deadly with 31 people dying in every 100 
road accidents in 2005 to 29.1 in 2015.

According to the analysis and research, the total number of 
road deaths was nearly 1.51 lakh in 2016 as compared to 1.46 
lakh in 2015. Which seems to increase day by day on a regular 
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FIG. 1:Radio-Freuency Identification Module For Arduino

A. Frequency Specific Details
125 kHz. and 134.3 kHz. Low Frequency (LF) Passive RFID 

Tags. [5] Read distance of 30 cm (1 foot) or less - usually 10 cm 
(4 inches) unless you are using a very large tag which can have a 
read distance of up to 2 meters when attached to metal. Sky RFID 
can provide several different LF 134.2 tags which produce read 
distances of 1 - 2 meters in industrial environments. 

Minimum read distance [7] of over 1 meter or 3 feet. It can 
have a read range of over 16 meters or 52 feet when using the full 
4 Watt EIRP legally allowed on the readers by FCC and other 
global regulators

IV. ARDUINO
Arduino is an easily programmable open-source 

microcontroller which can be erased and reprogrammed at any 
time whenever you need. In 2005 the Arduino platform was 
designed by Arduino Company to provide a cheap way for creative 
professionals to nurture their creative thinking and expand their 
limits. It is based on basic microcontroller boards, it is a platform 
through which we can construct and programmed and reprogram 
electronic devices. We can say it is a mini computer. It makes us 
capable to connect the device through the internet and allow us to 
control device through the internet also we can send or receive data 
through the internet. Arduino gives us the flexibility to connect it 
to the internet through a different method such as Ethernet, WiFi 
and it also supports gsm module.

FIG. 2:Arduino Uno

The Arduino project started in 2003 as a program for students 
at the Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in Ivrea, Italy, aiming to 
provide a low-cost and easy way for novices and professionals to 
create devices that interact with their environment using sensors 
and actuators. Common examples of such devices intended for 
beginner hobbyists include simple robots, thermostats and motion 
detectors.

VI.RELAY
A relay is an electronic device which can operate an electrical 

device and also control them. At present, it’s use expanded at very 
large scale. It,s just like an automatic switch which works on high 
and low signal.

As it receives a high signal it ON the device and if it receives 
a low signal it OFF the device.

A. Advantages
The advantages of a relay are its stability, long term life, 

and small size. It uses a very large scale in devices to control and 
protect them.[8] A relay is used in automation technology, sport, 
remote control, reconnaissance, and communication technology, 
also in electromechanics and power electronics devices.

It is cost effective and works on low voltage[9].

FIG. 3:Single Relay Module For Arduino

VII.PROCEDURE
We are pre-assuming the fact that the helmet is always worn 

on the head when the rider receives the alert and both the helmets 
are present near the vehicle.

FIG. 4:Schematic Diagram Of Basic Working
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Given is the schematic diagram of the system. It contains a 
Relay, Arduino, Rfid receiver and tag. 

There arise two cases : 
1. A rider does not wear a helmet(absence of helmet) 
2. A rider wears the helmet 

FIG. 5:Schematic Diagram When RFID Tag Is Not In 
Range

Case 1: When the rider does not wear the helmet and is near 
the locomotive the RFID Receiver does not receive the signal from 
the RFID tag. Therefore the RFID receiver does not send the signal 
for the self-start to continue. Hence the vehicle does not start.

FIG. 6:Schematic Diagram When RFID Tag Is In Range
Case 2: The rider wears the helmet. In this case, the RFID 

receiver receives the signal from the proximity of the locomotive, 
the RFID tag sends the signal for the self-start to continue. Hence 
the vehicle starts.

VIII.THE CONCEPT OF WORKING
A relay is connected to Arduino and RFID is connected to 

Arduino.  Self-start wire is connected through a relay. A relay 
works as a switch. As the current state (absence of RFID tag) the 
relay is at off mode.

As RFID tag comes in the range of RFID receiver. It 
authenticates the helmet and change state of the relay from off 
mode to on.

Now rider is able to start a bike.
This whole process takes 1-2 seconds to execute.

XI. BENEFITS
As this device makes rider compulsory to carry helmet 

making it efficient in raising the safety of the individual.
This device is very cheap i.e. Less than Rs. 500 on a prototype 

and on mas
s production its cost will reduce by 60% due to mass and 

integrated production.
As people have to carry helmet all the time. They would wear 

a helmet.
Most of the times people forget to carry a helmet. This device 

reminds us to carry a helmet as the bike will not start without it.
The safety increases significantly as helmets save us from the 

fatal damage. 

X. FUTURE SCOPE
	 Road safety assurances by reducing accidents due to 

drink and drive cases. 
	 Reduction of the work of traffic police. 
	 Law abiding citizens
	As we use Arduino. It supports various number of 

modules so we can add many features in future such as live location,  
 obstacle detection, accident notification and so on.
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FIGURE 1: Static Graph Between no of devices &year.
IDC also predict that IOT revenue will reach around  

3 hundred and fifty-seven billion in 2020.resulting
In a lot of job opportunities in the IT industry.

Figure.2.Bar Graph Between revenue &year.

III. WORKING
As we know iot is a giant network with connected devices 

when these devices gather and share data how they are used and 
the environment in which they are operated.

This is all possible due to sensors. Sensor is present In every 
physical device like mobile phone electrical appliances like air 
condition, barcode sensors, traffic light etc[5].

ABSTRACT—Internet of Things is a new technological 
leap of the modern world .It’s future scope is growing day by 
day. In the present world it has created lots of job opportunities. 
Artificial intelligence, Machine learning also comes under the 
concept of IOT .Many of the common tasks will be done by IOT 
application in the future. Being interconnected we have used the 
similar concept if IOT by integrating it to the present scenarios. 
Some applications of IOT can be said as the examples like smart 
cities, automation, smart healthcare, appliances and various 
other sectors .The agricultural is proposed as a groundbreaking 
concept. IOT integration helps in making the day to life of an 
average farmer to be more relaxed by simply paying attention to 
the things where it is needed the most. In the end the proposed 
concept helped the general user (farmer) to save time and 
become efficient using the help of both modern farming and 
modern technology.

Keywords—IoT, Agriculture, farming.

I. INTRODUCTION
INTERNET OF THING (IoT) is a Booming technology 

of today’s world. As the name suggest itself (internet of things) 
is the internet different connection of the things where things are 
basically devices[2].

Internet of thing is classification or categorization where 
the connected devices which we combined together and then we 
communicate and established protocol between them so they can 
communicate effectively with themselves and they can perform in 
a very good manner[3]

We have one more term that is internet of everything (IOE) 
Which include human being as well but in internet of thing we 
consider only non-living things and devices[4].

The basic concept beyond the internet of thing is simply that 
when we interconnected or connected different things or devices 
to the internet and extending the connectivity of internet apart 
from laptop, smartphone, personal computer.

II. SCOPE OF IOT
The future of IOT industry is huge Business insider 

intelligence estimates that 24 billion IOT devices will be installed 
by 2020[6].
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The sensor which are present in devices continuosely emit
Data about the working state of the devices Now one question 

is arise how the sensor share a lot amount of data and how the 
sensor place this data to our benefit so the answer of our question 
is that IOT[9].

The data is emitted by various sensors and sent to iot.platform 
security then IoT platform collect all the data and integrated them 
from various sources and then some other Analytics is performed 
on the data and the valuable information is extracted as per 
requirement and at last result Is shared with other devices for 
better user experience and efficience.

IV. NEED OF IOT
For all devices to interact, collaborate and share
Experience’s and reducing human intervention in 

machinecycle[1].

 FIGURE.3 Need OF IoT

V. PREDEFINED APPLICATION OF IOT
In an ac manufacturing industry both the manufacturing 

machine and the belt have sensors attached they continuously send 
data regarding the machine health and product to the manufacturer 
to identify issues beforehand and barcode is attached to each 
product before leaving the belt[8].

It contains the product code, manufacturer detail set .The 
manufacturer uses this data to identify where the product was 
distributed and track the retailer inventory hence was distributed 
and track the measuring retailer inventory hence the manufacture 
can make the product running out of the stock available and next 
product is packed and Parcel to different retailers each retailer 
has barcode reader to track the product coming from different 
manufacturers [12] [14]. 

VI.PURPOSED APPLICATION
Our concept is based upon the fact that the biometric sensors 

provide us with the data required for us to operate.
Suppose there is a piece of land in which we have our system 

installed .This includes various biometric sensors and cameras, 

example: humidity measuring sensors, temperature measuring 
sensors, chemical change measuring sensors, barometers etc [7].

Camera may include Infrared cameras, normal cameras etc. 
What these sensors and cameras do is that they keep records 

of varied details of this piece of land in any given time period .This 
means the records can be accessed for comparison and analysis in 
the recent future 

Day to day records are analyzed and sent to our IOT Platform 
.It is then further simplified and then sent in the form of message to 
the user .These messages are sent to the devices that are connected 
to the server.It can be mobile devices or PCs or Laptops[10] . The 
messages are categorized according to the priority and importance 
of the crops or other bio products.

Users, in our case farmers get to know where to their 
attention is immediately required For example Watering of the 
crops or watering at a remote corner of the land where more water 
is required.

	 Fertilizers: Where and when to use the fertilizers
 Weeding out the unwanted plants and weeds
	 Pesticides: Use of pesticide at a specific zone for the 

prevention of contamination of plant diseases
	Nurturing: Periodic growth of the products of the land 

.Example: Mushrooms 
Weather Forecast prediction and damage prevention. Our 

main objective is to save time. So we try to save where we can 
and utilize it where it is much more needed utilize it and help it to 
make it better.

VII.CONCLUSION
The IOT platform helps us to make the livelihood of even
Average person better .This helps in the integration of modern 

technology in the day to day life. This helps in the 
Advancement of both technology as well as mankind 

mutually. This is only possible if the integration is considered as 
a boon but not as a curse .reduction of time and resources should 
be considered a profit and the beginning expenses should be done 
considering the long term implementation of it [15].
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of customers or consumers, and as you would look forward to 
include service level conformity (SLAs) [5]. They are an online 
storage space model where data are stored on manifold virtual 
servers, rather than being hosted on a specific server, and are more 
often than not provided by a third party. The hosting companies, 
which have tremendously developed data centers, rent spaces that 
are stockpile in a cloud to their consumers in line with their needs. 

I. WHY BIG DATA
Big data come close to and is fashioned through electronics 

operations from multiple sources. It necessitates appropriate 
processing influence and high capabilities on behalf of analysis 
[9]. The significance of big data lies in the systematic use which 
can facilitate manufacture an informed judgment to provide better 
and more rapidly services [10]. The term big data is categorized on 
the basis of huge amount of high-speed data of different types; this 
data cannot be processed and store in accepted computers. 

A. Volume
It symbolizes the measure of data produced from plentiful 

sources which demonstrate the huge data in numbers by zeta bytes. 
The volume is most perceptible measurement in what concerns to 
big data. 

B. Variety
It symbolizes data types, with, increasing the number of 

Internet users all over the place, smart phones and groups of 
populace networks users, the decipherable form of data has 
changed from structured data in databases to unstructured data that 
includes a large number of set-up such as images, audio and video 
clips, SMS, and GPS data [11]. 

C. Velocity 
It exemplifies the speed of data regularity from dissimilar 

sources, that is, the speed of data manufacture such as Twitter and 
Facebook. The huge swell in data volume and their timekeeping 
read aloud the need for a system that ensures super-speed data 
analysis. 

D. Veracity
It symbolize the excellence of the data, it demonstrates 

the accurateness of the data and the self-assurance in the data 
content. The excellence of the data incarcerate can vary greatly, 
which influence the accuracy of analysis. Although there is wide 
conformity on the forthcoming value of big data, the data is almost 
worthless if it is not accurate [12]. 

Abstract- Switch over a few utterances, a large amount of 
data are increasing drastically due to the rapid development of 
information technology. Such data necessitates selling out and 
storage. The cloud is an online storage space model where data 
is stock up on numerous virtual servers. Big data processing 
represents a new face up to in computing, particularly in 
cloud computing. Data Science dispensation engross data 
acquirement, storage and analysis. In this respect, there are 
many questions including, what is the connection between 
big data and Data Science in computing. The answer to these 
difficulties are considered in this paper, where the big data and 
cloud computing will be studied, as well as connection between 
them in the terms of security and confronts. We have discussed 
a model that illustrates the relationship between big data and 
cloud computing. The performance of cloud servers in terms of 
load capacity have been analyzed on the basis of different testing 
parameters.

Keywords- Big data, Hadoop, Map Reduce, Data Science, 
Cloud Computing.

I. INTRODUCTION 
Data are the underdone objects for information prior to 

sort, accumulate and process. It cannot be used in its chief 
outline prior to processing. Information represents data after 
processing and analysis [1]. The technology has been inhabited 
and used in all aspects of life, increasing the demand for storing 
and processing more data. As a result, more than a few systems 
have been developed including cloud computing that support 
big data. While big data is answerable for data storeroom and 
processing, the cloud provides a trustworthy, easy to get to, and 
scalable ambiance for big data systems to function [2]. Big data 
is defined as the capability of digital data created from dissimilar 
sources of technology for example, antennas, digitizers, scanners, 
mathematical modeling, mobile phones, Internet, videos, e- mails 
and social networks. The data types embrace texts, geometries, 
images, videos, sounds and combinations of each. Such data can 
be in a straight line or indirectly related to geospatial information 
[3]. Cloud computing refers to on-demand computer supplies and 
systems accessible across the set of connections that can endow 
with a number of incorporated computing services without local 
resources to make easy user access. These resources contain data 
storage competence, backup and self-bringing together [4]. Most 
IT transportation computing consists of services that are made 
obtainable and delivered through public centers and servers based 
on them. Here, clouds come into view as personage access points 
for the estimate needs of the end user. It is normally projected 
for money-spinning recommend to meet the QoS requirements 
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E . Value
 It represents the value of big data, i.e. it shows the magnitude 

of data after analysis. This is voluntary to the fact that the data on 
its own is approximately insignificant. The value lies in careful 
analysis of the exact data, the in sequence and ideas it make 
available. The value is the final phase that comes after dispensation 
volume, velocity, variety, contrast, validity and visualization [13]

There have been a lot of reconsiderations to the big data 
until they reached [14]. In this paper, based on the connection 
between cloud computing and big data, will suggest a new term, 
virtualization, which practically represents. The data structure is 
by default. The virtualization of big data is a headway that focuses 
on generates virtual structures for big data systems. Virtualization 
technology is the key apparatus used to be of assistance cloud 
computing hold large amounts of data flexibly and make easy the 
process of managing big data. 

II. THE TYPE AND NATURE OF THE DATA
Data in spacious variety is a set of values that are in the 

form of numbers, letters, and symbols and supplementary forms 
where they are alarmed with a scrupulous idea and subject. The 
data does not make intelligence without analysis, and is, therefore, 
bring mutually for use. It represents input, although in sequence 
is output after processing, i.e. data is entered into the system first, 
and then progression until it comes out in the form of useful in 
order that has a comprehensible meaning and against which 
decisions are made. Big data come from multiple establishment 
including sensors and free texts such as social media, unstructured 
data, metadata and other geospatial data collected from web logs, 
GPS, medical devices, etc. [15]. The big data is amalgated from 
different sources, so it is in several forms, including: 

A. Structured data
 It is the controlled data in the form of tables or databases to 

be processed. 

B. Unstructured data
It characterizes the leading proportion of data; it is the data 

that people assemble daily as texts, images, videos, messages, log 
records, click-streams etc.

C. Semi-structured data 
It is look upon a variety of structured data but not deliberate 

in tables or databases, for example XML documents or JSON [16]

III.  SEGREGATION BETWEEN 
CONVENTIONAL DATA AND BIG DATA

In broad-range, the data in the sphere of technology is a 
set of letters, words, numbers, symbols or images, but with the 
enhancement of multitasking equipment tools the data has become 
different in substance and establishment [17]. In illumination 
of this, big data become able to be seen which differs from 
conventional data. Dissimilarities among customary data and big 
data are shown in Table1.

Table 1 Comparison between Traditional and Big Data

Traditional Data Big Data

Volume MB and GB PBs and ZBs

Data production 
Rate

Extended Period 
of Time

More speedy

Data Type Structure Semi Structure, 
Unstructured

Data Sources Centralized Multiple sources, and 
distributed

Data Store RDBMS HDFS, No SQL

V. CLOUD COMPUTING ERA
It is a section that refers to on-demand computer supplies 

and systems that can make available a number of incorporated 
computer services without being hurdle by local resources to 
facilitate user access. These resources include data storage, 
backup and self-bringing together, as well as software handing out 
and scheduling tasks [19]. Cloud computing is a shared resource 
system that can present an assortment of online services such as 
virtual server storage, and applications and licensing for desktop 
applications. By leveraging regular resources, cloud computing is 
able to accomplish growth and provide volume [20].

Cloud Computing is one of the scattered systems that 
correspond to a convoluted model. NIST has identified important 
facet of the cloud, as it condensed the concept of cloud computing 
in five characteristics as follows: 

A. On-demand self-service
 Cloud services endow with computer resources such 

as storage and processing as needed and without any human 
interference. 

B. Broad network access
Cloud computing resources are easy to get to over the 

network, mobile and pleasing to the eye devices even sensors can 
access computing resources on the cloud. 

C. Resource Pooling
Cloud proposal users allocate a vast array of computing 

resources; users can patch up on the nature of resources and the 
geographic spot they have a preference but cannot determine the 
exact physical location of these resources. 

D. Rapid Elasticity
 Resources from storage media, network, relaxation of the 

rules units and applications are always available and can be 
increased or decreased in an exactly immediate fashion, allowing 
for high scalability to guarantee most favorable use of resources. 

E. Measured service
Cloud systems can review the progression and spending of 

resources as well as examination, have power over and treatment 
in a completely translucent manner [21].

VI. CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICE MODELS
Varius Cloud Computing Service modelsare explained below 

as in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Cloud Computing Model

A. Software as a service (SAAS)
Cloud examination providers make available a variety of 

software applications to users who can use them without install 
them on their computer. The user is not responsible for whatever 
thing other than fiddle with the settings and customizing the 
service as correct to his needs. SAAS helps big-data clients to 
perform data. 

B. Platform as a service (PAAS)
Cloud service providers endow with platforms, tools and 

other services to users, where the cloud examination provider 
administers everything else, including the operating system and 
middleware with assets that make possible you to distribute the 
whole thing from simple cloud-based complicated. 

C. Infrastructure as a service (IAAS)
 Cloud overhaul providers make available infrastructure such 

as storage, computing ability, etc. It is a superficial appearance 
of cloud computing that provides virtualized computing resources 
greater than the Internet, In an IaaS model, a third-party 
contributor hosts hardware, software, servers, storage space and 
other communications apparatus on behalf of its users [22]. 

D. Desktop as a Service (DaaS) 
It is an alternate cloud computing model, as it be at 

contradiction from conventional models like (SAAS, IAAS, 
PAAS) in make available that data to users through the network, 
as data is considered the value of this model [20] in amalgamation 
with cloud computing based on solving some of the challenges 
in managing a huge amount of data. For these reasons, DaaS 
is for myself related to big data whose technologies must be 
utilized.[21] DaaS provides highly well-organized methods of 
data distribution and handing out. DaaS is closely related to SaaS 
(storage as a service) and SaaS (software as a service) which can 
be reciprocated with one of these models or both of them [20]. 

E. Testing as a Service (TaaS) 
Cloud Computing leads an opportunity in offering testing as 

a service (TaaS) for SaaS, clouds, and cloud-based applications. 
Testing as a service (TaaS) is flattering as a burning research 
topic in both cloud computing and software engineering research 
communities & solutions. More innovative testing techniques and 
solutions, and QoS standards are needed to support on-demand 
testing services in a scalable cloud infrastructure, for example, 
SaaS testing adequacy and standards for multi-tenancy. 

VII. CLOUD COMPUTING TESTING TOOLS
A) SOASTA 

SOASTA is aggravated through the essential to the test in 
construction, quite than in the laboratory environment. Today’s 
web applications frequently go after agile practices with in 
frequent builds and lofty change rates. Load testing with legacy 
tools in the laboratory is able to considerably different from testing 
in the fabrication environment in terms of scale, pattern, user 
profiles and network atmosphere.

B) iTKO LISA 
iTKO LISA aspires to supply a cloud- based upbringing 

and virtual services for amalgamated application development, 
verification and validation. It declares to decrease software release 
timeline by 40% or additional by means of its innovative come 
close to support constant combination for development and testing. 

C) Cloud Sim
Cloud Sim is constructing by CLOUD (Cloud Computing and 

Distributed Systems) Laboratory at the University of Melbourne 
in Australia. It endeavors to make available a toolkit for sculpt 
and replicate the activities of various Cloud components including 
data canters, virtual machines and supply provisioning services. It 
can be used for investigate and weigh up cloud strategies inside a 
controlled simulated environment.

D) D-Cloud
D-Cloud is a devoted simulated test environment construct 

ahead Eucalyptus, an open-source cloud transportation as long as 
similar functionalities as Amazon EC2.

Figure 2: D-Cloud Architecture
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E) Cloud9
Cloud9 an academic research project from EPFL in Switzerland, transfers symbolic implementation to the cloud platform. Symbolic 

execution is a significant testing technique introduced in 1970s. 
F) Hadoop Unit
Hadoop Unit move arounds JUnit test structure to Hadoop platform. JUnit test cases are created as autonomous Hadoop Map 

Reduce jobs. The map () function receives test jobs as < test name; test command > pair. At each node, the command is accomplished 
as a process. The reducer gets < testname; test result > from each map and combines all the results. Experiments shows that a 150-node 
bunch can fabricate 30 x developments compared with chronological test executions on a local computer.

G) YETI
YETI (York Extensible Testing Infrastructure) also provides a cloud version arbitrary testing tools. It uses Map Reduce to the 

parallelize the processing of test inputs and results. A beginning assessment was carried using Amazon EC2. 

VIII. PERFORMANCE OF LOAD TESTING APPROACH ON CLOUD

Table 2 Testing Parameters

There are various parameters which are applied by the user beyond the overload on the server to check the performance and capacity 
using bids. 

Figure 3 Performance Analysis of Load testing on cloud.

IX. CONCLUSION 
Big data and cloud computing have been across the world from more than a small number of imperative facets, and we have 

completed that the association between them is complementary. Big data and cloud computing comprise an incorporated. 
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Abstract: 
Object detection and recognition is a part of computer vision 

technology. In the field of computer vision object detection and 
recognition is considered to be one of difficult and challenging 
task. Many algorithms, models and approaches were proposed 
with the time, all these algorithms, models and approaches were 
compared with each other and those were adopted that gives us 
the accurate and efficient results. Like Exhaustive Search, ESS 
algorithm, selective search, state of art recognition approaches 
came with time and the approaches that were introduced in state 
of art recognition approaches came out to be the best approaches 
like Faster RCNN.

INTRODUCTION:
Object detection and recognition deals with image processing 

related to computer vision and handles the detection of instances 
of objects belonging to certain classes like cars, two wheelers, 
animals, houses, persons, birds etc. Researchers include face 
detection and pedestrian detection as an object detection. .

Applications of object detection:
There are many applications of object detection which are 

very interesting and very useful in today’s world. Some of them 
are as follows:
	 •	 Manufacturing industry: object detection can be used in 

manufacturing industries like you want your machine 
to detect the objects of any kind of shape like square, 
rectangle, circular etc..

	 •	 Video surveillance: object detection can be used for video 
surveillance. It is a system of monitoring activity in an 
area or building using a TV. system in which signals are 
transmitted from a TV camera to the receivers through 
cables etc.. 

	 •	 Vehicle detection: vehicle detection is also an application 
of object detection such as object detection can be used in 
estimating the speed of object and it can also be used to 
detect the type of ship entering the port. 

	 •	 Face detection: This application deals with the process of 
detecting the face of any person. E.g. facebook recognizes 
your face when you upload any photo on facebook. 

	 •	 Self driving cars: object detection finds its great 
application in self driving cars like they can accurately 
detect vehicles, streets, buildings, pedestrian and road 
signs easily.

People counting: object detection can be used for counting 
people counting. This is used for crowd statistics during festivals 
etc. In digital images and video , Every object class has its own 
special features that help in classifying the class like all circles are 
round in shape and all circles have perpendicular corners to detect 
any object. 

Object detection is widely used in computer vision task like 
it is used in tracking objects e.g. tracking a ball during football 
match or a cricket ball in a cricket match.

Object detection finds its application in many fields like it 
is used in auto driving cars to detect streets, buildings, road signs 
and pedestrians so that the car driven safely automatically. And it 
can be used in face detection also in which the system recognizes 
the face of a person like you upload a photo on Facebook and it 
recognizes your photo and also face unlock technique is also based 
on object detection.

In this case an image will be given as the input and a bounding 
box along with class of each object in the image will be the output.

Figure 1.1 Object Detection with different instances

Problem which can be analyzed:
Object detection problem: search for the position of the object 

of interest in the image. It detects all objects in image.
Image classification problem: the whole image is evaluated 

against a specific type such that best guesses for the image can be 
evaluated.

Object localization: detect the number of the target objects.

Related work:
A lot of work h in the field of been done by researchers object 

detection and recognition from earlier times also, but at that time 
they lack the accuracy because at that time machine learning was 
not developed upto that extent, Machine learning lack with its 
techniques at that time.
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With the passage of time new approaches, algorithms and 
techniques were developed so that object detection and recognition 
can be improved. Some of them are as follows:

Exhaustive search:
The best ever approach will be applying a brute force. 

Promising rectangles are needed. Output is all the boxes in 
rectangle. Our output is all the boxes of given image.

In NxN image we will have N4 , and if the value of N is 
increased to a large number then it . 

Because of this reason this is impossible to implement this 
in real life.

This approach is not in use.

ESS Algorithm:
To solve the problems of Exhaustive search in an efficient 

manner Branch and Bound technique was proposed. To identify 
the best windows in order they combined recognition with 
detection. The complexity of this algorithm is O(N2), but its worst 
case is O(N4). The worst case happens when object that is to be 
identified does not exist in the image. Later, an update of this 
algorithm called IESS was proposed that reduced the worst case 
to O(N3). This is very fast in real time. In some cases IESS can be 
used to efficiency purpose.This approach is not in use.

Selective search:
This type of approaches is dominant approaches now. These 

approaches depend upon certain steps that are preprocessed to 
guess small set of locations where object is there. This approach is 
heavily used nowadays.

State of the art recognition approaches:
As the concept of deep learning was introduced we moved 

from extract hand craft feature to learn feature. In deep learning 
the approaches are broadly classified into two categories that are 
used:
	 •	 First one is Two stage detection and it includes RCNN, 

Fast RCNN, Faster RCNN
	 •	 Second one is Unified detection and it includes YOLO, 

SSD
The concepts that are used in these techniques are under:

Bounding box:
A rectangle is drawn on the image that tightly fits it’s objects. 

The rectangle that exists is for every instance of every object that 
is present in the image.

Classification + Regression:
Regression is used to predict the bounding of the image and 

classification is used to predict the class within the bounding box.

Two Stage Method:
Object Proposal is extracted using different computer vision 

techniques and further resized according to input classification 
network, which is called feature extractor. State vector machine is 
trained properly to extract the features of object and background of 

the object, A trained bounding box regressor provide the corrective 
proposal boxes as output. Specified technique is computationally 
very intensive but provides very accurate results

 Figure no 1.2 CNN feature Extraction

Unified method:
Predefined set of boxes are defined to look for a set of objects. 

To generate and predict the scores of class and the offset values of 
bounding box, the convolutional feature map from lower layers 
of network is used, and another network over the lower feature 
map is implemented to extract more features. Following steps of 
unified methods are: 
 1. A CNN is trained with regression and classification 

objective.
 2. Activation is gathered from the later layers so that 

classification and location can be inferred with fully 
connected and convolution layers.

 3. Jaccard distance is used during training so that prediction 
and growth truth can relate.

 4. Non maxima suppression is used during inference so that 
multiple boxes around the same object could be filtered.

The major techniques that follow this strategy are:
•	 SSD: For the prediction of bounding boxes and classes 

SSD uses different activation maps.
•	 YOLO: For the prediction of bounding boxes and 

classes YOLO uses single activation map.

Figure no. -1.3 gridding calculation of distant objects

Review analysis:
As it can be seen that there are different algorithm and 

strategies had been developed in the field of object detection and 
recognition, like exhaustive search, an algorithm which was not 
used in practical life because of the reason that if we have a NxN 
image then if the value of N is increased then it is impossible to 
implement it in real life. Then ESS model came which solved the 
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problem of exhaust search, in that branch and bound technique 
was proposed, this model had complexity of O(N2) and the worst 
case of this model was O(N4). Then an update of this algorithm 
was proposed which reduced the worst case complexity to O(N3), 
and that could be implemented in real life, but that model was not 
used. Then selective search was introduced which depend upon 
certain steps that are preprocessed to guess small set of locations 
where object is there.

After all these algorithms and approaches state of the art 
recognition approach was introduced as deep learning was 
increasing at that time and that was classified into two categories 
(i) two stage detection and (ii) unified detection. The concepts 
that were used into that were bounding box and regression + 
classification etc..so these are the approaches and algorithms that 
were developed with thetime.

Faster RCNN is one the best state of the art approaches. It is 
very fast and accurate. The code is available and you can tune to 
specific datasets.

Comparative Analysis:

Table 1- comparative analysis

Algorithm/
Approach

Methodology Advantage Limitation

Exhaustive 
Search

It applies 
brute force 
and promising 
rectangles are 
needed

It cannot 
be used 
practically.

E S S 
Algorithm

It combined 
recogni t ion 
with detection

It cannot 
be used in 
practically.

S e l e c t i v e 
Search

It depend 
upon certain 
steps that are 
preprocessed 
to guess 
small set of 
l o c a t i o n s 
where object 
is there

It is heavily 
used.

State of art
recognition

Deep learning P r o v i d e s 
a c c u r a t e 
and efficient 
result.

 CONCLUSION:
With the passage of time there are many developments in the 

field of object detection and recognition and many algorithms and 
approaches were proposed and improvements were made in that 
so that accurate and efficient result can be made. The approaches 
continued from earlier times and now they include the concept of 
deep learning to improve the results in the object detection.

And the work is still going in this field so that it can be 
improved upto a great extent.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of fuzzy sets was first given by L. A. Zadeh [1] which gives a basic arrangement for generalizing the idea of general 

topology, known as fuzzy topological spaces briefly FTS (see [7-9]). FNS was already introduced in the details in [3,4, 6, 10 and 15]. 
As we know, Convergence of sequences acts an important role in studying these spaces. Fast [11] introduced the concept of statistical 
convergence for the sequences of real numbers and this work was later on extended by Schonenberg [14]. After that, many authors 
including Fridy [16] and Salat [17] worked on this topic and discuss some more properties related to statistical convergence. Recently, 
Kumar et.al [2] applied this concept in fuzzy neighborhood spaces and also discusses some important properties in fuzzy neighborhood 
spaces. For more details on statistical convergence, its generalizations and applications one can refer to [12, 13and 14]. ℑ -convergence 
, which is a new idea (generalization of statistical convergence ) was given by Kostyrko et al. [18]. The notion of an ideal ℑ  of subsets 

of the set Ν  was used by Kostyrko et al. to define this concept. In present work, we shall discuss to the more generalized notions of 

sequential convergence defined by an admissible ideal ℑ  hof subsets of Ν  and also study some of important properties.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We begin by reminding some notations and definitions which form the basis to study FNS’s. Let ]1,0(0 =I ; )1,0[1 =I  and
)1,0(=I . For any set X , if XA ⊆ then Aχ denotes the characteristics function of A ; and if { }xA = , we write xχ for { }xχ

. Moreover, 
XI denotes the set of all fuzzy subsets of X . 

By a fuzzy set in X  we mean a function with domain X and values in I , that is an element of
XI . A member A  of 

XI

is contained in a member B of 
XI denoted BA ≤  if and only if )()( xBxA ≤ , for every Xx∈ . Let

XIBA ∈, . We define the 
following fuzzy sets:

(1) 
XIBA ∈∧ by =∧ ))(( xBA min{ })(),( xBxA for every Xx∈ (intersection).

(2) 
XIBA ∈∨ by =∨ ))(( xBA max{ })(),( xBxA for every Xx∈ (union).

(3) 
XC IA ∈ by )(1)( xAxAC −=  for every Xx∈ . 

Definition [2] 2.1 If X is a set, a non empty collection
XI⊆ζ  is called a prefilter (on X ) iff: 

(1) ζ∉0 ,
(2) ζµζµζ ∈∧⇒∈∈ vv , ,
(3) ζµµζ ∈⇒≤∈ vv ,  

Definition [2] 2.2 If X is a set, a non empty collection
XI⊆ζ is called a prefilter base (on X ) iff: 

(1) ζ∉0 ,
(2) µλζλζµζ ∧≤∈∃⇒∈∈ vv :, .
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Definition [6] 2.3 A family of prefilters Xxx ∈Σ=Σ ))((: in a set X  is called a fuzzy neighborhood system on X if and only if the 
followings are true:

(FN1) 1)(:)(, =Σ∈∀∈∀ xxXx νν  ;

(FN2) )()(: ~ xxXx Σ=Σ∈∀  ;

(FN3)
εννννεν ε +≤∧∈∀Σ∈∃∈∀Σ∈∈∀ ∏

∈
∈ )()()(:,:)()(,,)(, 0 yyzXyxzIxXx zx

Zz
Zzz

, where ~ denotes the 

saturation operation as given by { }νεννεν εε ≤−Σ∈∃>∀=Σ :,0:~

.

Given a fuzzy neighborhood system Σ on X  ; one can obtain a fuzzy topology )(Σt , and the pair ))(,( ΣtX is known as fuzzy 
neighborhood space. 

Theorem [6] 2.1 If ),( τX be a topological space, then the associated fuzzy topological space ))(,( τωX has as fuzzy 

neighborhood system the family Xxx ∈Σ ))((ω , where )(xΣ is the neighborhood system of τ and where for all Xx∈  ))(( xΣω =
{ })()1,0(,, 1

1 xIeachforI X Σ∈∈∈ −νεν .

Theorem [6] 2.2 If Xxx ∈Σ=Σ ))(( is a fuzzy neighborhood system on X , then Xxx ∈∆=∆ ))(( is a basis for Σ if and only if for all
Xx∈ , )(x∆ is a prefilterbasis and for all )(xΣ∈ν and for all 0I∈ε there exists )(x∆∈εθ such that νεθε ≤− .

Theorem [15] 2.3 A fuzzy neighborhood space ))(,( ΣtX  is NT2 if and only if for all Xx∈ , for all Xy∈ , with yx ≠ and for 

all 0I∈ε there exists )(xΣ∈ν and )(yΣ∈µ such that εµν <∧ .

Theorem [6] 2.4 If ))(,( ΣtX is a fuzzy neighborhood space and 1I∈α , the level topological space )))((,( ΣtlX α  has as a 

neighborhood system the family Xxtl ∈Σ))((α where for all Xx∈ , 

{ })1,0[),(:)1,())(( 1 αβνβνα −∈Σ∈=Σ − xxl .
We now give the sequential convergence structure on FNS’s as given in [4]. 

Let ))(,( ΣtX be a fuzzy neighborhood space and )( kx a sequence in X . For given 0I∈α , )( kx is said to be α -convergent to
Xx∈ , if and only if, for all )(xΣ∈ν  there exists Ν∈m such that for all mk ≥ , αν −>1)( kx . In this case x  is called an α - 

limit of )( kx  and denoted as xxk

α

→ . The sequence )( kx is said to be convergent to Xx∈ , if and only if, for all 0I∈α , xxk

α

→  

and we write it as xxk → . 

For any subset A of Ν , the natural density of A is denoted by )(Aδ and is defined by )(Aδ =
{ }Aknk

nn
∈≤

∞→
:1lim

; where the 

vertical bars denote the cardinality of the enclosed set. Fast[] defined statistical convergence as follows: A sequence )( kx is said to be 

statistical convergent to x , if for each 0>ε ,
{ }( ) 0: =≥−Ν∈ εδ xxk k . In this case we write S xxk =− lim . 

For any set X , )(XP stands for the power set of X  and 
CA  will denote the complement of the set A .

Let X  is a non-empty set. A family of sets )(XP⊆ℑ  is said to be an ideal in X  if and only if

(1)  ℑ∈φ ;

(2) For each ℑ∈BA,  we have ℑ∈∪ BA  ;

(3) For each ℑ∈A and AB ⊂  we have ℑ∈B .

Let X  is a non-empty set. A family of sets )(XPF ⊆  is said to be a filter on X  if and only if

(1)  F∉φ ;

(2) For each FBA ∈,  we have FBA ∈∩  ;

(3) For each FA∈ and AB ⊃  we have FB∈ .
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An ideal ℑ is called non-trivial if φ≠ℑ and ℑ∉X . It is being noted that )(XP⊆ℑ is a non-trivial ideal if and only if the class 
{ }ℑ∈−=ℑ= AAXFF :)( is a filter on X . The filter )(ℑ= FF  is called the filter associated with the idealℑ . A non-trivial ideal 

)(XP⊆ℑ  is called an admissible ideal in X  if and only if it contains all singletons, i.e. if it contains { }{ }Xxx ∈: . Kostyrko et al. 

[18] used ideal to define ℑ -convergence as follows: A sequence )( kx of points of ℜ is said to be ℑ -convergent to a real number x , 

if 
{ } ℑ∈≥−Ν∈ εxxk k:

 for every 0>ε . In this case we writeℑ xxk =− lim . 

3. MAIN RESULTS
ℑ -convergence 
In the present section we introduce α -ideal and ideal convergence of sequences in FNS and consider some of their basic properties. 

We start first with our main definitions.

Definition 3.1 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal and ))(,( ΣtX be a FNS. For a number 0I∈α
, a sequence 

)( kx
is 

called α -ideal convergent to Xx∈ , if and only if, for every )(xΣ∈ν  we have
{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ αν 1)(: kxk

. In this case, 

x  is said to be α -ideal limit of 
)( kx

 and we write it as 
xxk =−ℑ limα

 or
xxk

αℑ

→
. 

Remark 3.1 

(i)   If 
xxk

αℑ

→
 and 1≤< βα , then

xxk

βℑ

→
 as 

xxk

αℑ

→
, implies for all )(xΣ∈ν , the set 

{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ αν 1)(: kxk
which immediately gives 

{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ βν 1)(: kxk
as ℑ  is an ideal. This shows that

xxk

βℑ

→
.

(ii)  In case if 1=β  we have for all )(xΣ∈ν , the set 
{ } ℑ∈≤Ν∈ 0)(: kxk ν

and is the weakest all α -ideal 
convergence. 

(iii)  If we make particular choice for the ideal i.e. take ℑ={ }finiteisAA :  , then α -convergence coincides with the 
corresponding ideal convergence in FNS. 

(iv)  If we take ℑ={ }0)(: =AA δ , then the corresponding α -ideal convergence coincide with the α -statistical convergence 
in FNS.

Definition 3.2 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal and ))(,( ΣtX be a FNS. A sequence 
)( kx

in X is said to be 

ℑ -convergent to x in X , if and only if, for every 0I∈α
, sequence 

)( kx
 is α -ideal convergent to x . In this case, we write 

xxk =−ℑ lim
 or

xxk

ℑ

→
. 

This is equivalent to say that for each 0I∈α
 and for all )(xΣ∈ν , the set

{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ αν 1)(: kxk
. 

In the following we collect some properties of α -ideal convergence and ideal convergence in FNS’s.

Theorem 3.1 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal, ))(,( ΣtX a FNS and )(x∆  is a basis for )(xΣ . Then 
)( kx

in 

))(,( ΣtX  is ℑ -convergent to x , if and only if, for all )(x∆∈θ  and for all 0I∈α
, the set

{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ αθ 1)(: kxk
.

Proof: We first assume that
xxk =−ℑ lim

. Choose )(x∆∈θ  and 0I∈α
arbitrary. As 

)( kx
is ℑ -convergent to x , it 

follows for each 0I∈α
 ,

xxk

αℑ

→
, which immediately gives for all )(xΣ∈ν , 

{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ αν 1)(: kxk
 . Further, the 

fact )()( xx Σ⊂∆  implies that
{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ αθ 1)(: kxk

. 

Conversely, assume for all )(x∆∈θ  and for all 0I∈α
, the set

{ } ℑ∈−≤Ν∈ αθ 1)(: kxk
. We prove that
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xxk =−ℑ lim
. For this, let 0I∈β

 and )(xΣ∈ν  be arbitrary. Since )(x∆  is a basis for )(xΣ , so there exists )(x∆∈θ

such that
νβθ ≤−

2
1

. Thus, if A = 





 −≤Ν∈ βθ

2
11)(: kxk

, then by assumption ℑ∈A  . Moreover, if we take B  =
{ }βν −≤Ν∈ 1)(: kxk

, then to prove the result, it is sufficient to show that AB ⊂ . For this, let
Bk ∈0 , then one can see 

βθνβ
2
1)()(1

00
−≥≥− kk xx

 which gives
)(

2
11

0kxθβ ≥−
. This shows that

Ak ∈0 . Hence, ℑ∈B as ℑ∈A ■ 

Following Theorem shows that the notion of α -ideal convergence in a FNS is a good extension of the notion of sequential 
convergence in a topological space.

Theorem 3.2 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal, ),( τX a topological space, 
)( kx

be a sequence in X and Xx∈ . If a 

sequence 
)( kx

 is ℑ -converges to x  in ),( τX , then for any 0I∈α

)( kx
is α -ideal convergent to x  in ))(,( τωX , Conversely, if 

)( kx
is α -ideal convergent to x in ))(,( τωX  for some

0I∈α
then 

)( kx
is ideal convergent to x in (X, T).

Proof: Suppose 
)( kx

 isℑ -convergent to x  in ),( τX . Let )(xU  denotes the neighborhood system at x  in ),( τX . Let 0I∈α

, ))(( xUων ∈  then, )()1,(1 xµεν ∈−
for each 1I∈ε . In particular, taking αε −=1 , we have )()1,1(1 xµαν ∈−−

. 

Thus we can find a positive integer m such that for all mk ≥ , we have 
)1,1(1 αν −∈ −

kx
 i.e. 

αν −> 1)( kx
 For all mk ≥

. Consequently, the set A  =
{ }αν −≤Ν∈ 1)(: kxk

 is finite and ℑ∈A  . This shows that
)( kx

is α -ideal convergent to x  in
))(,( τωX  . 

Conversely suppose that 
xxk =−ℑ limα

 in ))(,( τωX for some 0I∈α
. We prove that

)( kx
 ℑ -converges to x  in

),( τX . Let )(xUV ∈ , then
))(( xUIV ω∈

 since for all 1I∈ε we have
VI =− ])1,((1 εν . Thus we can find positive integer 

m such that 
α−> 1)( kV xI

 for all mk ≥ , which implies 
1)( =kxIν  for all mk ≥  i.e. 

Vxk ∈  for all mk ≥ . This shows 

immediately the fact that
{ } { } ℑ∈∉Ν∈==Ν∈ VxkxIk kkV :0)(:

. Hence )( kx  ℑ -converges to x  in ),( τX .■

Theorem 3.3 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal and ))(,( ΣtX be a NT2 fuzzy neighborhood space. If for 1I∈α , 
)( kx

in ))(,( ΣtX  is α -ideal convergent then its α -ideal limit is unique.

Proof: Suppose there exists x , y ( yx ≠ ) in X such that 
xxk

αℑ

→
, can 

yxk

αℑ

→
. Assume 1,0I∈α

. Since X  is NT2, so by 

theorem 2.3 we can find 
)(xx Σ∈ν

and 
)(xy Σ∈ν

such that

ανν −<∧ 1)()( kykx xx
 (1)

Since
xxk

αℑ

→
,

yxk

αℑ

→
, so if we denote the sets 

1A  =
{ }αν −≤Ν∈ 1)(: kx xk

and 2A  =
{ }αν −≤Ν∈ 1)(: ky xk

, 

then ℑ∈21 , AA which implies )(, 21 ℑ∈ FAA CC
. 

Let 
CC AAA 21 ∩= then )(ℑ∈ FA and therefore is a non empty set. Let

Ak ∈0 , then 
αν −> 1)(

0kx x
 and

αν −> 1)(
0ky x

. Thus, we have
)()(1

00 kykx xx ννα ∧>−
, which a contradiction to (1) is as

ανν −<∧ 1)()(
00 kykx xx

. Hence, yx = . ■
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*ℑ -convergence  

In this section we define a new type of convergence in fuzzy neighborhood spaces that is closely relative α -ideal convergence

Definition 3.3 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal and ))(,( ΣtX be a fuzzy neighborhood space. For a given 0I∈α
, a 

sequence 
)( kx

in X  is said to be 
*ℑ−α -convergent to Xx∈ if and only if there exists a set { } Ν⊂<<= ...21 kkK such 

that )(ℑ∈FK and 
xx

jk →
 as ∞→j  . In this case we write 

xxk =−ℑ− lim*α
 or

xxk

*ℑ−

→
α

.

Definition 3.4 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal and ))(,( ΣtX be a fuzzy neighborhood space. A sequence 
)( kx

in X

is said to be 
*ℑ -convergent to Xx∈ if and only if 

xxk

*ℑ−

→
α

 for each 0I∈α
, which is equivalent to say that for each 0I∈α

, 

there exists a set { } Ν⊂<<= ...21 kkK such that
xx

jk

α
→

 .

Theorem 3.4 Let )(ΝΡ⊆ℑ  be an admissible ideal and ))(,( ΣtX be a fuzzy neighborhood space. If
xxk =−ℑ lim*

, 

then
xxk =−ℑ lim

.

Proof: Suppose 
xxk →  be 

*ℑ -convergent, then by definition 
xxk

*ℑ−

→
α

 for each 0I∈α
. To prove

xxk =−ℑ lim
, let

00 I∈α
 be arbitrary. Since 

xxk

*
0 ℑ−

→
α

 so there exists a set { } Ν⊂<<= ...21 kkK such that )(ℑ∈FK  and 
xx

jk

0α

→
 

over K . But then for all )(xΣ∈ν , there exists a positive integer l  such that 01)( αν −≤
lkx

 for every lj kk ≥
with

Kk j ∈

. Let 
{ }121 ,...,, −= lkkkA

and
CKH = , then it is clear that the set B =

{ } HAxxn n ∪⊆−≤Ν∈ 01),(: αν
. Since A 

is finite and ℑ∈H  so ℑ∈∪ HA o which gives ℑ∈B . This implies
xx

jk

0αℑ

→
. Since 00 I∈α

 was selected arbitrarily so

xx
jk

ℑ

→
. ■
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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are the 
large network of limited-resource sensor nodes that can 
be transmitted data over narrow bandwidths and shorter 
distances. The networks suffer from various attacks by its 
nature. In clone node attack, the attacker gets legal nodes 
from the network, reflects the encrypted information in new 
sensors, and implements them in the network. The main 
purpose of paper is to analyze the impact of clone node attacks 
in wireless sensor network in different scenarios. First in this 
paper, various attacks are tabulated which can by launched 
by clone node attacks. Then, paper provides the simulation 
effects of clone node attack in wireless sensor network on two 
performance parameters. The performance of network is 
evaluated in standard & clone node network with respect to 
number of attackers and location of clone node in network. 
The result shows that impact of clone node is high when 
number of nodes is large and clone node is positioned near to 
base station.

Keywords— Wireless Sensor Network, Attacks, Clone Node 
Attack, PDR

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless sensor networks differ from traditional networks 

because of limited resources, limited memory, and limited power 
of sensor nodes. The base node communicates with the sensor 
nodes to collect data / information and process it. Some types of 
networks are enforced in conflicting and accessible environments 
that cannot be centered on the network [1]. In this case, the network 
suffers various types of attacks. The attacker can intercept the 
nodes from the network and obtain information from the detected 
nodes. Using this information, an attacker reflects detected nodes 
and puts cloned nodes in the network [2]. This attack is called 
impersonation or clone node attack. In a clone node attack, an 
attacker first steals a legitimate node from the network and then 
sends sensitive information, including the detected node’s key. 
The attacker then uses the extraction information to create various 
copies of that node and calls them back to the network. Clone 
nodes are also known for impersonation attacks. Using counterfeit 
attacks, the attacker can easily launch various attacks, such as 
black-hole, sinkhole, selective-forwarding and flooding attack etc 
[3]. With these attacks, the clone node controls the entire network, 
which affects network operation. The attacks also reduce network 
performance. 

The wireless sensor network diagram is shown in Fig 1, where 
it is replicated in the clone node A in the network. The clone node 
can launch various attacks on WSN. The clone node may receive 

a valid packet from a legitimate node and the packet is discarded. 
Thus, re-packet transmission affects network performance [4]. 

Fig. 1. Clone Node Example
The purpose of this white paper is to find various attacks that 

are triggered by clone nodes in wsn and to analyze the effects of 
clone node attacks on network. The paper is maintained in the 
following sections: The section II describes the attacks triggered 
by clone nodes. Clone node attacks implementation describes in 
section III and also describes the effects of clone node attacks on 
wsn. The entire works conclude in section IV.

II. ATTACKS CAUSED BY CLONE NODE
This section describes various attacks that are triggered by 

the clone nodes. These attacks are described for each layer of a 
wireless sensor network. Physical attacks on WSN are initiated 
by blocking the radio channel. The radio channel can wirelessly 
transmit the clone node on radio channels that affect other sensor 
nodes. Physical sensor nodes are physically controlled to prevent 
physical attacks on WSN, but it is difficult. Jamming and Radio 
Interference are two physical attacks triggered by the clone node 
[5] [6]. 

The main task of data link layer is to make the access to a 
shared radio channel between the nodes. The clone nodes may 
interrupt the predefined protocol of the connection layer [7]. For 
example, a clone node may cause the collision of the packet to 
break or interrupt the sensor nodes from repeated iterations. The 
clone nodes can perform the Collisions Attack, Exhaustion Attack 
in link layer.

The WSN network layer finds the path for communication. 
The Clone nodes can perform False Routing, Hello Flood 
Attack, Sink Hole Acknowledgement Spoofing Attack, Black 
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Hole, Selective Forwarding, Wormhole attacks that completely 
violate routing information [8][9][10]. This layer can be used by 
clone node for further generating the attack in the network. Data 
integrity attack, Flooding, Energy drain & De-Synchronization are 
different type of attacks that can be triggered by clone node on 
transport layer. The clone nodes can produce Overwhelming, Data 
Aggregation Attack types of attacks on application-layer. The 
table I shows the attack which can be produced by clone nodes on 
layers of wsn.

TABLE I.  Attack Caused By Clone Node 

Layer Attack

Physical Layer Jamming, Radio interference

Data Link Layer Collisions Attack, Exhaustion 
Attack

Network Layer

False Routing, Hello Flood Attack, 
Sink Hole Acknowledgement 
Spoofing Attack, Black Hole, 
Selective Forwarding, Wormhole

Transport Layer
Flooding, Data integrity attack, 
Energy drain attack, De-
synchronization

Application Layer Overwhelming, Data Aggregation 
Attack

III. SIMULATION AND RESULT
In this section, we perform the simulation of clone-node 

attack on the NS2 simulator. The static sensor nodes implement 
on the network simulator including the base stations. The network 
consists of 75 nodes, each of which can wirelessly communicate 
with nodes adjacent to its transmission line. Two different 
scenarios have simulated to test the effects of clone node attacks 
on WSN. We have counted the network performance with PDR 
and packet loss performance parameter. The clone nodes are 
inserted on the same network and check the performance with the 
same parameters. In the first scenario, we changed the number of 
clone nodes in the network. In the second scenario, we changed 
the position of the clone node in the network. 

A.  Varying the Number of Clone nodes
The clone nodes in the network have been changed from 1, 2, 

4 and 6. The network has simulated with a clone node attack for 4 
variations & without clone node attack. We calculate the results of 
packet delivery ratio (pdr) and packet loss for networks. 

Fig. 2 Comparison of Packet Delivery Ratio in Scenario-1

Fig. 3 Comparison of Packets Loss in Scenario-1
Fig 2 shows a comparison of the outputs of the PDR of a 

standard network and the network with clone nodes. As a result, 
the performance of the network will be degraded if there is a clone 
node in the network. As the number of clone nodes in the network 
increases, the network performance also degrades. If there are no 
clones in the network, the pdr is high. If there is a clone node in 
the network, the pdr value is reduced by 35%. With two clone 
nodes the PDR drops by 45%. At 4 clone nodes, the PDR dropped 
by 70 percent. When the clone nodes are 6, pdr is below to 10%. 
If the number of clone nodes in the network is large, network 
performance may be further degraded. The packet loss comparison 
is shown in Fig 3. From this result, nodes in the network confirm 
that more packets fall into the network if there is clone node in the 
network. If the number of clone nodes increases, packet loss and 
clone drop also increases.

B. Varying the Position of Clone nodes
In this case we have varied the placement of the clone node 

in the network. The network has simulated without attack and with 
clone-node attack in three different positions of the clone node. 
Three positions of the clone node: near the base station, from the 
base station and in the middle of the network. We calculate the 
results in pdr and pocket loss of network. 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of Packet Delivery Ratio in Scenario-2
Fig. 4 shows the PDR comparison with the two networks 

with respect to the location of the clone node in the network. Thus, 
if the clone node is near the base station, then the performance 
of the network will be highly degraded. If the clone node is take 
away from the base station, the PDR decreases by only 18% to 
the normal pdr value. If there is a clone node in the middle of the 
network, the pdr value is about 50%. However, if the clone node 
is near the base station, the PDR value is decreases by 80%. The 
packet loss comparison is shown in fig 5. From this result, it is 
determined that the base of the clone node remains close to the 
base station, and the packet drop in the network is also large. Since 
the location of the clone node is near the base station, the packet 
loss and the clone node drop isvery high. 

 Fig. 5 Comparison of Packets Loss in Scenario-2

IV. CONCLUSION
Wireless sensor networks are exposed to various security 

threats. This paper describes various attacks caused by the 
clone nodes in the WSN and investigates the effects of clone 
node attacks on WSN. The performance of standard networks 
and cloned node networks is calculated in PDR and packet loss 
performance parameters. In the first scenario, we have changed 
the number of clone nodes in the network. As the number of 
clone nodes increases, the average loss increases by 80%. In the 

second scenario, we changed the position of the clone node in 
the network. When the position of the clone node is near to base 
station, the packet loss increases to 75%. We can conclude that 
the performance of network will decreases when there are large 
number of clone nodes in the network and the location of the 
clone nodes near to base station. In the future, we will try to find 
new technologies to prevent and identify cloned nodes in wireless 
sensor networks.
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Abstract— Artificial intelligence is the activity devoted to 
making machines intelligent, and intelligence is that quality that 
enables an entity to function appropriately and with foresight in 
its environment .AI technology has long history which is actively 
and constantly changing and growing. It focuses on intelligent 
agents, which contains devices that perceives environment and 
based on which take actions in order to maximize goal success 
chances. In this paper, researcher has explained a long term 
investigation in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its 
influences on people, their communities and society. In context 
of modern digitalized world, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is 
the property of machines, computer programs and systems 
to perform the intellectual and creative functions of a person, 
independently find ways to solve problems, be able to draw 
conclusions and make decisions. Most artificial intelligence 
systems have the ability to learn, which allows people to improve 
their performance over time. The study describes the technical 
and societal challenges and opportunities these advances raise, 
including in such arenas as ethics, economics, and the design of 
systems compatible with human cognition. Based on which, the 
proposed research intended towards exploring on how the human 
intelligence differs from the artificial intelligence. In addition, 
on how and in what way, the current artificial intelligence is 
clever than the human beings. Moreover, we critically analyze 
what the state-of-the art AI of today is capable of doing, why it 
still cannot reach human level intelligence. 

Key words:Artificial Intelligence-AI, Graphical User 
Interface-GUI, Conventional User Interface-CUI, Information 
Technology-IT

1 INTRODUCTION
The term intelligence refers to the ability to acquire and 

apply different skills and knowledge to solve a given problem. 
In addition, intelligence is also concerned with the use of general 
mental capability to solve, reason, and learning various situations.
Intelligence is integrated with various cognitive functions such as; 
language, attention, planning, memory, perception. The evolution 
of intelligence can basically is studied about in the last ten years. 
Intelligence involves both Human and Artificial Intelligence . In 
this case, critical human intelligence is concerned with solving 
problems, reasoning and learning. Future uses of AI technologies, 
including more self-driving cars, healthcare diagnostics and 
targeted treatments, and physical assistance for elder care can be 
expected. AI and robotics will also be applied across the globe 
in industries struggling to attract younger workers, such as 
agriculture, food processing, fulfillment centers, and factories. 
They will facilitate delivery of online purchases through flying 
drones, self-driving trucks, or robots that can get up the stairs to 
the front door.

2 WHERE DOES THE HUMAN 
INTELLIGENCE DIFFER FROM AI?

Artificial Intelligence refers to the potential of computer 
controlled machines/robots towards performing tasks that 
that almost or similar to human beings. In this case, Artificial 
Intelligence is used to develop various robots that have human 
intellectual characteristics, behaviors, learning from past 
experience, have abilities to sense, and abilities to making 
predications and determine meaning of certain situation. Robotic 
technology is largely trending in the current life which has gained 
popularity in various sectors such as industries, hospitals, schools, 
military, music, gaming, quantum science and many others[1]. 
Artificial Intelligence is an efficient means that make computers 
and software control robotic thinking with expert systems that 
significantly illustrate the intelligent behavior, learning and 
effectively advice users[2]. In general, AI is basically known as 
the ability or potential of robotics to decide, solve problems and 
reason. There are various innovations of Artificial Intelligence, for 
example robotic cars which don’t require a driver to control or 
supervise them[3]. In addition, artificially intelligent technology 
(robots) involves smart machines that process a large amount of 
data that a human being can’t be in position to perform. By so 
robotics are assuming repetitive duties that require creativity and 
knowledge base. Furthermore, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the 
combination of various technologies that give chance to robotics to 
understand, learn, perceive or complete human activities on their 
own. In this case, Artificial Intelligence programs (robots) are built 
for a specific purpose such as learning, acting and understating 
whereas Humans Intelligence is basically concerned with various 
abilities of multitasking[4]. In general, an Artificial Intelligence 
tool is majorly concerned with emphasizing robotics which 
portrays human behaviors. But however, Artificial Intelligence 
may fail out at some points due to differences in human brain 
and computers. In brief, Artificial Intelligence has the potential 
to mimic human character or behaviors. Furthermore, Artificial 
Intelligence is currently partially developed without advanced 
abilities to learn on their own but instead given commands to act 
on. 

3. DEPLOYMENT OF AI BASED 
TECHNOLOGIES FOR SOCIETY WELFARE

Mentioned below are few areas where AI based technologies 
are implemented for society.

A. Transportation: Autonomous transportation will 
soon be commonplace and, as most people’s first experience 
with physically embodied AI systems, will strongly influence 
the public’s perception of AI. As cars become better drivers 
than people, city-dwellers will own fewer cars, live further from 
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work, and spend time differently, leading to an entirely new urban 
organization[7].

B. Home/Service Robots: These have already entered 
people’s houses, primarily in the form of vacuum cleaners. Better 
chips, low-cost 3D sensors, cloud-based machine learning, and 
advances in speech understanding will enhance future robots’ 
services and their interactions with people. Special purpose robots 
will deliver packages, clean offices, and enhance security. But 
technical constraints and the high costs of reliable mechanical 
devices will continue to limit commercial opportunities to 
narrowly defined applications for the foreseeable future.

C. Healthcare: AI-based applications could improve 
health outcomes and the quality of life for millions of people in 
the coming years. Though clinical applications have been slow to 
move from the computer science lab to the real-world, there are 
hopeful signs that the pace of innovation will improve. Advances in 
healthcare can be promoted via the development of incentives and 
mechanisms for sharing data and for removing overbearing policy, 
regulatory, and commercial obstacles. For many applications, AI 
systems will have to work closely with care providers and patients 
to gain their trust. Advances in how intelligent machines interact 
naturally with caregivers, patient, and patient’s families are 
crucial[9].

D. Low-resource Communities: AI technologies could 
help address the needs of low-resource communities, and budding 
efforts are promising. Using data mining and machine learning, 
for example, AI has been used to create predictive models to help 
government agencies address issues such as prevention of lead 
poisoning in at-risk children and distribution of food efficiently. 
These budding efforts suggest more could be done, particularly if 
agencies and organizations can engage and build trust with these 
communities.

E. Public safety and security: Public will rely heavily upon 
them, including improved cameras and drones for surveillance, 
algorithms to detect financial fraud, and predictive policing. The 
latter raises the specter of innocent people being unjustifiably 
monitored, and care must be taken to avoid systematizing human 
bias and to protect civil liberties. Well-deployed AI prediction 
tools have the potential to provide new kinds of transparency 
about data and inferences, and may be applied to detect, remove, 
or reduce human bias, rather than reinforcing it.

F. Employment and workplace: AI is poised to replace 
people in certain kinds of jobs, such as in the driving of taxis and 
trucks. However, in many realms, AI will likely to replace task 
rather than jobs in the near term, and will also create new kinds 
of jobs. But the new jobs that will emerge are harder to imagine 
in advance than the existing jobs that will likely be lost. AI 
will also lower the cost of many goods and services, effectively 
making everyone better off. Longer term, AI may be thought of 
as a radically different mechanism for wealth creation in which 
everyone should be entitled to a portion of the world’s AI-
produced treasures. It is not too soon for social debate on how the 
economic fruits of AI technologies should be shared.

G. Entertainment: Entertainment has been transformed 
by social networks and other platforms for sharing and browsing 
blogs, videos, and photos, which rely on techniques actively 
developed in NLP, information retrieval, image processing, 
crowdsourcing, and machine learning. Some traditional sources 
of entertainment have also embraced AI to compose music, create 

stage performances, and even to generate 3D scenes from natural 
language text. The enthusiasm with which people have already 
responded to AI-driven entertainment has been surprising

4. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND OF AI
Artificial Intelligence has facilitated us in almost every field 

of life and has immense scope in future for more productivity 
and betterment. The origin of Artificial Intelligence goes back to 
the advances made by Alan Turing during World War II in the 
decoding of messages. The term AI as such was first used in 1950, 
but it was only in the 1980s when research began to grow with the 
resolution of algebra equations and analysis of texts in different 
languages. The definitive takeoff of Artificial intelligence has 
come in the last decade with the growth of the internet and the 
power of microprocessors. 

This field is now booming due to the increase in ubiquitous 
computing, low cost cloud services, new algorithms and other 
innovations. Developments in Artificial Intelligence go hand in 
hand with the development of processors that over time have made 
them start to see these technologies as intellectual, even changing 
our idea of intellect and forthcoming the perceptions of ’machine’, 
traditionally unintelligent capacity previously assigned exclusively 
to man. The AI was introduced to the scientific community in 
1950 by the English Alan Turing in his article “Computational 
Machinery and Intelligence”. Although research on the design and 
capabilities of computers began some time ago, it was not until 
Turing’s article appeared that the idea of an intelligent machine 
captured the attention of scientists. The work of Turing, who 
died prematurely, was continued in the United States by John 
Von Neumann during the 1950s. His central contribution was the 
idea that computers should be designed using the human brain 
as a model. Von Neumann was the first to anthropomorphize the 
language and conception of computing when speaking of memory, 
sensors etc. of computers. He built a series of machines using what 
in the early fifties was known about the human brain, and designed 
the first programs stored in the memory of a computer.

McCulloch (1950) formulate a radically different position by 
arguing that the laws governing thought must be sought between 
the rules that govern information and not between those that govern 
matter. This idea opened great possibilities for AI. In addition, 
Minsky (1959) modified his position and argued that imitation 
of the brain at the cellular level should be abandoned. The basic 
presuppositions of the theoretical core of the AI were emphasis on 
recognition of thought that can occur outside the brain. On 1958, 
Shaw and Simon design the first intelligent program based on 
their information processing model. This model of Newell, Shaw 
and Simon was soon to become the dominant theory in cognitive 
psychology. At the end of the 19th century, sufficiently powerful 
formal logics were obtained and by the middle of the 20th century, 
machines capable of make use of such logic and system.
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Abilities of Artificial Intelligence

5. WHAT IS MISSING IN TODAYS AI STILL TO BE 
CALLED HUMAN LEVEL INTELLIGENCE?

Humans are different from Artificial Intelligence machine 
physically in a sense that human race usually experiences the 
same physical features while the machines takes several forms and 
shapes. The trans-humanist vision analysis ex- hibits us to believe 
that brains are principally the computers. AI reports are the silicon 
based machines, which was controlled by using the algorithm 
that reinforces entire internet business. AI believes that once the 
computers have adequate advanced algorithms, then they will be 
capable to replicate and enhance the human mind. The tests which 
exhibits how much AI is distinct from the human intellectual are 
as follows: Turing test; in order to evaluate on what intelligence 
means and on how the machine intelligence is different than the 
human intelligence, the Turing test strongly provide the essential 
insights to the AI field, which emphasis on how the machine 
simulates the human thinking. The algorithmic aspects of AI tools 
should pass the Turing Test. This algorithm will not essentially 
result in the AGI but may also lean towards applied Artificial 
Intelligence. The algorithm tuned through Turing process can also 
significantly define and passed it.

Eugene Goostman Test; Goostman tests the Turing test and 
concluded that it has 33% fooling, which intended him to propose 
test that should rely on AI in order to efficiently solve the particular 
tasks that was quite near to AGI. He also concluded that it is not 
possible for AI machines to be much efficient than that of human 
because their always acts human actors to work the AI machine.

Timeline evolution of Artificial Intelligence

6. IMPORTANCE OF ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

Artificial Intelligence will revolutionize the way in which 
different companies across compete and grow across the world 
by representing a new production factor that can drive business 
profitability. In order to realize the opportunity of AI, most the 
companies in the world are already developing actively in various 
Artificial Intelligence strategies.In addition, they should focus on 
developing responsible AI systems aligned with ethical and moral 
values that lead to positive feedback and empower people to do 
what they know best such as innovation. With the introduction 
of successfully implemented Artificial Intelligence solutions, 
many industries across the earth can benefit from increased 
profitability and still count on economic growth. To capitalize 
on this opportu nity, the study identifies eight strategies for the 
successful implementation of AI that focuses on adopting a human 
centric approach and taking innovative and responsible measures 
for the application of technology to companies and organizations 
in the world. The construction of intelligent machines in various 
industries presupposes the existence of symbolic structures, 
the ability of them to demand and the existence of knowledge 
(raw material). Once artificial intelligence has intelligence 
equal to or greater than man’s, political and social change will 
inevitably arise, in which AI has all the advantages of gaining if 
it realizes that it does not need humans to colonize the universe. 
Recent advancement in Artificial technology depicts orbiting 
communications satellites in the space with its 486 processors. In 
the future, self- replicating Artificial Intelligence could easily be 
made with all human colonies outside the earth, and the human race 
will never be able to fight in the empty space on equal terms[6].

7. WHAT ARE OPEN CHALLENGES?
Challenges of AI technology include the following; Within 

near future, the Artificial Intelligence goals were to affect the 
society from law and economics in several technical terms 
including security, verification, validity, and control. The major 
short-term threats of Artificial Intelligence include the devastating 
race of arms in fatal autonomous weapons and full dependence 
of our life on technology will eventually lead to unemployment 
problem, social discrimination and power inequality in societies. 
Long term use of robotics will create a big challenge includes to 
human beings as they will take over the world. In addition, with 
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in a given period of time, AI will become better in solving tasks 
compared to human beings hence lose of jobs. For example drivers 
will be ruled over by robotic cars, tellers will be out competed 
by robotic tellers and many others. As a result of Artificial 
Intelligence out competing humans will create a big challenge 
on human thinking. But in the positive side, the AI technology 
advancement can also considerably aid for eradicating the disease, 
war and poverty level. Rapid research of Artificial intelligence in 
robotics is reflected as the large existential threats that are faced by 
the humanity. The destructive method developed in the artificial 
intelligent robot can also increase the risk for the super-intelligent 
system. For example, the ambitious project of geo-engineering 
can wreak havoc of ecosystem. This considerably increases 
the concerns about the AI system advancement which is not 
malevolence but have increased competency. Although, the super-
intelligent Artificial Intelligence tools can considerably aid in 
fulfilling the goals un-alignment of goals may cause an increasing 
problem[8].

Artificial Intelligence is simply the next wave of automation, 
which considerably allows the machines to do tasks that 
previously required attention and human intelligence. In the short 
term it can replace people, but above all, it changes the nature 
of the work that humans do. In the long run, automation creates 
more and different types of jobs, which is why not everyone has 
jobs today. Further, challenges include the large dependence of 
people towards technology for their work. This considerably 
increases several psychological, physical and mental issues. In 
order hand, it considerably reduces the unemployment, economic 
and power balance and disability. It is believed that until the end 
of 2021, there will be the beginning of a disruptive tidal wave 
of Artificially Intelligent robots in our daily life, such solutions 
powered by cognitive or Artificial Intelligence technology 
will significantly displace the jobs, with the great impact felt 
in logistics, transportation, consumer services and educational 
process. Furthermore, it can considerably increase the privacy, 
security and authenticity issues within the society.

8. WHAT ARE SOLUTION SUGGESTIONS?
To reduce the destructive effects of AI, it is essential to 

develop the symbolic approach, which should allow us to operate 
with weakly formalized representations and their meanings. The 
success and effectiveness of solving new problems depend on 
the ability to allocate only essential information, which requires 
flexibility in the methods of abstraction. While a normal program 
sets one’s own way of interpreting the data, which makes its work 
look prejudiced and purely mechanical. The intellectual task, in 
this case, solves only the person, the analyst or the programmer, not 
knowing to entrust this machine. As a result, a single abstraction 
model is created, a system of constructive essences and algorithms. 
And flexibility and universality translate into significant resource 
costs for non-typical tasks, that is, the system from the intellect 
returns to brute force. Furthermore, the hybrid approach should 
also be developed in order to provide the synergistic combination of 
neural and symbolic models achieves a full range of cognitive and 
computational capabilities. For example, expert rules of inference 
can be generated by neural networks, and generating rules are 
obtained through statistical training. Supporters of this approach 
believe that hybrid information systems will be much stronger 
than the sum of different concepts separately. Furthermore, to 
decrease the potential threats of artificial intelligent technology, 

the rational risk management process that includes the potential 
principles

 
Rule-based expert system structure of adopting the expensive 

precautions, which have high cost even for the lower probability 
risks, can considerably pro- vide the benefits.The global nature of 
Artificial Intelligence risks if fails to transfer the ethical goals then 
its absolutely reasonable to estimate the longer-term AI research 
risks as even larger than those of climate change. It is also essential 
to adopt effective information system which should be established 
in order to effectively improve the Artificial Intelligence safety 
by initiating the awareness on the experts working part on AI, 
decision-makers, and investors. The risks information integrated 
with AI progress should also have to understandable and 
accessible for the broad audience. In addition, it is also instigated 
to adopt the AI safety tools in order to reduce the authentication 
and security issues. It is also essential to develop an effective 
global coordination and cooperation system in order to build the 
competitive environment in which the dangerous race of artificial 
intelligent arms should be reduced. It is believed that although 
the future of Artificial Intelligence has a tremendously beneficial 
impact on the economy and daily lives of Americans still it 
increases the issues related to privacy, security, unemployment, 
technological dependency, and authenticity within the society. 
Therefore, it is essential to develop the preventive control solution 
for mitigating or reducing such challenges.

9. WHAT ARE FUTURE PREDICTIONS FOR 
AI?

There is a great increase in the discussion about the 
importance of AI in the recent time leading to future discussions 
about the existence of Artificial Intelligence in the world. The idea 
of creating AI is aimed at making human life easier. However, 
there is still a big debate about advantages and disadvantages of AI 
in the whole. With the introduction and successful implementation 
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions, many industries in the 
world are and will benefit from increased profitability and will 
still have good economic growth rates. In addition, artificial 
Intelligence opportunities will be aiming at innovative, human 
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centered approaches and measuring the applicability of robotic 
technology to various industries and companies in the entire world. 
Artificial Intelligence will also revolutionize the way different 
companies in the world grow and compete by representing new 
production ideas that will derive profitability in businesses. So as 
to realize such opportunities, it will require most of the companies 
in the world to become more active in the development of various 
Artificial Intelligence strategies such as placing human factors 
to central nucleus. In addition, they will focus on developing 
various responsible Artificial Intelligence machines having moral 
and ethical values which will result into positive results and 
empowerment of people to do things that they are well versed 
with. Construction of various Artificial Intelligence systems 
will help the entire world to industrial sector to presuppose the 
available symbolic structures such as, the ability to reason and also 
knowledge existence. In addition, at the time Artificial Intelligence 
acquires intelligence greater or equal to that of human beings, there 
will be a concern about social and political change .In furthermore, 
AI will have all the advantages of colonize the world without the 
help of human beings. In the near future, self-replicating AI could 
be made where human colonies beyond the earth will never have 
potentials to fight in the free space with critical terms. The future 
Artificial Intelligence in various regions in the world may be as a 
result of various investigation technologies such as stellar travel, 
teleportation and others.

10. WHICH LEVELS WILL IT REACH AND 
WHICH ISSUES WILL BE SOLVED IN NEXT 
DECADES?

In this case, it is more likely that Artificial Intelligence 
innovations will strongly emerge in conceivable future. In next 
decades, the future of AI will be concerned on improving speech, 
voice, video conferencing and face recognition. Further, Artificial 
Intelligence will aid for providing the personal assistances and fully 
automate systems, which will provide assistance in monitoring 
and surveillance, performing heavy workloads and many others. 
In addition, the future of Artificial Intelligence technology such 
as robotics will be ensuring self-driven cars, delivery robots and 
many others. With the great improvement in computer versions 
and legged locomotion, the robots within environments will 
become more practical hence helping in agriculture and other 
service settings. In addition, the robotics will improve on the 
service delivery hence reducing domestic chores. Further more, 
as Artificial Intelligence robotics is developing search engines, 
there will be provision of personal assistance and language gaps 
by use of mobile devices. The development of search engines will 
lead to significant synthesize and improvement of the quality of 
information. Furthermore, Artificial Intelligence tool will improve 
the medical and biological system hence reducing the complexity 
and volume of information challenges concerned human abilities. 
Artificial intelligence will be used in the algorithm that materializes 
various systems and programs. Artificial Intelligence will consist 
of specific hardware and software which intends to imitate the way 
of human brain performance. In general, the areas of Artificial 
Intelligence application will widely cover both emerging and 
traditional technologies. Recent research on AI considerably 
provide the potential effects on organization and industries, for 
example, the AI technology will be aiming at improving the area of 
data science to almost 9.6%, business intelligence to 7.8%, patient 
and health care to about 6.3%, speech recognition 5.3%, computer 

vision 5.6%, improve defense and aerospace system to about 5.3% 
and natural language processing to about 5.1%. The role of Artificial 
Intelligence tools on product manufacturing operations will lead to 
toward employment, flexibility and responsive chain of supply. In 
addition, AI roles will also result to reliable forecasting demands, 
inventory accuracy and optimization of schedules. The roles of AI 
will therefore benefit quicker, smarter and environmental efficient 
process. AI application in security and defense will majorly focus 
on infrastructure protection. Currently Artificial Intelligence 
facilitates the power plant, airport and economic sectors which are 
quite hard to detect attacks, individual anomalous predication of 
disruption by man-made and natural causes.

Within logistics area, the intervention of Artificial Intelligence 
will contain efficient vehicles that will be in position to route and 
make necessary adaptive delivery schedules. In the financial 
service sector, Artificial Intelligence tools will contain system 
failure and risk alerts aiming at decreasing malicious attacks 
various financial systems; such as fraud, market manipulation 
and reduction in market volatility and trading costs. In the 
agriculture sector, the intelligent solutions will provide intelligent 
production mechanisms for processing, consumption, storage and 
distribution. The Artificial solution will also provide given timely 
data on crops that will involve use of proper materials such as 
chemicals and fertilizers. Artificial Intelligence will also be used 
in consumer goods and services so as to utilize machine learning 
processes to match consumer demand and enable them get best 
practices at reduced prices. In communication sector, there will 
be improvement in bandwidth and storage and Web translation 
languages. Within the education sector, Artificial Intelligence 
solution will intervene basic meaningful adaptive learning basing 
on adaptive learning complemented by individual learning in the 
classroom, accurate measurement of student’s sensitivity and 
development of students. Easy manual techniques and judgment 
will be supplemented by artificial intelligence.The medical & 
health care will provide various health evaluations to patients, 
decision support for prescribing drugs and indication. Artificial 
intelligence will be used in large scale genome researches to 
determine new drugs, give necessary support for finding new 
genetic problems, efficiency and safety. The evidence based 
health and medicine will help various physicians gain confidence 
which will require supplementary support by patients. In customer 
service sector, AI systems will provide the virtual assistants which 
will aim at increasing the reproduction and interpretation abilities 
of human language with greater precision. For example, chat 
bots redraw the landscape of the IT ecosystem. They will replace 
themselves and applications, and service personnel in companies, 
and even entire operating systems. Chatbot - this program will 
contain an interlocutor, which will be designed to communicate 
and help people. At the other end, there will be a complex system 
based on several Artificial Intelligence technologies. Chat bots, 
oriented to business tasks, will help to can take up best flights, 
diet, fitness trainings, booking of a hotel, make purchase, that is 
to say; they will represent a unique sub-sector of assistance and 
advice. Personal assistants are a kind of incarnation of chat bots, 
although more common because the technology will be developed 
by the largest IT companies. Currently, hundreds of millions of 
people interact with personal digital assistants on platforms such 
as Google, Apple, Amazon, Facebook and others. This technology 
with the help of personal assistants and chat-bots will be more 
effective which will make a great transition from the Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) to the Conversational User Interface (CUI) 
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the key trend of the next decades. The predictive algorithms and 
machine learning based on AI tools will provide sales forecasts 
in specific markets and also effective provision and optimization 
of inventory as they will help forecast in- come and determine 
the necessary quantities of a particular input. In addition, modern 
Artificial Intelligence systems will control robotics to provide 
surveillance, security and attacks without threatening the human 
life in Warfield. AI applications in robotics will have diverse 
objectives related to automation of military applications, industrial 
processes and space exploration. The use of AI technology in 
medicine and surgeries will significantly help in provision of safe 
work as the machinery occupied will reduce the degree of error 
that could occur in surgery, avoid a tragic outcome. The disaster 
recovery and management application of Artificial Intelligence 
will considerably remark the provision of remedial and control 
actions in the aftermath of man- made and environmental 
disasters. Within disasters, the considerable will optimize the 
mobile networks and allocate the smart bandwidth. Further, the 
satellite feed and unmanned drones having image recognition and 
processing feature will help in assessing damage of infrastructure 
and provide predictions aimed at avoiding traffic congestion 
and various structural stability by adopting the adaptive routing 
system.

11. CONCLUSION
In this way, artificial intelligence can achieve great 

discoveries and advances for humanity due to its multiple possi- 
bilities. Most artificial intelligence systems have the ability to 
learn, which allows people to improve their performance over 
time. The adoption of AI outside the technology sector is at an 
early or experimental stage.

 The evidence suggests that AI can provide real value to 
our lives.AI bases its operation on accessing huge amounts of 
information, processing it, analyzing it and, according to its 
operation algorithms, executing tasks to solve certain problems. 
Due to the new computing architectures of the cloud, this 
technology becomes more affordable for any organization.
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Abstract-- Sensor nodes are distributed randomly without 
predetermining their positions over a particular area or 
field and these sensor nodes are automatically installed. The 
technology behind the wireless sensor network allows it to 
develop a single network instead of various large networks.
[1] In this paper, the communication architecture of wireless 
sensor network is analyzed that explains how the sensor nodes, 
dissemination nodes, sensor field and sink are related to each 
other. When an event occurs, the sensor nodes deployed in 
that sensor field work to sense environmental or physical 
conditions such as temperature, sound, pressure etc. The 
data gathered after monitoring the sensor field by the sensor 
nodes is processed and the information is broadcasted to the 
sink which is actually the base station through dissemination 
nodes. An algorithm SNDD is proposed for the utilization 
of energy to increase the lifetime of the network by reliably 
storing and disseminating the data in wireless sensor network 
and the concept of mobility of the sink is also discussed. [4]

Keywords—Sensor nodes, mobility of sink, wireless sensor 
network, sensor field.

INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, Wireless Sensor Network has 

sustained enormous technological advancements. A lot of work 
is being done on consumption of energy, low memory of sensor 
nodes etc and there are many issues to be concerned for enhancing 
the life period of a wireless sensor network. [2]

Fig.1.1: Wireless Sensor Network Communication Architecture

In Fig. 1.1, it is shown that how source sends the 
announcement message to nearest dissemination node, how one 
dissemination node forwards the data to another dissemination 
node and finally the announcement message reaches to the sink.[3] 
The sink then sends the queries to the source and after receiving 
the response of those queries, it sends the complete information to 
the manager node through the internet. Manager node makes plans 
to take appropriate actions correspondent to the particular events 
that are sensed by the sensor nodes. [5] The components that 
communication architecture of wireless sensor network includes:

•	 Sensor nodes.
•	 Dissemination nodes.
•	 Sink.
•	 Manager node.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The reviewed literature describes the data dissemination 

in different cases i.e. in case when the sinks are stationary and 
in case when the sinks are mobile. The shortest paths which are 
considered to disseminate the data so as to utilize the energy is 
also described. . Various research papers have been reviewed to 
analyze the grid construction, efficient data dissemination, energy 
efficiency and mobility of the sink after sending the query to the 
source, shortest paths between source and sink.

Rohit Kumar Vishwkarma et.al [17], have proposed the data 
dissemination protocol which conserves the energy in the wireless 
sensor network as conservation of energy is very important in the 
WSNs. To conserve the energy, they have explained the concept 
of renewable energy sources such as solar energy. These energy 
sources may extend the lifetime of the Wireless Sensor network.

Ravi Kant Sahu et.al [14], “Energy Efficient Grid-Based 
Data Dissemination in Wireless Sensor Networks” have proposed 
a virtual infrastructure based data dissemination strategy which 
reduces the power consumption in grid construction process and 
exploits the virtual grid for forwarding of query and data. Source 
appearing in the sensor field actually initiates the grid construction 
process when no valid grid is present. The grid construction 
process is initiated by the source with its location coordinates, 
source id and radius of the expected zone. All other sources 
appearing during valid grid period share existing grid.
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SungHwi Kim et.al [6], “Data Dissemination Protocol with 
Hole Masking Algorithm in Grid-based Wireless Sensor Networks” 
have explained the issues of hole problem which is faced by the 
data dissemination protocol in wireless sensor network. Holes are 
the obstacles for energy efficiency. Various problems occur due to 
holes and these problems are faced by the routing schemes which 
are based on geographic greedy forwarding. They described that 
whenever sensor nodes are failed due to energy consumption or 
any physical destruction then holes are generated.

Hyungjoo Lee et.al [8], “Data Dissemination Scheme for 
Wireless Sensor Networks with Mobile Sink Groups” have 
proposed protocol for dissemination of data to multiple sinks 
which are mobile in wireless sensor network. The concept of 
mobile group entities has been explained in which the multiple 
mobile sinks move together and stay close to each other while 
randomly moving within a specified restricted region. They have 
focused on transmitting the data to all nodes which are within a 
stationary region.

Soochang Park et.al, [12], “Scalable and Robust Data 
Dissemination for Large Scale Wireless Sensor Network” 
proposed a novel data dissemination scheme which is completely 
satisfied with the decoupling properties. The data dissemination 
scheme proposed before ARBITER scheme did not satisfy full 
decoupling.

T.P. Sharma et.al [17], “GBDD: Grid Based Data 
Dissemination in Wireless Sensor Networks” proposed various 
data dissemination methods to reduce the power consumption in 
wireless sensor networks. In this approach, the sensor nodes which 
are deployed do not change their locations and they remain static. 
They have discussed a dual radio based grid construction strategy 
which makes use of dual radio mode of sensor node so as to 
generate a grid over the wireless sensor network. Grid construction 
is commenced by the sink which appears in the sensor field when 
any valid grid is not present there. The sink which appears during 
the authentic grid period shares the grid which is already present 
in the sensor field so there is no need of new grid construction.

Haiyun Luo et.al [9], “TTDD: Two-Tier Data Dissemination 
in Large-Scale Wireless Sensor Networks” have explained the 
approach of Two-Tier Data Dissemination in this paper which 
provides the efficient and scalable data delivery to the multiple 
mobile sinks. They explained about the grid structure. TTDD 
approach utilizes its grid structure. Grid Structure is constructed 
by each data source and these grid structures enables the mobile 
sinks to continuously receive the data.

METHODOLOGY
The flow chart in fig 1.2 explains how sequentially each and 

every phase takes place for the reliable propagation of data between 
the source and the mobile sinks in wireless sensor network.

The data can only be sent and received efficiently in case of 
mobile sinks if there is some central storage node which has high 
storage capacity. In wireless sensor network, this central node 
should be located in such a manner that it is equidistant from every 
edge of the network so that it should be easily approachable.

When the query is sent from the sink to the source then before 
sending the response of that query the source should first check the 
location of sink in its local grid nodes. Because it might happen 

that the sink after sending the query moves to some other grid near 
to the source. So if the sink is moved to the nearby grid of source 
then the data is not forwarded to storage node otherwise the data 
i.e. response of the query is forwarded to the storage node.

Fig. 1.2: Flow chart for energy efficient grid based data 
dissemination to mobile sinks

Now if sink moves so many times before receiving the 
response then at the last it will receive the response message from 
the storage node. So in this way the energy is utilized which is 
mainly consumed to send query and response again and again 
between source and the sink. In Fig 1.3, L1 is the original location 
of sink when it sends the query message to source and L2 is the 
new location of the sink where it has been moved.
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Fig. 1.3: Mobile sinks with storage node
In Energy Efficient Grid Based Data Dissemination to mobile 

sinks in wireless sensor network approach, SNDD (Storage Node 
Data dissemination) algorithm has been proposed to disseminate 
the data by consuming less energy. The complete process of event 
announcement, query message, query response storage at storage 
node, query response retrieval by sink from the storage node are 
described through different algorithms.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results that are collected confirm that SNDD delivers 

data from multiple sources to multiple mobile sinks. In the sensor 
field 200 sensor nodes are deployed randomly over an area of 1000 
* 1000 m2. The sensor nodes that are deployed in the sensor field 
can have sleeping or sending message or receiving message mode. 
The transmitting power consumption of a sensor node is 0.66W. 
The receiving power consumption of a sensor node is 0.395W and 
the idle power consumption of a sensor node is 0.035W. A query 
packet consists of 36 bytes and a data packet consists of 64 bytes. 
The maximum speed of mobile sink is 10m/s. and every time the 
simulation runs for 200 seconds. In Table 1.1, the parameters 
which are used in simulation are mentioned.

Table 1.1: Parameters used in simulation

Effect of Number of Sinks and Sources on Total Consumption 
of Energy 

Fig. 1.4 describes that how consumption of energy varies 
with the number of sinks in EGDD and Fig. 1.5 describes the 
overall consumption of energy while SNDD is used.

Fig. 1.4: Total energy consumption correspondent to 
different number of sink in EGDD

Fig. 1.5: Total energy consumption correspondent to 
different number of sink in SNDD 

Effect of Sink Mobility 
Fig. 1.6 describes the success rate as the speed of the moving 

sink varies. For SNDD, success rate remains around 0.88 and for 
EGDD, it remains around 0.86.

Fig. 1.6: Success ratio vs maximum speed of sink
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Energy efficient grid based data dissemination to mobile 

sink algorithm SNDD is a grid-based data dissemination scheme 
which uses the virtual grid infrastructure to forward query and 
data. It is an energy-efficient scheme which addresses the issues 
of reliable and efficient data transmission to mobile sink and the 
dissemination node failure in wireless sensor network. To handle 
the movement of sink and to reliably send data to sink, virtual 
grid infrastructure is useful.[10] This energy efficient grid based 
data dissemination to mobile sink scheme exploits the information 
about the location of sensor nodes to construct grid structure over 
the entire sensor field. In this proposed scheme, the sensor nodes 
which are randomly deployed are considered during the process 
of grid construction. Based on the residual energy, dissemination 
nodes are selected. The proposed data dissemination scheme 
ensures query and data forwarding through the shortest path 
between source and sink. This scheme is energy efficient as it 
reduces the consumption of energy in query and data forwarding 
when sink moves frequently by introducing the concept of storage 
node. [11][18]

In future, this proposed data dissemination scheme can be 
extended for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks.[13] A data 
dissemination scheme for non-uniformly distributed WSNs can also 
be proposed and the proposed protocol can be analyzed experimentally 
using deployment of wireless sensor network.[15][16]
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Abstract — In this article we have estimated the optical 
limiting threshold of scandium doped ZnO (SZO) thin films 
deposited on glass substrate by sol–gel method using spin 
coating technique with different doping concentration(0.2at%-
0.8at%). The observed nonlinear absorption is explained by two 
photon absorption followed by weak free carrier absorption.
SZO thin films with doping concentration have been are found 
to be good optical limiters and the optical limiting threshold 
of SZO(0.6 at%) is found to be 4.25 kJ/cm2 . Hence Scandium 
doped samples are the potential optoelectronic materials for 
the development of nonlinear optical device. 

Keywords— optical limiting, thin films, spin 
coating technique, nonlinear absorption, two photon 
absorption, weak free carrier absorption.

I  INTRODUCTION
The linear and nonlinear optical properties of semiconductors 

are of much current theoretical and experimental interest [1,2]. 
There is a significant demand for thin film nonlinear optical 
materials, which can be integrated into an optoelectronic 
device. Amongst the various nonlinear optical (NLO) materials 
investigated with wide bandgap , ZnO has attracted much attention 
due to its remarkable nonlinear properties that make it an ideal 
candidates for NLO based devices[3,4]. Here, in this work we 
have explored the optical limiting property of SZO thin films 
deposited on glass substrate by sol–gel method using spin coating 
technique with different doping concentration (0.2at%-0.8at%) by 
Z-scan technique with second harmonic of Nd:YAG laser. Z-scan 
is a simple and accurate method to study the NLO properties of 
materials [5].

II  NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES
 Open Aperture Z-scan
Typical results of the open aperture Z-scan measurements of 

the film that corresponds to the far-field normalized transmittance,T 
(z), as a function of the distance from the lens focus are shown 
in Fig.1.The open aperture curves of SZO thin films exhibits a 
normalized transmitted valley, indicating the presence of reverse 
saturable absorption (RSA) in the films. Here, the theory of Two 
photon absorption(TPA) process fitted well with the experimental 
curve shown in Fig.1, establishing TPA as the basic mechanism.

Fig.1 Open aperture z-scan measurements for SZO thin 
films of different doping concentration at 532 nm

But, there is also a possibility of higher order nonlinear 
processes such as free carrier absorption. Thus, we can infer that 
the observed nonlinearity is due to TPA followed by free carrier 
absorption in the thin film sample [6,7]. Fig. 1 depicts that SZO 
film with doping concentration of 0.6at.% gives the optimized 
results for open aperture (β= 15.5×10-7 cm/W).

III OPTICAL LIMITING
The key mechanism for optical limiting is nonlinear 

absorption with weak nonlinear scattering. The optical limiting 
experiment is performed using single-mode, Q-switched, Nd: 
YAG (Quanta System, HYL-101) laser having Gaussian beam 
profile at 532nm with pulse width 5ns, repetition rate 10Hz with 
maximum energy of 200mJ per pulse. On placing the sample at 
the focus, the optical limiting response of SZO samples of various 
concentrations is recorded (Fig.5).
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Fig 2: Optical limiting behavior of SZO thin films at 
different Sc concentration
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III CONCLUSION
The value of coefficient of nonlinear absorption has been 

found to be highest for SZO 0.6 at.% sample. The observed 
nonlinear absorption is explained through TPA followed by 
weak free carrier absorption. SZO samples are found to be good 
candidate for optical limiting. From optical limiting behaviour 
study the limiting threshold is found to be the lowest in the case of 
SZO (0.6 at.%) having value 4.25 kJ/cm2 . 
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Abstract: The notion of Internet of Things ascends from 
the demand to manage, automate, and explore all devices, 
instruments, and sensors in the world. To make wise decisions 
both for people and for the things in IoT. The Cloud Computing 
framework for IoT highlighted in this work has potential to act 
as a Data storage system supporting IoT devices to be utilized 
to improve the entire data processing efficiency and offer huge 
competitive advantage to the IoT applications. data mining 
technologies are integrated with IoT technologies for decision 
making support and system optimization. Data mining involves 
discovering novel, interesting, and potentially useful patterns 
from data and applying algorithms to the extraction of hidden 
information. There are open research areas in IoT Big Data 
Systems like performance evaluation of Data Mining algorithms 
used IoT Big Data Systems, Predictive Analysis in IoT Big Data 
Systems etc.

Index Terms—IoT, Big Data, Cloud Computing, Data 
Mining.

I. INTRODUCTION
In contemporary times, the Internet of Things (IoT) has 

appeared as a new opportunity. Consequently, all devices such 
as smartphones, public services, transportation facilities and 
home appliances are considered as data creator devices. The 
term Internet of Things is largely used, but there seems to be no 
common definition or perception of what the IoT encompasses [1]. 
We can attribute the background of this term to Auto-ID Labs at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) on networked 
radio-frequency identification (RFID) infrastructures [2]. In [3] 
authors refer IoT as the domain of devices linked to the Internet, 
by means of which the enormous amount of data is endlessly 
acquired, assembled and controlled. Therefore, these continuous 
communications between large amounts of heterogeneous 
objects characterize IoT as a disruptive technology that permits 
ubiquitous and pervasive computing platforms [4]. In [5] authors 
have perceived the IoT, as smart system model, using smart 
objects with perception, computation and communication abilities 
where diverse information is accumulated from the physical world 
and connect the physical objects identifying each other, the key 
components being Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID), sensor 
networks and Machine to Machine (M2M). Methods such as big 
data and data mining can be used to improve the efficiency of IoT 
and storage challenges of a large data volume and the transmission, 
analysis, and processing of the data volume on the IoT. A cloud-
based framework represents the combination of components like 
development tools, database services and middleware, required 
for cloud computing, which helps in developing, deploying and 
managing cloud-based applications actively, accordingly making 
it an efficient paradigm for enormous scaling of dynamically 
allocated resources and their complex computing. Big Data 
Analytics (BDA) delivers data management solutions in the cloud 

architecture for storing, analysing and processing a huge volume 
of Data.

In [6] authors have provided functional framework for 
cloud centric IoT applications and highlighted how voluminous 
heterogeneous data generated by massive amounts of distributed 
sensors in IoT can be acquired, integrated, stored and processed 
in cloud platforms. The different areas like Data Storage, Data 
Management, Data Disposing, Data Mining and Application 
Optimization for cloud centric IoT applications have been 
explored. 

In [7] also authors have proposed an integrated framework 
for handling voluminous heterogeneous sensor data on cloud 
platforms. In [10] a secure and scalable IoT storage system 
founded on revised secret sharing scheme supported by scalability, 
flexibility and reliability at both data and system levels is proposed. 
In [8] authors have presented an example sensor-cloud architecture 
in IoT and cloud technologies with special focus on data security. 
The architecture is based on multi-layer client-server model. The 
physical and virtual instances of sensors, gateways, application 
servers and data storage are separated. The introduction of 
virtualized sensor nodes as a requirement for increasing security, 
privacy, reliability and data protection is proposed. Authors 
in [3] have discussed IoT as the world of devices connected to 
the Internet, by means of which enormous volume of data is 
endlessly collected, assembled and managed. Other processes like 
information retrieval, database systems, web monitoring etc. also 
produce raw data. Data Mining in such data resources of analysis 
to acquire practical results and/or knowledge is worth. Authors 
have paid attention towards large-scale data, data processing 
and data mining using machine learning techniques through 
technological experiences in the direction of high-performance 
computing (HPC), Apache Spark and GPU. Authors in [9] have 
discussed a proper framework that can evaluate the big data in 
the internet of things in a more efficient way. In [41] authors have 
provided the assessment of several machine learning approaches 
used to deal with the challenges offered by IoT data.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 
II provides a review of structural framework of Big Data IoT 
Systems using Cloud Computing, Section III provides a review 
of Data Analytics in Big Data IoT Systems and Section IV gives 
conclusion remarks.

II. STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK OF BIG DATA 
IOT SYSTEMS USING CLOUD COMPUTING

The enormous heterogeneous sensor data processing remains 
the main issue for the IoT Systems. Since the sensor data streams 
tend to change continuously, the IoT Systems must have enormous 
sensor data storage capacity with strong computing ability for 
real-time collection, propagation and extraction of sensor data 
to all stakeholders anytime and anywhere. There is a need of 
an integrated framework between Wireless Sensor Networks 
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and Cloud Computing to enable the transfer of sensor data from 
WSNs to the cloud computing environment with the intention 
of utilizing the sensitive data [37-40]. It is imperative that the 
traditional information system technology cannot administer the 
uninterruptedly varying characteristics of the sensor data [42]. 
Therefore, for handling enormous and heterogeneous sensor data 
it becomes necessary to join the cloud computing and WSNs 
technology. Thus, cloud computing has emerged as an alternative 
for aiding suitable, on request network access to a common 
pool of configurable computing resources for IoT Systems [7]. 
Authors in [7] have provided a three-level storage structure as an 
implementation of an integrated framework using cloud computing 
for managing voluminous heterogeneous sensor data Fig 2.

Fig 2. Three-level storage architecture. Source: Proceedings 
2013, International Conference on Mechatronic Sciences, Electric 
Engineering and Computer (MEC), Shengyang, 2013, pp. 461-
464.

The operation support data layer is meant for the storage and 
on time update of the sensor data streams. The operation result 
data layer is meant for the storage and dynamic update of the 
resultant processing results. The historical data layer is meant 
for the storage and further update of the historical sensor data. 
The central storage scheduling component regulates respectively 
the three layers data collection corresponding to the appropriate 
instruction and maintains the data consistency amongst the 
operation support data layer and the operation result data layer in 
the process of system operation. The basic storage management 
layer offers the data acquirement and update services using the 
cluster distributed file system [7]. 

The Map-Reduce processing scheme [43] for voluminous 
sensor data is employed for data processing for real time 
processing performance improvement and parallel processing 
scheme is employed for data analysis of the massive sensor data. 
However, the authors have concluded that there are security issue 
mentioning to virtualization, cloud storage and associated service 
models. There is scope for classification and dimension reducing 
of the massive sensor data streams for enhancing the efficiency 
and accuracy of data processing in the given framework.

Authors in [6] have characterized IoT data in cloud platforms 
as Multisource High Heterogeneity Data, Huge Scale Dynamic 
Data, Low-Level with Weak Semantics Data, Inaccurate Data. 
The basis for this characterization is enormous number of 
distributed sensors being the primary source of the data [11]. In 
[6] a functional framework for cloud based IoT applications is 
proposed Fig. 3 and each layer is discussed thoroughly.

Data Acquisition and Integration Module
Acts as an input module for large scale heterogeneous 

data. The enormous heterogeneous sensor data is received from 
different types of sensor devices, such as RFID, ZigBee sensors, 
GPS devices, temperature sensors, etc which can be messages, 
events, pictures, videos, status data, etc.

Sensor data is enriched and transformed into resource 
description framework (RDF) format for further processing. A 
framework called HEP which integrates the representation of 
relational and XML event streams is used which supports a unified 
event fusing and processing with a general specification.

Fig 2. Framework of IoT-based data storage systems in 
cloud computing.

In the field of semantic level interaction with context, 
there are some existing standards such as SensorML, which is 
an approved Open Geospatial Consortium standard, provides  
standard models and an XML encoding for describing sensors and 
measurement processes. And the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) has initiated the Semantic Sensor Networks Community 
Group to develop the semantic sensor network (SSN) ontology.

Data Storage Module
Is meant for storage of varied types of IoT data, comprising 

of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data of huge 
quantity. Possessing various kinds of database or file systems, 
such as XML files in Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), 
relational database management system (RDBMS), and Not only 
SQL (NoSQL). In [12] the authors are of opinion that Graph 
DBMS should be employed to achieve a considerable efficiency 
for data storage in cloud platforms.

Data Management Module
Is intended for the objective of searching and retrieving data 

from enormous volume of data sources beside high efficiency, 
diverse approaches, such as data index, metadata, linked data and, 
semantic relations are recognized for data management in various 
platforms [13]. 

Heterogeneous data from multiple sources has different 
structures. When heterogeneous and various sensor data 
are acquired, multisource data should be merged to create a 
comprehensive and meaningful view for further utility. This data 
integration process is also called multisource data fusion to unify 
data from different data sources. Certain protocols like HL7, 
BACnet etc. are employed for multisource data fusion. Various 
protocols for data transmission and communication are employed, 
such as user data protocol (UDP) and TCP, control over UDP 
(CoUDP).

Data Processing Module
Is intended for data processing in the given framework. For 

cloud-based parallel or distributing data processing, MapReduce 
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[14] and its open source implementation Hadoop is one of the 
highly common parallel processing methods in cloud platform. In 
cloud platforms for the objectives like parallelization, scalability, 
load balancing, and fault-tolerance, MapReduce is extensively 
exploited for the purpose of query processing for data analysis 
tasks. Though, for more complex operations like joins MapReduce 
support is very less. Authors in [6] are of opinion that research 
on high-level, declarative management of complex data such 
as RDF is required regarding tremendously parallel processing 
of IoT data in the cloud. In [15] parallel processing framework 
wave is designed which is employed and designed for massive 
data processing, incremental computing, and iterative processing. 
In [16] SPA a customizable data partitioning framework which 
targets at parallel processing for Semi-Structured Data like RDF 
data is highlighted. In [17] a MapReduce framework is devised 
to perform SPARQL query processing. For Parallel Processing 
Methods for Data Stream in cloud platforms it is observed that 
parallel frameworks such as MapReduce and its other alternatives 
doesn’t support. So, for augmenting parallel data mining, a realistic 
cloud bursting algorithm, maximally overlapped binpacking driven 
bursting, is adopted which judges the time overlap to upgrade data 
mining parallelization [18]. Spreitzer et al. [19] portrayed Ripple, 
a middleware developed on iterated MapReduce for distributed 
data analytics through the backing of many means of analytics in 
the similar platform and on the similar data.

Data Mining Module
Is signified in IoT with the aim to extract, classify, abstract 

and analyze data and provide analytical results to end users 
[6]. Authors have classified data mining in IoT into three types 
Data Mining in Parallel Programming, Data Mining in Mobile 
Computing and Data Mining for Graphs.

Data Mining in Parallel Programming: The researchers in 
[20] have focused on classification problem for data mining in cloud 
platform, in a unique contemporary cyclic approach to explain the 
classification problem in an efficient manner. In [21] authors have 
shown interest in clustering problem and have proposed a parallel 
K-means algorithm developed on Hadoop platforms. There is also 
scope of data mining of association rules of big data and predictive 
analysis. Yu and Zhu [22] have proposed a dynamic resource-
provisioning algorithm to predict resource utilization.

Data Mining in Mobile Computing: It is of great interest 
for researchers in IoT. In [23] researchers have proposed a new 
algorithm named wireless heterogeneous data mining (WHDM) 
to achieve the recurrent patterns or knowledge from big data and 
WHDM and is efficiently proven. In [24], distributed Hoeffding 
trees is utilized to classify streaming data in mobile computing 
environment. Personal mobile commerce pattern mining and 
prediction [25] results in pattern mining and prediction techniques 
that discover the association among the moving behavior and 
purchasing transactions of mobile users.

Data Mining for Graphs: Is an unusual kind of data mining, 
graph mining is generally employed to explore the recurrent 
patterns from networks or databases. What makes a graph unique 
in data mining is its unusual structure. It has proven to be more 
efficient in certain arear in comparison to usual cloud data mining 
method. Chen et al. [57] have proposed a novel method called the 
cloud-based SpiderMine that uses cloud computing to do graph 
mining. And likewise, Lai et al. [58] also made use of cloud 

computing and offered a strong and effective MapReduce-based 
graph mining tool. The researchers in [59] have proposed a new 
method for evaluating structural associations in heterogeneous 
graph data sets with events.

Application Optimization Module
It is intended to optimize the overall IoT on Cloud processes. 

It takes into account application analysis and requirement for 
associated algorithms or methods for processing IoT data in 
cloud platform delivering varied performance necessities, such 
as decreased I/O, faster convergence, security, scalability, 
accessibility, management, reduced cost and price, etc. 
Comprehensive application optimization includes architecture 
optimization [60] [61] [62], data storage optimization [63] [64] 
[65] [66] and data operation optimization [67].

III. DATA ANALYTICS IN BIG DATA IOT 
SYSTEMS

Heterogeneity is one of major features of big data and 
heterogeneous data result in problems in data integration and Big 
Data analytics [44]. Data Mining (DM) and Machine Learning 
(ML) methods are used for Big Data Analysis. In [44] authors 
have analyzed Deep learning and its potential in Big Data 
analytics, also the benefits of the confluences among Big Data 
analytics, deep learning, high performance computing (HPC), and 
heterogeneous computing are presented. Challenges of dealing 
with heterogeneous data and Big Data analytics are also discussed 
efficiently.

Since Data Mining (DM) and Machine Learning (ML) 
methods are used for Big Data Analysis in the health care Big Data 
context [44] hence it can be extended to Big Data Analytics in 
heterogeneous Big Data in IoT Systems. In [45] researchers have 
examined the tools used for IoT Big Data analysis and have also 
examined the usages of Data Mining in IoT Big Data systems. 

In [46] authors have given a systematic way to review data 
mining in knowledge view, technique view, and application view, 
including classification, clustering, association analysis, time 
series analysis and outlier analysis. And the latest application 
cases are also surveyed. As more and more devices connected to 
IoT, large volume of data should be analyzed, the latest algorithms 
should be modified to apply to big data. Authors have reviewed 
these algorithms and discussed challenges like data checking, 
parallel programming model, and big data mining framework.

IV. CONCLUSION
The Cloud Computing framework for IoT highlighted 

in this work has potential to act as a Data storage system 
supporting IoT devices to be utilized to improve the entire data 
processing efficiency and offer huge competitive advantage to 
the IoT applications. data mining technologies are integrated 
with IoT technologies for decision making support and system 
optimization. Data mining involves discovering novel, interesting, 
and potentially useful patterns from data and applying algorithms 
to the extraction of hidden information. There are open research 
areas in IoT Big Data Systems like performance evaluation of 
Data Mining algorithms used IoT Big Data Systems, Predictive 
Analysis in IoT Big Data Systems etc.
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Abstract— Deep Learning is one of the hottest technologies 
out there. Deep learning is a form of machine learning that 
enables computers to learn from experience and understand 
the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts [1]. It achieves 
great power and flexibility by learning to represent the world 
as more abstract form computed in terms of less abstract ones. 
A key role of Deep Learning is the analysis and learning of 
massive amounts of unsupervised data, making it worth for 
Big Data Analytics where raw data is largely unlabeled and 
unstructured. Other application areas of Deep Learning 
have also been encapsulated in this article. We have also 
summarized some aspects of Deep Learning research that 
need further exploration to incorporate specific challenges. 
We conclude by specifying insights into relevant future works.

Keywords—Deep Learning, Artificial Neural Networks, 
Machine Learning

I. INTRODUCTION 
Deep learning is a subset of machine learning. Usually, the 

term deep learning refers to deep artificial neural networks, and 
also to deep reinforcement learning. Deep learning methods aim 
at learning of feature hierarchies with features from higher-
levels of the hierarchy formed by the composition of lower level 
features.  Deep is a technical term. It refers to the number of layers 
in a neural network (NN). A shallow network has only one hidden 
layer, and a deep network has more than one. Multiple hidden 
layers allow deep neural networks to learn features of the data in a 
feature hierarchy. Simple features from one layer recombine to the 
next, to form more complex features. Nets with several layers pass 
input data (features) through many mathematical operations and 
are hence more computationally intensive to train. As Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN) became more powerful and complex 
and literally deeper with many layers and neurons, the ability for 
deep learning to facilitate robust machine learning has increased. 
Computational gravity is one of the traits of deep learning, and it 
is the reason why deep-learning models are in demand.

Deep-learning methods are representation-learning 
techniques with multiple levels of representa tions. They compose 
simple but non-linear modules into a representation at a higher and 
a little bit more abstract level [2]. According to Geoffrey Hinton “I 
think people need to understand that deep learning is making a lot 
of things, behind-the-scenes, much better”.

A deep learning model is designed to persistently analyze data 
with a logical structure similar to drawing conclusions by human 
brain. To achieve this, deep learning uses a layered structure of 
artificial neural network. The design of an ANN is stimulated by 
the biological neural network of the human brain. The neurons at 

each level make their “guesses” and most-probable predictions, 
and then pass on that information to the next level, heading 
towards the eventual outcome. Modelling based on biological 
neural system makes machine intelligence far more proficient than 
that of standard machine learning models. Figure 1. shows the 
simplest neural network with one hidden layer.

Fig.1. Shallow Neural Networks

II. Deep Learning vs. Machine Learning 
Deep learning is a subset of machine learning, and machine 

learning is a subset of AI. Both fall under the broad category of 
artificial intelligence, which is an umbrella term for all computer 
programs that does something smart (see Fig. 2).

Fig.2. Relationship between Machine Learning and Deep 
Learning
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Machine learning (ML) uses algorithms to parse data, learn 
from that data, and make informed decisions based on what it has 
learned whereas Deep learning structures algorithms in layers 
to create an “artificial neural network” that can learn and make 
intelligent decisions on its own. In case of machine learning, the 
algorithm needs to be told how to make an accurate prediction by 
providing it with more information. In the case of deep learning, 
the algorithm is able to learn that through its own data processing. 
It is analogous to how a human being identifying something, 
thinking about it, and then drawing conclusion. If a ML algorithm 
returns an inaccurate prediction, then an engineer needs to step 
in and make adjustments. But with a deep learning model, the 
algorithms can determine on their own if a prediction is accurate 
or not. 

Deep learning algorithms unlike Machine Learning algorithms 
include GPUs which are an integral part of their working. They 
inherently do a large amount of matrix multiplication operations. 
These operations can be efficiently optimized using GPUs.

Moreover, Deep learning reduces the task of developing 
new feature extractor for every problem because Deep learning 
algorithms try to learn high-level features from data.

Usually, a deep learning algorithm takes a long time to train. 
This is because there are so many parameters in a deep learning 
algorithm that training them takes longer than usual. This in 
turn is completely reversed on testing time. At test time, deep 
learning algorithm takes much less time to run. Whereas, in case 
of machine learning algorithm, test time increases on increasing 
the size of data. 

At last, we have interpretability as a factor for comparison of 
machine learning and deep learning. Deep Learning involves lots 
of computations and tuning of large number of hyper parameters. 
This factor is the main reason for not fully adopting deep learning 
for commercial use in industry till now.

III. WHY DEEP LEARNING
A key part in accepting why Deep Learning is becoming so 

popular is that it is powered by massive amounts of data. Tech 
Data society is still throwing up more and more digital data with 
progression in computation due to the rise of specialized hardware 
like GPUs and faster networking hardware. When the data is 
small, deep learning algorithms don’t perform that well. This is 
because deep learning algorithms need a large amount of data 
to understand it perfectly. But when the data grows beyond the 
limits, it outperforms all other ML algorithms (as shown in Figure 
3). This “Big Data Era” of technology is providing huge amounts 
of opportunities for new innovations in deep learning.

Andrew Ng, the chief scientist of China’s major search 
engine Baidu and one of the leaders of the Google Brain Project, 
shared a great analogy for deep learning with Wired Magazine: “I 
think AI is akin to building a rocket ship. You need a huge engine 
and a lot of fuel. If you have a large engine and a tiny amount of 
fuel, you won’t make it to orbit. If you have a tiny engine and a ton 
of fuel, you can’t even lift off. To build a rocket you need a huge 
engine and a lot of fuel.”[3]. The analogy to deep learning is that 
the rocket engine is the deep learning models and the fuel is the 
huge amount of data we can feed to these algorithms. These forces 
are still working powerfully to make deep learning even better and 
will keep on getting better for many years to come.  

Fig. 3. Performance of Machine Learning Techniques with 
increase in amount of Data

IV. APPLICATION AREAS
Today, deep learning is present in our lives in many ways 

for example, Google’s voice and image recognition, Netflix 
and Amazon’s recommendation engines, automatic email and 
text replies, chatbots, Apple’s Siri, and many more. Some other 
application areas of Deep Learning are listed below:

Self-driving cars
Breast or Skin-Cancer diagnostics
Voice search & voice-activated intelligent assistants
Automatic Handwriting Generation
Image Recognition
Automatically Adding Sounds to Silent Movies
Automatic Machine Translation
Automatic Text Generation
Image colorization

V. FUTURE SCOPE & CONCLUSION 
Deep learning and machine learning have been surprising us 

each day with their capabilities to do wonders, and this trend will 
continue in the future as well. Deep learning is proving to be one of 
the best techniques in the industry and providing with high-quality 
performance. The “Big Data Era” of technology is providing 
huge number of openings for new innovations in deep learning. 
Deep Learning algorithms are quite beneficial when dealing with 
learning from large amounts of unsupervised data, and typically 
learn data representations in a greedy layer-wise fashion [4]. 

There remains a great deal of work to be done in improving 
the learning process, where current focus is on crediting fertile 
ideas from other areas of machine learning, specifically in the 
context of dimensionality reduction, For example sparse coding 
and semi-supervised manifold learning [5].

Research is unremitting in Machine Learning and Deep 
Learning. But unlike in previous years, where research was limited 
to academia, research in Machine Learning and Deep Learning is 
exploding in both industry and academia. Things would go change 
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entirely in the next 10 years that we can’t even fathom yet. Deep 
Learning will be a must for survival.
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Abstract: This paper presents the overview of agile 
practices used in various industries. The motive of manifesto 
for agile software development is to produce better software in 
a better way. Agile software development more focused on rapid 
responses to change and continuous improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION
A software process is defined as a set of methods and activities 

that helps to the production of a software product. The problem of 
how software development should be organized in order to deliver 
faster, better, and with cheaper solutions. Many of the suggestions 
for improvement have come from experienced developers who 
gave their methods as agile software development. Though there 
are many agile methods, but there is limited knowledge about how 
these methods are carried out in practice and what their effects 
are. The importance of agile methods has been the most noticeable 
change to any software development.

A. Agile
Agile is form of software development methodology. Its 

main aim is client satisfaction through the continuous delivery and 
the focus of Agile is more on limiting at the project scope. An 
agile project sets a minimum number of functional requirements 
and then into a deliverable product. Agile development 
methodology provides the opportunities to follow the direction of 
a project throughout the development lifecycle. The main Agile 
methodology is described as ‘iterative’ and ‘incremental’. 

B. Need of Agile
In Software Engineering Software development is expanding 

day by day. Software has merged into many different fields and 
becoming more complex. Changing requirements from customers 
is making it even more difficult. The software developments which 
are old are not able to satisfy the new requirements of the market 
in the best way. Therefore as a result, new software development 
approaches are evolved as agile methodologies mainly to solve 
such problem. The new agile methodologies include some  
Modifications to software development processes to make them 
more productive and flexible.

 C. Features of Agile
Modularity in Agile 

Modularity is main one of the feature element of good 
process. It allows a whole process into to broken into small 
components called activities. A software development process 
describes a set of activities that are capable of transforming the 
vision of the software system into reality. 

Iterative in nature
Agile software processes states that we get things wrong 

before we get them right. Therefore they focus on number of short 

cycles. Within each cycle a certain set of activities are completed. 
These cycles will be started and completed in a matter of weeks. A 
single cycle called iteration and it will probably not be enough to 
get the element 100% correct. Therefore, number of short cycle is 
repeated many times to refine the deliverable product.

Useful time management 
Iterations become the right decisions for the elements for 

planning the software development project. We can set time limits 
between one and six weeks on each iteration and schedule them 
accordingly. Therefore we will not schedule all of the activities 
of our process in a single iteration and we will only attempt those 
activities necessary to achieve the goals set out at the beginning of 
the iteration. From this, Functionality may be reduced or activities 
may be rescheduled if they cannot be completed within the allotted 
time period.

Adaptive nature 
Agile methods allow change and try to adapt the change 

according to customers’ requirements. 

Incremental process
An agile process does not try to build the whole system 

at once. It divides the system into increments which may be 
developed in parallel at different times. We test each increment 
independently. When an increment is completed and tested 
properly it is integrated into the system.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In this section we would be looking at various research papers 

read. Each paper proposes a different theory and set of methods of 
agile practices. 

Malik Hneif (2009) “Review of Agile Methodologies 
in Software Development”[1] Lists out the various agile 
methodologies which are commonly used and describe the key 
points of customer requirements that to satisfy the customer needs 
what are the methodologies have to apply while developing a 
software product. The methodologies which are described in this 
paper are extreme programming, agile modeling, scrum, feature 
driven development, crystal methodology and adaptive software 
development. By using this author concluded that agile software 
product will be effective and it will give optimum results at the 
customer side and fulfill the need of customers. 

Pavithra Mani (2014) “Analysis of Agile Software 
Development Utilizing Cloud Computing Capabilities” [2] 
describes that the evolution of agile development has changed the 
method of software development. To give supporting platform 
to these agile software development strategies, cloud computing 
provides necessary accelerations to this development area for 
enhancement. Further author described about the basic of cloud 
computing and agile methodology that how agile software 
development works on cloud platform. With the help of cloud 
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computing, it makes it available to users immediately by installing 
the new distributions on hosted servers.

Figure 1: Agile+ Cloud Combination [7]
Cloud computing is a model that allows efficient on-demand 

network access to pool of shared resources that are rapidly 
accessible with minimum management effort. It is purely based 
upon internet. 

Author list out the some advantages of cloud computing 
which are:
	 •	 It maximizes the effect of sharing resources.
	 •	 It allows organizations to run applications faster.
	 •	 Cloud computing provides a centralized storage of 

mechanism.
According to author a cloud environment consist of number 

of services and models which divides into categories. There are 
three services in cloud computing which are:
	 •	 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
	 •	 Platform as a Service (PaaS)
	 •	 Software as a Service (SaaS) and

There are four models in cloud computing which are 
described in paper:
	 •	 Public Cloud
	 •	 Private Cloud
	 •	 Community Cloud and Hybrid Cloud.

Related to cloud with agile, agile is a software development 
method based on iterative and incremental development. Agile 
framework provides the environment which involves interaction 
between self-organizing teams and cross-functional teams. Cloud 
computing and virtualization make agile development teams to 
multiple phases of development with other cloud services. Further 
author describes about agile and cloud combination that how these 
two when combined together, rapidly work is done. Following 
points explains about this combination.
	 •	 Cloud and agile is a parallel activity.
	 •	 Cloud encourages innovations and experimentation.
	 •	 Cloud enhances iterative development through continuous 

integration.
	 •	 Cloud provides servers for the development.
	 •	 Cloud computing facilitates code branching.
	 •	 Cloud provides delivery platforms for agile development.

Then author concluded that with the help of cloud, delay in 
provisioning the components which will require for agile product 
will reduce and this combination provides better chances for 
innovative development with standard business objectives.

Robert Krawatzeck (2014) “The Agile Business 
Intelligence Catalog” [3] Described the Business Intelligence 
systems (BI) which are able to react unexpected or unstable 
requirements in a given time framework. The variation capability 
of Business Intelligence systems is usually stated as ‘BI agility’. 

According to paper the usage of agile process models such as 
scrum or extreme programming are important parameters for 
developing BI systems in an agile. These agile techniques or agile 
models are used to improve the time and flexibility in development 
process of BI systems. Author further explained the agile Business 
Intelligence (BI) actions and agile catalog. It also gave some steps 
of its actions for development. The agile catalog comprises of 21 
agile BI actions catalog and organized into four categories:
	 •	 Principles
	 •	 Process models
	 •	 Techniques and Technologies 

At last, paper concluded that these agile catalogs can be used 
by scientific community and practitioners to find the research 
areas and explained fully implementation of each items of catalog. 

Amr Noaman Abdel-Hamid (2011) “Process Increments: 
An Agile Approach to Software” [4] author explained about 
software process increments through agile approach. Process 
increments are an iterative and incremental method to manage 
software process improvement projects. The approach forms 
from agile values and principles and reuses some familiar agile 
techniques in managing transition risks. With the help of agile 
estimating and planning techniques, it divides the scope into 
user story like increments and manages the whole project. This 
agile approach has been useful to five enterprises and showed 
continuous improvement rate, good project visibility and on-going 
learning experiences by project teams.

Process increment is independent of any process increment. 
It has following attributes:
	 •	 Summary title
	 •	 Verification points
	 •	 Size estimate
	 •	 Process area

Process increments and dependencies are very useful in 
planning the software project improvement (SPI). Many agile 
techniques have been active while implementing the package. The 
following agile practices are used:
	 •	 Process Cards: All process increments are published on 

process cards and on the back, size estimation of each 
process and verification points are printed.

	 •	 Product Backlog: There are two main backlogs used in 
software project improvement project: the project backlog 
and the iteration backlog.

The project Backlog contains all the process increments and 
expands and shrinks according to the need of organization and the 
iteration backlog contains the increments and responsibilities to 
be completed during the iteration.
	 •	 Iteration lifecycle: The major organization changes 

managed against risks through this iteration life cycle 
technique. Classic improvement iteration describe in 
following figure. The following figure shows iteration 
life cycle activities.
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Figure2: Two-Week Iteration in the Improved Project [4]
Author explained these four activities in detail.

	 •	 Learn new thoughts. These thoughts or concepts might 
be new process increments and it is time boxed to one day 
only.

	 •	 Practice this new idea and apply it to quick projects. 
Through this number of tools, concepts and actions has 
used to make the practice better.

	 •	 Define what is described in rules and guidelines or process 
documentation. The main motive of this activity is to 
record what the team members has learned and practiced. 

	 •	 The excellent measure of these process guidelines is 
high level guideline, in which it explains the team is 
implementing what they agreed to be good practices.

	 •	 Review describes what has been proficient with the 
adviser and evaluate whether the process increment is 
complete or not.

 At last, author concluded that process increment is the 
excellent measure to minimize the probability of failure. The 
sample of enterprise companies showed sustainable improvement 
although these organizations are of different background, business 
areas and technologies. Author also told about future work, that 
other experiments will implemented to conduct CMMI based 
process improvement.

 Dave Bishop (2014) “Toward An Understanding Of 
Preference For Agile Software Development” [5] presented 
the exploratory research that examines factors contributing for 
the development of software. The initial consideration revolves 
around the five factor model of personality and statement 
that these personality factors provide a partial explanation of 
predilection for an agile approach. The results from the numerical 
data collected from the survey study, indicates that three out of 
five personality factors show correlation with average preference 
for agile methods. These factors are extraversion, openness 
and neuroticism. Extraversion and openness have a positive 
relationship with agile preferences while neuroticism or emotion 
instability has a negative relationship. These factors identified 
through exploratory factor analysis.

Author gave real time implementation of agile principles 
and agile methodologies. One of the methodologies Extreme 
programming (XP) is that programmers work in team or pairs to 
solve the problems while developing the software. To measure 
their personality, Meyers-Briggs Type Indicators (MBTI) finds 
the relationship between personality types of programmers 
participating in pair programming. The five factor model uses the 
following characters:

	 •	 Openness(O)
	 •	 Conscientiousness(C)
	 •	 Extraversion(E)
	 •	 Agreeableness(A)
	 •	 Neuroticism(N)

Author further explained about extraversion activities that 
it can be compared with introversion because extraversion is the 
measure of individual’s energy and enthusiasm to involve with the 
people but introversion is opposite to the extraversion. 

Extraversion composed of following elements:
	 •	 Confidence
	 •	 Activity
	 •	 Positive emotions

Based on these elements, more scores in extraversion more 
the person social able. Author collected the survey response and 
measures personality elements of individual’s through hypotheses 
testing and exploratory factor analysis. At last, paper concluded 
that out of these five elements of five factor model of personality 
three of the five traits has significant correlation between them.

John F. Tripp (2014) “Exploring the Relationship 
between Organizational Adoption Motives” [6] Describe about 
the agile motives and agile practices. According to this paper 
research based on survey data that was collected and according to 
result they found three agile motives which are:
	 •	 Increase the efficiency
	 •	 Increase quality and
	 •	 Increase the software quality.

These agile motives for agile adoption are associated with 
different configuration of project management which is also 
focused on agile practices of software development. Further this 
paper describes that in an organization minimum 20% projects 
used at least two agile practices for development. But these agile 
practitioners are choose and understand that which agile practices 
will be best, effective for implementation and what are the impact 
on project.

Department Frequency %age

Software 
Development

1379 59.9

IT/Support 606 26.3

Services 95 4.1

Sales/Marketing 48 2.1

Other/Missing 176 7.6

CONCLUSION: 
Software process development has become one of the 

world’s most important technologies. The software produce today 
is growing rapidly and becoming the quality of world. Our modern 
world mostly depends on software. In support of efforts over the 
past 40 to 50 years, developers implemented various software 
development technologies like use to structure with the help of 
process frameworks, manage, and control our work. Software 
requirements are the basic need for development area to produce a 
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customer’s deliverable product. But the applications we developed 
became larger and larger still and the methods we used to control 
our work became heavier and heavier. So in the past two decades 
the movement to more ‘agile’ and ‘leaner’ software development 
methodologies including lighter weight but still safe and effective 
treatment of application requirements has been one of the most 
significant factors affecting the industry.
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Abstract: The need of parallel processing arises because 
some problems were too costly to be solved with the classical 
approach and we need to find the results as soon as possible. 
Parallelization is becoming necessity of parallel computing field. 
It is very difficult to parallelize the sequential program. This paper 
describes about loop parallelization that allows parallelizing the 
loops of the programs as we know loops take most CPU time. This 
paper discusses about speculative parallelism in which program 
is parallelized while maintaining its sequential order. Some tools 
are briefly discussed like HydraVM, PTRAN and MATLAB 
parallel computing toolbox. This paper describes about variant 
based parallel execution of sequential programs which introduces 
concept of multiple variants in a sequential program.

Keywords: HydraVM, Speculative Parallelism, Loop 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sequential program is defined as a set of instructions in a serial 

fashion. Instructions are executed line by line one after another. 
It takes so much time to compute large sequential programs 
which leads to performance degradation of Dr. Ajay Shriram 
Kushwaha Assistant Professor School of Computer Applications 
Lovely Professional University Punjab, 144401, India Email Id: 
ajay.21908@lpu.co.in [Correspondig Author] computer systems. 
Parallelism is one of the keys means for improving the performance 
of computer systems. Parallelism in programs is a fundamental 
characteristic of the program that denotes the independence of 
computations in a program. Parallelism provides the ability to 
perform several computations in a program concurrently because 
of their independence. Parallelism exploits the concurrency.

II. NEED OF PARALLELIZATION
The need of parallel approach arises because some problems 

were too costly to be solved with the classical approach and we 
need to find the results as soon as possible. If we solve problems 
sequentially then it takes too much time and if we rewrite the same 
problems in parallel version from scratch, it is also not worthy. 
So, it is better option to parallelize the sequential program. The 
criteria for evaluating the performance of a parallel program is the 
speedup that is the ratio of serial run time to the parallel run time 
to solve the same problem [1]. The speedup formula is

S= Ts/Tp
Where

Ts: Serial run time (i.e. time taken to solve problem 
sequentially).

Tp‐ Parallel run time (i.e. time taken to solve problem 
parallelly) [1].

A. Amdahl’s law
If we execute the parallel program on parallel processor, 

some portion of it cannot be executed parallelly. That portion 
has to be executed sequentially by single processor. Let a be the 
portion which cannot be parallelized. The rest of (1 - a) will be 
executed in parallel. Here N is number of processing elements. 
Speed up is:

S= 1 / (a + ((1- a)/N))
In Amdahl’s law, problem size remains fixed. If we increase 

the number of processors, then speed up as well as efficiency 
decreases. This law focuses on execution of program must be 
completed as fast as possible.

B. Gustafson’s Law
This law is correlated with Amdahl’s law. It basically works 

on limitation of Amdahl’s law. Amdahl’s law is limited to fixed 
problem size. Gustafson’s law states that as we increase the 
number of processing elements in parallel system problem size 
must increases but the execution time of the problem remain 
constant. This law focuses on scalability of problem size having 
constant execution time. Speed up given by this law is

S(P) = P- a(P-1)
P is number of processing elements and a is portion that has 

to be executed sequentially.

C. Sun Ni’s Law
Sun Ni’s law focuses on memory, which is associated with 

every processor, should be scaled up. This law treats Amdahl’s 
law and Gustafson law as special cases to find memory bounded 
speed up. In this law degree of parallelism plays very important 
role. Here works performed by processors are considered very 
carefully. This law also includes communication overhead 
associated with processor in its formula.

III. PARALLELIZATION OF SEQUENTIAL 
PROGRAM

In this section various techniques which are used to parallelize 
the sequential programs are briefly described with their limitations.
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A. Manual Parallelization
If the user decides to manually parallelize his program, he 

can freely decide which parts have to be parallelized and which 
not. This is called manual parallelization. Here user must be 
expert programmer that significantly involves in partitioning of 
the computations into multiple threads. He has to explicitly define 
the desired communication mechanisms (message passing or 
shared memory) and synchronization methods (locks, barriers, 
semaphores and so on) in the parallel program. When multiple 
threads must concurrently operate on the same data, it is often 
necessary to use locks to avoid race conditions between the 
threads [2].

Limitations
X- This technique requires experts. So, it is restricted 

techniques.
X- It is good for small programs but for large and complex 

programs or applications it fails at some points. As we all know 
human are more prone to do mistakes.

B. Collier Automatic Parallelization
The easiest way to parallelize a sequential program is to use 

a compiler that detects, automatically or based on the compiling 
directives specified by the user, the parallelism of the program 
and generates the parallel version by finding interdependencies 
in the source code. The automatically generated parallel version 
of the program could be executed on a parallel system. The user 
does not have to be concerned about which part of the program is 
parallelized because the compiler will take such a decision when 
the automatic parallelization facility is used [2].

Limitations
X- User has a very limited control over parallelization.
‐ In a complex program that contains nested loops, procedure 

calls etc., it is very difficult to find and to analyze the dependencies 
which restricts the capabilities of such compilers.

C. Loop Parallelization
Parallelizing loops is one of the most important challenges 

because loops usually spend the most CPU time even if the code 
contained is very small. A loop could by parallelized by distributing 
iterations among processes. Every process will execute just a 
subset of the loop iterations range. Usually the code contained by 
a loop involves arrays whose indices are associated with the loop 
variable. Therefore, distributing iterations means dividing arrays 
and assigning chunks to processes.

If data affected by the inner loop are then referenced in the 
main loop, we need to synchronize data just after the end of the 
inner loop in order to be sure that the values accessed by the main 
loop are the updated one. The data synchronization was added just 
after the second loop end and the inner loop was distributed over 
multiple processes and processors. Every process will execute 
just a subset of the inner loop iterations range. Using the partial 
parallelization of a loop, we can minimize the load imbalance, 
but the communication overhead will be higher as result of 
synchronization [1].

For Example: In case of single loop, if I want to print “hello 
World‐‐say 500 times or even more in MATLAB environment, 
it takes more time if it execute sequentially, but if it execute 
parallelly on multiple processor it take very less time. Suppose it 

executes on MATLAB Parallel Computing toolbox which solves 
the problem using multicore processors, GPUs and computer 
clusters. However, this toolbox provides 12 workers by default 
that works concurrently.

In MATLAB, Sequential program code for print “hello 
World” is:

For i: 1 : 500 Disp(‘Parallelizing the Sequential program”) 
End

InMATLAB Parallel Computing toolbox, code for print 
“hello World” on multiple workers is: Matlabpool local 10 \\ to 
start 10 workers Parfor i=1: 500 \\ parfor is parallel for 
loop

Disp(‘Parallelizing the Sequential program,) End
Matlabpool close \\ close Matlab workers
However, program running on multiple works take less time. 

In this loop is distributed among multiple workers. Workers run 
concurrently and produce result frequently as compared to run 
same program sequentially.

Limitations
X- Loop Parallelism concentrate mainly concentrate on for 

loops.
X- This approach is not good if sequential programs consist 

of very complex nested loops.
X- Here we need to take care of the partials results of the loops 

carefully. So, synchronization plays vital role in this approach.

IV. PARALLELIZATION TOOLS
Nowadays trend is moving from sequential programs to 

parallel programs. As sequential programs are time consuming, so 
we need to convert them into parallel programs by rewriting them. 
As we know to create parallel programs, parallel programming 
is required. Parallel programming must be portable as it has to 
run efficiently on heterogonous systems. To do this compiler of 
parallel programming has to do restructuring of program which 
is time consuming task. Here we are going to discuss briefly 
about some ready-made tools that convert sequential programs 
into parallel programs by extracting parallelism from sequential 
programs. These are explained as follows:

PTRAN: PTRAN (Parallel Translator) is parallelizing 
system at IBM’s T.J. Watson Research Center which converts the 
legacy sequential FORTRAN program into parallel FORTRAN 
programs. It is source to source complier. This system mainly 
concerns with FORTRAN written programs which make this tool 
very specific for converting the legacy sequential program into 
parallel program. But nowadays FORTRAN is used very less 
as we are now moved towards 4GL. PTRAN is seldom used for 
parallelization of sequential program [3].

HydraVM: HydraVM is a virtual machine that extracts 
parallelism automatically from sequential programs. A set of 
techniques including code profiling, data dependency analysis, 
and execution Analysis are applied on sequential code (at the byte 
level). HydraVM is built by extending the Jikes RVM. Jikes RVM 
(Research Virtual Machine) provides a flexible open testbed to 
prototype virtual machine technologies. HydraVM works in three 
phases.
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Phase -1 focuses on detecting parallel patterns in the code 
by monitoring code execution and determining memory access 
and execution patterns. This may lead to slower code execution 
due to inspection overhead. Information collected here is stored in 
Knowledge Repository.

Phase -2 starts after collecting enough information in the 
Knowledge Repository about which blocks were executed and 
how they access memory. The Builder component uses this 
information to split the code into superblocks, which can be 
executed in parallel. New version of the code is generated and 
is compiled by the Recompilation component. The TM Manager 
manages memory access of the execution of the parallel version 
and organizes transaction commit according to the original 
execution order. The manager collects profiling data including 
commit rate and conflicting threads.

Phase -3 is tuning the reconstructed program based on thread 
behavior (i.e., conflict rate). The Builder evaluates the previous 
reconstruction of superblocks by splitting or merging some of 
them and reassigning them to threads. The last two phases work in 
an alternative way till the end of program execution, as the second 
phase represents a feedback to the third one [4].

MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox: MATLAB Parallel 
Computing toolbox solves the problem using multicore processors, 
GPUs and computer clusters. Parallel computing toolbox creates 
multiple workers (called ‘labs’ or computations engines) on 
local machine. By default, Matlab provide 12 workers to execute 
applications locally on a multicore desktop. Without changing the 
code, we can run the same application on a computer cluster or a 
grid computing service (using MATLAB Distributed Computing 
Server which we need to purchase). Matlab parallelize the programs 
or applications without using CUDA or MPI Programming. This 
toolbox allows to us to run sequential as well as parallel program. 
However, to run parallel program on multicore processors firstly 
we must use Matlabpool command to open as many workers we 
want (maximum workers 12) time.

V. SPECULATIVE PARALLELIZATION VS 
VARIANT BASED COMPETITIVE PARALLEL 
EXECUTION

First of all, speculative parallelization is discussed and then 
variant based parallelism is discussed briefly.

A. Speculative Parallelization
Speculative parallelization attempts to use the many 

processing cores by creating concurrency from a program but 
also maintaining the sequential program order. It overcomes the 
limitations of traditional parallelization by creating threads that 
are composed from the program and speculatively executing them 
in parallel. Additional hardware support is used to determine 
threads that violate dependencies and squash them, and to enforce 
sequential program order of concurrently executed speculative 
threads. As threads are use here it is also known as Thread Level 
Speculative parallelism.

Program Demultiplexing (PD, in short) is an execution 
paradigm based on speculative parallelization, for sequential 
programs. In sequential execution, the call site of a method 
represents the beginning of execution of that method and happens 

on the same processing core as the program. However, in PD, the 
execution of a method occurs on another available processing 
core, speculatively, before the call site is reached in the program. 
Several such speculative executions of methods create concurrency 
in a program. The speculative execution is usually invoked after 
the method is ready, i.e. after its data dependencies are satisfied for 
that execution instance. Speculative threads in PD are composed 
of methods. Methods allow programmers to decompose a problem 
into several subtasks and enable them to write a complex and 
lengthy program.

a) Sequential Execution b) PD based Execution

Fig 1. Program demultiplexing overview
The sequential execution on the left represents execution of 

methods A, B, and D. Method C is called inside D. On the right 
side is the PD based execution. The methods are spawned for 
speculative execution. Method D uses the speculative execution 
of method C. Methods A, B, and D are committed when the call 
site in the program is reached. The speculative executions do not 
violate any data dependencies, and this is indicated by the tick 
mark on the bottom right of the method’s box [5].

Limitations
X- It may happen that the core gets destruct on which any 

thread speculatively executing. It may harm the execution of the 
thread where it requires.

X- This approach is difficult to apply for complex programs 
which involve nested loops, interdependent code and so on.

B. Variant-based Competitive Parallel Execution
Competitive parallel execution (CPE) is a model to adapt and 

execute existing sequential programs to increase their performance 
on multi-processor and multi-core systems. The fundamental 
idea of CPE is to include variants of one or multiple regions of a 
sequential program and to let these variants compete at program 
execution time. CPE is a technique for modifying and executing 
existing sequential applications to increase their performance on 
parallel systems. Competitive parallel execution (CPE) is a simple 
yet attractive technique to improve the performance of sequential 
programs on multi-core and multiprocessor systems. The central 
idea of CPE is to facilitate the introduction of multiple variants for 
parts of a program, where different variants are suited for different 
run-time conditions.
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A sequential program is transformed into a CPE- enabled 
program by introducing multiple variants for parts of the program. 
The performance of different variants depends on runtime 
conditions, such as program input or the execution platform, and 
the execution time of a CPE-enabled program is the sum of the 
shortest variants. The purpose of creating variants is to make 
the program adaptive to different run-time conditions. Variants 
compete at run-time under the control of a CPE aware runtime 
system. The run-time system ensures that the behavior and 
outcome of a CPE-enabled program is not distinguishable from 
the one of its original sequential counterparts.

Fig 2 illustrates the general execution model of a CPE 
enabled program with an example. The execution alternates 
between sequential phases, where only a single variant is running, 
and competitive phases, where multiple variants are running in 
parallel. The example program in Fig. 2 executes two sequential 
and three competitive phases. Variants compete against each other 
in every competitive phase. At the end of aB. competitive phase the 
program state of the winning variant is synchronized with all its 
peers. The execution then proceeds to the succeeding competitive 
or sequential phase [6].

Fig 2. Execution control of CPE Fig 2: Example execution 
control flow of a CPE enabled program with two sequential and 
three competitive phases. Two or three variants compete in each 
competitive phase. A competitive phase ends upon completion of 
a variant, and the program state is synchronized to the state of this 
winner. The behavior and semantics of a CPE- enabled program 
must not be distinguishable from a sequential execution, in which 
only a single variant runs in each phase. The run-time system 
must provide two isolation properties to guarantee the semantical 
equivalence with the original sequential program:
 1. The effects of a variant must be contained with respect 

to competing variants. A change in program state of one 
variant must thus not be observable by other variants.

 2. The set of I/O operations performed by the CPE enabled 
program and the order in which they are performed must 
not have any side- effects that differ from a sequential 
execution of the program.

CPE model is not only restricted to flat competitive phases 
but also supports nested competitiveness.

Two different approaches to transform an existing sequential 
program into a CPE-enabled program:
 • Computation-Driven Competitiveness

 • Compiler-Driven Competitiveness
Computation-Driven Competitiveness: Here variants which 

are to be executed are present in the program. It is a simple and 
straightforward parallelization of heuristic algorithms. In this the 
process of enhancing a sequential program is a straightforward 
process. Here variants are executed in isolation with respect 
to each other. Thus, process does not require any reasoning 
about data sharing, dead-locks and other difficulties intrinsic to 
concurrent programming. Also, the process does not require 
detailed knowledge of the inner-workings of the original program 
with all its data structures and algorithms [6].

Compiler-Driven Competitiveness: Here variants of parts 
of a program are generated by selecting different optimization 
strategies during compilation. Compiler-driven CPE exploits the 
fact that many optimizing compilers are unable to identify the best 
optimization settings for many programs. Compiler-driven CPE 
therefore employs the compiler to generate variants for frequently 
executed parts of the program by applying different optimization 
strategies upon compilation [6].

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper briefly discusses the ways of parallelizing 

the sequential programs. As compared to other approaches of 
parallelizing the sequential program, variant based competitive 
parallel execution is better. It can be beneficial for small programs 
as well as for large and complex programs. Unlikely in Speculative 
Parallelism where speculatively execute the independent part but 
that part may not be optimized and also its execution. But in this 
approach by using Complier driven competitiveness automatic 
select the best and optimized independent part clled variant and 
its execution gives optimized results. This approach gives more 
correct results as compared to other approaches.

Also, instead of writing the parallel version of sequential 
program from scratch, the corresponding sequential program is 
converted into parallel program by using various parallelization 
techniques. We can correlate with re-engineering.

Overall it can be said that Compiler Driven Competitiveness 
— Variant based competitive parallel execution of sequential 
program is better approach because in this compiler itself generate 
the variants by using various optimizing techniques during 
compilation. So, it is more automatic. In future this compiler 
driven approach can be explored to convert the sequential program 
into parallel program without rewriting from scratch.
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